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The Compromise of Liberai Environmentaüsm. Doctor of Philosophy. 1997. 

Steven FIiinklin Bernstein. Department of Political Science, University of Toronto. 

This thesis investigates the convergence of environmental and h i  economic noms in 

international environmental governance since 1972. It argues that the institutionaijzation of 

"sust2iriabie development" at the 1992 UN Conferace on Environment and Deveiopment 

(LMCED) legitirnated this evolution toward bli'beral environmentalism." Norms of liberal 

enWonmentalisrn promote and maintain a liberal eçonomic order with minimum dnuptions to 

ecologicai systems. This compromise enabled environmental concerns to gain greater prominence 

on the international agenda First, the thesis maps the evolution of n o m  to unCover patterns of 

enviroxmental governance. Second, it explains why environmental govemance developed as it did 

The thesis traces the evolution of environmental n o m  through the 1972 UN Confaaice on 

the Human Enviroment, the 1987 Wald Commission on Environment and Development report, 

and the 1992 UNCED. The focus on n o m  - which define, regdate and legitimate state (and other 

a;ctors') identities, values, and behaviours - draws attention to the content of international 

govanance. Hence, srplanatiom for the observed normative developments address two questions: 

What actors and institutions carried ideas that led to liberal environmentalism? And, why did the 

ideas associated with such n o m  becorne institutionaiized? 

AAa discounting power- and interest-bsed explanations, the thesis tests two explanations 

that focus on the causal rde of ideas in internatid politics. It nnds that an epistemic 

communities explauation, which foaises on the influence of a 44scientific ecology" wmmunity of 



experts, fails in a crucial test for the approach. This result challenges the o h  assumed primacy of 

science in environmental governance. 

The thesis then introduces an alternative, socio-evolutionary, approach which draws on 

ment work on the evolution of inkmational norms. It argues that to understand how new n o m  

becorne institutiodked qukes  an anaiysis of the interaction of ideas and the social structure they 

encornterter Three fàctors detamine the success of new ideas and the noms they support: the 

legitimacy of their source, their fitness with existjng international social structure, and the degree to 

which key actors identify their social intaests with those ideas. 

The findings contribute to the lita;mire on ideas, n o m ,  and international govemance and 

to an understanding of continuity and change in international politics. 

... 
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Chapter One 

Introdudon 

We camot say with cerfninty how much longer mankind [sic] can postpone initiating deliberate 
control of hrS growth before he wiZ2 have lost the chance for control. We suspect on the buis of 
present bowledge of the physical constrain ts of the planet that the growth phase cannot 
conrinue for another one hundred years. Again. because of the delays in the system, ifthe global 
society waits mti2 thosc constraints are unmrStakably apparent. it will have waited too long. 

- The Limits to Growth 1972 

The concept of sutainubZe development does imply Iimits - not absolute limits but Iimitatiorts 
imposed by the present stote of technology and social orgunization on mvironmenfd resources 
and by the ability of the biosphere to absorb the &CB of h u m  activities. But techno& and 
social organï2ation can be both m u ~ g e d  and intproved to make way for a new era of economic 
growth. 

- Our Cornmon Future 1987 

Few tnily global concems in the late 20th century held the potential to substantially 

tninsform the nahue of global politics and society. Contenders mi@ include the fear of nuclear 

annihilation or advances in technology and telecommUILications. The former arguably 

transformed the nature of codict between the major powers while the latter made possible 

exponential increases in financial and other business transactions across vast distances, enhanced 

the spread of culture, and enabled vast changes in the patterns of interaction between a wide 

range of actors on the global stage. 

Looking back 30 years, one might have predicted that the wncem over the state of the 

global environment could similarly tninsform our understanding of global politics. Responses to 

such concems have d e d  for a whole new notion of planetary rather than national security, 

thrown into question the assumption of cornpethg interests of nation-states and the ability of 

such units to manage global problems, and forced humankind to question the wisdom of 

conducting global economic relations as if they were independent h m  the mlogical systems 

that sustain life on the planet. 
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The earliest ideas that informeci international attempts to manage the Earth's resources 

supporteci such transfonnatiom. The philosophical statement of planetary concem commissioned 

for the first global environmental conference - the United Nations Conference on the Human 

Environment in 1972 - included calls for "loyaity to the Earth" that recognized planetary 

interdependence of ali life, the adoption of global (as opposed to m t i o d )  responses to 

environmental problems, and massive changes in overco~lsumptive lifestyles of the wealthy- 

Oniv One Earth, as it was calleû, also criticized existing international institutions for lacking a 

sense of planetary community and ~ommitment.~ High profile studies such a s  The Limits to 

Growth took an even tougher stand against overconsumption and warned that growth in 

population and production could not continue on course without leading to the collapse of our 

social and economic system.' No one expected revolutionary changes to occur overnight, but an 

assumption continues to prevail that as the international community pays more attention to 

environmental problems, respomes will move slowly toward a more ecological understanding of 

our world and humankind's place in it. At the least, our respomes to environmental problems 

thanselves wiil lead us in an ecologicai direction. 

This dissertation examines whether indeed that is the case. 1t does so by detailing how 

international concem for the global environment moved b m  these initial formulations to the 

current concem with ''sustainable development," and what form of international govemance 

"sustainable development" entails. This evolution of enWonmental govemance takes on added 

significance when one considas that environmental issues W l y  reached the mainstream of 

international relations in the early 1990s only when they took this fom. 

Whether or not sustainable development constitutes a truiy tramformative idea, 

international lawyers and political scientists note that the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro 

institutionsilized ideas associated with this new conception of environmental govemance. Some 

c d  it a "paradigm shift" to a new international law of sustainable development h m  prwious 

formulations of both international law of the environment and of development3 Others argue 

~ a r d  and Dubos 1972. For a simim.ry sec McCormick 1989,95-96. 

2~cadows et ai. 1972. 
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that the Earth Summit "succeeded in fomulating an umbrella r e g h e  in the field of sustaiaable 

development" that wiU continue to shape qmific iesponses to environmental problans well into 

the future.' 1 will argue that these institutionaiized ideas are the most significant shifi in 

environmental govemance over the last 25 years. Not only did they bring environrnentalism into 

the mainstnam of international govermince, they did so by refoxmulating environmental concerns 

in the context of a liberal internationai economic order. In that way, sustainable development 

does mark the institutionalkation of environmental concem, but not in the way origmally 

envisaged. 

The compatibility of environmental concem, economic growth, the basic tenets of a 

market economy, and a liberal intemtiod economy is now conventional wisdom among many 

policy makers, diplomats, and a large number of non-governmental organizations throughout the 

world. It is sometimes forgonen that this formulation of the environmental problematique differs 

substantiaily h m  its earlier formulations in the late 1 960s and early 1 970s when the first 

concerteci efforts at wide-scale global responses to environmental problems began. Why, then, 

when the international c o m m ~ t y  finally took environmentalism seriously, was it only 

considered in the context of an economic program that not only encouraged growth, but 

demanded it? Why has intematiod enviromenta1 govemance evolved into what 1 will cal1 the 

compromise of liberal environmentalism? 

These questions are too often overlmked in academic and policy work that focuses on the 

quest to design bettex institutions or respond to immediate and pressing problems. While these 

are worthy projects, this study orients itself more toward what Robert Cox c d s  "criticai theory." 

An exercise in critical theory need not invoke complex methodological or epistemological 

challenges to how scholars ought to go about understanding the world. Rather, it simply poses 

the question differently than those involved in the Mportant tasks just listed. As Cox puts it, 

"Critical theory stands back h m  the existing order of things to ask how that order came into 

king, how it may be changing, and how that change may be influencecl or chiinnelld.. Its airn is 

the understanding of structurai change? In this spirit, this study asks two questions about 

- 

'sj&stedt et ai. 1994.5. 
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international environmental govemance: How did the cumnt foxm of international 

environmental govemance evolve since the k t  major international environmental conference in 

1972? And why did it evolve into liberal environxnentalism? The remainder of the introduction 

discusses how the dissertation will approach these questions. 

The Evolution of haternationai Environmental Governance 

Concern over the global enWoment has focused scholarly attention on how best to build 

institutions to manage the Earth's resomes. While an important projeci, such studies lack a 

critical examination of what kind of governing n o m  such institutions embody or why those 

n o m  came to dominate global environmental govemance. Rather, an assumption o h  

pervades the mainstream academic literature that any cooperation on environmental problems 

means progress toward a more ecological international order. A criticai examination of the 

evolution of environmental n o m  shows that assumption to be fauiv. 

kistead, I argue that nomis of environmental protection have gradually converged with 

liberal economic n o m  in international environmental governance since 1972. The 

Wtutiondization of "-le development" at the 1992 UN Conference on Environment 

and Development (UNCED) legitimated this convergence toward what 1 label "liberal 

environmentalism." This normative compromise pmmotes and maintains a liberal economic 

order while it attempts to minimize disruptiom to ecologid systerns. It ako enableci 

environmental wncerns to h d  such a prominent place on the international agenda. The 

dissertation first maps the evolution of n o m  to uncover patterns of environmental governance. 

Second, it explains why enwonmental governance developed as it did. 

Chapter two undertakes the first task in detail. However, it should not be read as yet 

another exposition of what "sustainable development" means. Numerous works devoted to that 

topic only serve to highlight the ultimately elusive quest for a definitional consensus. The widely 

quoted definition in the Brundtland Commission report - "development that meets the needs of 

the present without wmpromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" - 
identifies a compromise between competing values including growth, conservation, and inter- 
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and intra- genetational equity.6 As such, it is open to a rnyriad of interpretations. By the Earth 

Summit in 1992, various authors had found as many as 40 definitions of the concept, and the Rio 

Dedaration on Environment and Devdopment, although it uses the term, does not even a m p t  a 

consensus definition.' As noted by the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, the 

concept "is viewed quite differently by industrialists, economists, plamers and environmental 

and ecological scientis a... .'* 
Instead of unpacking the concept itself, chapter two examines the international political 

and econ~mic nomu invoked in the name of sustainable development and traces their evolution. 

1 argue that when "sustainable development" appears as a goal in international environmental 

agreements, policy positions of mulalateral agencies, or pronouncements of a number of 

intergovenunental and even many non-govemmentai fora, it evokes an identifiable set of n o m  

that underlie current atternpts at intemational enviromenta1 govemance. 

1 detail the evolution of international environmental norms through three key points of 

nom articulation: the 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in 

Stockholm, the 1987 World Commission on Environment and Development report, and the 1992 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro. 1 pay pariidar 

attention to how ideas developed that influenced the formulation of environmental governance 

through those episodes, who cmied those ideas, and what form they took when they becarne 

institutionalized. Each event serves as a marker for what is actuaiiy an ongoing process of 

normative evolution. Following each event I describe the norm-complex, for lack of a better 

te- that represents the normative basis of environmental govemance at that time. 

The norm-complex articulatecl at Stockholm did contain both environment and 

development n o m ,  but primarily emphasized the environmental protection side of the equation, 

as did the practices of international institutions, transnational activities, and internati01181 

coopemtive efforts following the conference. The Brundtland Commission report attempted a 

6WCED 1987,43. Note, the &finition appcais in altcred form eLcewhrr in the report. This defMition is the 
most Widely citcd 

'~rooks 1992. For a List of about 25 &finitions, sec Ptanx a ai. 1989, 173- 185. For the Dechtim sce IDRC 
1993. 
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synthesis of envimament and development agendas and reflected what 1 cal1 a Keynesian-like 

compromise. In it, liberal interdependence that generated growth would be tempered by 

managed intementions to niShion and facilitate adjutment in the South and direct development 

on a path less Wrely to hami the e-ment. Ratfier than c d  this nomicomplex one of 

sustainable development, I label it "manageci sustaiaable growth." 1 do so to contrast it with the 

currently dominant nomi-complex of "liberal enVit01menMsm" institutionaiized at UNCED. 

The latter accepts the liberalization of trade and *ce as consistent with, and even necessary 

for, international environmental protection. It also promotes market and other economic 

mechanisms (such as ûadeable pollution permit schemes or the privatization of commons) over 

cornand and control methods (standards, bans, cpotas, and so on) as the preferred method of 

environmental management. The concept of sustainable development, while it legitirnated this 

shift in nom,  now masks this compromise that characterizes international environmental 

goveniance. 

A number of studies identiQ various elements of what I cal1 liberal environmentalism, 

although they use t a n s  such as ecologicd modernization or simply sustainable deve1opment.P 

Many of these studies aim to uncover contradictions in such concepts. Some also critique the 

form of environmental governance promoted as too accepting of the status quo of state control 

and of patterns of economic development and practices that created most of the world's 

environmental problems in the nRt place.1° These critiques are not the focus of this study, 

although the concluding chapter addresses various implications of the institutionalization of 

liberai environrnentalism. Instead, the value added here is to uncover how and why liberal 

environxtentalisrn became institutionalized, at lest  at the international level, rather than simply 

offiering a critique of the outcorne. To date, no study has carefdiy traceci through the 

institutionaikation of such ideas. A critical understanding of the constraints and opportunities 

for change in international environmental govemaace requires understanding how that structure 

of govername developed over time. 

%or example, hjer 1995; W d e  1992; Paiicmaats 1994. 1996; ~ ü c r j a  a d  Finger 1994; Sachs 1993; mi 
Hawkins 1993. 

' O ~ e e  espsially Chaüerjee and Figer 1994. 



Explabhg the Evolution of Environmentai Covernance 

Uniike studies that focus on how best to achieve intemational cooperation on 

environmental problems, the second part of the dissertation explains why a partidar set of 

nomis dominates such arrangements. The fonis on n o m  tunis attention to the content of 

international govemance. It serves as a corrective to the rational cooperation literature which 

takes the normative underpinnings of cooperative arrangements for granted by focusing on 

fùnctional nquirements or how agreements came to be, not their contedl  1 define governance 

broadly as the methods or means of realizing shared values, interests and goals that may or may 

not derive h m  a forma1 centralized political powed2 At the ba i s  of govemance are 

international noms, defined as shared conceptions of appropriate behaviour or action. In other 

words, noms define, regulate and legitimate state (and other key actors') identities, interests, and 

behaviour.l3 While identifyuig Mtutionalized n o m  does not cover all aspects of govemance, 

nomis are at the heart of ail govemance structures. Explanations for the observed normative 

developments in environmentai govemance address two questions: What actors and institutions 

carried ideas that led to liberai environmentalism? And, why did the set of ideas associated with 

n o m  of liberal environmentalism become institutionalized? 

Chapters thtee and four put forward two competing explanations that focus on the causai 

role of ideas in international govemance. Such a focus is appropriate given the overriding 

concem with the content of intemationai governance. Before tuming to these explanations, 

however, 1 discuss why standard interest or power-based approaches are inappropriate for this 

study. 1 show that most attempts to build theones amund such approacha leave the content of 

governance (by which 1 mean its normative basis) unexplaineci. 1 also show that a simple 

extrapolation of outcornes h m  given interests fails to explain the changes in the normative basis 

of environmental govemance since 1972. Furthermore, even those theories that do attempt to 

liak the content of govemance to power and interests have a poor empirical record when it cornes 

 or example. Young 1989, 1994; and Haas, Kcobaiu and Lrvy 1993 cmpbasjze tbt mst ih r t i d  conditions for 
COopeIation 

12bemati~nal relations scholuship hs rcccmly s t m d  "govcmiooc *ut govtmumt" Rosmau and 
CzanpieI 1992; Finiclestein 1995; and Young 1995. 
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to explainhg outcornes in environmental governance. These inadequacies point to the need to 

move beyond rationaiist and interest-based approaches to alternatives that examine the causal 

role of ideas in international relations. 

For this project, a major problem arises with interest-based explanations because they 

assume away the content of hterests or import them uncritically. Depending on the theory of 

world politics employed, interests in international politics are assumeci to be relatively stable and 

based on core values such as econornic costshenefits or protection of physical s d t y  h m  

outside attack. However, for a studj j  such as this mncemed explicitiy with the content of 

govemance, it seems logical to look to knowledge or ideas-based explanations since ody bey 

focus on what set of ideas dominate attempts to solve the problem in question. Still, 1 take 

seriously Garreît and Weingast's assertion that an ideas-based explanation first requires a null 

hypothesis that only material interests matter." 

Interest-based explanations are primarily cuncerned with whether outcomes reflect given 

sets of interests. The methodological issue then becornes how to mode1 their interaction to get 

good predictions on outcornes one wishes to explain. Such outcomes are usually dichotomous - 
agreementho agreement, actionho action, or coopemtîon/conflict - on the concem in question. 

A number of studies in this vein provide interesthg d y s i s  of cooperation on particuiar 

intemational environmental issues. For example, Sprinz and Vaahtomta, while not explicitly 

presenting a theory of cooperation, use an interest-based explanation to show why some wunîries 

more sîrongly supported international environmental cooperation on controlling acid rain and 

ozone depletion than other~.~~ Paterson and Rowlands, in two separate studies, assess the merits 

of interest-based explanations, among others, to explain the politics of global responses to 

climate change. Such explanations rely on modehg the strategic interaction of actors with 

given interests or bey hypothesize that when core interests of powemil actors are threatened (for 

example, when they are vulnerable to costly environmental damage), those actors, either by 

threat, coercion, or by shouldering extra costs, WU ensure action is taken in response to those 

threats. 

"Garrett and W- 1993,203. 

''sprixu and Vaahtonma 1994. 
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In realist thought, interests are taken as given and the interests of dominant state-actors 

g e n d y  pmrail, although the ability of those actors to prevail is wnditioned on factors such as 

the current distribution of capabilities in the international system. Recent institutionalist 

literature broadens the focus h m  the interaction of rational suite actors to include institutional, 

transnational, andor domestic factors to the mix of variables considered? Whatever the merits 

of specific rational-interest approaches to explaining cooperation (the critiques of specific 

theones are many and varied and need not be rehearsed hm), by themselves they offer M e  in 

the way of anaiysis of the content of cooperative arrangements that prevail. 

Supporters of a rational interest-based approach might stiil counter with the argument that 

since preferences are exogenous in rational choice theories, they can predict outcomes more 

efficiently than avaiiable alternatives. In the case of environmental govemance, one could 

conceivably constnict a rationaiist explanation for liberal envUonmentalism loosely based on 

material interests and preferences derived h m  them. Such a .  argument would propose that the 

South wants primarily to develop and to defend sovereignty, while it has a hiteci interest in the 

environment. Therefore, iiberai environmentalism was the ba t  that could be achieved given the 

North's desire to protect open txade and investment while at the same thne appearing to do 

something about global envitonmental problems. Likewise, the North wouid have liked to see 

the South do more for the environment, but liberal environmentalism was the best they could do, 

given the South's interests. 

The pursuit of material interests is indeed reflected to varying degrees in the Earth 

Summit outcornes and the nonn-complex of liberal enviromentalism more g e n d y .  However, 

the above explanation of events f d s  down on both empirical and theoretical gromds. 

Empirically, as 1 show in chapter two, the South's "interest" in the environment c h g e d  

drastically between 1972 and 1992, so that some countries in the South, as in the North, took 

positions at UNCED that couid be considered "activist" on both envUonment and development 

concems, others took "ambiguous" positions, and still others were on the "defen~ive."'~ If 

interests provided a sufncient explanation, UNCED outcomes should have much more closely 

"Imber 1994,86ff uses these classifications. 
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resembled Stockholm's than they did. Indeed, the Stockholm outcomes did reflect competing 

sets of interests to a much greater degree since new ideas that linked environment and 

development had only limited influence. In the intervening y-, however, such ideas, in 

various formulations, increasingiy shaped interestdefinition for countries in the North and South. 

Thus the UNCED outcomes reflected much more than a simple North-South compromise. 

For example, positions changed substantially between 1972 and 1992 on arguments put 

forward by the South over the way in which development ought to be promoted within a 

framework that also considered environmental protection. The embracing of market nomis by 

the South, the support for incorporating environmental concems into development projects and 

policies, and the willhgness to acknowledge the severity of global and local threats to the 

environment, even if the share of responsibility between North and South remained contested, al1 

represented substantial shifts h m  20 years earlier. Likewise, the North's embrace of the 

concept of sustainable development in the late 19809, with its explicit linkage of environment 

and development - a linkage barely conceivable prior to 1972 - aimot be derived h m  material 

interests alone. Admittedly, the priority given to particuiar enVir01ment.l issues still often 

differed in Norih and South. Nonetheless, the shifts in positions noted above that facilitateci the 

acceptame of liberal environmentalism suggests that its institutionalization reflects more than the 

sum of material interests. 

Even in regard to the type of world order the North supported, nothhg inherent in the 

material interest of a wealthy or powerful country makes it desire an economic system 

characterized by open trade and investment The Cold War period, wherein the two most 

powerful countries pumiecl vastly different conceptions of world economic order, not to mention 

the long periods of history where economic nationalist policies of powerfid countries dominated, 

demonstrates that material interests do not dictate particular policy preferences. Wtimately, even 

the quest to ptotect sovereignty on the part of the South cannot be wnsidered solely a material 

interest since it is conditioned on a pre-existing set of social arrangements within the 

international system that prideges the role of sovereign states. 

This leads to the theoreticai and methodological limitations of a rational-interest 

approach. If one t d y  did not assume any prefmces, they would have to be constantly re- 

evaluated at any given t h e .  One couid presumably undertake such an analysis and attempt to 



gauge the preferences of all relevant state actors. This might have been done on the eve of the 

Earth Summit, for example. Such an approach is extranely inefficient, requiring constant re- 

evaluations of those preferencs over tirne, since they changed. In addition, theoretically such an 

approach cannot explain such changes, since preferences are necessarily exogenous to any 

rational choice explanation of how interests lead to outcornes. Robert Keohane, for example, 

In the absence of a specification of interests ... institutionalist predictions about 
cooperation are indeterminate. 

That is, institutional theory takes states' conceptions of their interests as 
exogenous: unexplained within the tenns of the theory. Unlike naive versions of 
commercial or republican liberalism, institutionalist theory does not infer a utility 
function for States sirnply h m  the material economic interests or the alleged 
values common to democracy .... Nor does realism predict interest. This weakness 
of systemic theory, of both types, denies us a clear test of the relative predictive 
power." 

As a result, theones that do atternpt to explain normative outcornes aimost always import 

interests, d l y  taking them for granted.19 

Liberal environmentaiism could not have been predicted in 1972 based on material 

interests, nor even in 1992 without the inclusion of a theory about why a reconceptualization of 

interests occurred. Chapter four, as 1 explain below, puts forward a more efficient theory than a 

pure rational-interest approach because it endogenizes the evolving normative contart of state 

pmctices rather than relying on either the repeated evaluation of particular state preferences or the 

uncriticai importation of assumed interests. 

Theories that do attwpt to link power and interests to n o m  still encounter the 

theoretid pitfalls of standard rational-interest appmaches. They have also performed p r l y  as 

explanations of environmental govemance in stuàies to date and the evidence in subsequent 

chapters lends little support for such an approach here. The most prominent example is 

Hegemonic Stability Theory, which some realist scholars developed in the 1980s. For a while it 

dorninated thinking on how new n o m  arise in international politics. For example, Robert 

Gilpin, Robert Keohane and Stephm Krasner - despite the diffefences in their work in other 



respects - ail implicitly or explicitly supported the view that a dominant or '%egemonic" state 

that is able and willing to play a leadership d e ,  is necessary (though perhaps not sufficient) for 

the establishment of international repimed" The normative basis of those regimes, they argue, 

would thus reflect the interest of the hegemonic -te, or, in some modifieci versions, a group of 

dominant statedl A more radical argument on the same theme focuses not on state powerper se, 

but on ideational hegemony within particular world orders. This Gramscian approach argues that 

both the dominant state's interest and the intemational order rest on the ideational hegemony of a 

dominant class privileged by the current global mode and relations of production. Although 1 am 

greatiy simplifjing a varie. literature, the central argument of Gramscian and historical 

matcrialist approaches is that the international order serves the interest of the class priviieged by 

the international division of labour which reflects, in the modem world, the current stage of 

capitalkt development and economic relations? International organizations and regthes thus 

reflect such class intmts, and give legitimacy to these interests. 

The realist, state-centric view of hegemonic stability theory has proven of limited 

usefiilness in explaining either international enWonmentai mperation or normative 

development. Oran Young, for example, has shown in a series of articles that hegemonic 

leadership was not necessary for the formation of many multilateral mvironmental agreements 

and sometimes played only a minor d e ,  even whm it participated in the regime or agreement 

eventually? Even if one considers the United States a hegemon in the environmental issue arwi 

(a dubious proposition in any case) the experience of the Stockholm and Rio conferences seem at 

odds with the basic hypothesis of hegemonic stabiiity theoryu At Stockholm, the United States 

- - 

%ilPm 1987; Kmhane 1984; and Krasvr 1985. Note, K#,haat argues that a hegemon is not nscssary for 
repime formation, but intmiuçes no other theory of formation m his major theoretical s~atement on 
ncoii'beral mstitutionalisn. 

%il1 1993; and Cox 1983,1987. 

2*Ttr &bac about U.S. he-, wkther it is dcchhg, anci Imd puer is fimgiible a m s s  issue areas 
versus whcthcr hcgtmony can be issuc-spacinc, is vol-. Sec Young, 1989, 1994; and Paterson 1996'91- 
~13fordiscussi0~~~uthcgemonyast)ieyrtlatctoniajor . lissucs. Forthe l i rn i tedpinposcs~ , I  
simply assume that the United States is the d y  possible cgndidatc fbr hitganony, but admit scepticism as to 
whethcr one can cven reasonably speak of kguucmy m rtlaîion to international anrironmestsl poLitics. 
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did play a leadership role, although the agreements reached did not reflect U.S. interests solely, 

especially since it showed very little interest in the development side of the agenda. At Rio, the 

United States was a disinterestecl player for much of the negotiations, while the European Union 

assumed a much more assertive leadership role? However, in both cases, the basic fiamhg of 

issues and interestdefinition came as much h m  the entrepreneurid leadership of the conference 

secretariat as h m  parb:cular states, and drew h m  ideas and institutional developments not 

directly derived h m  dominant state interests. 

Granted, dominant states may be able to block agreement on or effectively veto 

international n o m ,  since they may provide the resources needed to implement the norm or their 

practices may be a vital part of those that the norm targets. For example, the nomi of 

additionality - that aid transfers for environmentai rnatters from North to South ou@ to be new 

and in addition to existing transfers - probably owes its lack of successful institutionali7irtion to 

consistent opposition by the United States." Nonetheless, Linle evidence supports the position 

that @ven interests of dominant states determine what n o m  will a c W y  arise. One would be 

hard pressed to make the argument, for example, that noms of enviromenta1 protection can be 

derived h m  the stnictural power position of major states (which requires a dubious theoretical 

strategy in any case as noted above). The role of intetests then cannot be easily derived h m  a 

material structural theory of international politics. Ideas must intemene h m  some source in 

order to create, modify, or, at the least, to find a focal point mund which existing interests might 

converge and consensus might form. As chapter two demonstrates, the pursuit of interests by 

states and groups of states in particular negotiations occurred within a broder normative context 

that shaped those interests, even those of dominant states. The question of whm an interest in 

enviromentai protection came hm, for exampIe, simply m o t  be answered in tams of this 

fhmework. 

Historical materialist or Gramscian appmaches run into similar problems in that they say 

littie directiy about an issue area such as the envitonment, interest in which cannot be derived 

stnctiy fimm sûuctural factors. Such approaches do open up critical appraisds of prevaihg 

-- 

%jmt lm and Sjostcdt ei ai. 1994. 

26~~rdan 1% ïhe debate aroud additionality is cmbaswd ia detail in chaptter two. 



practices by shifting the focus h m  muitilateral cmperation to the underlying structural 

conditions which give rise to environmental degradation. They can also reveal contradictions in 

environmentai policies and the underlying patterns of capitalist production that rnay (or may not) 

contribute to erivironmentally destructive patterns of development. These radical critiques, 

however, while reveahg of evidence obscured by rational-interest approaches, offer more in 

tans of description than explanation. How the international political economy develops 

dynamically in response to environmental problems remains unexplainedn Radical approaches 

are weakest in explainhg the processes through which responses to such problems are shaped or 

why the environment has become a mainstream issue in intexnational politics at all. A 

Gramscian analysis is revealing of some of the patterns of governance identified in chapter two, 

but the overly general specification of forces of capitalkt production behind a liberal economic 

order does not help one understand how environmental governance has evolved 

Empiricaily, the resistance to liberai environmentiilism by segments of industxy, for 

example, suggest that ideas played an independent role h m  the structurai dictates of capital (or 

else globally-minded capitalists did not act in their class interest). Those who suggest that 

business played a privileged d e  in the support of what 1 call liberal environmentalism point to 

the close relationship between UNCED Secretary-General Maurice Strong and Stephan 

Schmidheiny, who founded the Business Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD) with 

Strong's "encouragement and support.'m Strong appointeci Schmidheiny as one of his top 

advisors and gave fiiading to BCSD in the lead-up to Rio." The group had representation h m  a 

number of the largest multinational corporations in the world and its popular report, Channing 

Course, articulateci a version of environmentalism that meshed closely with many of the Rio 

outcornes." However, the ideas containeci in Chaneing Course were already weil established in 

?Maurice Strcmg, author's interview. 

'PStrcmg desaiks how the rciationship came about as foiiows: Schmidhc W... was a leading busincssnna wbo 
hmisslfhad a very strong CO- to the concept of sustahbIe dcvelopnw 1 met him in the cariy period of 
rny role as ~ecrctary-gcncd at UNCED. I liked him aud 1 chaiicngcd him to take tirnt off hm his bdxms  and 
becorne my senior busÏness advisor. Hc thougtit about it. 1 wcnt home fbr a weekcnd with him and his M y  - k 
agrced to do it and he did even more than ht agrecd to do. It proved to be a very fortuitous choice." Author's 
interview. 
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organizations mch as the OECD and EU. While the privileged access given to business, or at 

least Schmidheiny's gmup and perhaps the Intemational Chamber of Commerce, is beyond 

doubt, industry as  a group cannot be credited with fomulating ideas around sustainable 

development nor with being overly significant players in its institutionalkation, although 

BCSD's support surely helped the profile of UNCED in the international business community- 

As subsequent chapters demonstrate, industry consistently came late and often fought the 

compromises that eventuaUy evolved into liberai environmentalism. A key example is the 

resistance of a major industry lobby to findings of an OECD conference in 1984 on Environment 

and Econornics.)' As chapter four wiU show, this conference articulated many of the core ideas 

that wouid later inform the Brundtland Commission tepon Among the varied non-governmental 

groups and members of govemments in~olved~~,  only the Business and Industry Advisory 

Cornmittee to the OECD issued a separate statement that qualifie+ the findings of the 

conference." The group showed resistance to the idea that the economy and environment can be 

mutually reinforcing, a key fïnding of the conference and the Brundtland Comrnissioe htead, it 

argue 'ihere should be a balance between environment policy and economic policy," indicating 

that it viewed the balance of environmental and economic policies as a zero-sum game. 

Furthexmore, industry has tended to be reactive rather than proactive, and in general has s h o w  

resistance to environmental policies when they threaten pticular intmts of individual 

industries or sectors. This approach outweighs the limited attempts on the part of industry to fit 

policies hto an overall structure supportive of liberal n o m .  

In addition, little unity can be discemeci arnong industry groups on shaping environmental 

n o m  in the main period under investigation. Rather, industries tend to address specific issues 

based on how policies directly affect their profits. For example, in negotiations on a climIite 

change convention, oil producm - who f o d  their own non-governmental organizations such 

as the Global Climate Caalition (GCC) - actively lobbied to prevent any regulation or action that 

might limit oil wnsumption. Meanwhile, renewable energy providers, through the World 
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Sustainable Energy Coalition, emerged as supporters of greenhouse gas emission feductions. 

Similarly, a new alliance has arisen since UNCED between the environmental p u p  Greenpeace 

and the insurance industry, which feels wherable to catastrophic weatber events that may corne 

with global warming? F W y ,  observers and d y s t s  of environmentai policies have noted that 

while corpontte head offices have endorsed cost-effective. market-oriented approaches to 

e-nmental protection for some time, industry Iobbyists are showhg ? curious re~istance-"~~ 

Hahn and Stavins, for example, note this trend in a study of the switch fiam command-and- 

control to market-based policies. Specific businesses or industries rnay resist, they argue, 

because although market-based policies may provide a given level of environmental protection at 

minimum cost for society as a whole, they ofien hvolve substantial tramfers between sectors. 

Thus the changes 1 idenfi@ toward liberal enWonmentalism appear to have pulled industry 

dong, rather than vice versa. 

To achieve a more direct favs  on the content, or ideational basis, of environmentai 

govemance structures, some authors have tumed to discourse-theoretical appmaches. For 

example. Maarten Hajer has used discourse analysis to examine how the discursive practices 

around "ecologkal modernization" - the notion that environmentai problems can be solved in 

accordance with the workings of the main institutional anangements of society - influenced the 

regdation of environmental confiict amund acid rain policy in the United Kingdom and the 

Netherlands." Similarly, Karen Litfin shows how the firaming and interpretation of scientific 

howledge shaped international responses to ozone depletioilf7 A discourse appraach performs 

best as  a way to understand social context and meaning that corntrain and enable certain policy 

choices and regulate social conflict. It can generate revealing descriptions that identiQ cbanging 

discourses and how such chmges might influence the legitimacy of particular policy choices. 

Discourse analysis perfoms less weli in specifjing actuaI practices or institutional 

ammgements that prevd. Discourse is significaut when it becornes institutionalized, as 



cornpethg discourses are constantly present. But discome analysis alone occurs almost 

exclusively in the realm of language and m d g ,  thus is weak in its analysis of political 

processes that make some discowses heard over others. This method of analysis aiso makes it 

difficdt to separate the sources of discourse h m  its effccts and nuis into the danger of 

presenting discourses as if they float fRely,* to be snared by actors in a fashion left unexplained 

w i t h  such appr~aches.~~ The attempt here is to ground discussion in how, when, and why ideas 

became institutionaiized. It bypasses theoreticai discussions of the role of discourse and instead 

focuses on agreed to n o m  and p~cip les  and where they originated. The naturc of n o m  as 

based in intersubjective meanings suggests any nom-based analysis, inciuding this one, shows 

an a f i t y  to what social theorists refer to as discome. However, this study attempts to ground 

its analysis more in practice and institutionaiizatiotl as these have identifiable empiricai refereflts. 

The focus below on the movement of ideas to noms accomplishes rhis task. 

Frorn Ideus to lnstitutionalized N o m  

Chapters three and four test in some daail two approaches that fonis on how ideas 

associated with liberai enWonmentalism became institutionalized. These approaches respond 

more directly than those just reviewed to the two questions posed at the start of the section - 
who carried ideas associated with liberal envirolll~lentalism and why did they become 

institutionalized? 

Chapter three tests an "epistemic communities" explanation that new n o m  arme in 

response to consensus within a "scientific ecology" epistemic wmmunity of experts empowered 

by their causal and principled beliefs." This explanation has been used prllnarily to show how 

consensual kxmwledge within such groups aids international policy coordination by redefining 

state interests to faciltate rational cooperation. However, 1 am drawn to it hem more for its 

underlying assertions about how and why a particular set of ideas (that is, those associated with 

%sas 1989,I990,1992a, 1992b, 1996; and P. Haes and E. Haas 1995. 
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an expert group of ecologicai scientists) cornes to dominate the mperative outcornes it explains. 

An epistemic commUILities approach thus offm clear answm to questions of both who d e d  

ideas (scientists) and why those ideas had causal weight (legitimacy of their knowledge claims). 

Despite recent critiques, the epistmiic communities Literature still provides the clearest 

explanatory framework available of how scientific lmowledge translates into changed patterns of 

state behaviour and internationai interactions." It has also been influentid in scholarly work on 

the role of ideas in international relations more br~srdly.'~ Furthemore, it often serves as a point 

of departure for studies on international environmental action since the complex and uncertain 

nature of environmental problems appears to privilege experts in detemllning the nature of 

environmental probiems and the technical requirements needed to address them. These factors 

combine to make environmental governance a crucial test for the approach in that it should 

perform b a t  in issue areas characterized by uncertainty and technical complexity. 

Chapter three explains the approach in detail and undertakes a thorough analysis of the 

influence of scientists and scientific ideas on the evolution of environmental governance. In this 

way, it not only tests an epistemic communities hypothesis, but off= more general insights into 

how science and politics have in fact interacted in the shaping of environmental governance. 

Ultimately, 1 find that an epistemic communities approach fàlls short on a number of 

groimds. For example, consensus on both cause-effect knowledge and values within the relevant 

epistemic community was weaker than often portrayed. Furthermore, core ideas of 

environmental govemance did not originate from this group. Indeed, the histoncal evidence 

suggests that the causal arrow often nins in the opposite direction, with ideas around liberal 

environmentalism increasingly influencing global environmental research. 

Chapter four introduces an alternative explmation that focuses on the causal role of 

economic ideas, but not simply as embodied in an epistemic community of economists. Instead, 

a sociwvolutionary explanation is put forward that draws h m  ment work on the evolution of 

n o m  in international politics? This explamtion argues that to understand how new n o m  



become institutionalized requins sensitivity to the international social structure they encornter, a 

step missed in acbr-focused studies of epistemic communities." It also offers an aitemative to 

strictly rational-interest approaches to the d e  of ideas that see ideas sirnply as fonning focal 

points for agreements among actors with given interests? The focus on social structure 

reçognizes the intersubjective @ty of ideas and discourse, but attempts to ground such analysis 

in actuai historicai processes h u g h  which some ideas are selected over others. The fonis on 

social structure provides an efficient solution to the problem of importing interests inherent in 

rational choice approaches, in that social structure sets the context in which actor intefests are 

pursuecl and defined. Identifjmg social structure at least partially endogenizes state interests as 

opposed to rationai choice theory which, in its pure form, requires the identification of the 

myriad of state (or other major actors) interests at auy given time in order to predict outcornes. 

I argue that three factors determine the success of new ideas and the n o m  they support: 

1egitimSr.y of the source of new n o m  and ideas, fitness with existing international social 

structure, and the degree to which key actors identify their social interests with those ideas. 

Chapter four goes ovet the socio-evolutionary approach and concepts used in detail. The 

approach reveals the importance of particuiar sets of economic ideas, but attempts to push the 

current ideas literanire fllrtber by emphasinng the interaction of new ideas with an existing social 

structure. 

h m  the teleological or value-laden use of such h r i e s  charactMistic of d y  Social DarwMisn. Such approschts 
posit that social evolution is moving toward a progfcssk goal, usuaiiy western ide& of civilizaîion or socid 
organization. Florini (1  996,370) correctiy identifies thhi CO- problem: 

Such applications were based on a fimdamitntal misundcrstandin& if not a d e h i t e  misuse, of the 
basic idca of evolution through natural sclectio~ - that "fiîncs" is a purcly contmgcnt pàeaomcil01~ 
if some imiiviàuais or p u p s  prosper white 0 t h  Wtcr. this means mthing about h i r  relative 
Wait. It means only that the formet hqpmd to have a combination of attriiïutes, resources, andfor 
luck that bcüer rnet the e n v i r o d  Aemandrt of tk moment than did the latter. 

I chose the word wolutian because I borrow the concept of %nessn dircctiy h m  Darwin's forrrmlatim and am 
attracted to thc notion of cvolutiouary cbangc as a uscM anaiogy for the historicai proctsses my sociocvolutioriary 
approach identifies. However, 1 must e m p h s b  that the bonowing of canccp~ simuid not hply an endorsemicnt 
of any particular variant of evoluiioaary thw,ry nor do 1 ciaim that thc socio-evohtionary approach as a whole can 
be dtrived h evolutionary drtory as shrdied by biologists or gemticisîs. hîeaâ, the soci~cvolutionary 
apprwicti draws Erom a varicty of sources bascd m evoluîîomry W n y  and intematid xeiations scixjlarship. For 
decpa disaissiom of how woluîiomuy thieory cari contribuot to the study of in imat id  politics sec t& s p e d  
edition of I n ~ c m a t i d  Studies û m r t d y  (1996) an tfiis topic. 

USociaI sauctiirr refèrs <O the institutional manififiiatitm of idas  a d  dues, Q[pnsYd in m m  and da. 
Cbaptcr four p- a Mer discussion. 

"~oldstem and Keohane 1993a. 
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Metatheoretical Issues 

The socio-evolutionary approach and the focus on n o m  more generally raise a number 

of metatheoretical issues that I want to address at the outset. First I will situate tbe two 

approaches in chapters three and four within an emerging debate on the causal role of ideas in 

international relations. Second, 1 will discuss the epistemological issues of explmation and 

causality since these terms may be a source of confùsion, particularly with the socioevolutionary 

approach. 

The relatively recent attention to the role of ideas in international politics has alnady 

produceci a split between those who wish to treat ideas as an intervening variable between 

interests and behaviourial outcomes and those who take an interpretivist approach that focuses on 

the persuasive power of ideas or their embodiment in discourses. The fornier appmach has the 

advantage of easily fitting into a positivist epistemology where outcomes can be clearly coded 

and the conditions for those outcomes to ocnir may be identified in a testable way. Goidstein 

and Keohane, for example, promote this use of ideas as a welcome addition to the 

neoinstitutional literature in international relati~ns.~ Ideas, in their view, idorm the preferences 

actors b ~ g  with them to strategic interactions, they provide focal points for cooperation d e n  

obvious equilibria are absent, or they act like Max Weber's famous '6switchmen", directhg future 

policies dong certain paths. In al1 these cases, ideas are important not because of their rneaning, 

but because they provide solutions to rational cooperation problems or because they are 

functional for institutional stability. Why those ideas are chosen, that is, the causal weight based 

in their meaning, is beyond the scope of this approach. As Goldstein and Keohane admit, thek 

approach does 'hot suggest a theory for the mation of these switches, or even a M y  worked-out 

mode1 to explain the process by which ideas are selected"" Such a theory is not possible within 

their rationaiist approach? 

On one level, Peter Haas's work on epistemic wmmunities, h m  which the hypothesis in 

chapter three is drawn, fits with the view of ideas presented in the Goldstein and Keohane 

(6~oldstcin and Keohane 1993a 

"~old~km and Keohane 1993b. 12. 

a~miilnr criticisns have ken taised by Woods 1995; md Yœ 1996. 
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volume. Early studies on epistemic commmities mostly posited that ideas intervend to fonn 

focal points for cwpetation. The only addition was that ideas could cause leaming which might 

alter prefefences or modify interestsi prior to interaction so that cooperative W b r i a  became 

more apparent. 

But I chose the epistemic comrnunities hypothesis because of the ways in which it went 

beyond the cooperation literan~e: namely, the hypothesis contains within it an argument about 

why some ideas in particular mattered, that is, ideas that had legitimacy rooted in an expert group 

privileged by its cause-effect knowledge and driven by principled beliefs based on such 

knowledge claims. Thus, it appeared to answer the two questions left unanswered by rationalkt 

approaches: where did ideas corne h m  and why did they get selected? As mentioned, however, 

chapter three shows the limited usefuhess of this approach in explainhg environmental 

governance. 

In response to these limitations, 1 develop the sociwvolutionary approach in chapter four 

as an attempt to move the discussion away h m  a focus on an expert group aione, and toward the 

interaction of ideas with their environment. In the formation of international noms, that 

enviroiunent is the existing set of n o m  that make up the international social structure. Becstuse 

international social structure is constandy wolving in response to the institutionalbation of new 

n o m  and altering of old ones, the socio-evolutionary approach lends itself naturally to an 

historical and interpretivist methodology. The content, in terms of meaning, of social structure 

must be investigated at any given t h e  as the environment in which new ideas compete. The 

approach is limited in its abiIity to mode1 strict causal relationships because the fitness of ideas 

associateci with Liberal environmentalism is historicaily contingent. 

This leads to the second set of metatheoreticai issues, that is, what kind of explanation 

does a socioevolutionary approach entail? 1 argue that it does identiQ a kind of causality that 

II18kes it something more than a pureiy interpretivist endeavour. It identifies fhctors that make 

some ideas more Likely candidates for institutiondhation or lepitirnation than o h .  Even 

though these fàctors, such as fitness with social structure or legitimate ideas, are based in 

understandings of meaning, they can still possess causal weight. 

Without pre-empting the detailed discussion of the approach in chapter four, 

metatheoretical issues of c a d t y  can be adâressed by contrasting the notion of causaiity 
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employed with a strict positivism. A positivist epistemology, with its roots in Humean 

empiricism, rnakes no claim about achial forces of causation. Rather, it seeks to identifjr reguiar 

and predictable series of events that occur whenever the same conditions holdM Causation, in 

this view, exists outside of tirne and space. The positivist method is to propose a genefalization 

about some phenornenon, deduce a testable hypothesis h m  it, and observe whether the 

prediction succeeds. Positivist theory is predictive to the degree that one gains confidence, 

thiough testiog (of falsifiable hypotheses) and modiwg of theories (generalizations), that one 

has identified necessary and sufficient conditions, which can then be inferreci to cause the 

outcome in question? 

However, the social worlâ, including international politics, does exist in tirne and space, 

and thus is indeterminate. John Ruggie, beginning with this observation, has recently contrasted 

the Humean notion of causality above with what he calls "narrative" causality. This notion of 

c a d i t y  "conforms to its ordinary-language meaning: whatever antecedent conditions, events, or 

actions are significant in producing or infiuencing an effect, result, or consequen~e.~' This 

difference is important for studying intentionalistic human beings in history, whae generalizable 

mechanical laws do not always apply. The social world consists of reasoned and intentioned 

action, the causes of which can be found as much in ideas, noms, and institutions as in the 

physicalist universe of "distinct actors, with palpable properties, engaged in discrete events? 1 

have already addressed the limitations of intemational relations theories that focus solely on 

power and interest - which can most easily be modelied in the physicalist universe of positivist 

epistemology. Such theories can tell us much about the fom of intemational relations (whether 

cooperative outcornes are more or less Wrely, for example) but little about the content. A focus 

on content means huning to "social facts" of intention and meaning. 

"Social facts" can be considered causes not in a simple mechanical way via extemal 

constraint, but intemally or cognitively by defining and redenning the identities and interesîs of 

'%ollis and Smith 1990,Sû-55. 

"Ruggie, 1995.95. Scc alw Cox 1986. 

s2Ruggie 1995,96. 
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actors. Constmctivist international relations theory has made much of this constitutive aspect of 

international n o m  and institutions as opposed to the strict focus on only specialized regdative 

and enfiorcement d e s  that characterizes rational-interest a p a c h e s  to n o m  and ideas." 

N o m  possess causal powa because they provide the intersubjective context in which practices 

are understood as mesuiin@. They condition the possibiiities of action by defining the range of 

rn&gful if not of wnceivable behaviour, and by pre/proscribing the types of appropriate or 

legitimate behaviou. that cm be pedormed in pdcular social contexts. The iostitutionalization 

of nomis increases the likelihood of the behaviour they prescnie and decreases the likelihood of 

the behaviour they proscribe. While this may not guarantee that all behaviour will conform to 

the nom, it shifts the burden of effort and proof onto those actors who contest its validity, and 

empowers actors in conformity with the nom. Foilowing such reasoning, Yee argues that n o m  

"@i-causally affect certain actions not by ditectly or inevitably detamining them but rather by 

rendering these actions plausible or implausible, acceptable or unacceptable, conceivable or 

inconceivable, respectable or disreputable, etdm Unless one is confident that knowledge about 

international politics cm be derived solely h m  the brute b t s  of powa politics, a position 1 

have already shown to be inadequate, then one must be open to a notion of causality that 

recognizes the causai power of human intentions and reasons (ideas) and the n o m  and 

institutions (social structure) that provide the intersubjective context of human action. 

Following on these metatheoretical positions, the socio-evolutionary approach is 

explanatory because it not only identifies social structures and posits their causai weighf it also 

emphasizes that specific factors can be identifiai that reveal processes through which 

intersubjective m d g s  evolve. In addition, 1 identifi the general contours of social structure 

that pv ides  the environment with which new ideas interact, a step giossed over in the oftm 

generai formulations of ment theoretical work in this vein. 

Findly, the question of prediction arises whenever one makes causal claims. If some 

force, social fact, or material condition possesses causal weight, its presence or absence wouid be 

a basis on which to expect certain outcornes. The difficulty again cornes with equating narrative 

'$or example, Wendt 1987,1994; M e r  1989; Kratochwil1989; and Katzenstem 1996. 

v e e  1996.97. 
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causality with the more mechanistic, formai causality. The latter implies a precision in predicting 

outcomes given the presence or absence of partidar causes. The fomer recognizes the 

indeterminacy of human action, and the contingent nature of the conditions it views as causes. 

Liberal enWonmentaiism is not a dependent variable that can be measured dong a quantifiable 

axis. Rather, it is an inteimibjective understanding of international environmental governance 

that exists within a particular historical context. The causes are thus also historicaliy specific, 

and their significance can only be detemhed through careful histoncal analysis of the ideas that 

lead to those understandings and the processes through which those ideas were selected. 

Counterfactuals might be one useful methodologid tool to evaluate the causal rde of ideas or of 

the n o m  they infonned. One might ask, for example, what would have happened in the absence 

of ideas associated with liberal environmentalism? In addition, the success of some ideas can be 

compareci to the failure of otbers to look for clues as to the selection mechanisms at work. 

The socio-evolutionary approach in chapter four does identiQ a selection process that 

makes it more likely that some ideas will be sel& over others in becoming institutionalized, 

and in that sense it is predictive. However, given the hisbrical nature of causal processes 

identified, it is not predictive in the sense of specifying generahble antecedent conditions for 

particuiar outcomes. In the socio-evolutionary approach, the selection of ideas hinges on some 

degree of fitness with social structure. However, social structure is constantiy changing in 

response to new ideas that gain legitimacy. This historical process thIough which certain ideas 

get selected is explained in detail in chapter four. 

Outline of the Study 

In order to understand the content of international environmental govemance and then 

explain its evolution, 1 begin in chapter two with a detailed historicai aumunt of the n o m  

invoked to guide state and other major actor respomes to international environmental problems. 

1 trace the evolution of international environmental noms h m  the 1972 Stockholm conference 

which marked the first major political attempt to formulate a general set of goveming noms to 

address the world's environmental problems. It also started a process that lead to various 

attempts to link environment and development noms, and eventually to the compromise of 

liberal environmentalism. 
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Chapters three and four offer two competing explanations for why the ideas associated 

with liberal environmentalism became institutionaLized. Chapter three tests an epistemic 

commdties hypothesis in this crucial w e  for the approach. It also examines the ways in which 

scientists did actuaily influence environmental govemaace, and fin& that their work in tum was 

also shaped by the normative structure in which they participated. In response to the limitations 

of an epistemic commUIIlties explanation, chapta four introduces a socio-evoIutionary approach 

that attempts to capture the dynamic process of how new ideas interact with the existing 

international social structure to legitimate the nonn-complexes that lie at îhe heart of 

international govenÿuice. In this case, the approach highlights how a group of policy 

entrepreneurs, drawing primarily on a set of econornic ideas, were able to successfdly r e h e  

n o m  of intemationai environmental govemance to fit better with the broader international 

social stmcture than had previous attempts. The resulting compromise of liberal 

environmentalism made possible increased intemational efforts to address environmental 

problems and shaped how rrsponses wouid be fhmed. 

The wncluding chapter discusses some of the implications of my findings for both 

intemational relations theory and for international environmental policies. It assesses the 

strengths and weaknesses of the sociocvolutionary approach to understanding the historical 

development of international environmental govemance. It also discusses the ways in which the 

legitimation of liberal environmentalism opens up and closes off various courses of action on 

global environmental problems. It suggests that certain kinds of knowledge and poiicy responses 

are privileged not because of their inherent tnith or even effectiveness, but because the 

institutionaiization of liberal environmentalism grants them legitimacy. Knowing the ongins of 

these nonns and the processes through which they becorne institutionalized contributes to 

opening up such criticai questions, rather than taking the progress of international environmental 

cooperation for granted. 



Chapter Two 

The Evolution of International Environmentai Noms 

The normative evolution toward Liberal envirI,nmentaiism began in 1972 at Stockholm at 

the United Nations Conf'ce on the Human Environment. There, the concerns of 

conservationists and environmental scientists (primarily h m  the North) encountered resistance 

h m  states more concerned with economic growth and poverty reduction. From this 

confrontation, new thinking developed that attempted to Link environment and development into 

a single bmework under the rubric of b'sustainable development." The 1987 Brundtland report 

marked the first real synthesis of these two agendas and reflected a Keynesian-like compromise. 

In it, liberal interdependence that generated growth would be tempered by managed intenentions 

to cushion and facilitate adjustment in the South and direct development on a path less likely to 

ham the environment. By 1992, a shift in n o m  of environmental govemance had occurred, 

characterized by a general acceptance of liberalization in trade and finance as consistent with, 

and even necessary for, international environmental protection. These n o m  aiso promoted 

market and otha economic mechanisms (tradeable pollution permits,' pnvatization of the 

wmmons, and so on) over command and contml methods (standards, bans, and quotas) as the 

preferred method of e n m e n t a l  management. The concept of sustainable development 

legitimated and masked this compromise at the heart of international environmentai govemance. 

In this chapter 1 trace through this evolution of international environmental n o m .  Since 

1 argue that the language of "sustainable development" obfuscates underlying trends in 

environmental governance, 1 identify the international political and economic n o m  invoked in 

its m e  rather than focus on its elusive meaning.' The trace of n o m  begins with a relatively 

detailed account of the Stockholm wnfefence, since the ongins of the compromise of l i b d  

environmentalism can be found there. Studies that focus on the language of "sustainable 

~ h I l  1990,207; Brooks 1992,40 1 4 8 ;  ancl Peant et ai. 1989,173-1 85. For a ment discussion oa MoBSaa 
1996. 
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dwelopment" often begin with the World Conservation Strategy, the first major international 

effort at environmentai protection that used the concept extensively. However, to understand the 

normative compromise that underlies that concept, one must go back to Stockholm to examine 

the ways in which environment and development became linked. 

The focus on noms also requins carefùi attention to the development of intemational 

environmental law, including the "soft" declaratory law that o h  serves as  a base on wiich 

environmental govemance is built.' 1 will therefore also make reference to various multilateral 

treaties and declarations, and to activities of multilateral agencies, such as the United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Bank, to trace the development of n o m  and 

thei. interpretation in practice. The focus on international institutions is important since n o m  

may also be inferred h m  state practices and institutional practices of major organizations 

involved in environmental govemance. 

The chapter is organized around the three major defining events in international 

environmentai govemance mentioned in the introduction: the 1972 United Nations Conference 

on the Human Environment (LJNCHE) in Stockholm; the 1987 World Commission on 

Environment and Development (WCED) report ûur Cornmon Future (also icnown as the 

Brundtland Commission report); and the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development (LJNCED) in Rio de Janeiro. 1 discuss the politics of and outcornes of the three 

major events and the development of ideas on environmental govanance that occurred in the 

intervening periods. Lists of international n o m  foiiow the sections on the Stockholm 

conference, Brundtland Commission report and UNCED. The lis@ illustrate the evolution h m  a 

primary focus on environmental protection to the current nomcornplex of liberal 

environmentalism. 

United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (UNCHE)' 

nie Stockholm conference's significance lies in its articulation of a nascent set of nomis 

that would bewme the basis for international environmental law and practice.' Eariier 

'Chinkin 1989; and Dupuy 199 1. 

'vnless olbcrwac noteci, prcparatory QaimcacF arc foiild m U. S. Dquûmm of State 1972. 



conferences and activities of regional organizations possibly did as much to promote specific 

actions to protect the environment, but Stockholm began, or at least made explicit, the process of 

a global respome to care for the Earth's ecosystems mder a common fî=amework. For example, 

s c i d s t s  and diplornats introduced many of the concrete recommen&tions that came out of 

Stockholm at UNESCO's Biosphere Conference in 1968. However, the political dynamics of 

Stockholm weie without precedent? In the words of one analyst: 

Stockholm was without doubt the landmark event in the p w t h  of international 
environmentalism. It was the h t  occasion on which the political, social, and economic 
problems of the global environmcnt were discussed at an intergovernmental forum with a 
view to actually taking corrective action7 

This interaction of science, public cQncem and intemational politics produced the k t  red ches 

as to how the international wmmunity as a whole would treat environmental concems. 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment was first and foremost an 

environmental conference. Held h m  5- 12 June 1972, it brought together 1 13 States, 19 

intergovemmental agencies and about 400 NGOs in the parailel Environment Fonun. The only 

notable absences were members of the Soviet Bloc who boycotted the conference in protest over 

the exclusion of East German~.~ Sipificant outcornes of the conference included the 26 

principles of the Declaration on the Human Enviroxment, the 109 recornmendations in the 

Action Plan for the Human Environment, and the creation of UNEP, f o d y  established by the 

United Nations General Assembly in December 1972.9 

1 am concemed mainly with the principles in the Declaration. These principles brought 

together the interests of the developed and developing world, thus higihghting the tension 

between environment and development. By forcing that conflict into the open, Stockholm 

marked a signïficant step in the development of the current nom-complex of liberal 

environmenfalism. However, Stockholm did not work out the environment/development tension 

% GnmaD Democratic RcpubLic ww achrdad while the F e d d  Rcpublic of Germany was not btcause of 
politicai manocuvring on the part of the West. Ncither Germany had UN. membu&@, but the FRG was a mtmber of 
the Memationai Atomic Energy Agency and a UN. resoiution m 1969 aiiowecl its members to participaie. 

%nited Nations 1972a 
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under a unimg set of n o m .  Rather, the final documents simply juxtaposed the interest in 

environmental protection by the North with the development c o n c m  of the South. The 

Dedaration and Action Plan introduced macroeconornic issues related to trade and development, 

but never clearly specified the content of development n o m  it could support. I explore these 

norms in more detail below. Fht  1 trace the dynamics that led to the Stockholm outcorne. 

Bringing the Dewloping World l n  

The Stockholm Conference was prompted mauily by concems in industrialized countries 

over transnational pollution h m  industry and its products. Most accounts gloss over its unusud 

origins in the person of Swedish soi1 scientist and television personality Svante Odén. An 

advisor to the Swedish government, Odén convincecl politicians and the Swedish people that 

lakes and rivers in Sweden were becoming acidic partly as the result of sulphur h m  

smokestacks in other countries. Pmuaded of the need for international cooperation to limit acid 

precipitation, S weden proposed the conference. Io 

The time was dso ripe for such an international gatherhg. By the late 1960s and early 

1970s, environmental movements had sprouted up in many Western industrial nations; hence 

UNCHE reflected increased public ZUUtiety over the state of the environment and the supply of 

natural resources. Popular publications such as Rachel Carson's Silent Swinq and the Club of 

Rome's Limits to Growth fbelled those concerns." The fonner documenteci the effects of 

chernical insecticides on bKds and other animal species (including humans) while the latter 

utilized a newly developed M I ï  cornputer-generated simulation that modelied trends of rising 

population and declining resource stocks. It predicted an impending resource crisis within 100 

years if such trends continued. The increased sensitivity to enWonmental problems, combined 

with spectacdar environmental disastem such as the 1967 Torrey Canyon oii spill off the Coast of 

Cornwall in Great Britain, contributed to the perception that environmental problems were 

severe, on the rise, and in need of a global response. 

")'Mumi 1992 and RE. Murm, autbor's interview. In cbapîcr tbree 1 niitbn diseirrs ûàén's mle m dGveIoping th 
s c i a  tbat led to international rtsponses to acid rain. 

"~arson 1962; and Meadow et al. 1972. 
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Not surprisingly, then, when in 1968 the United Nations proposed a global conf'ce on 

the environment, the wncems of industrial poliution and the perceived need to conserve natural 

and biological resources initially dominated the agenda. Govanments believed that such 

problems of industrialkation required international cooperation and regdation. T'us the initial 

United Nations resolution in Decernber 1968 that called for the conference began by noting '%t 

the relationsbip between man and his environment is undergohg profound changes in the wake 

of modem scientific and technologicd developments." The resolution identifid physical effects 

of pollution and their immeûiate causes, but tended to see such problems in isolation h m  socio- 

economic structures. Environmental concems w v d  only "the continuhg and accelerated 

impairment of the quality of the human environment caused by such factors as air and water 

pollution, erosion and other forms of soi1 deterioration, waste, noise and secondary effects of 

biocides, which are accentuateci by rapidly increasing population and accelerating 

urbanizati~n."'~ 

Developing countries expressed concern over the narrow environmental focus. They 

successfully used the United Nations mdtiiateral setting to demand the inclusion of development 

issues. In particular, many developing states fd an emphasis on lifeboat ethics or no-growth 

philosophy implied in studies such as Limits to Growth." Some states also voiced concems that 

high profile pollution and disasters would overshaâow links baween environment, cul-, and 

ecoriomics. In paaicular, developing wutries womed that trade barriers would be erected under 

the guise of environmental protection. For example, food exporters who relied on chernical 

pesticides womed they would Iose markets in the developed world if tough regdations were 

imposed. If developing countries were to participate - which was crucial to the success of the 

conference - these conceins could not be ignored 

The change h m  1968-1972 in United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) 

and General Assembly W G A )  resolutions demonstrated the progressive movement of 

developing world wncerns to the mainstream, if not the centre, of Stockholm's agenda. Initially, 

resolutions marginalized developing countries. They treated developing coutries concems as an 

1 2 L J N ~ ~  W. 2398 QûUQ -533 3 Duxmixr 1968 m YUN 1968,477. 

'%or example, see de Almeida 197& 37-56. Sec rlso 1972.12-13,27. 
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afterthought, merely expressing a general conviction that attention to the human environment is 

"essential for econornic and social development." Developing countries used reso1ution~ in 

subsequent years to shift the position of development on the agenda. For example, a 1969 

resolution for the first time placed the concerns of developing countries within the main purpose 

of the confmce. UNGA resolution 258 1 QUW) "affirms*t the primary purpose of the 

conference remaineci "to seme as a paticai means to encourage, and to provide guideiines for, 

action by govemments and international organizations designed to protect and improve the 

environment ... bearing in mind the particuiar importance of enabling developing countnes to 

forestal1 the occurrence of such proble~ns."~~ 

In response to the report of the first session of the conference's Preparatory Committee 

(PrepCom) in New York (10-20 March 1970), resolutions went m e r  in an attempt to balance 

environmmtal problems of developed and developing couniries. In parîicular, ECOSOC 

resolution 1536 stressed the need to take into account "such environmental problems as 

are partidarly acute in developing coutries and relevant to their needs." More significantly, in 

terms of articulating a partidar set of n o m ,  the same resolution, "Eamatiy hopes [that the 

conference] ... wil l  promote, in p d d a r ,  the aims of the Second United Nations Development 

Decade by contributing to sound economic and social development."" However, the General 

Assembly, which had up to then used ECOSOC language in its own resolution (2657 (XXV)) on 

the conference, simply took note of the ECOSOC resolution. A North/South split was apparent. 

By 197 1 the split was in the open. That year marked a signifiant shift in how the United 

Nations would treat global envimamental concems: they no longer could be ùiscussed in 

isolation h m  development. The General Assembly resolutions for the k t  tirne directly Linked 

the two concepts, stating that "development plans should be compatible with a sound ecology 

and that adequate environmental conditions can best be ensured by the promotion of 

development, both at the national and international level."16 ûther relevant language in the 

resolution reflected political and development goals of the Gtoup of 77 developing nations (G- 



77). In response, the United States and Great Bntain voted a-t the resolution and ali 0 t h  

developed coutries, East and West, abstained. However, it still easily reached the necessary 213 

rnajority for passage. 

Developing countnes used the resolution to forceMy argue two points: ht, that 

"pollution of world-wide impact is being caused primarily by some highly developed coimtnes ... 
therefore, the main responsibility for the financing of corrective measures f d s  upon those 

countries;" second, tbat most environmental problems in developing countnes resulted h m  

under-development itself. In addition, among the provisions, developing countries stressed that 

states must respect sovereignty over resources and intemal economic planning, that 

environmental provisions must not impede development, and that measures mut avoid any 

adverse consequences for trade, technology transfer or development assistance. In particular, the 

resolution asked for additional financial and technical resources '%eyond the resowes already 

contemplateci in the International Development Strategy."" The resolution also listed a number 

of specific requests that later appeared in modified form in the Stockholm Declaration. The 

unmistakable underlying theme was that developing countxies wanted assurances that 

environmental concems would in no way impede their development goals. 

Despite the impression of d t y  among developing coutries in United Nations 

resolutions, not al1 developing countries found common cause on every issue. For example, the 

People's Republic of Chuia (a latecorner to the conference process) took a stmng stand against 

United States' involvement in Vietnam while other developing countries took positions against 

China's and France's nuclear testing programs. However, on the core environmental and 

econornic positions, the developing world acted largely as a bloc in an attempt to maximize its 

political power. It took advantage of Northem concerns that, in the fiiture, the South w d d  be the 

locale of the world's worst enknmental problems. Not surprisingly, leadership in the South 

fell to coutries such as India and Brazii (and later China) that traditiody filled that d e .  

However, their importance to the global environment gave them added bargaining power. For 

" ~ b :  q w s t  tbat fmaMal commitmm f b m  the dmloped worid be m addition to aisamg developmem xtumies - 
oAai tamedUaddi t i~ - i sperhapstkone  issuecontimiallyraquestbdbydevelop~~~&t~that iscam&cdy 
r e j d  by some dcveloped coiartries, particulariy the United States u al th^^@ somic imoads occurred at UNCED). It is 
for this reason that additionality dots not appear in the List of nomis below. See Jordaa 19%. 
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exampte, India's large population and Brazil's sovereign contml over huge rain forests gave 

those countries both power and an interest in the outcome of Stockholm. 

The position of developing countries did not mise in isolation from more generd 

development goals that had taken shape during the 1960s in fora such as the United Nations 

Conference on Tmde and Development (UNCTAD) and G-77 meetings. These organizations 

had begun to push for various refom in international institutions and to the international 

management of production, trade, and finance (with an emphasis on aid). The proposed reforrns 

eventually coaiesced in the early 1970s in demands for a New International Economic M e r  

(NIEU). The demands included sovereignty over resources (and a general entrenchment of the 

norm of sovereignty and territorial integrity), increased aid flows h m  North to South, 

commodity pnce stability, increased participation and voting power in international economic 

instiîutions, and restmcturing of trade to allow pa te r  access to Northem markets and exceptions 

to the norm of reciprocity.l8 

Following in this context, two key meetings in the lead-up to Stockholm articuiated an 

emerging developing country position on enWonmenta1 problems: the Novemba 1971 Second 

Ministerial Meeting of the G-77 in Lima, Peru; and the meeting of the Panel of Experts on 

Development and Environment ia Founex, Switzerland on 4-12 June. Significantly, Founex 

came three months before the third PrepCom for Stockholm where the inter-govemmental 

working group presented the first draft of the Declamtion on the Human Environment. Since 

Founex had a more direct relationship to UNCHE, 1 will discuss it in more detail foiiowing a 

brief discussion of the Lima meeting. 

The G-77 ministers' meeting is more interesting for what it did not Say about the 

environment thau what it did. Despite the fluny of United Nations activity aromd the issue, the 

environment only merited one small item on a Iengthy agenda dominatecl by d e  and financial 

matters. Hence, the final report contained only a brief statement on "The impact of 

environmentai policies on trade and de~eiopment."'~ Apart fbm a general acknowledgement 

that ail maalcind [sic] should be c o n c d  about the enWonment, the statement focusecl on the 

'&us sources dctaü NE0 dfinaads and history. For exampIe, Rotbstein 1979 and Krasicr 1985. 

I9Gr0up o f  77 1981, v. II, 210. 
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negative effets of environmental policies for developing countnes. It listed four concems: 

environmental policies shouid not adversely affect development; specifically, environmental 

policies should not adversely affect the flow or terms of h c i a l  assistance, set new conditions 

on intemationai trade nor obstmct any efforts "towards the sustained economic developrnent of 

developing wuntries"; environmental trade barriers should be removed; and environmental 

poiicies in developed countnes should fàcilitate development in developing c o d e s .  

As can be seen, the language of sustainable development already existed in demands of 

developing corntries, but it lacked the same connotations promoted in the Brundtland rqn,rt. 

Thus one must use caution in interpreting such language. For example, the economic program 

pushed by developing corntries in the early 1970s, while gmwth oriente& certainly was not 

consistent with liberal economic regimed" "Sustained economic development" meant simply 

that development must make economic growth its pnority, regardlws of how it would be 

achieved. As 1 wiU demonstrate later, the use of sustainable p w t h  language has re-emerged in 

line with neoliberalism in international economic institutional anangementS. Thus the 

manipulation of discourse plays an important role in justiwg a series of changes to the nomis 

invoked in the name of "sustainable development" more g e n d y .  

The Founex meeting marked a more thorough attempt than Lima to articulate concems of 

developing countries. UNCHE Serretary-General Maurice Strong convened the meeting of 27 

experts in the fields of development and the environment in an attempt to repair the rift between 

the developed and developing world on the focus of Stockholm. ui conjunction with four follow- 

up regional seminars in the developing world, Founex succeeded on at least three wunts. First it 

allowed respected experts sympathetic to environmental issues to express concerns in an 

environmental forum that placed the developing world h n t  and centre. Second, it cemented the 

linkage between enhnrnent and development issues, with the assertion that they could be 

combined to optimize sound economic and ecological systems, even if the relationship remained 

vague and ill-defined. Third, those experts becarne vaiuable political assets who helped convince 

developing world leaders to send delegations to Stockholm, and to attend themselves. 

The four regional conferences, CO-sponsored by the United Nations semtariat and 

convened by economic commissions in Addis Ababa, Bangkok, Mexico City and Beinif also 
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generated developing country interest. Envitonmental scientists and ariministrators h m  

developing wuntnes dominateci the conferences. Although continued scepticism about the 

Northern emphasis on pollution control prevailed, the added influence these meetings provided 

to developing country experts ailowed them to push their governrnents toward a moderate 

position in the preparations for Stockholm. They also provided momentun for the building of 

domestic environmental administrative capacity and concerx~~~ These meetings and Founex 

prevented Stockholm h m  being a political f'ailure. 

Substantively, the Founex report supported the two conclusions that appeared in the 197 1 

resolution's language above. First, it noted that, "To a large extent, the current concern with 

environmentai issues has merged out of the problems experienced by the industrialîy advanced 

coutries." Furthetmore, these problems largely resulted h m  a hi& level of ecunomic growth 

with its attending negative consequences for local and global enhnrnents. While developing 

countnes wished to avoid 6'mistakes and distortions" that d t e d  in the most severe negative 

consequences of development, the report strongly argued that environmental problems in the 

South remlted largely h m  underdevelopment itself (the second conclusion of the 1971 

resolution), "They [envimnrnental problems] are predominateIy problems that reflect the poverty 

and very lack of development of their societies. They are problems, in other words, of both rumi 

and urban poverty....[and] can be overcome by the process of development irself? 

The report listed a second set of problems related to the development process itself that 

required attention h m  developing counûies. These problems included unemployment, urt,an 

growth, population growth without corresponding economic p w t h ,  and the threat of 

deforestation. Founex also acknowledged the potential side effkcîs or problems associated with 

large scale irrigation, use of pesticides, and industrialization in general? The remainder of the 

report spelled out specific environmental wncenis and policy recommendations. 

The report's significance, particularly for the purposes hem, lies less in its 

rezornmendations or respon.ses to particuIar environmental problems than in its influence on 
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nom creation. Its substantive influence lies in three areas. First, the report demonstrated that 

developing countries were concemed about environmental problems, but were deeply suspiciou 

of how the international community would deal with such problems if treated in isolation h m  

development. Second, the report differentiated the environmental concems of developing 

countties h m  those of developed countries. Whereas developed countries wished to control 

byproducts of industriaiization, developing countries' primary environmental concems were 

disease, poor water quality and sanitation, nutrition, and poor housing. 

Finally, the report presented environmental concems in the wntext of international n o m  

consistent with developing country concems, in particular those expressed in the Strategy for the 

Second Development Decade. For example, it emphasized the sovereign control of developing 

corntries over their economic development and their own resources. That nom would later be 

entrenched in Principle 2 1 of the Stockholm Declaration. Hence, where conflict existeci between 

the goals of social, d tura l  and economic development, trade-offs "can only be made by the 

countries themselves in the light of their own situations and development strate- and c m o t  

be determined by any rules established a priori." Furthemore, the report reiterated this concern 

under a section on environmental policy formation: ''The formulaton of environmental goals, as 

indeed the formulation of economic and social policies in g e n d ,  M i s  entirely and exclusively 

within the sovereign cornpetence of the developing countries.'~ 

Despite its emphasis on development, Founex did not present a specific set of 

development n o m .  It fostered an expanded notion of development beyond economic p w t h  

that included other social and culturai goals. However, it established no clear definition of 

development nor did it s p i @  the relationship between broader social goals and econornic 

growth. The achievement of this inclusive notion of development seemed to be taken as a matter 

of faith. The report only discussed ûadeoffs in the broadest sense and maintaineci a cautious 

approach to any measuns that might limit short-tam growth. For example, the report 

bighlighted the opportunity for developing counbties to house polluting industries (such as 

petroleum, pulp and paper, and chernid industries) h m  the North, and presumed that the worst 

environmental costs of such industries could be avoided. "Such a development," the report 

stated, "opens up an opportunity for the developing countries to move into some of these 



indusiries if th& naturd resource endowments, including relatively las  used environmental 

resources, create a comparative advantage in these  field^.'^ Founex also noted that '30 the 

extent that these objectives [environmental, social, and cultural] support or reinforce economic 

growth - and it can be shown that some of them do - their place would be more readily 

established? Economic development still clearly took pnority. 

Assessments of the Founex meeting differ on whether it t d y  achieved a synthesis of 

environment and development concems. For example, Adams suggests the meeting primaRly 

served to aliay developing world feus about the economic effects of environmental policy. 'la 

fact the Founex meeting did not break new conceptual ground. It simply repeated the statement 

of faith that development and environment could be combined in sorne way which wouid 

optimize ecological and economic system~.'~ 

Similarly, an independent assessrnent of implementation done 10 years der Stockholm 

suggested that Founex successfùlly made the intetests of developing countnes known, but 

Stockholm a s  a whole did not produce the resources or cornmitment necessary to address those 

issues. It aiso downplayed the conceptual contribution of Founex: 

Although the Founex report represented a useful start for the continuhg debate on 
environment and development, at the time of the Stockholm Confefence the issue 
was still largely perceived as a choice between environment or economic growthwtha 

Consequently, developing countries mainly argued that they needed additional resources and 

assistance to enable them to take the environment into account. On this, Stockholm did not 

deliver." 

In sharp contrast, McConnick, who also references a number of other observers, argues 

that Founex produceci a consensus, forged by development economists, that the environment is a 

9ouacx 1972, 32. As an illustratioa of bow mudi has changed in the ka oac mat ~ f i ~ d e  
condemnaticm met a simiiar proposai made by World Bank Chicf Economist Lawrence Summers in a 199 1 h r m a i  bank 
memo (tbat was subsequendy leaked). See Rich 1994,246249. 

UTbe Agesta Gmup AB Swcdcn 1982. The report backs up its hdbgs with a detarled breakdom of the 
implematîatim record of thc 109 proposais in the action plan. 
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critical dimension of successful development. Founex also destmyed the idea that the two 

concepts were necessarily incompatible. McCormick argues that Founex convinced participants 

of the widespread nature of environmental concenis and that they should not be a barrier to 

development, but part of the pro ces^.^ Nonetheless, representatives at Founex also, to quote 

Maurice Strong, ' M e  it clear that they thought under-development and poverty constituted the 

most acute and immediate threat to the environment of their pe~ples."~' 

Founex also demonstmted much about the complex interaction between personal 

diplomacy, politicai and economic interests, and science in the lead up to Stockholm. Founex 

would not have occurred without the leadership of Maurice Strong, the secretary-general of 

UNCHE. One analyst credited his ''patient missionary work" with developing country 

govemments and experts for avoiding a major North/South rift Strong used meetings such as 

Founex and a scientific meeting in Canberra to air out the strongest aspects of the NorWSouth 

rhetoric. And, in the PrepComs and in discussions with deveioping world govemments, he 

constaatly emphasized the compatibility between environment and de~eloprnent?~ 

Stmng's influence extended beyond bis role as a good organizer, facilitator, and 

negotiator, for which he received slmilar accolades at the Earih Summit. First, Strong's 

appointment as secretary-gend signifieci the politicization of the Stockholm conference. His 

appointment came relatively late in the preparatory pmess when he replaceci Jean Moussard, a 

Swiss biologist origmdly chosen in 1969 as the Director of S u e s  responsible for the 

Conference proceedings. By mid-1970 it haci becorne apparent to the United Nations leadership 

that Moussard, though successful in gathering scientific data, would not provide effective 

leadership needed to make the conference a success. U.N. Secretary-General U Thant, with the 

support of U.N. Under Secretaq for Economic Anairs Philippe de Seynes, who had appointed 

Moussard, picked Strong, who had been head of the Canadian Intemationai Development 

Agency and President of Power Corporation in Canada" 

%c~otmick 1989,92-93. 

''~trmg 1977,166. 

3 2 ~ ~ r m i c k  1989,95. 

'%erter, Jr. and Binder 1993.2. 



Strong was partidarly suited for the job because of his personal connections with 

developing country leaders and the respect he had among than." For example, his direct 

intervention probably convinceci Indian leader Indira Ghandi and People's Repubiic of China 

(PRC) Premier Zhou Enlai to attend persody. The acceptance of the latter leader, although it 

created additional political wrangùng, greatly increased the prestige of the confereflce and gave 

added strength to the developing world view? Whereas Moussard saw the problem of the 

environment as a scientific one, Strong recognized the pragmatic requirements of multilateral 

negotiations. His personal style succeeded in brokering compromises among disparate political 

interests, building trust, and creating momentum for agreement. 

Smng also directly influenced how the problem of the human environment would be 

characterized. Almost immediately upon his appointment in January 1 97 1, Strong convened a 

meeting of five or six experts at MIT, including Donella Meadows and Jay Fomter of Limits to 

Growth. Carroll Wilson, a fiiend of Strong's and one of the leaders of the Club of Rome at MIT, 

set up the meeting. Peter Thacher, of the U.S. Mission to the United Nations, was also present. 

In a published interview, Strong said, 'Basically, ou .  objective was to entrench the issue of the 

conml of the environment with the economic-development process, both in developing and 

industrialized countries.'" That meeting produced the slogan that summarized the Stockholm 

mission: "to p t e c t  and enhance the environment for present and fbture generati~ns."~' The U.S. 

influence shows through in that this slogan essentially represented a conservation ethic already 

present in U.S. legislation. For example, the first goal of the U.S. National Environmental Policy 

Act (1969) is to "fulfil the responsibilities of each generation as -tee of the environment for 

succeeding generation~."~~ With its ernphasis on inter-generational equity, this slogan presaged 

%mer, Jr. and Bincier 1993,12-13. 

3%towlaad 1973, 37 says that Strong's hi degsion was to dispatch Chesîer Rmmhg, a se8som-d Canadian 
diplomatic trouble-shooter, to Btijing to con+ the C h b c  M e r  to attend. Rowland suggests h t  Strong's 
inttgrity playcd a large role m Zhou's W. Rowiand also argues tbat it nijpiit have htlped that Strong could 
c lah a distant relation&.@ to tée Iate Amra Louk Strong, a ldt-wing Gmaican joumalist and fid of tbt Chinest 
rtvolution. 

"~erter, Jr. and BBdcr 1993.21. 

38Qtmtcd in Jackson 1995. 
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only the conservation side of sustainable development, not the integration of environment and 

development . 
However, Strong also convened a meeting of development experts that he called "the 

single moa influential meeting in terms of my development of the agenda."39 This meeting in 

New York specifically ahed to bring development onto the Stockholm agenda. It provided a 

forum to hash out many of the issues that would be aUed more forrnaily in the Founex meeting, 

and many of the participants overlapped. Strong asked Barbara Ward (Lady Jackson), a well- 

known British developmental economist and environmental& to bring together a srna11 group of 

prominent development experts. Most of the experts were economists h m  the developing 

world, many of whom continued to have a major inauence on environment and development 

govername. The group included Gamani Corea of Ceylon, Mahbub ul Haq of Pakistan (with the 

World Bank, and later finance minister of Pakistan and architect of the United Nations 

Development Programme human development reports), Abdlatif Y. Al-Hamad of Kuwait, 

Innque Iglesias of Uruguay (who served as foreign minister, later headed the Brundtland 

Commission's advisory panel on energy, and then worked at the Interamerican Development 

Bank), and James Wolfensohn (who at the tirne of writing was president of the World Bank). 

Strong said his '%hole thesis" when he agreed to r u  UNCHE was the need to integrate 

environment and development and this meeting helped to formulate how that could be done to 

reshape the Stockholm agenda. 

me Declaratim on the Human Environment 

Of the outcomes of UNCHE, the Declaration best expressed the nomicornplex that 

emerged and the compromises it embodied. The nnal draft declaration produced by UNCHE had 

changed in purpose and substance from its ongiaal conception in March 1970 as a largely 

educational and inspirational document of basic principles. By the third PrepCom in September 

1971, the influence of Founex and inçte8sed public attention had combineci to put pressure on the 

intergovernmental working group to produce a document that represented wncrete action" 



The f h t  move in this direction came fiam an early Canadian ciraft. It proposeci a 

legalistic donunent that Listed substantive n o m  and principles that could be a bais for 

internationai law." The principles included n o m  of sovereignty and state responsibility for 

poliution produceci within its own territory that caused damage in other states or in cornmon 

areas beyond national jurisdiction. In addition, states whose pollution harmed neighbours would 

be obligated to compensate them and would be required to consult neighbours when such 

pollution was likely to result. Although the final draft declaration wodd retain these principles 

relatively unchanged in Riaciples 21 and 22,' the Canadian document, stated in terms of rights 

and obligations, said vimially nothing about the relationship between environment and 

developrnent . 
By the end of the conference, however, the enviro~l~llent/development compromise played 

a central role while the strict legai language of rights and obligations was watered down. 

Although some of those changes occurred before the intergovemmental working group handeci 

the draft over to the fourth PrepCom in March 1972, many occumd afterward in the more 

politicized atmosphere of the conference itself. 

The Chinese delegation played a major d e  in re-opening the Declaration to amendrnents 

and discussion. Its motives ranged h m  a simple desire to be heard (the PRC had been lefi out 

of deliberations by the intergovemmental working group) to an attempt to use the Declaration for 

ideological purposes. In the end, the PRC did play a positive mle in re-introducing many of the 

development issues that appeared in working papm, such as the Founex teport and Report by the 

Secretary-General on Development and Environment largely based on Founex. 

The Chinese delegation presented a 10-point statement to the ciraft cornmittee and dso 

leaked it to the press through an NGO newspaper, ECO. The first point brought forward a view 

of environment and developrnent that epitomized the uneasy meshing of concepts that 

U~owcver, th prhiplc of sdvcmce notification, dthough m the dnA dccIaration as principle 20, did not appear in 
the final chmmt of Jme  16. (Brazii iiisisted it be put ova to the garcral assembly, fbr escdaliy short-ticrm political 
rrasons, as it was &en embroilcd in a dispuic with Argcuth to which îhe principle wouid apply). Sorrrt dcveloping 
~0imtrit~alsoféated~principleddkabusedbydtvcloped8t~d~a0~devcloptncntp1iojects. TbeCariadian 
delegation m its speech to the pleaary argueci thaî principle 20 stitl ftfltcted a duty unrler existhg aistomary 
mtemational law. It did appear in watcred dom form m UNGA rcs. 2995 m. It also appeartd m vafious fonris 
in later- agrtem~nts and îhc Rio D e c l a r a t i o n ~  it fOrmaly m prhiplcs 18 and 19. See Rowland 
1973.99, 135-136; W b  et al. 1993.89; and Sands, et al. 1994.8. 



characterizeci the current stage in international environmental nom creation. The statement on 

the 'kelationship between economic development and environment" read as follows: 

Economic development and social progress are necessary for the welfare of manlond and 
the fhrther improvement of the environment. The developing countrïes want to build a 
modem industry and agriculture to safeguard their national independence and assure their 
development. A distinction must be made between these countries and a few highly 
developed countries. The environmental policies of each nation must not impede 
devel~pment,~~ 

Other points included: a statement that downplayed the then popular cataclysmic forecasts on 

population growth and calleci for moderate national responses such as control of urban 

population and family planning, national sovereignty over resowes; a proposal on pollution 

compensation (in line with the original Canadian pmposal); and a proposai for technology 

tramfer. Aithough subsequent discussions sometimes broke d o m  into North/South rhetoric and 

acrimony (with the US. taking the hardest line against the Chinese proposais), a consensus 

gradually ernerged on many of the key issues. For example, Canadian and Chinese positions 

overlapped on many of the core legal principles and some developed States actively supported 

Chinese and Afncan positions on development issues. Disagreements over specific proposais 

occurred bot. within and between developed and developing counaies, so the final negotiations 

were not simply a North/South affair. Although issues such as colonialism, nuclear weapons and 

the war in Indochina sometimes appeared reaây to sabotage agreement, in the end they did not 

have a substantial impact on the general consensus achieved in the final declaration. 

Negotiations over the final wording in many cases came d o m  to incorporaîing 

developing country proposais, particularly China's, into the wording of the draft declaration. For 

example, the language in paragraph four of the preamble came from a Chinese proposal that 

identified uuderdevelopment as the cause of most environmentai problems in the developing 

world Also, a Chinese proposal changed the emphasis in paragraph five on population h m  a 

position that "excessive population growth can defeat man's [sic] efforts to presme the Flarth's 

environment" to a position that identified people as 'the most precious" of things in the world 
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and the source of social progress and weaith, whik achowledging ' ~ b i e m s "  that can 

accompany population growth? 

The final negotiations also moved the Declaration more toward distributive policies and 

away h m  a strict focus on conservation. Principles 5 and 10 exemplified this trend Rinciple 5 

stated that 'The non-renewable resources of the [Elarth must be employed in such a way as to 

guard against the danger of theK future exhaustion and to ensure that benefits h m  such 

employment are shared by aii mankind." A series of changes to the principle pnor to the 

conference concemeci only the worduig on conservation of resoutces. A Pakistani proposai at 

Stockholm added the second part, that would "ensure that benefits ... are shared by ail miinHndW 

As Sohn points out, this language of distributive justice was consistent with language in other 

declaraîiom, such as the Sea-bed Declaration. Similarly, Principle 10, newly proposed at 

Stockholm by nine African states, noted that "stability of prices and adequate earnings for 

primary commodities and raw material are essential to environmental management" for 

developing corntries. These principles fit with the generai thnist of Principle 2 as weU, which 

implied a duty to preserve the E h ' s  resources for the benefit all people. 

The principles can be divided into three general categories: consmation; development; 

and state sovaeignty and responsibility? As the above discussion suggests, the themes 

sometimes overlap within various principles, reflecting compromises worked out during the 

course of negotiations. 

Principles 1-7 primdy delineated facets of human activity that required attention for 

conservation and environmental protection. Priuciple 1 was a grnerai statement about the 

responsibility to presewe the environment for "present and fbture genemtions." (Although it also 

containeci admonitions a-t apartheid, discrimination and foreign domination, for example, 

these aspects are not particularly relevant to the development of the nom-complex under 

investigation). Principles 2-7 covaad specific aspects of that responsibility, h m  pnsenring 

wildlife (4) and natural resources (2), both renewable (3) and non-renewable (S), to pollution 

U ~ h n  1973, 443444. Sohn pmenis a pmgcaph by puagaph analytiis of the Declaration that mCludes the 
evohxticm of wwding in negotiations. The foliowing discussioz~ draws heavily on his summary. 
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concems on land, in the air (6) and in the seas (7). As mentioned, some of these principles were 

altered to stress a greater emphasis on distributional concems, not simply conservation. 

Principles 9 through 13 specificaily addressed concems of development in developing 

countries. Most signifïcantiy, Principle 9 caiied for bbaccelerated development through the 

transfer of substantial quantities of financial and technologkai assistance" as the b a t  respome to 

environmental problems in the developing world. It also direcdy linked environmental 

vuinerabilities to underdevelopment, Principle 1 0 asserted that stability of commodity prices is 

essential for developing countries to manage the environment effectively. P ~ c i p l e  11 

admonished states against the use of any muisures to pmtect the environment that could 

adversely afTect developrnent or the ability to raise the standard of living in developing countries. 

Principle 12 cailed for additional financial and technical assistance (above other development 

aid) for environmental protection in developing couutries. Principle 13 placed developrnent as 

the primary concem in planning, but says it should be "...compatible with the need to protect and 

irnprove the human environment. ..." 
Principles 14-20 do not fit into the three categories above, but 1 will briefly mention them 

to keep the remahder of the Declaration in contact. 

Principles 14- 1 7 focused on national and regional planning. The significant aspect of 

these principles was the faith they conveyed in the ability of "rational planning" (14) to reconcile 

the needs of development and the need to protect the environment. Principle 15 calleci for 

planning in human settlements. Principle 16, on population, was a weak statement that 

govemments, based on their own priorities and without prejudice to human rights, should apply 

demographic policies (either to decrease or increase populations) as it suits environment and 

development goals. 

Principles 18-20 focused on scientific research and public education. Principle 20 also 

wntained a cal1 for the transfer of information, experience, and technoiogy to developing 

counmes, without economic burden, to facilitate research and development in those countries. 

The statements on rights and duties of states can be fomd in Principles 2 1 and 22. As 

mentioned eariier, the original desire of some states to create strict rules of liability did not 

materialize in the final document, although the basis for such d e s  was present (Nonetheless, 

little development of d e s  of liability in international environmental law has o c c d  since 
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Stockholm, as will be shown below in the section on UNCED). Environmental lawyers identify 

Principle 21 as the key nom for modem environmental law.' In conjmction with the United 

Nations charter and various General Assernbly resolutions (for example. 1 803/62 of 14 Dec. 

1962 on Pexmanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources) it cernented the notion that states have 

"a sovereip right to exploit their own resources purmiant to their own enviromentai policies." 

It advanced earlier United Nations remlutions because it also created a responsibility on the part 

of states to ensure that their activities do not cause environmental damage beyond their own 

jurisdiction. Principle 22 was meant to mate liability h m  states who cause environmental 

harm beyond their borders and a duty by them to compensate the victims of pollution. However, 

the final version ody required states to "co-operate to develop fûrther the intemational Iaw 

regadhg liability and compensation ...." As noted above, another principle originauy proposeci 

that would have created an obligation for states to noti@ others of activities that might cause 

environmental damage did not make it to the final declaration. 

From a strict legal standpoint, it should be noted that the norm embodied in Rinciples 

2 1 and 22 did not onginate with Stockholm solely, nor did the non-binding Declaration mate a 

conseasus on their precise status in intematid law. For example, n o m  of state sovereignty 

over resources have mots both in the widely accepted rules mmd sovereignty and territorial 

integrity as well as various United Nations dedarations and decisions of international tribunals 

that states have a responsibility not to cause damage to the environment of other states. This 

responsibility has been acknowledged at least as fâr back as the widely cited Trail Smelta case 

(1 !Ml), when an arbitraiion tribunai found Canada was respomible for damage in Washington 

State caused by fumes onginating at a smelta in British Col~mbia'~ The Stockholm Declaration 

itself is considered sofi law, which, as I mentioned earlier, in ment tirnes often represents a first 

step for new areas of international law being accepted as customary international law by states. 

Regardless of its ongins, much of the Stockholm Declaration, and especidy Principle 2 1, are 

now considered customary international law . 

" ~ h c  importance of thc case to cmrironmcnîai hw is cihd in a widc range of publications. For example, p+ S& 
1994, xxxi. 
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Principles 23 and 24 are w t  easily categorized The fornier generaliy recognized 

concems of developing countries that each state can determine its own environmental standards 

based on its own values. In this way it fit with Rinciple 21 and the generd concais of 

developing coutries covered in other principles already mentioned. Rinciple 24 caiis for 

intexnational c o o w o n  through bilaterai and multilaterai arrangements to protect the 

environment. It too containeci elements of the three idaitifid categories by stnssing efforts to 

"wntrol, prevent, reduce and eliminate adverse environmental effects resulting fkom activities 

conducteci in all  sphens;" that in so doing "due account is taken of the sovereignty and interest of 

al1 States;" and that such efforts treat al1 countrîes "big or small, on an equal footing." 

Finally, Principle 25 calleci for the support of international environmental organhtions, 

and Rinciple 26, largely a political add on, calls on states to eliminate nuclear weapons. 

The Nom-Cornplex 

From the preceding discussion, a norm-complex characterized by an uneasy mix of 

conservation, economic dwelopmeat, sovereignty, and state responsibility n o m  can be seen to 

have arisai. As opposeci to the contempomy norm-complex of liberal environmentalism, 

Stockholm produced two compehg nom-complexes, one of sovereign developmentalism, the 

other of environmental protection. Since 1 examine the Stockholm conference as a nascent form 

of the curent nonn-complex, 1 will not use either of the above two labels or combine them in a 

confûsing manner. It is enough to highlight the original a m p t  at a compromise that wouid 

develop into the current set of noms that guides internafional environmental activities. The 

foliowing list identifies the key n o m  most relevant to this evolving nom cornplex. 

State Sovereignty and Responsibility 

1. States have sovereipty over resources and environmental protection within their juridiction 
and are responsible for pollution they produce beyond tbeir borders (Principles 2 1-23). 



Political Ewnomy of EnWonment and Development: 

2. The sources of environmental problerns differ in developed and developing countRes and so 
shouid rwponses. 

a) In developing countries, accelerated economic and social development (which are not 
specified) are compatible with and necessary for enWomnental protection (Principles 1 1, 
12, and 13). 
b) In developed countries, industrialization and technology require regdation to protect 
the environment. 

3. Free trade must be balanceci with commodity price stability (Principle 10). 

4. Environmental protection requires substantial transfm of financial aid, technology, and 
scientific idonnation to developing countries (Principles 9 and 20). 

5. States should cooperate to conserve and enhance the global resource base for present and 
future generations (Principles 1-7 and 24). 

Environmental Management: 

6. Command and control methods of environmental protection are favoured over market 
allocation. The integraîion of economics and environment is Iimited to ''rational planning," 
which is left ambiguous in meaning." This last nom seems to apply to national and international 
planning. However, the economic and social implications of planning are not clearly specified. 

As I have argued, these nomis contain environmental concems side by side with a vision 

of development consistent with dematlds put forward in fora such as the G-77. The nomis are 

consistent with a vision of environmental protection promoted by Western environmentalists 

who saw development and environmental protection as different tasks, the latter being concemed 

with regulating "extemalities.'" A synthesis was not achieved as the n o m  merely assert the 

compatibility of environment and development goals without specifjmg trade-offs or how to 

make linkages. 

%n the m e  hand ?ationai" implies thc usc of ' such as CnWOnmentai impact asmmcm ta set 
guideünes for denlopment or to define "optnpal poilution levtis" (Cotby 1990,1617). On the o k  band, the OECD 
(1971) apteci rationai rnanngcmcnt cxpiicidy with nuqanat in "accordancc with basic ecow>mic prirsciple~" In 
other words, rational mmgemenk conctrns "how to mtcmalisc efficEs in economic mtchanisms so as to 
cnsure a r a t i d  allocation of costs." Givcn thc usage by co~lsc~ationists m the '70s and 'Sb ,  1 d d  argue h t  

r a t i d  plamhg at Stockholm fi6 witIi the first view above. 



Since I am concernai with n o m  of govenaance, I have not detailed specific 

recommendations of environmental protection. The action plan is signifiant for the purposes 

here oniy in so far as its recommendations do indeed generally support the nomative fhmework 

of the Declaration. The plan contains, among other things, rec0mmendation.s on pollutants to 

monitor, facets of human senlements that require attention., and a framework to manage natural 

resources. 1 do not mean to imply that the specific recommended actions on the environment 

were not very important. Rather, my focus has been on how the international cornmunity has 

atternpted to govern such activities at the international level, not on the targets of action or the 

effectiveness of environmental protection per se. 

Despite the mix of environment and development, international environmental law and 

practice following StockhoIm primarily emphasized the enWonmenta1 protection side of the 

normsomplex. Developing countries were slow to embnice the environmental protection noms 

promoted at Stockholm while developed corntries focused attention mostly on poliution 

abatement and clean-up at home. A detailed independent study on the implementation of the 

Stockholm pposals 10 yem later found that 'The expectations and objectives of the developed 

wuntries were largely achieved at and after the Stockholm Conference but, of course, to varying 

d e g r e e ~ . ~ ~  (Although, the report also lamentai the decline in political will to address 

environmental problems in North and South alike by 1982). The two priorities on which 

developed coutries focused were identification and control of poiiutants of broad international 

significance and environmental aspects of natural resource management. In contrast, developing 

countnes received 'ho significant" additional financial nsources to help them deal directiy with 

environmental problems. Despite the success of incorporatiag developing country concenis into 

the Declaration, "the issue was still largely perceived as a choice between environment or 

economic growhrnl 

The above List of n o m  will serve as the point of cornparison, when, later in this chapter, 

1 enmerate the nom-complexes that emerged h m  the Brundtland Report and UNCED. 

"The Agesta Group AB Sarcdcn 1982, 3 4  ilao CoIby 1990, a d  Sa@ and Cdby 1993, am0 the 
period foliowing Sîocblrn as &miOakcl by an anrirormimtal protection managtmem -", de- as a 
rclianct cm kgal rcguiations aimcd to makc short-term cconamic tradci~fb ta pro- the Mth of people and a fèw 
specics and the separate tmtnient of en- and economics. 



From Stockholm to Sustainable Development 

On the path h m  Stockholm to the Rio Earth Summit, ''sustainable development" 

emerged as the dominant conceptual h e w o r k  for international environmental govanance. 

The set of n o m  produced at Stockholm lacked a unifying theme either to forge a consensus 

between North and South or to capture the imagination of world opinion. Sustainable 

development meant to change all that In one concept, environmentalists, economists, planners, 

industrialists and governments of aîi political persuasions could find a unity of purpose, if not 

agree on how that might be accomplished. As one author put it: 

It is not surprising that such a concept has received widespread support h m  
leaders of the North and South alike, environmenl and Third World rnovements, 
international bureaucrats and enlightened managers of financial and economic 
institutions and structures in both capitalist and socialist coutries. This is 
explained by the artfid vagueness which the new paradigm of 'sustainable 
development' cas& upon theu respective responsibilities." 

Its vagueness, rather than condemning it to the trash heap of development concepts, made it the 

favoured mantra of international environment and development commuaities. 

This section focuses on the evolution of the Ianguage of sustainable development in 

international discourse, its sources, and its eventual delineation in the prominent World 

Commission on Environment and Development- Divergent paths h m  Stockholm, roughly 

corresponding to Northem and Southern positions, eventudy converged around the "sustainable 

development" concept Two developments in 1974 set the normative character of those paths: 

the development of guidelines for the Polluter Pays Rinciple in the North and the Cocoyoc 

Declaration in the South. Whereas international cwperation in the North focused on methods of 

internaiizing environmental costs with minimwn dimption to markets, the South sought an 

overhaul of the international economic order, which it felt reliai too heavily on the market to the 

detriment of the poor. 

13re North 

The development by the ûrganhtion for Econornic Cooperation and Development 
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(OECD) in 1974 of guidelines to implement the Polluter Pays Principle (PPP) set the tone for the 

North? The OECD originally developed the PPP two years earlier, not as a d e  of liability, but 

as a means to avoid environmental regdations that might alter the operation of the &et and 

particularly of fke trade? Under PPP, polluters internalize the costs of pollution. In otha 

words, they should bear the cost of poliution they cause and resources they use '?O to b t  the 

environment is in an acceptable state? This principle marked the start of a trend to incorporate 

environmental costs into production, markets, and accoutlting practices, rather thaa fhvour 

command-and-contml regulation to combat environmental damage. Under PPP, public choice 

might determine the level of environmentai protection sought, but, ideally, implementation of 

such standards would rely on the manipulation of market incentives, not strict end-of-pipe 

regulations. Admittedly, PPP in practice ofien took shape in the form of direct regdations based 

on standards, pennits, and so on, which impose costs on meeting those standards to the plluter. 

Even in such cases, however, PPP relies on propa pricing so that market signals to wflsumers, 

for example, wili refiect the full social and environmental cost of goods produced. Furthemore, 

the spirit of the principle implies the use of market-fiendly instruments such as pollution charges 

and tradeable pollution permits, as evidenced by a growing trend in supporting such instruments 

in implementing the PPP in the 1980s and 1990s. 

At the international level, the OECD intended the principle to "avoid distortions in 

international trade and other economic relations which might arise h m  ciifferences in member 

countries['] pollution control measures? Under this principle, absidies, for example, would 

not accompany measures to implement the principle since they distort the market. The notion of 

'getting prices nght' and the field of environmental or ecological economics that primarily 

concems itself with this task, follow fkom this basic principle." 

sJïm M a c ~ d ,  autbor's mtervicw. MacNcill was h l v e d  in the initial formulation of the PPP d was later OECD 
envkmmt director (1978- 1984). Set also OECD 1972,1975. 
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Despite the intentions of its frslmers to k t  the PPP to an economic principle, some 

Southem states have attempted to use the principle for political ends. For example, they have 

used PPP to emphasize the responsibiiity of developed corntries, as the historic site of the 

majority of practices that damage the global environment, for past environmental damage. 

Subsequently, they argue, the North ought to shoulder a bigher pmportion of the costs associated 

with international enviromenta1 presavation and management? However, in policy and legal 

terms, PPP has the more narrow meaning ascribed to it. Hence, other n o m ,  such as that o f  

"cornmon but diffmtiated responsibility" supported at Rio, have been required to invoke the 

bmader implications sometimes associated with PPP. 

It should also be apparent that the mderlying logic of PPP and simila. mechanisms 

ensures support for economic growth. The developers of this principle believed that if 

environmental protection can be achieved with a minimum distortion of markets, economic 

efficiency and growth would be maintainecl, thus mhimizhg the need for trade-offs between 

growth and environment. In facf the orightors of PPP explicitly meant it to avoid distortions in 

intanational trade that might k t  growth. The rationaie of intemalipag environmental costs 

came later, according to Jim MacNeill, a Canadian delegate and organizer of the OECD 

environment cornmittee in 1970, who later became director of the environment at OECD (1978- 

1984): "...the driving force was to ensure that enviromental subsidies to business and industry 

by governments did not result in major trading distortions." Later the economic efficiency 

arguments, present in the academic literature ~ r n  the SUU?, overshadowed trade distortion 

arguments. "The PPP is now not seen in that ii&t at all. It's seen as an economic efficiency 

principle .... It's seen as a means of internalizing environmental costs in the pnce of product.~.'~~ 

The OECD's work in this area teceiveci a tremendous boost when, in 1984, Environment 

Director Jim MacNeill organized the "Environment and ndnomics" conference. The OECD 

economics establishment M y  supported the confaence, wwhich helped to make it a major 

58Sa& n ai. 1994, naiv; Matpicc S i m g ,  n d W s  imavicw; and pasotial obsaMtions of de~loping coinmy 
speeches at the Fi Cadèmm of the Parties fôr tht Fmmcwwk Comrcati~~. on Ciimate Change, MnktcM Segment, 
4-7 Apnl1995, B& 



ifluence on govemments and business in the direction of the OECD environment cod t t ee ' s  

vision of environmental go~ernance.~~ The conference emphasized the desirabiiity of 

strengthening the role of economic instruments and the reciprocal positive linkages between 

environmental protection policies and economic growthO6l The pivotal role the conference played 

in legitimating these linLages, thus in influencing the firture direction of environmental 

governance, is disnissed fiuther in chapter four. Briefly, the conference helped to shifi the way 

govemments, business, and the economic establishment at the OECD thought about 

environmental issues and the best ways to address them. In partidar, it cemented the view that 

economic mwth and environmental protection couid be compatible. MacNeill's later role as 

secretary-generd of the Brundtland Commission ensured those ideas would also influence efforts 

at global govemance for sorne tirne. 

Major industrial states during this period, to varying degrees, also began to reformuiate 

the importance and diection of environmental policy. Here, too, one fin& that increstsed 

attention to environmental wncerns led to increased efforts to find a fit between those policies 

and liberal economic noms. The g e n d  trajectory of Euopean Cornmunity (EC) goals, for 

example, followed a simiiar pattern to that of the OECD, although European policy iagged 

slightly in cornparison. From the start, Article 2 of the 1957 Treaty of Rome spelled out the 

fundamental objectives of the Community in economic terms. Whereas one would not expect 

this pre-Stockhoixn document to focus on environmental concerns, significantly the Single 

European Act of 1987, which contained a new chapter on a legal basis for commuuity action on 

the envh~l~~lent, left Amcle 2 with its economic focus. The Maastricht Treaty finally 

reformdates EC objectives, but calls for the promotion of "a harmonious and balanced 

development of economic activities [and] sustainable and non-inflatiomq growth respecthg the 

enviroment.'" Significatltly, the language used in the Cornmunity debate on sustainability had 

been that of "sustainable development" at least since the Brundtland report. Howeva, at the 

?ide II: Provisions Amodiqg the Tmty EsarbIisùmg thc Europan Ecoaomic Co- Witb a View to 
Establishing 'k Eiaopean Coxmmhy, Arîicle G paragraph B2. 
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Rome SuTnmit of December 1990, which considerd the fiiture work of the Intergovemmental 

Conference on Political Union, heads of government requested that the conference consider 

protection of the environment to ensure ''swtaimble growth." Despite sorne discussion of the 

change in tgminology, the growth language stood during negotiations toward 1992 and no head 

of govanment tabled the issue at Maastricht? The language of growth and open markets thus 

circumscribes the language of enVll.01lmenta.l cancans in EU documents. 

This discussion shodd not imply that the EU lacks a serious concem for environmental 

protection within its borders or in its relationship to the developing world. In fact, since 1987 the 

EU has led the West in pushing forward the international environmental agenda The above 

discussion merely points out that the EU'S framing of environmental c o n c m  rests on a primary 

concem with economic growth and that sustainable development is defhed in such a way as to 

be compatible with growth and market forces. 

The United States took an even stronger pro-market view, especiaily under the Reagan 

administrati~n.~ A convincing case can be made that the shift in policy to de-regdation, wst- 

benefit analysis and heavier reliance on market incentives came h m  an ideological shift rather 

than an assessrnent of policy effectiveness. For example, a study by Kraft and Vig traced 

administrative changes that consistently put political control of the environmental agenda above 

expert administration." A key himing point in U.S. policy came when the Reagan administration 

virtually ignored the report of a transition task force on the environment that it set up. The report 

advocated moderate reforms that would ease some regulatiom, reexamine some laws, promote 

some economic incentives for enviroxmental protection, but generaily maintain the momentum 

for environmental protection. Instead, Reagan's enviromenta1 policy followed the much more 

radical position advocaîed by the conservative Heritage Foundation and Secfetary of the Interior 

James Waît. He fimily believed in de-regdation and that most resource problems could be 

solved by opening them up to the fiee market. That view extended to U.S. foreign policy. For 

example, in 1982, at a specid session of UNEP to commanorate the tenth anniversary of the 

- - - . - - - - 

6 S r e h e x  et ai. 1972,1415. 

dSMcc~rmick 1989; and Kraft and Vig 1984. 

%mft d Vîg 1984. 



Stockholm Confetence, Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Anne Gorsuch 

announced the mequivocal compatibility of growth, environmental protection, and markets: 

individuai ownership of property, free and welldeveloped markets in products 
and capital are poweiful incentives for murce conservation. These institutions 
best promote the use of mewable resources and the development of substitutes 
for non-renewable resources, ensuring continuecl resource availability and 
environmental quality? 

me South 

While Northern policymaken concernai themselves with methods to internalize 

environmental costs, the South in 1974 produceci the Cocoyoc Declaration at a meeting in 

Mexico on 8-12 October. The Symposium on Patterns of Resource Use, Environment, and 

Development Strategies, billed as Founex iI., bmught together 33 delegates h m  eight developed 

and 14 developing co~ntries.~~ Maurice Strong, then executive director of UNEP, and Mostafa 

K. Tolba, who took over the post shortiy theteafter,68 also attended the conference jointly 

sponsored by UNEP and UNCTAD. Founex II meant to Mer the work on environment and 

development started at Stockholm. Delegates discussed development strategies and intemational 

economic relations, analyzed environmental issues and the limits of naniral resources in 

particular, and addressed the development debate then occupyhg the United Nations where the 

NIEO had just been introduced. The backdrop of the NIEO and the onset of the first oil shock a 

year earlia set the tone for the vision of environmental management that emerged. 

A deep distrust of market mechanisms undergirded The Cocoyoc Declaration." It begm 

with a stark summary of the lack of progress on poverty, hunger, illiteracy, disease, and 

hornelessness, and the newer problems of resotuce degrdation. It argued that the 

maldisiribution of resources and overconsumption by the wealthy lies behind humanity's 

inability to meet the " b e r  limits" of satisfjmg fundamental human needs and the "outer bits" 

9olba officiaiiy took over Deccmkr 1976, but umfficialiy kgau m nm UNEP immeni.tely sfta Shong stcpped 
d o m  in 1975. 



of the planet's resources. The solution, the report said, "carmot be left to the automatic operation 

of market mechanisms. The traditional market d e s  resources available to those who can buy 

them rather than those who need them, it stimulates artificial demands and builds waste into the 

production process, and even under-utilizes resources." The critique of the market extends to 

domestic systems of the tirne where the benefits of growth accrued to a small percentage of the 

wealthy while the poorest 20 per cent grew poorer s a .  

The rernainder of the Declaration set out the goals of development, which, it stated, 

should k t  provide for basic needs. Its recommendations fit with the vision of global economic 

management sought in the NlEO and the Charter of Economic Rights and hties of States, both 

of which the Declaration explicitly endorsed. The Dedaration's recommendations were as 

follows: 

1. Govenunents, international organjzations, and scientific communities should develop and 
institute policies that aim to satise the basic aeeds of the poorest and redistribute resources 
where possible. At the same time, they should enmre adequate conservation of resources and 
protection of the environment. 

2. Withh the fhmework of sovereipty over mornes, govemments and intematiod 
institutions should promote the management of resources and the environment on a global scale. 

3. Strong international regimes shouid be established for the exploitation of the globai commons, 
and the use of the cornmons should be taxed for the benefit of the poorest strata of the poor 
corntries. 

4. Scientific and technological research and development should establish new priorities to 
respond to the goals of the report. 

5. New development priontia should aim to curb ovemonsumption in the North and step up the 
production of essentials for the poor. 

Hence, Cocoyoc placed the conectives to environmental problems squarely in the mntext of 

overall dem8tlds for a redistribution of resources. It had a bias toward global management of 

global resomes and schemes for transfas h m  rich to poor to pay for the maintenance, qua1 

access to, and use of global commons (e.g., through taxation of the commons). Again, these 

proposais conflicted with liberal economic n o m  of fke trade and market incentives and 

mechanisms for environmental protection and techn01ogy transfer. 

Like the NIEO, however, the Cocoyoc Dedaration had little lasting influence in terms of 

its practical policy application. Nonetheless, it illustrated the state of development thinking at 
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the time and how United Nations agencies concemed with development would view the 

envimunent agenda. As such, it rnarked the basis of environmental govemance initially 

favoured by the development commirnity h m  the South. 

Meanwhile, UNEP continued the Stockholm conferaice's work of reconciling 

environment and developrnent. Indeed, by 1 976, many delegates at UNEP's fourth Goveming 

Council questioned the need to continue to defaid the linkage of environment and development, 

which they felt had already gained wide ticceptance." By 1980, the South appeared to verify this 

perception when it explicitly used the language of envitonmental sustainability in The Strategy 

for the Third United Nations Development Decade: 

It is essential to avoid enviro~mental degradation and give fiiture generations the 
benefit of a sound environment. There is a need to ensure an economic 
development process which is environmentally sustainable over the long nui and 
which protects the ecological balance. Determined efforts must be made to 
prevent deforestation, erosion, mil degradation and desertification. International 
cooperation in envin,mental protection should be increased? 

UNEP played a leadership d e  in developing this language. The secretariat, under the leadership 

of Maurice Strong, worked to clarify the b g e  between environment and development with a 

concephial middle &round that emphasized economic growth, but of a "sustainable" kind. By the 

mid- 1 970s the language of mstainability (although not necessarily sustainable developrnent per 

se) wuld be found in UNEP documents and speeches of its leaders. Stmng thus w d d  announce 

a solid support for economic growth, but of a new kind that considerd the social aspects of 

development. "Economic and ecological fàctors m u t  be brought into harmony in developing 

growth-patterns that are sustainable," he told the first International Environmental Management 

Seminar in 1975. "'Eco-growth' does not mean 'no-growth'; indeed it means better growth, 

somder growth, and perhaps even more growth in quahtative ternis.'" He similarly called for a 

'"new-growth' societf' in more forcenll languqe two years later: 



Surely it must be clear that present growth-patterns and practices are self- 
destructive and cannot be sustained! Is no-growîh then the only answer? Let me 
say with all the force 1 can muster that no-growth is NOT the answer. The real 
altemative to no-growth is new-growth - a new approach to growth, in both the 
more industrialized and the lessdeveloped societies. [emphasis in original] ." 

kguage  reminiscent of the G-77 Lima meeting's wncem that environmental protection not 

htdere with "sustained economic development of developing countnes" now had a positive 

environmental spin. 

Although Stmng labelled this vision bbecodevelopment," the ''marriage" of ecology and 

economics, that term never really caught on with developing world govemments. Nonetheless, 

United Nations agencies such as UNEP, United Nations Development Programme (UM>P) and 

the World Bank claimed to use the concept as a guide for incoxporating environmental concans 

into development planning. However, diffidties arme when translating the somewhat ideal 

language of ecodevelopment to the project level." 

Supporters of the concept point out its consistaicy with development thinking of the 

1970s and its sensitivity to the complexity of ecosystems and how they respond to human 

intera~tion.'~ Themes such as local participation in projects, an emphasis on intermediate 

technologies, local self-mffïciency and basic needs dominated academic and institutional 

writings in this vein. However, its failure to address broder debates about the global political 

economy, North-South confiict or questions of marra-economic management likely accuunts for 

its relative lack of success in capniring the interest of developing world politicians. 

In generai terms, ecodevelopment literature of the 1970s and 1980s overlapped with that 

on sustainable development. The main difference was an eIimination of neo-Malthusian 

overtones contained in ecodevelopment's emphasis on small-scale development. UNEP had 

never really pushed that side of ecodevelopment, however, so the language and speeches of its 

leadership demonstrated the congru@ of the concepts. Hence, ecodevelopment languge merged 

with UNEP's later use of sustainable development terminology. 
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Shortly afler Strong stepped down as UNEP's head, he stated that ecodevelopment 

'kould be designeà to assure that the precious naturai resources... in the less-developed countnes 

are exploited in ways that make the best possible use of their own skills and labour, and 

harmonize with their own culture and value systems to produce the resource-base on which 

sustained development depends?" An analysis of Tolba's speeches thugh the 1980s shows 

many of the same themes ernphasized, but with sustainable development language W y  

substituted. Themes of his included repeated assertions of the interdependence of enWonment 

and development, the importance of poverty deviation as a first priority, and an emphasis on a 

new quaiitative evaiuation of growth? Tolba also emphasized UNEP initiatives at cost-benefit 

caldations and the general economic benefits of environmental protection. 

In this way, UNEP took on the challenge of Cocoyoc but eschewed no-growth langauge. 

Tolba effectively used ME0 language while he avoided anti-market rhetoric that might aiienate 

support h m  OECD countries. Sustainable development and sustainabIe growth became 

compatible concepts, even if pure growth in GDP no longer sufficd Thus his submission to the 

Brundtland Commission, while it discussed many aspects of "~~~tsiinahIe development" 

consistent with the view of ecodevelopment and sustainable development above, emphasized 

economic growth as the basis of it all: 

The first and most important premise [to put sustainable development into action] is the 
generally agreed perception that econornic development and enviromenta1 q d t y  are 
interdependent and, in the long term, mutually reinforcing. The rational management of 
the world's threatened natural resource base forestalls a loss in environmental quality and 
enhances sustainable ecunomic growth." 

AU that was missing was a vision of governance to put such ideas into effect. The Brundtland 

Commission took on that task. 

76~trmg 1977, 170. Note, nu ciiffertace b*ar#n Stmag and his swccsm is îhe fomur's spiritual vision of a wmld 
whue m b c l l a  moral and cultural piasuits slowly takc over fmn matmiai pursuits m humau dcvelopmmt (1977, 
170). Tolba lefi such inspirational specuiations to oths,  hicad focusEg on exbation and impIementWicm of UNEP's 
view of sustainable denIopmcnt 



World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) 

Two direct infiuences on WCED deserve mention to put the report in context: The World 

Conservation Strategy (WCS), often cited as the ori@ source for the popular use of the temi 

sustainable development; and a group of U.N. commissioned studies on development - Willy 
Brandt's Programme for Survival and Common Crisis - and security - Olaf Palme's Common 

Security. 

UNEP commissioned the Intemational Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 

Resources (IUCN) to produce the 1980 World Conservation Strategy." The strategy intendeci to 

"stimulate a more focusecl approach to the management of living resources" and provide policy 

guidance for three groups: government policy makers and advisors, conservationists, and 

development practitioners, including aid agencies, industry, and eade unions. It received wide 

attention in those communities and proved somewhat effecàve in mobilizing national action on 

nature conservation. However, its lasting effect on nom creation at the intemational level was 

undaut by an inattention to political and economic fàctors that often lay behind stresses on 

living resources. 

The final of three drafts, its authors sdmitted, was a compromise document The WCN 

prepared the document, but UNEP and the World Widlife Fund (WWF), who financed the 

projecf should be considered nearly equai pariners as they played major roles in its preparation 

and influenced its themes and structure.' The United Nations Food and Agricuitural 

ûrganization (FAO) and UNESCO also reviewed the final draft, which reflected wide 

consultations with interested parties h m  the consavation and development ~rnmunities.~' 

The final strategy aimed to %elp advance the achievernent of sustainable development 

through the conservation of living res~urces. '~ As such, it primarily focused on consexvation of 

living resources, although some sections did mirror ecodevelopment thinking, Le., local 

development consistent with physical, biological and cultural resources, local participation, and 
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so on." It defined wnsewatioa as 'Vie management of human use of the biosphere so that it may 

yield the greatest sustainable benefit to present generations whiie maintainhg its potential to 

meet the needs and aspirations of hnire generations" (1 -4). The definition cornes close to 

Brundtland's for sustainable development, except the WCED replaceci "management... of the 

biosphere" with "development." The strategy's definition of development, similarly, focused on 

the ''modification of the biosphere and the application of hurnan, financial, and living and non- 

living resources to satise human needs and improve the quality of human life" (1.3). The 

definitional linkages are clear - development, since it alters the biosphere, must take 

conservation into account to be sustainable. The solution, then, was to give conservation a 

higher pnority. 

The strategy containeci three major objectives: (1) maintenance of essential ecological 

processes and life support systems such as soil, forests, agriculturai, fisheries, and water; (2) 

genetic diversity, and (3) sustained utilkition of species and ecosystems. It also contained a 

detailed set of priorities that addressed international wncems, but showed sensitivity to 

implementation at the local level. 

Unfortunately for its supporters, WCS never overcame its lack of attention to the main 

cmcems of developing country govments, nor did it take into account the essentially political 

nature of development. That problem, for example, meant an insensitivity to powerful interests 

in developing coutries that favoured rapid development and growth over environmentai 

protection, or to pressures in the international and domestic political economies to exploit 

resources. Hence, many of the suggestions lacked wntext. As one analyst put it, "[WCS] seems 

to assume that 'peuple' can exist in some kind of vacuum, outside the influence of equality, class 

or the structures of power.'" On the bureaumatic level, it also ipored the planning process in 

many developing countries where centrai planning agencies, not environment ministries, 

controlled b g e s  to international development agencies. That, and the politics of those 

agencia, made it more likely aid would flow to conventional projects such as industry, energy, 

'%or example, sections 10.4.4 13.4 d 13.5 on public participation in dcvclopmenî plamhg ad 14.10 and 14.1 1 
ontraditidknowtedgc m d  devclopmicm 
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and agriculture rather than for the dwelopment of a conservation strategyu 

Although WCS recognized North-South wnflict in the international political economy, it 

did not successfully incorporate such concems into the overail strategy. For example, while it 

explicitly endorsed a "new international economic order," in the same sentence it calleci for a 

new environmental ethic, stabilization of populations and "sustainable modes of development" 

(1.1). Similarly, its final chapters listed the demands of the NIE0 without specifying why or how 

they fit with the conservation prognun in the WCS. It asserted compatibility of those values by 

definitional fiat: "Development and conservation operate in the same global context, and the 

underlying problems that must be overcome if either is to be successful are identical" (20.1). 

Then, af€er Listing NIE0 demands - a 0.7 per cent ODA target, better ternis of trade, accelerated 

economic growth, and so on - it merely stated that, "Achievement of quitable, sustainable 

development requires implementation not only of the measures indicated above but also of the 

World Conservation Strategy." Finally, it urged that those conservation plans be included in the 

new International Development Sûategy (20.5). Nowhere does WCS make the iinkages between 

those aims explicit Hence, its most lasting effkct appears simply to have been the dissemination 

of the term sustainable development to govemments and consemation advocates. 

The Brundtland Commission meant to put sustainable development as it appeaed in the 

WCS into a broader, development-orientecl context. At the same t h e ,  it wished to further the 

multilateral and cooperative goals of the United Nations system. The Brandt and Palme 

wrnmissions set the tone of Brundtland's bmader objectives of multilateralism and 

inteidependence. Brundtland saw her task in Our Cornmon Future explicitly as the third ''cal1 to 

politicai action" following on the two earlia projects on North-South economic relations and 

globai security respectively. As such, she d e d  the goal "to persuade nations of the need to 

r e m  to multilateralism" as "perhaps our most urgent task'* 

The Cold War provided another important context. The Commission took on one of the 

few issues on which East and West could h d  common cause." Already, organizations such as 
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the International rnstitute for Applied Systems Analysis @ASA) in Austria had providecl a f o m  

for such c o o p d o n .  Brundtland hoped to build on such efforts. The Commission stressed a 

"same boat" mentality. Images of a single, h g l e  Earth and interlocking ecosystems marked the 

introduction of Our Common Future. It foiiowed that the planet's preservation required globai 

environmental management and cooperation. Just as World War II produced the impetus for 

cooperation to build a pst-war international econornic system, "The challenge of finding 

sustainable development paths ought to provide the impetus - indeed the imperative - for a 

renewed search for multilateral solutions and a restnictured international economic system of CO- 

~perat ion. '~ 

The WCED Report 

The signifimce of Our Common Future is threefold. First its high profile origins as a 

U.N. Generd Assembly mandated project, uniike the WCS, mobilized mfficient public and 

political interest to elevate international conceni in the environment. Until then, the priority 

accorded to environmental issues had g e n d y  declined in the wake of recession and debt since 

Stockholm. To generate interest and participation, the Commission's work included public 

hearings of senior govenunent officiais, scientists, other experts, industry, NGûs and other 

interesteci members of the public in aU parts of the worldm The hearhgs generated o v a  500 

submissions, constituting 10,000 pages of material. In addition, WCED appointed expert 

advisors to assist the secretariat in analyzing key issue areas, set up advisory panels on energy, 

industry, and food security, and commissioned a series of reports h m  experts and research 

institutions. Thwe efforts combined to give the report credibility and a high global profile. 

Second, WCED cemented the linkage between environment and deveiopment that until 

then had been confïned largely to communities directly involved in international efforts to 

promote such linkages. It also ensured that the relationship between environment and 

development would be fkmed in the language of "sustainable development." Thid, it attempted 

to define the set of principles and n o m  that should underlie inteniational efforts to obtain 
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sustainable development The fim effbct is self-explamtory, and the second two wiIl be dealt 

with in tuni. 

sustainable Development 

The Brundtland Commission originated in a 198 1 UNEP proposal to prepare an 

environmental perspective to the year 2000 and beyondego The following year UNEP 

reco~lmended that a commission of erninent persons should help develop the perspeçtive and 

mobilize public opinion. Finally, in 1983, after various consultations, the UNGA appmved the 

establishment of a commission in resolution 3 8/16 1 without a vote. Its primary mandate was. 

'To propose long-terni environmental strateaes for achieving sustainable development to the 

year 2000 and beyond." Sec~ndarily~ its recommendations were to encourage cooperation 

between countnes at different stages of development and to reach mutual objectives which "take 

account of the interrelationships between people, resources, environment and development'"' 

Although WCED rephrascd its mandate somewhat, the thnist remaineci to iden* problems of 

environment and development and to formulate rcalistic proposals to address them. 

The Commission, chaired by Gro Harlem Brundtland, worked in parallel to the UNEP 

Council's preparation of the Environment 2000 report." The parailel process resulted not h m  a 

division of responsibilities, but h m  a turfwar fought by the UNEP leadership who wanted 

control of the entire pmcess." That resulted in the marginalization of the UNEP report, whereas, 

by 1984, the work of the now-named World Commission on E n m e n t  and Development 

a high profde, overshadowing the UNEP pmcess h m  which it originated. Both reports 

were presented to the UNGA in 1987 and came to similar conclusions. However, WCED placed 

a pater emphasis on the growth side of sustainable development whereas EnWonment ZOO0 

more often used terms such as bbenvironmentaliy sound development," "effective envllonmentai 

management," and "sustained enWonmental improvements" in the statement of its goals. The 

''UNGA ~esotution 38/161, para 8 a) and b) rcproQiccd mYUN 1983,772. 

92YUN 1987.66 1-679. For a summary of UNEP's report sec DabhoUrar 1989. 

9 3 ~ ' s  i h e w  wim a soimw arho hd high lm1 umtact with WCED d UNEP. 



former view dominated fùîure discussions, at least within the United Nations system, owing to 

the greater publicity and legitimacy granted to the WCED. 

Our Cornmon Future emphatidy put environmental concems in the context of an 

overail strategy of development. As Brundtland stated in the foreword: 

When the ternis of reference of our Commission were onginaüy being discussed 
in 1982, there were those who wanted its considerations to be limited to 
 environm men^ issues' only. This would have been a grave mistake. The 
environment does not exist as a sphere separate h m  human actions, ambitions, 
and needs .... 

... the 'environment' is where we all iive; and 'development' is what we a l l  
do in attempting to improve our lot within that abode. The two are in~eparable.~ 

Chapter 1 of WCED fiirther placed this philosophical position squarely in the context of the 

international political economy, stating that: 'Tt is therefore fÛtiIe to attempt to deal with 

environmental problems without a broader perspective that encompasses the factors underlying 

worid poverty and intemational inequality? 

Sustainable development was the CornerStone of WCED. Although defined variously, the 

most quoted definition reads as foiiows: 

Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present 
without cornpmmising the ability of fiiture generations to meet their own neeùs. 
It contains w i t .  it two key concepts: 

[ l ]  the concept of 'need', in parîicular the essential needs of the world's 
poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and 
[2] the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social 
organization on the environment's ability to meet present and futw 
goals.% 

Notwithstanding subsequent debates about the concept, WCED pmvided a rdatively specific 

interpretation. FirG needs refer to basic needs as defined by contemporary development 

discourse. Second, environmental limits are to be socially and technologically defined. Thus 

WCED fhmed the environment problematique in clearly cornuwpian tenns, a departure h m  

the more ecocentric and consenration minded WCS? In other words, according to WCED, 



decisions about limits m u t  be made in the context of socio-economic goals and what technology 

allows. The two documents came to similar conclusions on what environmental problems 

needed attention, but the rationale for wncern differed significantly. 

That difference was most clearly expressed in Brundtland's emphasis on growth. From 

its first page, WCED countered the lirnits to p w t h  reasoning that pitted the developing world 

against conservationists at Stockholm: 

...Our Common Future, is not a prediction of ever inmeashg enWonmentd 
decay, poverty, and hardship in an ever more poliuted world among ever 
decreasing resources. We see instead the possibility for a new era of economic 
growih, one that must be based on policies that sustain and expand the 
environmental resource base. 

The report made reviving growth the top shategic priority, in a sharp departue h m  earlier 

staternents of global environmental policy. Specifically, WCED called for a minimum three per 

cent increase in per capita income (which equals five-six per cent of GDP growth per annum) in 

developing coutries and policies to redistribute inwme to aileviate absolute poverty. That rate 

would eiiminate poverty in 25 years according to the report and would require "accelerated 

global gr~wth. '~ 

The report also recommended a better qualrty of growth, less material and energy 

intensive. Thus it re-iterated the long-standing goals of UNEP noted earlier, while it played up 

those goals' foundation in economic growth. That foundation, it argued, led to the following 

other goals (after ''reviving growth" and ''changing the quality of growth"): 

- meeting essential needs for jobs, food, energy, water, and sanitation; 

- ensuring a sustainable level of population; 

- conserving and enhancing the tesource base; 

- reurienting technology and managing risk; and 

- merging enviroment and economics in decision making? 

These goals undergirded detailed recommendations on reforms and priorities for incorporating 

sustainable development in the areas of food secUn@, energy policy, urban development, living 

and non-living resource consemation, population control and industry. 
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Two other goals were added in the Tokyo Declaration, made by the Commission in its 

nnal meeting on Feb. 27, 1 987: to reform international economic relations, and to strengthen 

international cwperation. The former meant to prescribe the conditions for long-term growth. 

Specifically, the Declaration cded for more @table hade, capital and technology flows better 

synchronized with e0vironmenta.i hperatives, and fùndaxnental improvements in market access, 

technology tramfer, and international h c e  to help developing countries diversifi their 

econornic and trade bases and build self-relian~e.'~ International cooperation applied to 

environmental research and monitoring and a general cal1 toward multilateralism. 

As these last goals indicate, Brundtland paid much more attention to international 

economic and institutional factors than did the WCS. It explicitly addressed the interactive 

linkages between poverty, environmental degradation and macroeconomic relations. For 

example, it discussed the dependence of many Afiican countries on commodity exports sensitive 

to declining pnces. It also pointed to Latin Amerka where debt crises and subsequent austerity 

programs had increased poverty and hurt distributional programs. T'ose governments fked 

pressure to make repayment a priority, thus they encourageci exports to generate foreign currency 

and put 0 t h  development goals on the back bumer. Such policies, WCED argued, are neitha 

ecologically nor politically sustainable: '% require relatively poor countries to simultaneously 

curb their living standards, accept pwing  poverty, and export gmwing amounts of scarce 

resources to maintain extemal creditworshiness reflects pnorities few democratically elected 

goveraments are likely to be able to tolerate for long." Furthemore, WCED argued that these 

pressures were aggravated by economic polices of some major industrial countries, which had 

depressad and destabilized the international econ~rny.'~' 

The Commission favourably noted NIE0 attempts to make economic arrangements more 

equitable, and to improve financial fiows, M e ,  transnational invatment, and technology 

tramfer. Then, Wce WCS, it called for this program to consider ecological dimensions. 

However, 

In the short run, for most developing wuntnes except the largest[,] a new era of 
economic growth hinges on effative and coordinated ecowmic management 



among major industrial corntries - designed to hilitate expansion, to reduce real 
interest rates and to halt the slide to protectionism. In the longer tenn, more 
changes are also required to make co~munption and production patterns 
sustainable in a context of higher global growth.lm 

Some modification of the international economic order would be necessary to achieve this 

synthesis of envimamental concem and development. However, the basis of that order, WCED 

argued, should remain proper management by the major industrial powers. Hence, the goals of 

the international order should remain broadly liberal: interdependence, modemization, and free 

trade to promote economic growth. 

The Nom-Cornplex 

The Brundtland Commission promoted a governllig nom-complex that encouraged a 

managed - or what might be lwsely termed Keynesian - liberalism in the international 

economic order, infushg traditional fomis of Keynesian intervention with an environmental bent. 

At the same tirne, explicitiy environmental pals in domestic development policies and in 

international institutions such as UNCTAD, the World Bank, and GATT were to ensure that the 

economic order encouraged enWomental concem to be considered in decision making and to 

prevent a growth at al l  costs mentality. 

The support of international Keynesian liberalism and interdependence remained largely 

unchanged h m  the Brandt reports. In this view, a sound globai economy rests on free trade as 

the main engine of economic growth. However, selective interventions are accepted to propel 

developing countries into a more equitable position where they can better benefit k m  liberal 

economic institutions, or at least be cushioned h m  the impact of Utlfettered trade. Thus, on the 

one hand, WCED proposeci a reduction in trade restrictions in the North, a reduction in real 

interest rates to ease debt payments, and an expansion of trade agreements to promote global 

economic growth. On the other, it supported increased financial fiows in the fom of aid h m  

intematiod development bauks and other governmental sources, improved compensatory 

financing for commodity pricing to even out economic shocks, a strengthened bargainhg 

position for developing wuntries v i s 4 4  multinational corporations, and impmved technology 
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transfer arrangements, made possible by easing propnetary rights and encouraging joint ventures 

and cooperative research programs. l m  

It also gave the managed interventions it supported an enVu01mental bent by, for 

example, proposing that increased aid should go toward projects that encourage sustainable 

development. The likelihood that such projects would involve higher local costs, a higher ratio 

of recurrent to capital costs, and a greater use of local technology and expertise, were not to deter 

lending in that direction. Such efforts might include "reforestation and fielwood development, 

watershed protection, soi1 conservation, agrofmestry. rehabilitation of irrigation projet%, small- 

scale agriculture, low-cost sanitation measutes, and the convasion of crops into WCED 

especiaily targeted the World Bank and IMF for reform since their lending conditions act as 

benchmarks for other government and pnvate lenders. Both their intenial procedures and 

selection criteria ought to change, WCED argued, to refiect environmental and social costs and 

goals. Similarly, domestic policies in the North and South should be reoriented to resource 

conservation and enhancement. 

A cornparison with the noms of Stockholm will demonstrate the greater degree of 

synthesis achieved by Brundtland. However, it did not mark a radical departure. Indeed, it 

d e d  fomard many of the same compromises on basic noms such as sovereignty over 

resources. Its difference lies in how it hmed the n o m  of international environmental 

govemance. Two changes stand out First, for WCED, the synthesis of enviromental and 

developmental goals suggested that governance of both rests on a cornmon normative foundation. 

Stockholm merely placed the two sets of interests side by side. Second, WCED explicitly 

spelled out the Keynesian-style compromise that ought to create obligations on the North for 

sound management and assistance, and respoasibility on the South for refom. Below, the nom- 

complex promoted by WCED is presented with changes h m  Stockholm highlighted 

State Sovereignty and Responsibili~ 

1. Uncbanged h m  Stockholm. Although a parallel legai process proposed new nonns, they 
were never incorporateci into the report nor were these proposais by a group of environmentai 



experts fiom the North and South given serious consideration by the UNGA. When legal issues 
M y  moved back ont0 the agenda in the PrepComs for the 1992 Earth Summit, this set of legal 
principles did not even form the basis of negotiatiom.lm 

Political Economy of Environment and Development: 

2. The norm of diff'tial obligations is downplayed hiead, a l l  states have a common 
rc.spomribility to ensure a cleaner environment. Two imperatives apply equally to North and 
South: 
a) Revive global growth. 
b) Owing to environmental interdependence, require interdependent and shared responses to 
enviromnent and development problems. 

Poverty remains recopked as a source of environmental degradation in the South, and the North 
is seen to have an obligation to help alleviate it (through ai& and so on). However, a common 
program of fieer and faim trade to promote global p w t h  combined with responsible regulation 
at the national level is called for in d l  countries. For example, developing countnes have a 
fesponsibility to incorporate pollution costs iato pnces of pollution-intensive goods. Even the 
formerly bboo subject of sustainable population resurfaced in the report, albeit still in a weak 
fonn. 

3. The international Keynesian-me compromise of balancing fke trade with wmmodity pnce 
stability remains, although in more explicit terms. Free trade, and liberai economic n o m  
generally, as the engine of growth, lies at the heart of the nom-cornplex. Managed interventiom 
promote equity. (Also, see #4). 

4. The argument that environmental protection requires substantial transfers of aid and 
technology for developing countries remaios, and is foliowed by detailed proposais. Automatic 
financing, such as a tax on the use of global wmmons, is proposed in the spirit of the Brandt 
commission and the Cocoyoc Declaration.lM However, WCED made clear that political 
comtraints made the implementation of such proposals unlikely, at least in the near tam. 

5. The nom of cooperation to conserve and enhance the global resource base for present and 
fbture generatiom remains, with global growth a prerequisite. 

Environmental Management and Decision Making: 

6. Encourage a mix of command and control regulation and economic/market-bas& incentives 
for envUOnmenta1 management. For example, Brundtland's section on industry containeci a 
discussion of economic instruments and rewmmends implementation of the Polluter Pays 

'@Pallemaerts 1994,4 and 1996,627-629. 

'06UNEP 1981; and The B d  Commi.cc;icm 1983,9&100. 



Prin~iple.'~ Intemitionally, PPP is meant to reduce distortions in trade and internaIize the costs 
of pollution in product prices. Technological diffmces between North and South are to be 
considered (but WCED containeci no mechanism to prevent PPP h m  penalizing industries f b n  
the developing world that may rely more heaviiy on subsidies for pollution prevention). 
However, economic instruments should be considaed in the contact of an overall strategy that 
also emphesizes standard senin& environmental assessrnent and govemment regulation. In 
addition, environmerital audits should be required for transnational corporations that operate in 
developing coutries. 

Our Common Future legitimated the trend toward liberal environmentalism when it 

called for the integration of environment and economics in decision making. However, the mix 

of management instruments and emphasis on various interventions in international markets lefi 

open a number of possibilities of how the ideas in Brundtland might evennially be 

institutiondked. Whereas WCED might call the nomi-complex it supported "sustainable 

development," a better description is "managed sustainable growth." This wili be contrasteci 

with the liberal market environmentalism of UNCED. 

From Brundtiand to Rio 

By the late 1980s it became apparent that although Brundtland's n o m  rnigtit appeai to 

the enlightened bat  intentions of the commissioners and some governments, WCED had been 

outpaced by the reaiities of the international politid economy. In the North, apparent tbreats of 

pmtectionism continuecf whiie many Southem States faced the rigours of structurai adjustment. 

This combination made the success of the more radical redistributional proposals of WCED 

unlikely. Instead, the IMF and World Bank programs to combat developing c o u n ~  debt began 

to rdect an emergent economic policy convergence, dubbed by one author the 'Washington 

con~enms."~~ By this John Williamson, who originated the tenn, meant a conseasus moag the 

"economically influentid bits of Washington, m e h g  the US govemment and the international 

Gnancial institutions," on the best course for the emnomic p0licy.l" Paul Kmgman suggests the 

members of the consensus might also include "think tanks, politically sophisticated investment 

l % U m s a  1993,1329. This shouid not imply tht it Onginated in Washgton W ï  in fkct eits tk Latin 
M c 8 2 1  uqxrieace and mbcllcctual& tibeit as itp m m .  



bankers, and world finance ministers, ail those who meet each other in Washington and 

collectively defhe the conventional wisdom of the rn~rnent.""~ Krugman neatly summed up this 

idmlogical shift - sometimes loosely termed nediberal or neoclassical econornics - as "liberal 

trade and sound money." The Washington consensus calls on states to liberalize M e ,  privatize 

state enterprises, balance the budget, and peg the exchange rate."' 

The success of the exportsriented economies in East Asia gave ammunition to promoters 

of stmctural reform, as did investor retums in those economies. Moreover, when fomerly 

communist states embraced the new liberai market orthodoxy, it seemed the end of the Cold War 

had ushered in a near universal consensus. UNCED came in the midst of the apparent success of 

the Washington Consensus. By the mid-1990s, the successful completion of the Uruguay round 

of GATT, financial deregdation, and increased efforts to libaalize regional trade all indicated 

that the North's response to protectionism fit with the ernergent consaisus, at least on a macro 

level. Whether by will or by submission, these n o m  of global economic govemance gained 

acceptance in North and South alike.112 

The WCED and Environment 2000 process paved the way for a coinciding transition in 

international environmental governance. The reports turned the corner on environmental 

thinking that had put it in direct opposition to classical economic views of growth and 

development. A UNEP official s m e d  up the environment 2000 report this way (and the same 

codd be said for WCED): 

The pnvironrnent 20001 Perspective also m t s  to remove fkagmentation in 
thinkllig and action on human affairs, and it wants deliberate reconciliation of 
social, econornic, and environmental aspezts of human well-being in ail corntries. 
It wants the economic mechanisms of prices, charges, taxes, subsidies, 

allowances, permits, and rights to supplement regdatory frameworks, to bring 
about compatibility between environmental and economic objectives of 



development and pnvate decisions, and systexnatic implementation of social 
development policies that contribute to environmental protection and 
hprovement* ' l3 

Not only was the compatibility of growth and environmental protection cemented in international 

discome, but ezonomic instruments and market-based solutions were already perceived to be the 

mechanisms best able to achieve this synthesis. 

By pronouncing this compatibility of growth and environmental conservation and 

protection, Brundtland acted as a cataiyst for a series of initiatives and research projects by those 

who wanted to develop the means to link what they saw as sound economic thinking with 

environmental protection. The Economist picked up this thread immediately in an endorsernent 

of Brundtland's potential to realistically ameliorate environmental degradation, "...if the eco- 

lobby could digest one of the study's least-tnunpeted implications - namely that in most of the 

world economic growth and environmental protection go happily hand in band""' The 

prescription was obvious in The Economist's eyes - privatize the commons, create efficient 

markets for resources, and free capital markets for invatment and lending: 

That is where the rich countries and their lending agencies should corne in. With 
the right incentives in place, they need not wony about the clash between growth 
and the environment. The World Bank and the IMF will be doing the 
environment a favour when they insist on freer markets in exchange for their 
money. 

Sustainable developmenk in this view, found no contradiction with the neoclassical tum in 

international economic govanance. 

The World Bank quickly picked up on this theme with a series of reforms begun in 1987. 

The reforms provide a logical starting point for an aaalysis of the direction of international 

environmental governance foliowing WCED. The Bank's privileged position as  a funne1 for 

wealthy states' development h d s ,  and especially mncessional lendhg, dong with the IMF, 

meant regional and commercial banks often mirrored its development policies. Thus the Bank is 

generally recognized as the premiere international development institution. Furthermore, the so- 
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d e d  greenhg of Bank policies not only produced a change in its lending practices, but presaged 

a major foray into global environmental management that successfully culminated in its senior 

partuer role in the new Global EnvUollfnental Facility or GEF.'16 Established in 199 1 in 

partnership with the UNDP and UNEP, the GEF is now the miin multilateral source of fùnding 

for major global environmental agreements and for disbursing monies attached to initiatives 

agreed to at the 1992 Earth Summit."' 

An examination of the Bank requires sensitivity to its two-way relationship with 

environmental governance. On the one hanci, Bank officiais have made concerted efforts to 

reform the institution to make it more sensitive to the environmental consequences of its loans."' 

On the other hand, the Bank has played an active d e  in hming the noms of environmental 

governance. 

The Bank generated the most publicity with its interna1 reforms, probably because of the 

intensity, volume, and sophistication of the criticism in the 1980s that presaged change. Those 

criticisms came not only from prominent NGOs and grassroots organizations in developing 

counîries, but h m  public pressure in industrial shareholder nations on which the Bank dependeci 

for its capital. In particular, the U.S. Congress held over twenty formai heafings on the Bank's 

environmental policy. U.S. concern culminated in its refusal to support a BraPlian power-sector 

loan in 1986, the first time it had voted on environmental gr~unds."~ Bank staff had also started 

to notice that serious environmental degradation had begun to constrain development and 

undennine Bank projects, and evidence mounted that loans in many cases had themselves caused 

major environmental disastem. Although it hired its first (and at the time only) environmental 

advisor in 1970, significant reform waited until 1987 when the then new president, Barber 

Conable, made a well-publicized speech on May 5 at the WorId Resource Institute in 

Washington. He announced a major reorganization of the Bank, including the augmentation of 

the one weak environmental division into four regional divisions and one central department. 

"6world Bank. UNDP, and üNEP 1992. 

 ordan dan 1994b. See Plso Fairman 1994 for cvaiuatiopp of GEF pnfmmsire. 

%ee wor~BaIlk 1990andlacarrporeiamepmiasaies. 

II~- 1992.11; and Rich 1994,136-138. 



That maint a sixteenfold increase in environmental staff, to about 100 people. Then, in 1989, the 

Bank adopted an environmental assessment umbrella policy.'" Reforms continued, including the 

August 1994 initiation of a new inspection panel which dows dected parties to launch reviews 

of whether the Bank foilows its own policies, procedures and loan conditions.'21 Although 

environmentalists and Bank officiais may disa- on the effectiveness of such refonns, the 

monitoring and assessment of environmental consequences has clearly increased and some 

movement has been made to include environmental considerations into assessments of project 

viabili ty and impact. 

Nonetheless, the second aspect of World Bank activities - the promotion and 

implementation of environmental n o m  - is where the Bank is likely to have the broadest 

impact. The most accessible and widely distributeci statement of that policy can be found in the 

infiumtial 1992 World Development Report, the theme of which was environment and 

development? Like the Brundtland Commission, the World Development Report argued that 

eçonomic growth is the necessary condition for achieving other ends, including environmental 

protection and poverty reduction. The report pmjezted a 3.5 times increase in world output 

between 1990 and 2030, and then argued that emnomic growth couid be achieved without 

environmental deterioration, provided proper policies are in place. Proper policies, the report 

argued, are those consistent with goals prescribed in previous development reports, namely 

"market-fnendlf' poiicies for development. ln 

Hence the Bank's four-pronged program for "sustained development" (its prefrrred temi 

because it m w s  Brundtland's definition to "rising and sustainable levels of welfke")"* began 

with two policies specifidy aimed at market liberalization: ht, 'Removing subsides that 

L U ) G o d a d  1992, 10-12; and Rich 1990 and 1994, 145-181. 

l2'~uuter and Udall 1994. 

122~orid Bank 1992b. 

'%orid Bank 1992b, 9-10. 
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encourage excessive use of fossil fbels, irrigation water, and pesticides and excessive logging;" 

and, second, "Clarifying rights to manage and own land, forests, and fisheries." These ~ W O  

policies essentiaiiy supported the Poliuter Pays Principle in that they attempted to interdize 

environmental costs by eliminating subsidies and c l a r i ~ g  property rights. The final two planks 

focused on establishing social conditions conducive to such reforms. The third plank pmmoted 

an accelaation of the provision of basic needs such as drinking water, sanitation, education 

(especidy for girls), W y  planning, and agridturai extension, cfedit, and research. Finally, 

greater participation in development decision making at the community level was supported. It 

should be noted that the Bank argued that even the provision of basic services could be best 

achieved by assigning property rights and other market reforms, which are presumed to limit 

poliution better than either common m e s s  or ownership regimes, or command and controi 

regulations. "Market-based instruments are best in p ~ c i p l e  and ofien in practice," the report 

argued, to change environmentally damaging behaviouP 

Bank insiders echoed this general interpretation. For example, former director of the 

Environment and an author of the report, Kenneth Piddington, called environmentai economics 

and proper valuation "the decisive element in the Bank's overd approach."lX Similarly, 

Mohamed T. El-Ashry, another former Environment Director and also Chairman of GEF, traceci 

environmental degradation largely to inadequate property rights, subsidies for scarce resources 

such as water and polluting products such as pesticides, and other causes laid out above. On a 

macro level, he also called for the liberalization of trade and investmedn Post- 1992 World 

Bank environment reports continu& to demonstrate an emphasis on the same liberal economic 

n o m .  la 

While WCED did not cause these changes in the Bank, it did play an important normative 

role. Our Common Future legitimated a form of intematiod governance consistait with the 

Bank's general development philosuphy - an ernphasis on export-led growth, open markets, and 

'World Bank 1992b, 2-3, l(F 14. 

'26piddingtm 1992,222. 

l Z 7 ~ l - ~  1993. 

'%or nrample, W d d  Bank 1994. 
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domestic liberalization - while it also provideci an opportunity for a response to environmental 

criticisms of its lending policies. WCED legitimated what former Bank president Lewis Preston 

called the 'ktin-win" strategy - a phrase that appeared repeatedly in the 1992 report - that the 

Bank adopted. In essence, that strategy meant the "links between efficient income p w t h  and 

the environment need to be aggressively exploited."'" 

m e r  responses, partidarly in the North, followed this general interpretation One 

important example was a report for the Trilateml Commission, authored by the Secretary-General 

of WCED and former OECD environment head Jim MacNeill, that had the necessity of growth at 

its w d M  To make growth sustainable, the authors emphasized the WCED position that 

environment and economics "mut be integrated in a l l  of our major institutions of decision- 

making - govanment, industry and the home." Sustainability was defined accordingly, as 'the 

maintenance of a community's or a nation's basic stock of natural ~apital."'~' The firaming of 

environmental problems in economic language was typical of pst-WCED proposais. According 

to this view, environmental problems stem h m  distortions in markets, so solutions require a 

better application of economic principles: 

If nations are to stop depleting their basic stocks of ecological capital, 
governments will need to refonn those public policies that now actively encourage 
the infamous des: deforestation, desertification, destruction of habitat and species, 
decline of air and water quaiity. Vimially all govemments today pay lip service to 
the market, and then they intemene to distort it in ways they find politically 
wnvenient. Subsidies, tax abatements, fiscal incentives, price supports, tariffs, 
and trade quotas of all kincls can distort prices and trading patterns in ways that 
are economically perverse and encourage unsustainable forms of development. 
They ofien rig the market not only agai.nst the economy, but also against the 
environment ami, ultimately, against development itself. 'j2 

Thus, adapting markets to reflect the cost of natural capital depletion - in other words, getting 

pnces right - shouid be the basis of development policy to avoid the above distortions 

'* in W d d  Bank 1992, Ci. 

l%acNeiU, W i  and YYahisji 1991. Altfrough it auwt be coDsidcrrd officiai Trilaterai Cornmission 
policy, it was prcscnttd to the Co-on and was its main pubIic respoase to Brmdîhd 

'32hhc~eilI, W- and Yahisbiji 1991,U. 



DomesticalIy, reforms might include an elimination of subsidies in the agricultural, 

forestry, energy and transport sectors. These market distorting measures shouid be replaced by 

econornic instruments such as environmental taxes to mate new market incentives to preserve 

and enhance naairal resources under threat. ûther reforms might include an extension of 

property rights to cornmon resources, that is, to privatize commonç such as the atmosphere or 

oceans. The proposais included tradeable emission permits, water rights, and systems of deposits 

and rehds on hazardous or recyclable wastes. The Poliuter Pays Rinciple was the guiding 

n o m  behind such pr~posals.~~~ 

A number of OECD initiatives during this period gave added analytical ammunition and 

generated political support for the promotion of economic instruments for environmental 

management. MacNeill's 1984 "Environment and Economics" conference, wted above, 

provided the foundations for later projects on this theme. Following 1987, these projects gained 

gceater Iegitimacy as they were then seen to fit with the thrust of the more widely accepted Wion 

articulateci in the WCED report. In 1991 the OECD Council endorseci a major project on 

economic instruments at the behest of its environment committee.lY The Council proposed, inter 

dia: 

- a greater and more consistent use of economic instruments; 

- to improve the allocation and efficient use of n a d  and environmental resources by 
means of economic instruments to bara reflect the social costs of using these resources; 
and 

- to seek fûrther agreement at [the] international level on using economic instruments 
with respect to solving regional or global problems and to ensuring sustainable 
development 

The OECD report that stemmed k m  these proposais specifically referred to the Brundtland 

Report as a legitimating source for an interpretation of sustainable development consistent with 

the recommendations: 'The way the notion [sutainable dweiopment] was intexpreted in the 

[Brundtland] report implied an enhanced mle for environmental economics in actual policy." It 

'33MacN~ill, WmscmoS, and Yakushiji 1991,3242. 

'-or a brief bistory of OECD activitits, se+ OECD 1994a, 1 1-25. 

' U ~ ~ C D  Coimcil (C(9û) l77Ionl) ~.cprintDd m OECD 19% 1 1. 
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went on to highlight Brundtland's central theme of combining economic and environmental 

decision h g  and the explicit advocacy of economic instnunents for sustainable industrial 

development. In addition, the OECD report noted a number of other conferences and 

declarations that emphasized the usefiess of economic instruments. They included the 

Lankawi Declaration on EnWonment of the Commonwealth Heads of Govemment (Kuala 

Lumpury Oct. 1989), the Bergen Ministerial Declaration on Sustainable Development in the ECE 

Region (May 1990), the Conference on Environment and development in Asia and the Pacifie 

(Bangkok, Oct 1990), the Ministerial Declaration of the Second World Climate Conference 

(Geneva, Nov. 1990), and the Second World Industry Conference on Environmental 

Management (Rotterdam, April 1 99 1).IX As 1 wîil show below, UNCED m e r  cemented this 

interpretation and the OECD continues to use the Rio Declaration (Principle 16 in particular) and 

Agenda 21 chapter 8 as the source of legitimacy for the pursuit of such policies. 

The OECD report itself went fiirther than simply endoaing economic instruments, which 

might include any instrument that affkcts estimates of the COS& and benefits of aitemative actions 

open to economic agents. It favoured instruments more consistent with liberal market principles. 

So, for example, it did not include subsidies in the study since they contravene the Polluter Pays 

Principle. 

Finally, the OECD report argued that the anarchical nature of the international system 

makes the case for market-based instruments at this level even stronger. In other words, the lack 

of a world govemment or stmng set of regulatmy institutions makes market incentives and 

instruments more likely to succeed than those that require strict standards and dorcexnent. The 

reason economic instruments may succetd is not because they are necessarily better at enforcing 

cornpliance, but because they are more likely to even out costs and benefits or provide economic 

incentives for reluctant parties. Thus the argument for economic instruments was made as much 

on the basis of efficiency as effectiveness. Such international instruments might include 

emission or energy use charges or taxes, internationally tradeabie emission pamits, and "joint 

implementation" ~r0grams.l~~ 



The latter appears to have gahed a strong fwthold in implementation of the Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (FCCC). Simply put, joint implementation ideally involves, for 

example, a state CO-finsuicing a project in another state to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.lY 

The reduction wodd be counted as part of the target for the fùnding state. The principle at work 

is similar to that of tradeable pemits, whem abatexnent would occur where it is cheapest to do so. 

Tradeable permits have not yet seen wide use in the international sphere, but are already enabled 

in the Montreal Rotocol treaty for ozone protection wfüch permits international exchange of 

CFC quotas. Joint implementation in the climate change convention can be seen as a second-best 

option to such a system which has a tradeable permit system as its ideal culmination. 

This shift in n o m  was also evident in attempts at policy coordination among the Group 

of Seven industrial nations (G-7). Although the G-7 at first showed a willingness to accept the 

Keynesian-style compromise of Brundtland, later it too moved toward a position consistent with 

MacNeill et al. and the OECD. Interestingly, prior to Brundtland, the G-7 took a position 

virtually identical to that outlined in the OECD Environment and Economics conference noted 

above. In the Economic Declamtion at the 1985 Bonn Surnmit, (3-7 countries agreed that, 'We 

SM hamess both the mechanisms of govemmental vigilance and the disciplines of the market to 

solve environmentai problems. We shall develop and apply the ''poiluter pays" principle more 

widely."'" Hence, its later support for the more interventionist style of Brundtland does mark at 

least a forma1 shift in policy. That shift appeared in 1988 when the (3-7 for the first tirne 

endorsed the concept of sustainable development at the Toronto sumrnit.la 

It took until 1989 for an interpretation of sustainable development to appear as well as a 

coordinated response to it. The Paris Economic Dedaration appeared to endorse many of 

Brundtland's proposais and included language that mirrored that in Our Cornmon Future. For 

th t h e  of wri- tbe hi -tus of joint impicmeaîation initiatives in the FCCC rmiainr m c a a h  The ikst 
Conference of the Parties (COP 1) endorsed a pilot phase for "activitics to be implemmîeâ joindy," but &sequent 
mgotiati011~ remain inconciusive on a variety of cous issues, incliidinp poilution d t s .  At COP II (July 1996, 
Gtncva) tht US. linkHi support fbr a binding protocol to th FCCC on mstiatticd.ization of mechanisPs such as Ji or a 
txadcable permit system. The most rieccnt agreement on "activities to be implernented jointly" is FCCC/CP/1995/L. 14. 
For sinmnarics of COP 1 axxi COP ïï s œ  Rowiauds 199Sb encl Hamson 1996, ritspectivcly. Set the latest issues of 

Buil- v. 12, for updatcs smct hca 
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example, the G-7 declaration used the iangauge of 4beomm~n goals" to preserve "a healthy and 

balanced environment in order to meet shared economic and social objectives and to carry out 

obligations to fùture generations."141 A number of the n o m  mentioned above were voiced there 

as  well. For example, it contaiaed statements on the compatibility of economic growth and the 

environment, the mix of market and regulatory actions, and, significantly for a cornparison with 

later policy, a cautious endorsement of the use of %id mechanimis and specific transfer of 

technology" to %elp developing countnes deal with past damage and to encourage than to take 

environmentally desirable action."lR However, the trend toward integration of environment and 

economics dong Liberal market lines was also present. For example, it called for the OECD and 

United Nations and affiliate organizations to develop techniques to further the use of economic 

instruments for enWonmentaf protection. 

By 1990, summit statements had moved toward a stronger support of market mechaaisrns 

and away h m  international aid and domestic regulatory approaches. While environmental 

problems such as ozone depletion, deforestation, climate change and marine pollution were 

recognized, the 0-7 argued in Houston that the key to a heaithier environment was the 

recognition that, "strong, growing, market-oriented economies provide the best means for 

successful environmentai protection."'43 The Houston Declaration did not ignore aid and 

technology tninsfer completely, but it gave special emphasis to the OECD's work on 

environment and economics. It also singled out ''market-oriented approaches" as a .  important 

area for research on how best to achiwe environmentai objectives. 

Many individual countnes have also either spomored their own programs to formulate 

strategies that fit with liberal envhnmentalisrn or have rwponded positively to policy proposais 

dong those lines. Two prominent examples are the United States and the United Kingdom. As 

has been noted, the U.S. administration under Ronald Reagan a p p m t l y  saw Little or no 

contradiction between environmental protection and the fiee market. Aithough actuai 

implementation of mch policies was slow (it was not until the Bush administration that serious 

'"UPPM Eccmomic DecLaration," in Hajd 1989,400. 

142bid., p. 401. 

143~0uston Economic Declaration," in Hajnd 199 1.2 1. 



plicy attention turned to market-based incentives for environmental protection), in principle 

Reagan m e r e .  a trend begun in previous administrations to look for economic incentives and 

use cost-benefit analysis as guiding principles. The most prominent of such measures came in 

the Clean Air Act and subsequent refkements in the 1970s which pioneered the application of air 

pollution pamits to control emissions U.S. industry. The new Clean Air Act of 1990 

expanded this system to include, for example, a permit system for sulphur dioxide emissions that 

contribute to acid min. The impetus for the latter refomis came largely h m  the "Pmject 88: 

Hmessing Market Forces to Protect our Environment" initiative of Senators Timothy Wirth 

(Danocrat) of Colorado and John Heinz (Republican) of Pennsylvania, a project headed by 

Harvard economist Robert Stavins. The project, which was influenced also by work h m  the 

Environmental Defense Fund, argued that market-based incentives provided a cheaper, less 

intrusive alternative to command-and-control regdation for environmental protection.1u It was 

presented at the 1988 Republican Convention in New Orleans, and influenceci policy during the 

Bush presidency. 

The same people behind Project 88 have strong ties to the Biil Clinton White House. For 

example, Stavins parîicipated in work for the new Progressive Poiicy Instinite @PI) think tank. 

PPI was a project of the Dernomtic Leadership Council, an organization Clinton helped to create 

and which he headed k m  March 1990 to August 199 1. The environmental section of PPI's 

major policy document, Mandate for Chanee, emphasized 'Lfiee market" ideology, and Stavins 

detailed there and elsewhere specific proposals that ai l  fall under the rubric of the Polluter Pays 

Prin~ip1e.l~~ Specific proposals h m  PPI included pollution charges, deposit-refuad systems, and 

tradeable pollution pemits. Recent refonns within the Environmental Protection Agency, the 

general policy direction of the Clinton administration, and the public position of Vice-Resident 

Al Gore all suggest these trends have been entrenched during the Clinton presidency.I* In 

addition, Chton's appointment of Wirth to the newiy created position of Under Seaetary of 

State for Global Afniirs, responsible for internationai environmental issues, signaUed a 

'U~tawis and GUiimbly 1993; StavmS and Whitdmd 1992; d Hihn and Stavins 1992. 

''%or an ~Ytrview of ~#XLL~ ttcnds in U.S. . i1 policy sec Vi and Kraft 1994b. For a k f  su- of 
th US. cxperi- with cconomic ' - ts, sec OECD 1994a and lm, 295-298; aad lngham 1994. 
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continuation of strong US. support for market-mechaaisms in international governance. Wirth, 

for example, in a second Project 88 report, argued for a tradeable pollution permit system to 

combat global warming and pushed U.S. policy in this directiod4' 

In the United Kingdom, the work of economist David Pearce and his colleagues on 

market-based mechanisms to promote sustainable development has receivd wide attention. la 

Thatcher's environment minister Chris Patten championed Pearce's ideas and in 1989 Pearce et 

al. published Blumrint for a Green Economv, commissioned by the UK Department of the 

Environment, which endorseci market-based iiistnunents over traditional standard setting 

(command and control).'" The arguments used in the study to support his position include the 

following: such instruments keep down the cost of cornpliance because the market ensures that 

those most able to afTord to act do so; they act as an irritant to pouuters who thus avoid them by 

creating cleaner technology; and they encourage consumers to choose cleaner products by raising 

the cost of polluting products. Pearce remains an influentid figure and has published a number 

of studies that extend his argument from a single economy to the world economy and the 

developing world in particulm. He argues, for example, that his a p c h  is even more important 

in the international context because of the potentially huge cost of protecting the giobal 

cornm~ns.'~~ Intemationally, Pairce and his coileagues' influence can be seen in his reports for 

institutions such as the World Bank and for the Intergovernmentai Panel on Climate Change, the 

scientific research body on which the Framework Convention on Climate Change is supposed to 

base its activities and fùriher development.lJ1 As one of the lead authors of the report h m  

working group three, on the economic and social implications of climate change, Pearce and his 

colleagues have had a major influence on the shape of the policy debate on climate change, a 

development I discuss in more detail in later chaptm. 

- Round II 199 1, and authar's indtrvicw. 

'%ornas 1992,73-78. 

"%mec a al. 1989. 

'9earce 1991 and 1993. 

1 5 1 ~ ~ C D  1994b; d PCC Seccmd 1995. 
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A basic assumption that the conditions of property rights are at the mot of many 

environmental problws underlies Pearce's writing. As he and others (he is one of four authors) 

noted in a recent OECD study on pmject and plicy appraisal, 'Mmy environmental problems 

aise because these conditions [of private propaty rights] do not prevail." Those conditions 

include (a) miversality - al1 resources privately owned and entitlements are completely 

specined; @) exclusivity - all benefits and costs of resources accrue to the owneq (c) 

transferability - owners mut  be able to transfer property rights to other owners in voluntary 

exchange; and (d) enforceability - a structure of penalties to keep property h m  being 

encroached upon by other~.'~* Meeting such conditions, the authors argued, resuits in win-win 

solutions to environmental problems. To ensure that capital stocks do not run d o m  (the core of 

çustainability for Pearce) economic development is an "eoabling" condition, thus the wre of 

sustainable development. Creating and enforcing private pro- rights and using market-based 

incentives to protect the enWonment therefore lie at the heart of any stnitegy for sustainable 

development for Pearce. 

A wide variety of countries initiated, or lent governmmt support, to similar programs 

during the paiod between Bnmdtiand and Rio, including Austraiia, Canada, Poland, (then) 

Czechoslovakia, the forzner Soviet Union, Belgium, Itaiy, and a number of other European 

countries.'" These domestic programs combM with the already mentioned EU trend tom 

liberal market n o m  gives a stmg indication of how sustainable development foliowing 

Brundtland had been interpreted, at least in the North. In the case of the Empean Community 

(and then the EU) UNCED reinforcecl this cornmitment, as evidenced in the fifth environmental 

action programme, which places a heavy emphasis on moving h m  regulatory measures to, "in 

partïcuiar, the pater use of market forces."lY 1t is not surprising, then, that consensus on the 

direction of intemational environmental policy was pded  in a similar direction at UNCED. It 

'W~mmission of the Eampcan C o d e s  1993.49. 



not only cemented this interpretation of sustainable development, but gave it international 

politicai legitimacy. 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED)lS 

The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development arguably evolved as a 

natural progression h m  the Brundtland report and domestic and international refomis that 

followed it. However, the agreements UNCED producecl ais0 reflected an inherently political 

process that Brundtland had more or l a s  avoided. The nature of United Nations mdtilateral 

diplomacy ensured that long unresolved tensions left over h m  Stockholm would resurface at 

UNCED, which at times appeared to move U.N. diplomacy backward to the North-South 

stalemate of the 1970s. Not surprisingly, then, the negotiations exhibited some parallels to the 

Stockholm conference. For example, North and South disagreed on the degree to which the 

North, as the historical site of pa te r  pollution, ought to therefore shoulder a p t e r  financial 

burden for environmental preservation now. They also disagreed on topics such as the relative 

weight that should be given to issues such as consumption patterns versus population growth, or 

the need to undertake a broada set of development reforms before the South could be expected 

to act on global environmental concerns. 

Nonetheless, numemus changes since 1972 made a stalemate unlikely. Although tensions 

remained, delegates overcame many North-South tensions to forge a consensus on a relatively 

well-specified approach to international environmentai govemance. 1 have already detailed some 

of the more important post-Stockholm changes, such as the increased profile of environmental 

concens in the United Nations system and other international fora. Changes in the attitudes and 

understandings among Southem leaders and within Southem coalitions about global 

environmental problems also made a repeat of Stockholm unlikely. For example, by 1992 rnost 

states in the South saw the environment as an important national and intemationai issue: many 

had national environmentai agencies or ministries;1J6 saw a link between poverty and 

''$or mcchct wnmrisries of mC agmmnîs and ~icgotiaîions sec Gmbb et ai 1993. For fùli texts and prcparatory 
doamems sec IDRC 1993. AU nfmncts to United Nations and 0 t h  officiai documents are h m  t&is soume uniess 
oîkwiserefkmced. 

'% 1992, about 115 couniries had cavironmcntal minisûics or agencies compsrcd with 11 m 1972. Imbcr 1993; 
Rogem 1993. 
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enviroflfnental degradation; and acceptai studies by UNEP, the World Bank and o k  

govemmental and non-governmental organizations that envitonmental problems such as 

deforestation, water pollution, or soil erosion hanned the development p r u ~ e s s . ~ ~ ~  

These understandings were not confineci to elites. By the early 1990s, non-dite opinion 

in the South also reflected a high level of conceni over local, national, and international 

environmental conditions. Although time series chia for the South are not available, a 1992 

survey of 24 coudes representative of most regions of the world provides a snapshot of 

attitudes and opinions. Contrary to conventional wisdom, the survey shows Little difference 

between people in wealthy and poorer counüies in their concems over environmental 

pr~blems.~" For example, the percentage of respondents who said the environment was a ' k r y  

serious" problem in their country was 67 per cent in Germany, 42 per cent in Japan, and 21 per 

cent in Finland (the highest, middle, and lowest ranked couutries in the developed world). 

Respondents in the South gave the same responses in comparable proportions, with 67 per cent 

ranking the environment a ''very serious" problem in South Korea, 56 per cent in Chile, and 37 

per cent in the Philippines (the highest, rniddle, and lowest ranked in the developing world). 

h w e r s  to a wide variety of other questions indicate similarly comparable patterns in North and 

South. The tesponses suggest that environmental issues had penetrated public concern and were 

considered major issues relative to other core economic and social concems such as employment 

or heaIth care. Furthemore, majorities in most developed and developing coutries werc willhg 

to forego some economic growth in order to decnase environmental degradation. On the laîter 

point, polIsters fomd only s d  differences between developed and developing corntries as a 

whole. The wncern among non-elites in the South was further evidenced by the large-scale 

'"hmlrp, Gahp, Jr. and Gallup 1993. Th authors admit that p m ,  l e s  eco~micaiiy devtloped nations, 
especially in Afnca, are imdeircpramtd, although the survcy is the mst comprehcnsive of iîs kind to da@. The 
foliowiug is a List of corntries s\aveyed o q p h d  by region: North America - Canada, United Stateq Latin Apienca - 
Bm& Chile, Mexico, Uniguay; East Asia - Japnn, So\rth Korica, Philippints; Otfier Asia - hdb, Trtrlrcy, Eastern 
Eumpe - Hungary? P o u  Russia; Scaodinavia - Deamarir; Finland, Norway; ûther Europe - Gcrmany, Great Britain, 
Irelad, Netimhds, Port@, Swikeda& a c a  - N i  Lais comprchensivc survcys have been c u m k t d  For 
example, Weale 1992,25, notes thet a Harris poilhg ofgmhtion sunrey co* m 198û-89 m 15 d e s  in aü 
parts of th worid founâ that leaders and publics in ail but one ( S a d  Arabie) thoughî that the en- had becorne 
wone in the previous dccade. 
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participation of S o u t h  NGûs at the Earth Summit and parallel Global For~m.''~ 

Although a number of factors likely produced the high levels of public awarefless, a series 

of spectacular international enviromenta1 disasters in the 1980s certainiy increased public 

anxiety in the lead-up to UNCED (as they had for Stockholm) and inaeased pressure for 

intemational cooperatiox~ The escape of toxic gas at a Union Carbide plant in Bhopal, India 

(1984), the Chemobyl nuclear accident in the Ukraine (1 986), and the Exxon Valdez oil spill 

(1989) off the coast of Alaska pmvided vivid examples of how even single environmental 

disasters could have international repercussions. Big intemational issues such as ozone depletion 

had received serious attention by govemments, and other global concems such as tropical 

deforesfation (particularly of rainforests) and biodiversity had also started to gain greater 

prominence in the public eye. In addition, the hot summer of 1988 in North America gaivanized 

concern over the prospect of climate change and created grass-mots momentum that ensiired Rio 

would not just be another U.N. c~nference.'~~ 

As for the other half of the UNCED agenda, 20 years after Stockholm the North did not 

need convincing that development deserved a prominent place at Rio. Since UNCED originated 

as a Brundtland Commission proposal, development received equal billing on the agenda h m  

the initial UNGA resolution calling for an international conference on environment and 

development. In addition, the links between enviroment and development were weli established 

within the United Nations system. Existing institutional arrangements to deai with global 

environmental problems mostly accepted the Linkage and, to varying degrees, had incorpo~itted 

the linkage into their program. Although some distnist between North and South remained, the 

changes since Stockholm meant a Founex would not be required: unlike in 1972, the conference 

s&at did not need to devote its time and niergy to merely try to convince developing 

corntries to participate or to aclmowledge that the global environment was an issue worthy of an 

international respome. Rather, substantive negotiations focused on the division of 

responsibilities, rights and obligations in regard to global environmental action, the means of 



takllig action and type of action requed, and the source of financial and technical resources to 

make action possible. 

The larger political context of the Cold War's end also created an opportunity for 

avironment and development issues to get a serious hearing. A new optimism prwailed around 

the ability of states to cmperate to solve global problems previously unable to compte for 

attention on the international diplornatic agenda. The combination of environment and 

development (and perhaps democracy and human rights which Rio only addressed tangentially) 

epitomized the alternative intemational agenda so long buried under the preoccupation with 

superpower confiict. Rio represented not only an airing of those wncems, but a chance to show 

the new face of multiiateral diplomacy and global cooperation. An open, market-fiendly 

intemational economic system and a peacefûl, multilateral political system were to be the 

cornastones of the pst-Cold War international order. This context meant the organizers of 

UNCED saw in it an opportunity to make a fundamental statement on giobal govemance, not just 

conceming the environment, but on how planetary affairs  ought to be managed. Whereas social 

welfare and human rights summits of the 1990s, important as they were, seemed aimed at 

promoting faim govemance within states and sating universai standards and programs, the 

linkage of environment and development - and the concept of sustainable development that 

promoted that linkage - seemed the most direct challenge to human activity on a global scale and 

a fine focus for the new global order. It addressed the core challenge to the international political 

economy as nch or poor, North or South, strong or weak would have to face the same 

The Earth Summit even put forward a new notion of planetary security. From his 

opening speech at the first PrepCom, Maurice Strong stated the linkage clearly 

People and nations have always been willing to accord highest priority to meeting threats 
to their security. In this case the s d t y  of our planet and our species is at nsk. Surely 
this must be seen as the ultimate security risk which calls for the ultimate security 

World leaders, policy makers and academics - including former Soviet leader Mikhail 

Gorbachev and U.S. VicePresident Al Gcme - have since promoted tais broadened notion of 



secUnty that became popular immediately following the end of the Cold War.'" These factors 

combined to elevate UNCED's importance in a way that may seem naively optllnistic today, but 

ensureci fiom the start that the Earth Summit would be much more +han an enviro~lental 

conférence like Stockholm. 

To say, then, that UNCED d t e d  merely h m  a North-South compromise, misses this 

political and economic context. It also misses 20 years of 'leaming" within international 

institutions, govemments, and societal groups. From these changes in practices and discourses 

around the environment and development, the final compromises drew their substance, 

1egifimrir.y and support. Thus the d t s  of the Earth Sumrnit were both evolutionary and 

revolutionary: they evolved from ideas most clearly voiced in the Brundtland Commission and 

were forged by a political process that reproduced that leaming process at the level of 

govemmental negotiations. The end point reached, however, appeared revolutionary to the 

degree that it W y  entrenched the shifi in n o m  fimm a juxtaposition of environmental 

protection and development to the compromise of l i b d  environmentalism. 

Much has already been written about the Earth Summit h m  a variety of perspectiveda 

Hence 1 will not try to sumrnarize the proceedings which involved thousands of official delegates 

h m  governrnents and NGOs, thousanâs of additional NGOs h m  a variety of backgrounds at 

the pardel Global Fonim, and a huge and wide-ratlging agenda that took shape over two and 

half years and dozens if not hundreds of official and unofficial gatherings h m  the time the 

United Nations calleci for a conference in 1989. Like the section above on Stockholm, the 

discussion below will concentrate closely on the official preparations and negotiations and look 

mainly at how ideas eventuaiiy meshed into the normative fiamework - the normi~>mplex - 
agreed to at Rio. The most attention wili be paid to negotiations over the Rio Declmtion and 

Agenda 2 1, although some r e f m c e  wiil be made to other treaties where core issues were hashed 

l Q ~  large mrmkr of books, arîicles and spccfhar hmce about 1989 have support& the broadming of the sccwity 
concept and particularly the notion of cmûmmcd stcrPity a d o r  the Linlr betwecn n a t i d  s e a d y  and the 
enviromncnt For a relatively mxnt am~ary of qmmîs on this ?opic, sec WooQow Wilson C .  1996. 

'?For aample, Rogers 1993; Cbathjse and Fingcr 1994; Gmbb n aL 1993; SpecDOr a al. 1994; Imber 1993; 
Campiglio et al. 1994; and Colorado Journal of Inbtrnationai Environmcntrtl Law and Policy 1993. A large mmbm of 
book chapttrs and journal articles also discuss the mnfkmœ and its various outcomes. The best succina sunnnary is 
Haas, Parson and Levy 1992. Daily covcragc of ncgotiations durhg phparations and the summit can be f d  in the 

S- (which, foilowing VNCED, becme the Nenpba~ons BuUctig). 
. . 



out by the delegates. Subsequent chapters will examine in more detail the source of ideas that 

dominated UNCED and why those ideas became institutionaiized as n o m .  

The Confrence and Nonnative Context 

The Earth SUmmt, held h m  3-14 June 1992, brought togetha 178 states, over 100 of 

those represented by heads of state, 1420 accredited NGOs1@ at the conférence, and another 8000 

NGOs at the Global Forum, held nearby to coincide with the official conference.'" Major 

conference outcornes included the Rio Dedaration on Environment and Developmenf the 

detailed 40chapter action plan of Agenda 2 1, and the non-binding staternent of Forest 

Princip1es.l" Two major environmentid treaties were also opened for signature at Rio, but were 

negotiated in separate processes. The Framework Convention on Climate Change was negotiated 

by an Intergovemmental Negotiating Cornmittee established by a resolution of the UNGA 

beginning in 1990. (A detailed description of the scientific origins of the FCCC can be found in 

the next chapter.) The Convention on Biological Diversity was negotiated starting in 1989 by an 

ad hoc working group of experts mandateci by UNEP's governing corncil, although negotiations 

were open to states not on the goveming council. In 199 1 the negotiating group was renamed the 

Intergovemmental Negotiating Cornmittee. UNCED also established a new institution, the UN 

Commission on Sustainable Development, to oversee the implementation of Agenda 2 1. 

The proposal for a global confetetlce on environment and development came directly 

h m  a recommendation by the Brundtland Commission. Thus, the 22 December 1989 General 

Assembly resolution 441228 calling for a global conference explicitly linked environment and 

development under the concept of sustainable development. Not surprisingly, the resolution 

itself contained some vague wording that stemmed h m  uneasy compromises between North and 

South and those conflicts pervaded rnuch of the confeience process. For example, countries h m  

the North primarily pushed for a global conference on the environment to coincide with the 20th 

'66Tbe fUll titie is mt "Non-Legaily B h h g  Autfsoritative Statemicnt of Rmciples For a Global c-mmsui on th 
ManagemicnS Cons«vation and Sustahablc Development of Al1 Types of Fores&" 
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anniversary of Stockholm, while many wuutries from the South feared that such a conference 

would have a strong environmental (Northern) bias and not focus aiough on development 

concern~.'~~ Nonetheless, a year after the G e n d  Assembly f h t  considered the idea, states 

agreed on resolution 44/228, in effkzt recopkhg that environment and development had 

becorne inexorably linked when it came to addressing environmental problans on a global scaie. 

The nnal wording thus called for a global conférence that "should elaborate strategies and 

measures to U t  and reverse the effeçts of environmental degradation in the context of increased 

national and international efforts to promote sustainable and environmentally sound development 

in ail wuntries."'" In temis of the evolution of enviromenta1 goveniance, the question the 

conference would amwer is what formulation of sustainable development would prevail. 

One sign of that direction was the absence of the qualifier in the resolution - 
"enviromentally sound" - in the conference outcomes. Accordhg to Pallexnaerts, the modifier 

was added in the hrst place because the remahder of the resolution largely supported the status 

quo of the international economic system, thus supported economic growth as the major concem. 

He argues that the drafters of the resolution were not convinced that ecological wncerns would 

automaticdy be incorporated by the concept of sustainable development uniess texts explicitly 

recognized their importance. Those wncerns proved prescient as UNCED outcomes were more 

definite on the promotion of a liberal and growth orienteci economic order and less so on 

ensuring ecological viabilityl@ The form of governance that emerged fkom UNCED emphasized 

one particular pathway h m  the concept of "sustainable development" to produce a set of n o m  

that legitimated the compatibility of liberal economics and environmental protection. The 

formulation in the Brundtland commission did not determine this path of govanance outright, 

but its emphasis on p w t h  legitimated the linkage of envitonmental concem to liberai 

economics and helped de-legitimate forms of governance that might be seen in opposition to 

leading economic principles that did encourage gmwth. 
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Whereas the post-Cold War political wntext probably fiicilitated cooperation generallyT 

the shifi in international economic governance toward the liberal orthodoxy of the 'Washingon 

consensus," aad its widespread support, influenced the direction that cwperation was likely to 

take." 0 ~nntrast to analysts who contend that the market, reinforcd by this post-cold war 

triumph of iiaeral market based economics, marks a challenge to environmental governance, I 

argue that UNCED embraced and even anticipated the new orthodoxy in its formulation of n o m  

of international environmental governance. 17' 

To take one important example of the normative shi& the decline in legitimacy of the 

"Common Heritage of Mankind" (CHOM) principle c m  be contrastai to the successful 

entrenchment of the Polluta Pays Principle (PPP) by UNCED. The former proposeci that areas 

not under any state's jurisdiction be subject to common property ownership and shared economic 

use? It onginally gained prominence in the negotiations for the 1982 U.N. Convention on the 

Law of the Sea (UNCLOS m), but also appeareû in slightly altered form in the Outer Space 

Treaty of 1967 and Mwn Treaty of 1979.'" However, by 1992 it had Men out of fàvour in 

international fora that addresseci problems of reguiating the globai commons and environmentai 

issues in general. 

As an illustration, a complete search of UNCED documents reveals that CHOM did not 

appear in any of the agreements reached, not even in Agenda 21. CHOM was mentioned briefly 

in opening or closing statements of only 10 States (of 178 that attendad) or intemational 

organizations and a handfbi of regional reports. Of those, only three states (Portugal, Kenya and 

Jamaica) mentioned its specific application, r e f h g  to the Law of the Sea and Outer Space 

treaties, while other specific references to it were by developing states who did not want it 

applied to biodiversity.'" In particular, CHOM met a hostile reception by developing countries 

ln~ased on a fivc-point &finition m Rima 1994. Set dao Schmiât 1989; and Herkr 199 1. 

'%owwer, the U.S. refuscd m sign ibe latter over the kiusion of CHOM and controvezsy ow a pmposed 
mana- urpnkation. W&ut U.S. supporZ the tmaty will bave litde impan Rana 1994,247. 

conducted the search via a CD-ROM containhg di officiai UNCED and pnparatoy chamen& IDRC 1993. 



in negotiations on for est^^ and bi~diversity."~ Northem countries distanced themselves fiom the 

concept because they associated it with a general program of global eeonomic management and 

redistribution and in opposition to market-based principles. Thus many states at UNCED used 

the language of areas or issues of "common concern" but refiised to invoke CHOM. 

Significantly a new implnnentation agreement for UNCLOS, adopted by the UNGA in July 1994 

and signed by formerly recalcitrant states including the United States, effstively daltaed the 

meaning of CHOM so relevant portions of UNCLOS (that is, Part XI on deep sea-bed mining) 

would conform with market-based prin~ip1es.l'~ 

The debate over climate change showed a similar pattern. When governments fkst raised 

the issue in the General Assembly in 1988, Malta, which originally proposed CHOM in 

UNCLOS ID, requested the inclusion of an agenda item entitled 'meclaration proclaiming 

climate as part of the common heritage of madcind."ln However, governmental support for the 

concept quickly eroded as it becarne clear that climate change might actually receive serious 

intemational attention. Whm the General Assembiy endorsed the mation of the 

Intergovemmental on Climate Change later that year, CHOM was out. Instead, the UNGA 

resolution was amended to refer to climate as the "wmmon concern of mmkhd," and CHOM 

never again received serious consideration in relation to climate change.'" 

In contrast, PPP, introduced into intenratioaal discussions at about the same time as 

CHOM, starteci to gain prominence in the late 1980s afier its support in the Brundtland 

Commission. It can now be found in a wide range of international agreements and prognims 

including Rinciple 16 of the Rio Declaration, luticle 130R of the Single European Act, ECEU 

'"Irnkr 1994. 57-63 notes &veIoping coimaies cspcdiy eschewcd the use of CHOM because it hhged  
sovcreignty. This marks a departure fiom consensus on CHOM in the Worid Coll~ervation Stratcgy which statcs that 
gene pools "are tbe cummon heritage of mankind." NCN 1980, section 17.1. See also M d  1994.47. 

"6United Nations 1994. îhe "Agcenmt Reia!ing io Q ~ l ~ o n  of Part XI of the Unitcd Nations 
Convcation on of the Law of the Sea of  10 Decemba 1982, witb Anncx, adoptai at New YorL, Juiy 28,1994" (üNGA 
A/RES/48/263), passed by a vote of 1214 witû 7 absteatioas, contaMs legally binding changes t6 Part XI a d  is to be 
applied and intcrp~cted t o g e k  with the Camnîion as 8 ninPfc huûmmt The LOS COUVCIItioTI, ~~, and 
relatcd legai materiai and commcntary has b#n postui on the worid wide web at 
h t t p ~ ~ . c ~ u b / d i p l o d o s ~  For othcr commdmy, set  M L  1994. 
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pro- and legal instniments, and OECD Council Recommendations.'" At least one scholar 

argues it has the statu of a general priaciple of intemationai law, and most acknowledge that it at 

least is recognized as a customary d e  of international law among members of the OECD and 

within the EU?" The OECD intended it not as a rule of Liability, but as a means to avoid 

environmental regdations that might alter the operation of the market and particularly of free 

trade.181 It aims to intenialize environmentai costs rather than use command and control rnethods 

of envitonmental protection or market distorthg subsidies - thus its main purpose is to easure 

wntinued economic growth by miniminng tradeeffs between economic efficiency and 

environmental protection. Implementation of PPP dernonstrates the trend in international 

environmental institutions to move toward market-based solutions to environmental problems 

consistent with the p~c ip l e .  Finally the growth-oriented ideology behind the PPP has clearly 

found its way into a wide range of international statements and agreements and constitutes the 

dominant meaning of sustainable development. 

The Negotiations 

The negotiating process for Rio had a number of similarities to Stockholm. Most 

obviously, Maurice Strong was picked again as secretary-general @e had also been a member of 

the Brundtland Commission). The literature on UNCED also singles out Tomrny T.B. Koh of 

Singapore, elected chairman of the Preparatory Cornmittee (RepCom), as a key leader who 

played an equally important role in moving delegates forward on divisive issues.lP Koh had also 

worked with Strong in the preparations for Stockholm and had served as president of the U.N. 

Conference on the Law of the Sea in 198 1 and 1982. The UNCED secretariat and bureau also 

"CED 1987,67-9 1; SMdr 1994, xxiv; CommiPscm of th Eurwpcan Commrmities 1993, 104-105; and OECD 
1% and 1994b. 

1 8 ' ~ i  ~ ~ c ~ e i i i ,  who was imtolvcd in the initLL fMrmilation of ifu PPP, said it was "bitUly conceiveci as a -le 
to avoid.. subsidits fbr cmkmmcd ptecti011 distorting tradt... tbat was tfae major driving force." Author's 
interview. 

'=FOT arample, Speda n al. 1994. 
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generally played important leadership d e s  in the preparation process, as great power leadership 

(especially h m  the United States) was lacking, especially in the early going.lu 

Also like Stockholm, four RepComs preceded the conference - one in Kenya (March 

1 WO), two in Geneva (March/April and August/September 199 l), and one in New York 

(March/April 1992). In the case of UNCED, procedural and organizational wranpiing pushed 

most of the substantive issues to the final PrepCom in New York.IU The pattern of slow progress 

changed as the confefence date approached and the prospect of Mure grew. Changes in the 

selection of delegates reflected the increased political stakes, as technical experts that had 

dominated earlia meetings were mpplemented or replaceci by political strategists with 

experience in multilateral diplomacy. The chanicter of the New York session differed in process 

as well. The Pace of negotiations picked up with more late night (and al1 night) meetings, closed 

door gatherings of srnall informal contact gn,ups of states, and las forma1 meetings of working 

groups and plenaries (which meant far less NGO access). A prapmatic atmosphere prevailed that 

featured less lengthy debate and more mative problem solving. Not aii issues could be resolved 

in the short tirne period remaining before the conference and a nmber of the most acrimonious 

points were lefl bracketed (that is, with disagreements left in the text that required m e r  

negotiation at the conference itself) in the texts sent on to Rio. In addition, specific proposais 

related to atmospheric issues and biodiversity (for example) were discussed late or not at ali  since 

relevant issues remained unresolved in the paraLiel negotiations on climate change and 

biodiversity. Negotiations on financial resources also broke down on the 1s t  &y of PrepCom IV 

despite being given the highest pnority. Nonetheless, delegates reached agreement on 85 per 

cent of Agenda 2 1 (although the remaining 15 per cent containeci the toughest issues and had to 

be negotiated during the confereflce itself). 

In negotiations, developing countries initially tried to forge a unified position and 

negotiate as the traditional G-77 plus China bloc. There was fiorne hop that the environment 

could be a new bargaining chip to re-assert a Third World coalition weakened by the debt-ridden 

l " ~ j ~  a al. 1994, 18; and Hajjan 1994. amD mtcs tht thc United States did mt appoint a high-h l  point 
person for ttit negotiations and U.S. ageacics, inchidmg th Eavironmestal Protection Agcncy, did not make it a priority 
iaitil very latt m tIit negdation proccss. This is in sûuk coritrast to the leadaship rote played at Stockbolm. 

lUchasek 1994b, who also @es a tatmmy of th pmcgs. organization of issues, negotiations, and mis achieved 
at th RcpComs. The cliscussiox~ of PnpCom IV bclow dtaws primariiy on her 80count 
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1980s and the failure of the NE0.lU Aparî h m  seeking specific interests in texts on sectord 

issues (for examples forests, energy, and hazardous waste), the G-77 focused on four main 

principles: '" 
1. New and additional development assistance and equal Say for developing countries in decision 
making. 

2. Reduction in consumption of natural resourcw and environmental services in the North to give 
the south "environmental space" for its development. 

3. No restrictions on hports to indudaiized countries on environmental grounâs. 

4. Technology transfer on prefetentid and concessional terms. 

The one big success of this strategy was to entrench the idea of "cornmon but 

differentiated fesponsibili~ of states to protect the global environment. That principle can be 

found in the Framework Convention on Ciimate Change and the Rio Declaration and its 

acceptance ensured that some equity considerations would guide internationai policy. However, 

the larger hopes of developing countnes to secure substantial new financing, or use the 

environmentfdevelopment ncxus to change international economic n o m ,  were never reaiized, 

nor does it appear that many Southem states fought hard for those changes.'" Rather, the general 

thnist to support a right of development (Principle 3 of the Rio Declaration) and the Wce were 

generally phrased in such a way as to be compatible with nvrent liberal economic noms, while 

basic environmental concems embodied in such new n o m  as the Precautionary Principle 

(Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration) were agreed on with relatively little difficdty.lu 

Furthmore, even the latter nom could be interpreted as fully compatible with liberal 

environmentalism. The principle essentially argues that in the face of uncertainty, action is stili 

warranted under conditions of high risk of potential environmentai damage. It fits the use of 

'%orter and Brown, 1 17. 

'%or a dctailcù diSaKson of the Precauîionary Riiriplc and its histcny set O'Riordan and Cuaaon 1994. Sa also 
Bodansky 1991. 
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market instruments that a h  to prevent waste generation at the source by incorporating costs up 

h n t  rather than by means of md-of-pipe regdation? 

These latter outcornes did not necessarily go against the South's interests, but reflected a 

slightly different reality of North-South relations than implied by the apparently unified position 

found in documents such as the South Centre's report on Environment and Development! For 

example, the coatroversy over "additionalitf' reveals how tdtional  goals became confiated 

with specific objectives in the UNCED negotiati~ns.'~' Developing countnes argued that the 

North, as the historical site of the majority of global pollution and the source of environmentai 

damage, ought to help pay for the costs of environmental measures taken by developing countries 

(that the North desired). According to the principle of "adâitionality," any such money ought to 

be new and in addition to monies already cornmittexi for North-South aid. 

Ozone negotiations set some precedent for the nom since developing corntries received 

a commitment for new and additional monies as part of the 1990 o n d o n )  amendments to the 

Montreai Protocol. The parties set up a Multilatd Ozone Fund to assist deveioping coutries, 

especially India and Chiria who were hold-outs to the initial agreements." The G-77 wanted 

similar mechanisms in other major treaties, such as climate change and biodivmity, but achieved 

only limited success. The lmguage of those agreements (and even the ozone agreement) 

carefdly avoided a commitment to the nom of additionality or the suggestion that additional 

fûnds for a particular environmental problem ought to set a precedent for responses to other 

problems. For example, developed countries did not quanti@ their commitment to provide 

additional resources at concessional levels (or grants) to meet the "incremental wsts" of 

developing countnes to enable than to comply with the treatie~.'~~ Furthmore, in each case, the 

GEF now manages the fun&, which suggests the mderlying conditions for the arrangements are 

&eIy to shay far h m  the liberal economic nomis supported by the World Bank. 

- - 

'%ce, for example, Chiana and Cornaicil 1992 Sa JbD OECD 199k 43. 149 aihich invokcs tbc pimciple 
(dong with PPP) to legitimize ma#rsed use of marlÇet hsûmmts. 

Inpanuin and Green 1995.20. 
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The m o n  "additionality" became so controvemial was not simply because of dwindling 

aid budgets, but because sorne developing countries saw the additiodity debate as a way to 

revive the more radical goals of institutional or economic restructuring reminiscent of the NIEO. 

Others sougtit special consideration but did not oppose the normative thmt  of Noahai 

proposals. The least developed and/or most debt ridden countnes also showed reluctance to 

advance a broder normative agenda since they felt more vuinerable than in the 1970s and were 

weary of antagonizing industrialized comtries.'~ As a dt, neither a unified voice nor clear 

proposals ever materialized that focused solely on gainîng additional financial resources. 

The resulting ambiguity made it more Uely that countries such as the United States, 

which had opposed the notion of additionality since Stockholm, would regard proposals a s  part 

of a broader agenda for institutional reform. It also allowed the United States to legitimately 

argue at UNCED's third preparatory meeting that sustainable development could adequately be 

paid for by utilizing existing resources more efficiently and by drawing on the private sector. 

The efficiency that would be gaineci by reliance on the private sector, for example, or the Poliuter 

Pays Principle, wodd produce the needed additional resources. The nom of cornmon but 

differentiated responsibility avoided such divisions among SouthQn states. Whereas it supported 

the idea that different levels of environmental protection might be expected of rich and poor, or 

grace periods might be allowed for costly domestic reforms,'% it implied nothing about changes 

to goveming international institutions or the need to reshape the international political or 

economic order. 

The outcornes of UNCED reflected this more modest goal.'" For example, rnoney 

pledged at UNCED was financeci primarily through the GEF, which reflected World Bank policy 

and n o m ;  developing countries achieved no real concessions on technology transfer which 

remainecl mainly through commercial means; and OECD corntries in their statements and 

actions often predicated concessional fhaucing (a primary condition for additionaiity sought by 

'-orter and Brown 1996, 1 17. 

'B~ordan 1994% 19. 

'%For examp~e, the Montreai Rotocol allows s 10-ycar grace pcriod for developing coim~es. 

1 9 f ~  Levy, and Parsc~n 1992. 



G-77) on market and policy refond* Evai the GEF, which appean now to be a permanent 

institution, does not solely represent "additional" fun&, but o h  money diverted h m  other 

development assistance programs at the discretion of donor countries. Whenever additional 

finances are mentioned in UNCED documents, such as Agenda 2 1, the ianguage is vague, avoids 

specific monetary goals or mechanisms, and does not generally differentiate between resources to 

be committed for environmental or more traditional development purposes. The compmise 

wording on development aid states that corntries would ''mffh" their cornmitment to m h  

the UN target of 0.7 per cent of GDP for officiai development assistance and augment aid 

programs to reach that target "as swn as possible."199 In general, the downward trend in 

development h c i n g  h m  North to South that had alnady begun by 1992 continueci rather 

than being altered by UNCED, with aid levels in the 1990s averaging just under half the 0.7 per 

cent GDP target sought by developing countrie~.~~ 

So whereas some authors suggest the environment, and UNCED specifically, provideci a 

renewed opportunity for a Third World coalition reminiscent of the NIEO, the d i . i t  

objectives and concems of many developing countries, not least of which k ing  the economic 

and ideoiogical clifferences betwem them, prevented any khd of push for a radical normative 

agenda like the NIEO. Negotiations on a numba of specific issues also did not break down 

dong North-South lines. The G-77 pmvided ciraft texts for all the UNCED negotiations, but 

states within the coalition often divided into smafler coalitions on issues of direct interest to 

them. For example, coalitions fomied around states with highly h g d e  moutain ecosystems and 

among a group of small low-lying island states Wrely to be most affected by rising sea levels 

caused by global wamiing. The negotiations over climate change in particular caused rifts in the 

G-77 - with small island states and oil producing states takulg opposite positions - that 

continued to grow after UNCED.m' These specific splits did not generally affkct negotiations on 

mC k t  confaaiee of the Parties for the Framcwo* Coavention on Climak Change m Berlin (1995). the G-77 
f d y  split whcn India, at the bchest of d idand States, lai the majority of developing couuûics to pu& for a 
strong ptocol to limit emission of greenhouse gascs, o n r  the objections of a nimihet of oii producing states. 



basic n o m  or principles, however." 

hdustriaiized corntries also split on a number of issues. The United States was the least 

sympathetic to developing country concems, particuiarly if they appeared to threaten U.S. 

M o m  of economic action. As a resuit, the United States did not play a leadership role, and the 

administration of George Bush appeared disinterested until very late in the negotiation, when it 

used its clout more to block initiatives it disagreed with (such as targets and tirnetables on 

iimiting Greenhouse Gas emissions) rather than to propose compromises or push for more far- 

reaching agreements." The Nordic coutries were more sympathetic to developing country 

demands and the EU as a whole fell somewhere in between, as did JapanM< Again, different 

countries took the lead (or acted as spoilm) on particular policy initiatives, but a specific 

negotiating strategy in the North was not apparent, perhaps owing to the lack of U.S. leadership 

and splits witbia the EU. 

In tenns of the normative development, the underlying emphasis on market n o m ,  even 

when combined with developing country demands on issues such as a "right to development," 

meant North and South were really not as far apatt on core issues as some accounts have argued. 

For example, Porter and Brown point out that despite some reluctance fiom both developing and 

some developed counîries, agreement was m h e d  in the negotiations on Agenda 21 to remove or 

d u c e  subsidies inconsistent with sustainable development (such as sales of timber k m  public 

lands at below costs of production) and to improve pnce signais through environmental charges 

or taxes.= Similady, Malaysia, one of the developing corntries most opposed to the "eco- 

imperialism" of the North in forestry negotiations, used amongst the strongest market-led, right 

to growth rhetori~.~ Market-fkiendly measures were supported in the Rio Dedaration and a 

number of specific proposais in chapter 8 of Agenda 21, on Integrating Environment and 

Development in Decision-Making. Meanwhile, auy move to alter the international liberal 

%j&stedt et al. 1994,17; and Williams 1993. 

-am md Bmwn 1996,118; and Hajost 1994. 

Z " P m  aod Brown 1996,118. 

-orter and Brown 1996,120. 

1994,98. 
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economic order (such as support for commodity price agreements) was opposed by the United 

States and other OECD couniries. 

The Rio Declororion a d  Nom-Cornplex 

The Rio Declaration on Environment and Dwelopment articulateci the trend in 

environmentai governance toward liberal environmentalism. Although it only constituted "soft 

law" like its predecessor at Stockholm, the Rio Declaration "is the one 'product' of UNCED 

designed precisely to ernbody d e s  and priaciples of a genaal and universal nature to govern the 

future conduct and cooperation of Stat es..." and it refiected "to the extent any international 

instnunent can do so - the current consensus of values and prioritia in environment and 

devel~prnent.'~ The 0th UNCED outcornes Listeci earlier reflected the noms in the 

Declaration. 

The Rio Declaration is arguably a more ambiguous document than its Stockholm 

predecessor and contains obvious political compromises and some vague language. Nonetheless, 

its preamble and 27 principles demonstrate a much greater synthesis of the 

environment/development nexus than did the Stockholm Declaration. Those who see it as a step 

backward frmn Stockholm most o h  point to its more anthropocentric focus, its hrher 

entrenchment of state sovereignty, and less attention to con- environmentai or conservational 

concerns. That is ali  true. But the Declaration is not a failure h m  the perspective of the 

synthesis that the organizers of Rio sought or of how environmental govanance had in fàct 

evolved To the contrary, the Declaration provides an accurate "saapshot of history'- of what I 

argue was the emerghg normative consensus of liberal environmentalism. As one author put it, 

within the Rio Declaration, "[qhe iiberal economic order ... acquires for the first tirne a 

normative character in a .  international instrument relating to the environment, as States commit 

fira gwtatim is h m  Pallmaerts 1994, 1, d t k  d h n  Porrap 1994.20. On mC acgotiation of Ou 
Declaration sec &var 1993; Imbcr 1994; Orubb et al. 1993:85-95; Ponas 1994; and Campiglio, et aL 1994. Mauy of 
the same issues arose in negotiations over cbmûc cbangc, which have bea doamami m a iarge number of books d 
articles. Scc, for cxample, MinsDer and Leoaard 1994; Rowlards 1995; Patcfson 1996. 



themselves to 'promote' this system in order to 'better address the problems of environmental 

degradation. "m 

Negotiatiom for the Rio Declaration got off to a slow start owing to organktional and 

procedural wrangling during the fïrst two RepCorns in 1990 and early 199 1. The working group 

that would negotiate the Declaration (Working Group III on legal and institutional issues) was 

not estabiished until PrepCom II when delegates agreed it would prepare what Maurice Sûong 

initidy hoped would be an ''Earth Charter." Remiaiscent of his early goals for Stockholm, 

Strong envisaged an inspirational statement of care for how nations and people ought to treat the 

Earth and one another. In PrepCom III, however, developing wuntries made it clear they would 

not accept a document that seemed destined to focus too heavily on environmental cun~erns.~~~ 

Neither could much support be found for a legal document like the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, the original vision of a statement of principles proposed in the Brundtland report. 

A group of legal experts commissioned by Brundtland hopad such a dedaration might later 

evolve into protocols with specific rights and obligations."l However, the project of codifying 

international environmental law, started by this renowned group of experts fiom North and 

South, never got a serious hearing?2 Not surprisingly, then, an early Canadian draft proposal of 

a legal statement of rights and obligations (reminiscent of a similar Canadm proposal at 

Stockholm) garnered Little As a d t  of these conflicts, the discussions in Wodcing 

Group III revolved around what the statement of rights and principles should be called, with G- 

77 countries insisting the title better rdect development concerns. Eventually, a Malaysian 

proposal to call the document the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development won out 

over Strong's Earth Charter. 

qallemaerts 1996.633634. The quotation is h m  Rkiple 12 of the Dechation. 

"O~nibb a aL 1993.85; Chasek 1994b; and Cha-ce and Fingcr 1994.49. 

2 12 Indeed, internatid lawyers did not play a prwiimnt mie in the negotiations over die proposed Earih CharterRio 
Dcclaration. Significandy, t k e  was no qgestiaiggestion tbat thc Iotcrriatid Law Commission play a pro- role m th 
h t h  Summit preparations, an indication that most -tes kit tb d m  of ncw ~ t i o n a i  law was innHrty a poiiticai 
process best left to ~o~ negoiiations. The amen! scnse arnong mteniational lawyers is that the law 
ammission is ûustd to r c f h  iurernational law, not to dcvelop ncw law, cspecially in a proccss iike the Earth Summit 
wherc politicai, economic and s c i d c  considcraticms iakc pr#xdcnce. Sb'bata 1994. 



Negotiations over the substance of the statement of principles (as with nearly al 

substantive issues) took place almost entirely in PrepCom N. The w o ~ g  group assigned to 

negotiate the Earth Charted'io Declaration started the five week session with a compilation text 

of over 136 paragraphs. That got whittled down and massaged into the 27 principles of the Rio 

Declaration, which emerged fiom the session as the only unbracketed document sent on to Rio. 

The debate itself was based largely on a G-77 draft text. PrepCom chair Tommy Koh had to step 

in a number of times throughout the session to work out compromises between G-77 and other 

parties, and eventually set up a new clrafthg cornmittee of eight G-77 and eight OECD delegates 

two days before the end of the session. Although a number of delegations were unhappy with 

Koh's methods and various aspects of the nnal text, he was able to use his negotiating skill and 

personal and political capital to forge a normative consensus acceptable to ali the delegations that 

synthesized proposais fiom a variety of draft texts."' 

The stalemate in negotiation came not over how to conceive of the 

enWonment/development nexus, but on how rights and obligations ought to be divided between 

North and South. The South wanted emphasis on state sovereignty and increased obligation for 

environmental protection to fàil on the North, whiie the North wanted a more equal burden 

sharing closer to the wmmon responsibility approach of the Brundtland Commission. The draft 

proposal submitted by G-77 articulated their general goals listed above. The most important of 

the specific n o m  proposed included state sovereignty, common but differentiated responsibility, 

a right to development, no use of environmental considerations to justi@ tmie restrictions, and a 

right to adequate "environmental space" for developing coutries to allow as much room to 

develop as the North had required? Put bluntly, envirormental space meant space to pollute in 

order to develop. This nom would have fit with the nom of common but diffefentiated 

responsibility in that the North would have been obligated to &ce emissions, change patterns 

of consumption or production, develop new technologies, and so on, first and to a greater degree 

than the South. That way, the South would have an equitable opportunity to pollute as wmpared 

to the opportunity the North had historicaily enjoyed. However, the South evennially dropped 

214chasek 1994b, 56. 
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this nom as it was the most unacceptable to OECD countries. The other n o m  listed above did 

appear in the nnal draft in one form or another. 

The strong position of the South made some couutries in the North, particularly the 

United States, appear on the defensive. The United States, for example, tned to block any 

wording that implied specific responsibilities. Northem coutries also deleted a principle 

proposed in Koh' s compromise draft that identifiai industrialized coutries' consumption 

patterns as the "main cause" of enviromenta1 degradation, and another one that would have 

entrenched additionality and technology tramfer on preferential and concessional terms.216 These 

conflicts related much more to state responsibility than to either development n o m  themselves 

or the basic compromise of Liberal environmentalism which placed enviromenta1 protection as 

firmly fitted within a liberal econornic system. Thus the positive contributions h m  the North 

that promoted liberal environmentalism easiiy found acceptame. For example, the parts of the 

U.S. Qaft that promoted open and fke markets (but that markets shouid reflect fidl economic 

acwunting of environmental costs and benefits) and the Poiiuter Pays Rinciple made it into 

Koh's final synthesis and appeared to cause little di~agreement.~~~ 

1 would argue that it is signifiant that the Rio Declaration emerged fkom the RepCom in 

its final form while other documents did not. It demonstrated that a normative consensus was 

largely present going into the Rio process, although a number of specific formulations had yet to 

be resolved. Negotiations did not require the same kind of trade-offs among various interesml 

parties that characterized negotiations on a number of specific environment and development 

problems addressed in Agenda 2 1, for example. In this sense, UNCED was indeed successful in 

institutionalizhg a legitimate nom-complex - or as others have cailed it, a regime of sustainable 

development or new international law of sustainable developmenP1" even if some 

environmentalists were unhappy with the result or felt it was a step backward h m  the goals 

articulateci at St~ckholm?~ While UNCED might be criticized for not producing enough 

-- - 
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concrete action on particular issues, it did achieve the Uistitutionalization of a particular vision or 

understanding of how the international community ought to manage or approach global 

environmentai problems and the n o m  that wodd guide fiiture action. 

The principles tbemse1ves are not easily grouped as many combine elements of 

environment and development. Below 1 will highhght key principles as they demonstrate 

changes in n o m  or enttenchment of nomis already pnsent since Stockholm or the Brundtland 

Commission report. In general, the norm-complex of liberai enWonmentalism articulated in the 

Rio Declaration supports sustained economic growth, fke trade, pnvatization of the commons, 

and the use of market-based instruments as the preferred means of environmental protection. 

The Declaration starts with a human centred vision of the environment, stating in 

Principle 1 that, "Human beings are at the centre of concems for sustainable development." 

Human beings should iive "in harmony" with nature, but the anthropocentric focus is striking in 

comparison to eariier global declarations. Although the Stockholm Declaration and 1982 World 

Charter for Nature viewed human beings as primary, they clearly recognizeâ ecological limits 

and the inherent value of the naturai environment and other species. The Rio Declaration does 

not delineate the various aspects of the environment that require protection or management as did 

the h t  seven principles of the Stockholm Declaration. Rather, the core n o m  around 

sovereignv and the importance of human-centred development are dealt with immediately. 

Principle 2 on sovereignty reproduces almost verbatim Principle 2 1 of the Stockholm 

Declaration, but adds that States have the sovereign right to exploit theù own resources ''pursuant 

to their own environmental and developmental policies." (Italics added). Reading the 

Declaration as a whole makes clear that developmental policies mean liberal economic and 

growth-oriented policies, and that environmentai concerns ought not to limit a state's ability to 

pursue such policies by, for example, irnposing trade restrictions based on environmentai 

concems. The point is made explicit in Rinciple 12: 

States should c o o p t e  to pmmote a supportive and open international economic system 
that wodd lead to economic growth and sustainable development in ail countries, to 
better address the problems of environmental degrdation. Trade policy measures for 
environmental purposes should not c o d t u t e  a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable 
discrimination or a disguised d c t i o n  on intemational d e . . . .  

Clearly fk trade and environmental protection are seen as compatible under this formulation. 

Arguably, fke bade and liberai economic policy more generaîiy are viewed as even necessary for 
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successfùl environmental protection. Indeed, Principle 12 reproduces, ahost  verbatim, sections 

of GATT article XX that have been used to limit environmental restrictions on trade. 

The sovereignty provision mostly articulates what states alnady recognized as the bais 

of intemational environmental law since Stockholm. But Rio helped to furth= entrench state 

sovereignty by incorporating the nom in Principle 2 into the o k  Rio agreements. For 

example, the debate on forests during the PrepComs became polarhed between states, such as 

the United States and Canada, that argued for a "global responsibility" approach, and Malaysia 

and Ma, who argued for ''sove~eign dismetion." Malaysia, India and other developing countries 

feared the former approach would lead to forests being viewed as part of the "Cornmon Heritage" 

(CHOM) nom, which, as 1 pointed out earlier, they strongly opposed on the grounds that it 

would potentiaily allow Northem states to have a say in how forests within the jurisdiction of 

Southern states should be managed.fm Similarly the climate change treaty incorporates the newer 

Rio interpretation of state sovereignty, which by emphasizing development as much as  

environment M e r  reinforces that development policies ought not to be interfimi with on 

environmental grounds. Thus the prearnble to the Framework Convention on Climate Change 

recails the ''perhnent provisions" of the Stockholm Declaration rather than identifjing Principle 

2 1 directly, and then repduces verbatim the language of the Rio Declaration's Rinciple 2. 

Biodiversity actually uses the sovereignty lmguage of Stockhoh Principle 2 1, but its substantive 

provisions reinforce the newer interpretation by not imposing limits on environment or 

development policies that may affect the environment beyond the limits of national 

jurisdicti~n.~~ 

The other side of sovereignty - state fespomibility for activities that cause environmental 

damage to other states or cornmon areas - is also present. However, ody minor p m p s  had 

occurred prior to Rio on liability for environmental damage in international law, and Rio did 

liale to advance this area of law. Principle 13 merely exhorts states to develop "nationai" law 

regarding liability, and limits the development of intemational law to iiability and compensation 

for "adverse effects of environmental damage caused by activities within their jurisdiction or 

-orter a d  Brown 1996,126. 
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control," a narrower formulation than Stockholm's P ~ c i p l e  22? Similady, Principle 14 d i s  

on states to "cooperate" to prevent the relocation of "activities or substances that cause severe 

environmental degradation or are found to be harmfid to human health." It also does not set up 

any liability; rather it is a minor acknowledgement of developing country concerns that 

hazardous waste not be exported to developing c o u n û i e ~ . ~  

One advance h m  Stockholm was that Principle 18 obligates states to notify others of 

natuml disasters or other emergencies "likely to produce sudden harmful effects on the 

environment of those states" and Principle 19 obligates states to give advance notification about 

activities that are likely to cause environmental damage in other states, and to consult with those 

states. These principles have been entrenched in a number of other treaties and declarations 

since 1972 when states could not agee on the nom, as 1 pointed out earlier? 

A number of the principles articulate n o m  that 1 have grouped under the headiag of the 

political economy of environment and development. Principle 3 proposes the controversial 

"right of development," which had been strongly opposed by the United States during 

negotiations." Like the tenn sustainable development itself, the Declaration never &£ines 

deveiopmmt. Yet, significatltly, the "right to development" app- before any mention of 

"sustainable development." In other words, traditional development goals should not be 

inhibiteci by "sustainable development," if defined any differently than development in its 

classical sense." In line with the general thmt of the Rio agreements, the WCED, and other 

- 

tu~aIlcmaerts 1996,639640; and Kiss 1994,W. 
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development n o m ,  development in this context appears to mean mainly the promotion of 

economic growth. 

Principle 4 articulates the most general statement of how environment and development 

are to be linked. It states: 7x1 order to achieve sustainable development, environmental 

protection SM wnstitute an integral part of the development process and cannot be considered 

in isolation b m  it." The two-way relationship implies both the need for policies such as 

environmental assessments (Principle 17)m and that environmental concerns ought to fit into 

overall sûategies for development. The precise way in which environrnental policies ought to be 

integrated into economic policy must be interpreted h u g h  other parts of the Declaration and 

other legal instruments and policies. The EC and later the EU was and remains the most 

advanced jirrisdiction in integrating environment and economics, and, as 1 argued above, the 

general movement there has been to support nomis consistent with fitting environmental 

protection into a liberal economic system that promotes gmwth, through market-fxiendly 

m e c ~ s m s  and so onY 

The promotion of an open (liberal) intemational trading system in Principle 12 has 

already been mentioned, which notably removes links present in both Stockholm and in the 

WCED report with the goals to restructure the international economic system wntained in the 

NIEO. It also equates sustainable development with economic p w t h  when it states that an open 

international economic system '%ouid lead to economic growth and sustainable development in 

ail countnes" and would therefore '%etter address the problems of envuonmental degradation" 

than, presurnably, a less open international economic system. This goes much fiirther thau the 

Brundtland Commission wbch, although it supporteci economic growth, especidy in developing 

corntries, saw enhnmental protection as a necessary condition of sustainable development. 

Nonethelas, the Rio Declaration is not as large a step h m  Brundtland as some anaiysts suggest. 

It merely legitimated one particular interpretation or pathway in the operationalization of 

susfainable development already discernable in the language WCED use& Pailemaerts is correct 

m~owcvn, the prînciple limits its application to naticmal legislation and projects dut are subjcct m "a compctent 
nationai aiithority.." Howevcr, Pxkipk 19 - advancc notification - Miplies staîes OU@ to notify 0 t h ~  of d i s  of an 
ssscssmitat that mi@ produce e&cts bcyond state borders, Hcnct, the Declaration implits transnational application of 
thc principlc. Set Kiss 1994,6û. 
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that the Rio Declaration " d e r s  on economic growth a new ecologicd 1egitimSr.y" but 

overstates the case that such legitimacy was not already implied in the WCED report." 

The one nom that implies that any obligations toward the envimunent might operate in 

anything but a liberal market context is Principle 7, which recognizes the "common but 

differentiated responsibility" of developed and developing states toward the pursuit of 

sustainable development. Wh.iie it does not contiadict liberal environrnentalism, it does M e n  

back to NIE0 goals of differential obligations of the North and South and hence some possible 

interference in what rnight be the most economically efficient means of dealing with global 

enviromend problems. This principle can also be found in articles 3(1) and 4(1) of the 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) and is a fuadamental element of the 

implementation of the treaty, which creates different obligations for developed and developing 

states. 

The main operative provisions of the FCCC deserve mention in this regard since the 

opdonalization of "cummon but differentiated respomibility" stiii appears to fit with using or 

creating markets and liberal economic n o m  more generally. Article 4(2)(a and b) speli out 

cornmitmentS. In line with comrnon but differentiated responsibilities, Article 4(2)(a) obligata 

developed states to ''tak(e) the lead" in modifying their greenhouse gas emissions, but to do so 

while recognizing, inter alia, "the need to maintain strong and sustainable economic growth." It 

M e r  states that "Parties may implement such policies and measures jointly with other Parties." 

This idea of "joint implementation" was shown =lier to fit with the marketizsltion of 

environmental protection. Hence, even the cornmitment in article 4(2)@) by developed countnes 

to "aim to return to 1990 emission levels of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gafes not 

controlled by the Montreal Protocol by the year 2000, can be achiwed "individdy or jointly." 

While the fiaal status of "joint implementation" in the climate change regime remains uasettled 

at the time of writing, indications are that the U.S. is conditionhg its support of a new protocol, 

expected in December 1997, on agreement to some form of market mechanism. US. Under 

Secretary of State Timothy Wirth's speech to the second Conference of the Parties in July 1996 

made the link explicit: 



Based on these principles - encompassing environmental protection, realism and 
achievability, economic prosperity, flex'bility, friirness and comprehensiveness - 
the United States recommends that future negotiations focus on an agreement that 
sets a redistic, vaifiable and binding medium-temi emissions target. We beliwe 
that the medium-tenn target must be met through maximum flexibility in the 
selection of implementation measures, including the use of measures such as 
reliable activities implemented jointly and trading mechanisms around the 
world? 

Since U.S. support would be necessary for a protocol, and the United States is for the k t  time 

taking a leadership role in pushing for a binding agreement to limit greenhouse gas emissions, 

the wntinued emphasis on market-fiiendly mechanisms and liberal environmentalism as an 

underlying nonnative Fnunework for the FCCC seerns likely. 

In temis of how states should manage national and international environmental problems, 

Principle 1 1, in combination with the Poiiuta Pays and Precautionary Principles (1 5 and 16), 

makes clear that any such management must fit into a generd program that promotes economic 

growth and liberal markets. Principle 1 1, for example, says states "shd enact effective 

environmental legislation" but that "standards, management objectives and priorities should 

reflect the environmental and developmental context to which they apply." Sirnilarly, the PPP, in 

order to avoid any misunderstanding, must only be applied "without distorting i n t d o n a l  trade 

and investment." That meaning fits precisely with the way the principle developed within the 

OECD. 

The Polluter Pays h c i p l e  is reinforceci by chapter 8 of Agenda 21, on integrating 

environment and development in decision-making. It proposes that a legal framework for 

sustainable development should 'hot only [act] through 'co~mand and control' methods, but 

also as a normative framework for economic planning and market instruments.'m1 Chapter 8 also 

explicitly promotes more widespread use of market mechanîsms and measures aimed to 

intemalïze environmental costs, both of which follow h m  the PPP. Although such measures 

are to be "complementary" to regdatory approaches, a quarter of chapter 8 is devoted to market 

instruments and the overail normative tbnist is to "include, wherever appropriate, the use of 

market principles in the framing of economic instruments and policies to pursue sustainable 

*kt& 1997 and autéor's interview. 



developmedm2 Since 1992, the UN Commission on Sustainable Development has reiterated 

PPP on several occasions and the discussion earlier bas show that 4 and concepts associated 

with it, fom the normative basis of a wide-range of environmental policies and programs. Gmbb 

et al. sum up the importance of chapter 8 to fiiture environmental policy as follows: 

In setthg out the general maisures and form of poiicies which need to be adopted 
in pursuit of sustainable development, this little-pubiicized chapter - finaliseci 
[sic] at PrepCom IV - fomis potentially one of the most powerfbl of all individual 
chapters in Agenda 2 1 .... It reflects a strong move towards consideration of 
economic instruments for environmental policy, and cornes very close to a global 
endorsement of a 'polluter pays principle' . . . .la3 

Sirnilarly, Principle 15 for the first time endorses the Precautionary Principle in a global 

dedaration, although the approach is qualified in two ways. First, it shall be applied '%y states 

according to their capabilities." Second, a "lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a 

reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent enWonmentai degradation" (italics 

added). The endorsement of "cost-effective" mmeasures implies that the PPP and precautionary 

approach should be appiied together. The principle did not originate at Rio, but has mots in 

Gemÿui environmental thought and had previously appeared in embryonic form in regional 

documents and declarations prior to Rio, dating back to at least the Ministerid Declaration at the 

second International North Sea Conference in 1987.= Since its legitiniation at Rio, however, it 

has gainai some prominence in intemational law and discourse, appearing in a wide range of 

conventions including the conventions on cIimate change and biodiversity, a number of 

international agreements on fish stocks, the 1996 Protocol to the London Dumping Convention, 

and in the most recent environmentai action programme of the Euopean Union? 

Not all nomis listed in the Rio Declmation fit neatly into the norm-complex of liberal 

environmentalism. For example, a number of principles address with the need to increase 

participation in environment and development decision making and m e s s  to information 

(Principle I O) and to encourage participation of various societal groups including women 

232Agda 21,831 (c). 
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(Principie 20), youth (Principle 2 1), and indigenous people (Principle 22). These principles are 

consistent with a wide range of muitilaterai activities and promotion of these n o m  at the 

international and domestic levels. These n o m  are not central to (and do not contradict) the 

main argument put forward here, but shouid be aclaiowledged as potentially important 

components of the fùture development of sustainable development thinking. 

In addition, purely political principles found their way into the Declaration, such as the 

not-so-veiled nod to the plight of the Palestinians in Rinciple 23 which called for the protection 

of the environment for "people under oppression, domination and occupation." Similarly, the 

general calls for international cooperation (Principle 27), protection of the envirorment during 

warfare (Principle 26), and the indivisibility of peace, development and environment (Principle 

25) represent general aspirations rather than specific goals. 

1 describe the resulting nonn-complex of liberal enviK,nmentalism below to facilitate 

cornparison to the nom-complex h m  Stockholm. Principles in brackets refer to the Rio 

Declaration. The summary below is followed by Table 1.1 on the evolution of n o m  h m  1972- 

1992. 

State Sovereignty and Responsibiliw 

1. The basic principles (2, 13, 14) remain unchangeci h m  Stockholm with two important 
exceptions. Fim the obligation to noti* others of potential enWonmental harm not accepted at 
Stockholm is entrenched (Principles 18 and 19). Second, added to a state's right to exploit its 
own resources pursuant to environmental policies is to do so pursuant to developmental policies, 
which arguably upset the balance stmck at Stockholm between sovereign rights to exploit 
resources and environmental protection? 

Political Economy of Environment and Deveiopment: 

2. The new equity principle of "common but differentiated responsibilities" for developing and 
developed countries replaces Stockhoh's emphasis on the latter and Brundtland's on the former 
(Rinciple 7). Two imperatives follow: 

a) The right to development is entraiched which is generally consistent with Brundtland's 
irnperative to revive global growth (Pxinciples 3-5) and growth and development have 
pncedence over environmental protection if the social and economic costs are too high 
for developing couutries (Principle 11). 
b) 'Wnsustainable" patterns of production and consumption should be reduced and 
eliminated (Prînciple 8). 



3. Free trade and liberai markets are supporteci unequivdy with no reference to interventions 
such as wmmodity price stabihation. Free kade and environmental protection are ptesumed to 
be compatible (Principle 12). 

4. Technology transfer is essentially left to market mechanisms, except for the least developed 
countries (Principle 9)." 

5. The same environmental cooperation ethic remains (conserve and enhance resomes for 
present and fiiture generations), but human behgs should be at the centre of such concerns 
(Principies 1, 7,27). 

Environmental Management: 

6. Although environmental impact assessments are endorseci (Principle 17) the primary 
management n o m  are the PPP (Principie 16) and Precautionary Principle (Principle 15). The 
former promotes a preference for market-based instruments over mmmiuid and control rnethods. 
As argue4 the precautionary principle is M y  compatible with this appmach. The theme of 
cost-effectiveness also runs through the range of UNCED documents and the statement on 
integrating environment and development in decisicm making (Agenda 2 1, chapter 8) supports 
this trend, suggesting that environmental assessments are to be considered on cost/benefit criteria 
and with PPP in mind. 



Table 1.1 

The Evolution of International Environmental Norms: 1972-1992 

State Sovereignty 
and Llnbility 

Politicai Economy 
of Environment 
and Development 

Environmental 
Management 

UNCHE 
(Stockholm) 1972 

1. Sovereignty over 
resources and 
environmental 
protection. 
Responsïbility for 
pollution beymd state 
borders 
2. Developed and 
developing countries 
differ on sources of 
and solutions to 
environmental 
problems 

3. Free trade and 
commodity price 
stabiiity 

4. Environmental 
protection requires 
substantial transfcrs 
of technology and 
resources 

5. States should 
c o o p t e  

6. Command and 
control methods of 
regdation 

Environmentai 
Protection 

WCED 
(Brundümd 
Commission) 1987 
1. Unchanged 

2. Comraon 
responsibility 
-revive global growth 
-shared responses 

3. F m  trade plus 
emphasis on global 
growth. Some 
intervention 

4. Unchanged plus 
spccific proposais 

5. Cooperatiw for 
global tconomic 

and control and 
market. Polluter Pays 
Rinciple (PPP) 
endorseci 
Managed 
Sastainable 
Growth 

1. Unchanged plus 
advanced notification 

2. Common but 
differentiated 
responsibility 

3. Free trade and 
liberal markets. 
Environment and fke 
markets compatible 

4. Trans fers left 
primariiy to market 
mechanisms, exctpt 
for LDCs 

5. Same plus human 
centred development 
~~~~~ - 

6. Market 
mechanisms f a v o d  
PPP and 
Precautionary 
Principle 
Liberal 



Conciusions 

This chapter has traced h u g h  n o m  of intemational environmental governance and 

demonstrated their evolution t o w d  the compromise of liberal environrnentalism. The United 

Nations Confaence on Environment and Development legitimated this norm-complex which 

now dominlites practices of many states, international organizatiom, and cooperative 

arrangements that govem responses to global environmental problems. 

Admittedly, not all atialysts examining the content of international governance would 

have focused on the political economy of environment and development as 1 have. M e r s  have 

focused on the push toward local participation in envVonmental decision making, environmental 

security, or simply the increased scope of international cooperation and activity around 

environmental problems that cross borders. Although these and other changes in the nahue of 

environmental govemance are important, 1 have argued that the major t h t  of the 

institutionalization of "sustainable development" has been toward liberal environmentalism and 

that this set of nomis encapsulates the main ideas that UNCED legitimated. To focus on other 

fàctom misses the corn of the compromise at the heart of the wrm-complex institutionalixed at 

Rio. 

Furthemore, 1 I v e  argued that l i b d  environmentalism marks a significazlt shift h m  

earlier attempts to address global environmental problems and to link environment and 

development. The n o m  and practices that followed h m  the Stockholm conference tended 

merely to juxtapose environment and development and often implied a suspicion, if not outright 

hostility, toward market forces. Solutions to envifonmental problexm were most ofken fiamed in 

temis of the need for regdation and intervention, as were solutions to adapting development 

strategies to address environmental problems. The Bnxndtiand Commission attempted a new 

synthesis of environment and development that put economic growth at the centre of strategies 

for sustainable development. It proposecl a mix of market forces, distributive policies, and 

environmental interventions to promote growth of a sustainable kind, in what 1 have called a 

nom-complex of mruiaged sustainable gtowth. 

The Earth Summit institutiodhed one major pathway h m  Brundtland. It entrenched 

the idea that market forces can be compatible with envirormental protection and that a liberal 

economic order is best SWted to achieving environment and development goals. It showed 
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suspicion toward the types of global management implied by the Brundtland Commission, or by 

n o m  such as the Common Heritage of [Hu]manlcind. Instead, the Earth Summit agreements 

reflected a faith in the market, or in the increased adaptation of human activity to market norms, 

as the preferred means to solve environmental problems. 

Indeed, one of the major omissions h m  Agenda 2 1 was the regdation of muftinational 

corporations, which might have restricted needom in the global marketplace. That omission 

occurred in the context of the active participation of multinational corporations in the conference 

and the close relationship of at least one powerfbl industry lobby - the Business Council for 

Sustainable Development (BCSD) - with the conference secretariat? Industry played a dual 

role at UNCED, with some groups lobbying hard to prevent any regdation that might threaten 

their short term interests, while other groups, including the BCSD, argued that industry could 

play a positive d e  via self-regdation? In the ed, industry was enüsted to voluntarily engage 

in good practices and their M o m  of activity was apparently seen as important for the overali 

goals of the liberal economic order. 

Thus the Earth Surnmit outcornes emphasized noms consistent with fke trade, the 

Poliuter Pays Rinciple, and Precautionary Principle, and promoted market mechanisnu to 

address environmental problems. Furthemore, UNCED reinforceci state sovereignty and control 

ova global resources and placed human beings squarely at the centre of global environmental 

govemance. The next two chapters offer possible explanations of why the ideas associated with 

liberal environmentalism prevailed. 

238chattcjce and F i  1994; Sachs 1993; Rogcrs 1993; and Mpurice Stnmg, mîhor's iuîerview. 

BCSD acaially lobbied botû positions m some wayg For arsmple, it soughî the remval of ~f ixmces to 
reguiation of multinational corporations h m  Agenda 21, but also promotcd îhe idea of voluntary s~~regdation for 
-0 



Chapter Three 

Epistemic Communities and International Environmental Governance 

Chapter two detailed how n o m  goveming international environmental policy evolved 

toward the current compromise of liberai environxnentaiism. It also traced through the ongins of 

many of the ideas that eventualiy became institutionalized in environmental governance. In so 

doin& it identified outcornes that refiected the infiuence of some actors, ideas, and institutions 

over others. The question remains, however, why the ideas associated with liberal 

enWo~1entalism came to dominate. This chapter and the next attempt to explain why the nom- 

complex around international environmental govemance evolved as it did. 

In this chapter, 1 test an epistemic commmities hypothesis, as fomulated primarily in the 

work of P m  Haas, focusing especiaiiy on the role of science and a "scientific ecology" 

community.' 1 begin with a test of this hypothesis for three rasons. First, it provides the clearest 

explanatory fiamework available of how scientific howledge translates into changed pattemu of 

state behaviour and international interactions. Seconci, Haas's work has been idîuential in the 

development of thinking on the role of ideas in international environmentai coordination and 

international relations more generall~.~ Finally, international environmental govemance is a most 

lîkely case for the hypothesis since the epistanic communities literature applies best to issue 

areas chanicterized by uncertainty and that require a high degree of technicd expertise. It should 

also be noted that the literanire contains a prescriptive elernent, in that analysts seem to pin their 

h o p  for irnproved environmental govemance on the progressive influence episternic 

communities exert to modi@ state interests.' 

Ultimately 1 find this explanation hadequate. Hence, the next chapter examines the role 

of economic ideas and puts forward an alternative explanation that better accounts for the 

interaction of ideas and institutions in global govemance. It focuses on social structurai 

'Haas 1989, 1990,1992a, 1992b, 1996; d Haas and Haas 1995. 

2 ~ d s t c m  and Keobane 1993b, 1 1; Yœ 1996; L& 1994; a d  Haas 1992b. 

% p ~ c  cOI111Illmitits are especi.lly mtcd fn kir progressive idiuc~lce cm Y e  wimm iarernatid 
orpizations, but aiso u i d h  domrstic buremmies. Sec Haas and Haas 1995. 
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pressures that favour the selection of some ideas over others in the institutionalization of 

international noms. 

The separation of scientific and economic ideas may at h t  appear arbitrary and artificial. 

For example, economists and natural scientists sometimes interact in the policy process and even 

in the technical work on ecological problans. Also, individual scientists and ecoaomists might 

be influenced by ecological ideas and both groups might be considered "epistemic communities" 

in their own right. However, treating both equally as epistemic communities undermines the 

logical basis of the explanation - that a single community is granted legitimacy based on its 

claim to authoritative and policy-relevant knowledge in a certain issue area. If more than one 

such community exists, the reason for adopting the position advocated by such a group could not 

be accounted for simply by looking at its privileged position owing to its knowledge claims. 

Thus, in this chapter, 1 focus on the strongest gmup identified in the literature - scientists, and 

especially those scientists loosely considered sympathetic to "scientific ecology." 

Three problems stand out with this explanation and demonstrate the need to move beyond 

the theory and substance of Haas's arguments for a fùller explanation. First, whether scientific 

ecology actuaUy provides a basis for envirr,nmental n o m  is open to question. Second, in t a n s  

of influence, epistemic communities of scientists have a mixed record. Science and "scientific 

ecology" certainly played a role in identifying envitonmental problems and influenced thinking 

in international orgauizations such as UNEP and the IUCN. Those organizations in tum helped 

to disseminate ecological concems to state govezflfllents, NGOs and publics. Not surprisingly, 

science also played a role in supplying technical knowledge that helped in the formulation of 

some specific policies in response to perceived crises and in the face of uncertainty. So, an 

epistemic community approach does tell part of the story. However, it performs fiu less well on 

the core political issue of consensus on what should be the appropriate responses generally to 

global environmental problems. Consensus on the nature of environmental problems was o h  

weak, partidarly among hard scientists when it came to values, management nom,  or specific 

responses in key cases. Also, most hard scientists came late, if at ail, to development concans. 

That observation leads to the third problern - taken up M e r  in the next chapter - that 

ideas behind sustainable development and the compromise of liberal environmentalism simply 

did not originate among scientists, ecological or otherwise. In facf it appears the causal arrow 
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often ran the other way. Ideas amund the nom-complex of liberal environmentalism appear to 

be increasingiy influencing scientific work that feeds into global environmentai research, rather 

than vice-versa. 

The chapter begins with a brief discussion of the pncise claims of the epistemic 

communities literature in order to clarify how evidence should be evaluated. Then follows a 

brief discussion of the science policy pmess in intemational environmental governance. The 

remainder of the chapter traces the influence of scientists, determines whether they constituted an 

epistemic community, and assesses the influence of such a group in the lead-up to and 

deliberations during the key nom-articulating events identified in chapter two (1 972, 1987, 

1992). By focusing on what scientists acnially did, I hope to illuminate the interaction of science 

and global environmental govemance rather than merely offer a critique of the epistemic 

communities hypothesis. 

Explsining Norm Creation and Change With Epistdc Communfties 

As a starting point, 1 assume that the ideas carried by environmental scientists mattered to 

some degree in intemational environmental goveraance. The very nature of global 

environmental problems ensures that technid expertise is called upon for understanding and 

action. It would be huiy bivrrre if scientists played no role - a b  to suggesting that agriculhual 

experts played no part in influencing world food and agricultural programs or that medical 

doctors played no role in world health programs. The important question is, to what extent do 

expert groups determine the observeci content of goveming norms or specific policies those 

norms support? 

The epistemic communities literature asserts that the success of ideas depends on whether 

comensus emerges within key groups of e x p ,  ''politically empowered through their claims to 

exercise authoritative knowledge and motivated by shared causal and principled beliefkY* 

Accordingly, a high degree of consensus within the coxnmUILity makes the ideas it supports more 

likely to influence policy and to fâcilitate mrdinated state action mund such ideas. Low 

consensus diminishes the influence of the group and makes agreement on matta related to the 

community's expertise less likely. Consensuai imowledge embodied in epistemic communities 



can help states identify interests under conditions of uncertainty, fhne issues for collective 

debate, propose specific policies, and identify salient points for negotiation. Thus epistemîc 

c~muni t i es '  activities can lead to intemational policy coordination and ultimately daermine the 

content of governing n o m  and policies. 

Haas argues that the influence of an epistemic community depends in part on its 

privileged access to officials and leadem of national administrations or international secretaria&, 

or to its members joining such bureaucraties themselves. Mernbership in such organizations 

helps to ensure the institutionalkation of ideas canied by the epistemic community and the 

socialization of govemments to the nonns pornotecl by the group.' However, the litaahire as  a 

whole is somewhat ambiguous on the necessity of members of a comrnunity to actually become 

govenunent personnel. Instead, it emphasizes that a group's influence stems fiom the legitimate 

authority granted to it by virtue of its expertise. Furthemore, an epistemic community's policy 

activities are driven by principled beliefs mund the issue at hand. These two factors imply that 

epistemic communities should be considemi autonomous pups ,  with their own set of interests 

and priorities. Whether or not epistemic community members an in or outside govemment, the 

literature emphasizes their autonomy firom the governments they influence. According to Haas, 

T h e  members of a prevailing community becorne strong actors at the national and transnational 

level as decision makm solicit their information and delegate responsibility to than. A 

community's advice, though, is informed by its own broad worldvie~. '~ If governments 

manipulate the activities of such groups according to government interests, their autonomy is 

compromised and the analytic weight that can be attachai to epistemic community influence is 

niminished. 

The clearest substantive application of the epistemic commUIUlty hypothesis to 

international enWonmental govemance is Haas's argument that an epistemic community f o d  

around a "scientific eu>logy" research program. Scientific ecology is "distinguished by its 

systems perspective on environmental, social and economic problems; reflecting a multi-sectord 

approach and a normative commitme~1t to envitonmental preservation." He M e r  claims that 

-- 

' ~ d e r  and Haas 1995 374. 

%bas 1992c, 4. 



epistemic community members "sought to develop social laws h m  their understanding of the 

laws of nature.'" Thus, experts not only provided technical advice, which is undoubtedly true.II 

The argument fuaher asserts that the legitimacy of the knowledge-clairn led to political 

empowerment and the content of such claims, and "social laws" daiveci from them, shaped 

govenrance. 

An epistemic communities hypothesis also goes beyond a simple argument that an 

inauential n-ork of interested acton promoted ideas they prefened, OtherWise, concepts h m  

the comparative public policy and transnational relations literature would sufnce. Concepts such 

as "policy network/commmity," "advocacy coalition," "issue netwotks," or "tiod social 

movement organization" all identi@ networks of actors involved in a policy, either owing to their 

interest or because members of the group share a common policy enterprise. AU these concepts, 

to varying degrees, might be adapted to international policy processes? Haas distioguishes 

epistemic communities h m  such groups because comrnunity members not only share causal and 

principled beliefs and a common policy enterprise, their "authoritative claim to policy-relevant 

knowledge in a particular domain is based on their recognized expertise within that dom ai.^^."'^ 

Furthemore, epistemic communities are not mere purveyors of consensual knowledge. The 

consensual knowledge literature focuses almost exclusively on the uses of howledge during 

negotiations. It pays less attention to the actors that carry such howledge, their own goals and 

sources of legitimacy, or how such knowledge may affect interestdefinition as on ongoing 

process outside of negotiations." In wntrast, the epistemic community hyputhesis draws its 

power h m  the special status accordeci to the commmity's expertise, which gives it 1egitimsr.y. 

The focus on legihacy of ideas gives the hypothesis its causal weight and aaalytic strength 

 or cxample, the inclusion of scientific sdvisory pads  fa a mrmber of ûeaties bas a&cted decision-rnaking on 
technicalm8tttrs. 

ibacisa~sigelibrstrmonmanyofthsecolkcepts. Fmbricfsummariestbsttouchonthtirtranslatid 
applications see Bennet 1991,24225, on policy Comrmmitics d mtworitS; Sikkjnk 1995 on transnatiunai issue 
nctwdcs; Smith et al. 1997 on transiatid saciai mo- and Sabatier and JenkinsSmith 1993 an advocacy 
co&liticms. 

" F O ~  example, Rothstein 1984; and Sj&tc& 1994. 
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comparai to other concepts. Epistemic communities are not United simply by interests, they 

form around specific knowledge claims and values that, to have force, must stem h m  those 

knowledge claims. 

One should answer the following set of questions in the aflknative in order to have 

confidence in an epistemic community explamtion: Was consensud cause-effect knowledge 

necessary for responses or action? Did lmowledge corne h m  an identifiable network or p u p  

acting with a particular value orientation? Was such a gmup autonomous h m  state actors (at 

least initially) and were they self-recniited? Did the gmup push states in a policy direction they 

might otherwise have not taken? And, have other intervening factors been d i s c o ~ t e d ? ~ ~  

Most commonly, scholars utilizing this approach attempt to explain outcornes on discrete 

issues, such as ozone depletion or whaling. Such snidies can easily identiQ single research 

communities, measure community influence by foilowhg how individuais move into domestic 

bureaucraties, and delineate the ins and outs of a i l  relevant negotiations. Given the tirneenlune 

and breadth of this study, however, such a daailed approach is inappropriate. instead, as Haas 

does in more recent studies (which are the logical extension of the approach), 1 wîll use bmader 

sîmkes to focus on key ideas and the access given to major piayers in the relevant scientific 

communities who might @@ as members of an ecological epistemic cornmunity. 1 will look 

at the influence of ideas they championed and their own activity over time to detemine their 

influence.13 To address the criticism that 1 have not carefbliy examineci the i . u e n c e  of an 

epistemic community in a particular case, 1 use some detailed examples, most notably with 

respect to cIimate change. 

In addition, it would be unfair to argue a mono-causal explanation for the broad expanse 

of normative evolution examinai in chapter two. 1 would not expect an epistemic commdties 

explanation to pedom to the same standard as in a study of a specific treaty outcome or discrete 

enviromentai problem. However, the literature does assert that an ecological epistemic 

community holds a privileged position in the broader deveiopment of global environmentalism, 

indeed the privileged position. It does so because of its cornmitment to examining cause-effect 

19%; and HMs and Haas 1995. 
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relationships through the scientific method, its allegedly holistic approach, and its cornmitment to 

environmental preservation. So it remains a worthwhile exercise to assess whaher an epistemic 

commdty was either necessary or sufncient for the normative developrnent noted in chapter 

two and, if not, then to make some observations about just what role science did play in the 

evolution of goveming norms. 

The Role of Scientisb and Scientinc Ecology 

Above I estabLished what to look for to test an epistemic communities explanatio~~ The 

next step is to identify the relevant commufliity, the basic contours of the consensual knowledge 

within the community, and the values that knowledge promotes. These steps prevent loose 

formulations of who or what one calls an epistemic wmmunity and avoids simply including any 

interested party who shares a particular policy enterprise. Following that discussion, 1 briefly 

map out the process through which scimtific ideas rnight influence international environmental 

policy. 

Scientific Ecology 

1 begin with an assessrnent of Haes's assertion that "scientific ecology" dominated 

epistemic communities active in intemational envin,nmena research. The assumption requkes 

critical examination to avoid the cimilar reasoning that if outcornes reflezt some ecologicd 

concern, they do so because of consensus within the relevant epistemic community on "scientific 

ecology." Complicating  ers is the unclear relationship between ecological thought and 

scientific ecology. The latter simply studies how living matier interacts with its environment and 

is usually linked to methods of the natural sciences. Ecological thought, however, d a s  not bear 

a one-to-one relationship with the scientific endeavours of ecologists. An examination of the 

work of ecologists suggests "scientific ecology" is an unlikely candidate to form the bais  of 

epistemic consensus and values. Following that discussion, 1 identify the location of key 

scientific actors and organizations that could form the basis of an epistemic community for 

global environmental govemance. 

The problem of assumeci consensus within the relevant epistemic wmm~ty stems in 

part h m  Haas's definition of ''scientific ecology," which implies a close relationship to systems 
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ecology. He m e r  argues that this view dominateci international discourse. A problem arises, 

however, because Haas attaches a specific set of values to ecology that is diffidt to link directly 

to what edogists actually do or what their findings suggest about n o m  for human behaviour. 

He offm a definition of ecology so sweeping that it posits a consensus on an ideal-type set of 

ecological values that p u p s  together kts  and values h m  a variety of branches of ecology and 

other disciplines. This ideal-type presentation masks shaq disagreements among ecologists, not 

to mention among many natural scientists who study environmental problems but do not 

necessarily subscribe to an ecological philosophical position. I will address each of these 

criticisms bnefiy in turne 

For Haas, Ecology 'lias been described as a h e w o r k  that assimilate[s] other scientific 

 discipline^."'^ It does so because it studies the interaction of living (the biosphere) and non- 

living realms (the aîmosphere, geosphere, and hydrosphere). So ecologists, who corne h m  a 

variety of backgrounds, "share a cornmon belief in the need for an holistic analysis that is 

sensitive to the possible feedback and synergistic relationships among a variety of  variable^."'^ 

The ecology Haas describes most closely resanbles ecosystem and systems ecology, the latter 

p i o n 4  in the work of Eugene Odum and, to a lesser d e p ,  his brother Howard. Haas may 

also have in mind earlier pioneering work of influential ecologists who took a holistic appmach, 

such as Soviet geochemist Vladimir 1. VernadSky, one of the first to use the term biosphere and 

stress biogeochemical cycles to understand the interrelationship between living and non-living 

systems.I6 Key elements of system ecology include its ernphasis on the ecosystem concept and 

the flow of energy through ecosystems, self-regdatorylfunctioaal properties of living systems, 

negative feedback loops, and a conception of nature as composed of "innumerable, partiaiiy 

overlapping sy~tems."'~ The holistic view Haas identifies clearly stems h m  this branch of 

ecology an4 as I will show, writing in this vein did influence international scientific study of the 

Earth's environment in the late 1960s. 

16&e Hagen 1992, 64-65, 122-145. The classic hn ia O~UXU 1953. ECO- and systmns ecology are not 
always considercd the same, but are associated owing to ûdum's iduential work 



However there are two difficulties with focushg on systems ecology. Fin& some 

attempts to apply its insights to social and political sy~fems were largely discredited within the 

bmader ecological community because they suggested an extreme vmion of social control that 

appeared anti-democratic. Such a view seems to contradia the vision supposedly put forward by 

the scientific ecology epistemic community. Howard Odum's semi-pop& Environment, 

Power. and Socie~'' exemplified this trend Early chapters on concepts of ecosystem ecology, 

systems modehg and the limits of industrial p w t h  were highly regarded. Howeva, Odurn's 

application of his systems approach to politics and religion, and the simple control loops of his 

energy diagrams to explain voting, public opinion, taxes and men revolutions and war, suggested 

the need for a coercive systern of social contml, not the danocratic choice he claimed to 

pmmote.19 In general, systems ecology has been characterized by a strong management 

orientation that makes many enWonmentalists uncornfortable, especially when it cornes to the 

global enWonmentmm 

The second problem is that the stark divisions within ecology that arose in the 1960s and 

1970s do not inspire confidence that consensus existed on ecologîcal ideas that supposedly 

infonned thinking in transnational scientific communities. As one prominent ecologist who 

works on transnational environmental issues put it, '2 h o w  a lot of ecologists and if two of them 

share the same perspective, 1 will eat my hat? The deepest and most aaimonious spiits 

occurred just when ecology saw a huge increase in numbers of practitioners, money, and interest 

h m  govemments and the public loolsng to it for insights into enviromenta1 problems. A 

complete history is not possible here, but some basic aspects merit highüghting. For example, 

the main split came h m  population ecologists who challenged the holistic approach of the 

Odums, opting instead for a more evolutionary stance where individualistic cornpetition 

detennines the structure of a region's ecoiogy and the evolution of species themselves. A series 

of more technical debates about the use of mathematicai modelling and the like also arose. The 

1992,138-140; F h g a  1993,42; and Hawkins 1993. 



splits were not merely disciplinary debates, but affected how eculogists saw the application of 

their discipline to human behaviour. As one historian of science puts it: 

Many ecologists accept theoreticai modeis that are quite explicitly opposed to the holistic 
perspective of the radical environmenu. The development of scientific ecology 
cannot be equated with the rise of environmentalism, nor have the tensions between these 
two areas diminished in the modem worldZ 

Or, as another author obsemes, 'Tcosystem ecology provided the ideal perspective for examining 

critical environmental problans, but for many evolutionary ecologists this perspective lacked an 

acceptable intellectual foundation? 

Here the problem of values must be confronted head on. True, ecology as a system of 

thought does imply many of the values Haas identifies. For example, Tim Hayward lists three 

core vaiues of ecological thought: live in harrnony with mtwe (humans are a part of nature, not 

separate h m  it); overcome anthropocentnc prejudice; and recognize intrinsic value in beings 

other than humans." But Hayward harbows deep scepticism about the ability to derive these 

values from ecological science. 'My conclusion, then," he writes, "is that the normative 

regdation of human affairs m o t  necessarily be derived h m  ecological insights, at least to the 

extent that they follow a logic which ecology is insufficiently equipped to illuminate ...." Rather, 

an ecological lem has been attached to values that corne h m  elsewhere? Unsqrisingiy, 

Bowler h d s  that ecology has been used as frequently by the industries that environmentalists 

criticize as by envkonmentaiists themselves, each hding support within ecological science for 

their position - and controlled exploitation is as much a part of ecology as environmental 

protection." Hence, Haas's ultirnate claim linking scientific ecology to environmental 

presmration as "an absolute end" is in~orrect.~ 

Given these divisions, Bowler's caution seems appropriate to keep in mind: 



The very word 'ecological' has corne to denote a concern for the enviro~unent. In 
science, however, 'emlogy' is merely the discipline that studies the interactions 
M e e n  organhs and their environment. History shows that such studies can be 
undertaken within a variety of different value systern~.~ 

My critique makes no judgement on the merit of ecological values qua values. It only questions 

the c l a b  that they &se as the epistemic community literature suggests, based on a scientific and 

normative consnisus among ecologists. 

One must be especially sceptical, then, of Haas's fbrther claims which stretch scientific 

eculogy into the socio-economic-political realm. One would be hard pressed, for example, to 

find within "scientific ecology" a consensus that the "ecological discipline ... does not qpear to 

reflect and reproduce patterns of inequality and dominance that may exist in domestic and 

international society more broadly.'" 

Haas's final c lah  has more to do with ecological thought than ecological science: 

"[Ecoiogists] do not view environmentai policies in terms of opportunity costs, as some 

economists comrnonly do. Consequently, when involved in intemational environmentd 

negotiations, they have encourageci behaviour that is different fiom previous patterns of 

collective a~tion."~ If that were tme, one would have to wnclude h m  chapter two that the 

ecological epistemic cornmdty has been only marginally successfuî. While environmentai 

protection is certainly present in the complex of nonns governing international activity on the 

environment, the goal of economic growth for human needs, albeit a more environmentally- 

fiendly growth, remains paramount. Furtherrnon, environmental policies are indeeû evaluated 

as much if not more by the costs and benefits of various actions than k m  the position of an 

environmental protection ethic as expressed above. 

By contmsting environmental ecology to aionomics, Haas correctly points out the 

différent values and assumptions of ecologicai thought and classicai economic thought The 

difference cornes h m  environmental economics' basic starting point, consistent with classical 

economics, of valukg the enWonment to easurr the wsYbenefits of human activity are properly 
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considend The basic underlying value is that "iakhg c m  of the environment is in humans' 
htd 993 1 But human interest is dependent on a pnor set of values of what humans want and 

need, and hence cornes fiam socio-economic and historical circumstances. The envirument is 

instrumental, thus important, and ought to be brought into economic models. 

Ecolopical values, as portrayed by Haas and as commonly understood in philosophical 

literature, imply a much more radical position with implications for the way policies ought to be 

fhmed. That perspective gives value to the environment as an end in itself, not related to its use 

by humans. The conttast is important to assess criticaily and accurately the source of ideas of 

environmental govemaace. Otherwise, it would be ternpting to equate just any concem with the 

environment with the infiuence or success of a scientific ecology epistemic community. 

Scientific ecology does not reflect just any concem with the enviro~ment, and stands in contrast 

to fiindamental tenets of the nomicornplex endorsed by the Brundtland Commission in 1987. 

and certainly of liberal environmentalism as articulated at UNCED in 1992. 

The scepticism with which one should treat the ideal-type epistemic community of 

"ecological scientists" does not completely diswunt the potentially important role of scientists 

more g e n d y .  Indeed, leading scientists at the cuning edge of global change research are 

generally not concemed about the philosophical or discipluiary perspective h m  which they 

corne, but rather go where the science takes them?* Admittedly. the global environmental change 

science agenda as it developed in the 1980s, has increasingly focused on the interaction of 

biological, chernical, and geophysical processes and their relationship to human activity. But for 

most scientists, this has little to do with a pdcular value orientation, ecological perspective, or a 

conscious policy enterpri~e.'~ To simplify matters then, in the reniainder of the chapter I focus 

specifidy on the scientific commmities most directly involveil in global govemance and ask 

first whether they represented a "scientific ecology" approach, and, second, what d e ,  if any, 

they played in providing the foundation for intemational environmental n o m .  

3 ' ~ y i v u d  1994,102. 

3 2 ~ i  Clark and Jim Bruce, author's interviews. 

%or mcSe trends m global c b q c  d sa Blpbip 1994. 



The Scientijîc Comntunity and the Procas of Scient@ Influence on Polis, 

Caution is warranted in deteminkg what group of individds might be properly called a 

scientific ecology epistemic community. For example, simply counting Maurice Smog, Jim 

MacNeill, Peter Thacher, Mustafa Tolba. and others who took leadership d e s  in key U.N. 

organizations and processes around environmental governance over the years would unfaily 

stretch the use of the term. Even though some members of this group have science backgrounds, 

others do not. Neither do some base their goals or values on cause-effect relationships in 

ecological science, even if they see the value of scientific research for environmental govemance. 

This group, and its allies in domestic bmucracies, might better be termed '?mowledge 

brokers" - intermedimies between original researchers and policymakers or those involved in the 

policy process - or simpiy policy entrepreneurs? Caution is also wananted when attaching 

analytic value to such labels, however, since "knowledge brokei' s t i l l  implies that the source of 

legitirnacy for such a group rests on its use of scientific lmowledge rather than the promotion of a 

particular set of values. While many key individuals used science to back their claims, it was not 

always primary in their attempts to influence others or shape the discourse aromd environmental 

governance. The epistemic coxnxnunity hypothesis, as 1 argue above, must therefore not merely 

focus on this group if it is to do more than identim Wre-minded influentid individuals. An 

epistemic community consists of a group with particultu expertise who draw on that expertise to 

f o d a t e  not only technical advice or scientific research pmgnuns, but goals and proposais that 

codd potentidy shape behaviour of govemments or otha p u p s  who partake in govemance 

To locate an epistemic comunity, I bnefly map the terrain of environmental science and 

international environmental policy. Negotiation texts have begun to map out the institutional 

linkages in international environmental negotiations, including scientific inputs. However, 

scientific knowledge is only one small part of the overail process. As an illustration, 1 have 

% is not an exhaustive i& but simply cx~mplcs of individuais anio lai the way in piom~tmg global 
envimrmmîahm Amang o k  t)linec Sinmg sennd as S C Q C E B S ~ ~  of the Stockholm and Rio confkums 
and as a comrnissioncr on tfse Bnmdtkd Commission, MacNeill was saxe-general of the BnmWand 
Commissicm a d  hcad of th OECD environment comm&cc 1978-84. Thacher serveci as depi~ty director of UNEP 
1977-1983 and a occupied a nimibtr of roles m U.S. diplomacy sincc the eariy 197& ad Toba 
hcaded UNEP h m  about 1977 to 1994. 



reproduced a schematic map of the negotiation pmess for UNCED (see Figure 3.1). The 

diagram does not explicitly note scientific inputs, but many of the agreements and processes 

identified include scientific bodies or receive scientific advice. 

To identify the spezific pathways of scientific influence, 1 tum to the science policy 

literature since it traces the influence of scientific ideas on policy and the policy process. Given 

the limited scope of this project, the following neither purports to be a definitive discussion of 

how scientific ideas move through intemational scientific networks, nor does it engage debates 

about how to improve the effectiveness of science in the policy process. Instead, 1 draw on the 

science policy literature simply to identify the key institutions and individuals involved in the 

complex web of international environmental research. This literature assumes that 

environmental policy originates with the identification of potential environmental problems by 

scientists. From there to a globai response, usually in the fonn of an international agreement, can 

take as Little as  1 0- 1 5 years (in the case of ozone depletion, for example) to weil over 100 years. 

Bo R. DoBs provides a simple schematic d i a m  of this process. Like Haas, he suggests that the 

key determinant of the speed and quality of global response is the degree of scientific consensus. 

However, W6s focuses mon than Haas on the difficulty in achieving such consensus given 

problems of observation, measurwent, and prediction of human effects on the environment, He 

also identifies otha complicating factors that include the di f f id ty  in obtaining the required 

financial cornmitment and the tendency of govcnunents to side with minority scientific opinions, 

supporters of which cm argue that an insuffcient howledge base exists for action (see Figure 

3.2)." 

Of particular interest for the epistemic cornmunities hypothesis is what happem between 

the third and seventh box (scientific conse~lsus and political acceptance). DObs emphasizes that 

scientific consensus, while important, can be thwarted because govemments may encourage 

negative feedback loops once the political process gets undeway. Some philosophers and 

sociologists of science go fùrther, arguing that the conduct of discipi;iiary scientific research can 

neva be fully exempt k m  politics over the internai c o ~ c t i o n  of knowledge and scientific 

activity. In this view, the broader context of scientific research always interacts with societai 
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Figure 3.2: Schemaüc illustration of the mmplex and time consuming process of achieving 

sufficiently powerhil and binding international agreements and laws for the protection of 

the environment. 
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anci, in the aise of policy-related science, govemmental structures?9 Wtewer one thinLs of the 

deep critique of knowledge construction, the question raised by Figure 3.2 remains - how does 

the formulation of policy interact with an apparent scientific consensus? In 0 t h  words, wbat 

happens in those boxes that leads not only to positive and negative feedback loops for action, but 

to the kind of action that is deemed appropriate? The epistemic community hypothesis in its pure 

form appears to posit a fairly linear relationship between scientific consensus and policy 

outcorne, with only minor institutional hurdles to overcome. In other words, once a modicimi of 

scientific consensus is achieved - though it must navigate thmugh national bureaucraties, 

convince leaders, and respond effectively to critics - it should provide the substantive basis on 

which to build agreement. If the evidence supports a somewhat different understanding of what 

occurs between boxes three and seven, the hypothesis fails. 

Now that 1 have established a simple schema for the scientific policy process, the next 

step is to Iocate an epistemic community. Over the range of environmental negotiatiom that 

require scientific inputs, the number of actors and their intenictions make for a dense network of 

interactions and feedbacks that appears to make identification of an epistemic community 

daunting. For example, the Canadian Global Change Program identifies over 150 different 

research programs and organizations involved in Global Change activities, the rnajority of which 

involve scientific reseamh? While globai change research is currently the most prominent 

international enWonmenta1 research program, one could make simiiar lis& for specific concems, 

ranging h m  the big issues of biodivmity, forestry, or ocean poilution to a myriad of specialized 

environmental or conservation issues on the intemational agenda. 

Despite the plethora of institutions, key umbrella institutions or gmups closest to 

internationai environmentai negotiations and policy processes can be identified. Influential non- 

govemmental scientific organizations include, but are not limited to, the following: ICSU 

(Intemational Council of Scientific Unions) and some of its prominent prograrns and member 

organizations such as SCOPE (Scientific Cornmittee on Roblems of the Environment) or IGBP 

(the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme); IUCN (World Conservation Union which 

3%oradeEailed, but vmycriticai, iMe~~fmCnewsoc io~ogy~fsc i~  sec Bunge 1991. 

aCanadh Global Change Rogram 1996,9 1-94. 



includes govemmental and non-govemmental representation); and IlASA (Intemational Institute 

for AppIied Systems Analysis) - an east-west think tank and product of the cold war that does 

hi@-profile, interdisciplinary, and policy-relevant nsearch on global problems. Some 

governmental organizations have also played central d e s ,  such as UNEP, UNESCO, and WMO 

(World Meteoro10gical Organization). The latter organization became associated more closely 

with environmental problems as atmospheric issues gaineci ascendency on the international 

agenda In any particula. issue, particular o r ~ t i o n s  (or scientists within those organizations) 

assume leadership or coordinating d e s  and o h  organizations collaborate to create specialized 

bodies to cooduct research on specific topics. For example, ICSU and WMO coilaborated to 

create the Global Atmospheric Research Programme and then the World Climate Research 

Programme. Similarly, UNEP and WMO jointly sponsor the Intergovemmental Panel on 

Climate Change (PCC). Of all these organizations, UNEP and iIASA probably best represent 

the value-orientation of "scientific ecology," although neither has used the label. As I will show 

in this chapter and the next, however, these organizations, especially U S A ,  were not necessarily 

the most successful in influencing the content of policy. In addition, both organizations have 

themselves adapted their research to provide a closer fit with liberal environmentalism. These 

shifts did not stem h m  a changed understanding of cause-effect reiationships in nature shidied 

by ecological scientists. 

With the backdrop of key organizations in min& a process trace of the influence of 

scientific ideas and lcnowledge h m  these organizations (and individuah) on detamine the 

strength of the epistemic communities hypothesis. 

The Influence of Scientists and Scientific Ecology 

Scientists played a remarkably minor mle in the lead-up ta and activities of the three 

major nom-articulating events examined. Scientists had more success in bringing particular 

problems to the attention of govexnments and some envimamental scientists helped shape ideas 

about international envim~~lllental governance through institutions such as the IüCN and UNEP. 

However, even within these ostensibly environmental organhtions, environmental govertunce 

fâced pressure to respond to development concans and these organizations were unable to 



develop ideas that successfully bridged that tension in order to forge a focal point for normative 

corn-. 

Science and Ecology in the lad-up to StockhoZm 

Some of the environmental ideas that made their way into the Stockholm plan of adon 

cari be traced in part to UNESCO's 1 968 '%iosphere Conference" in Paris. As much as any other 

attempt to coordinate global environmentai action since, the Intergovernmental Confmnce of 

Experts on a Scientific Basis for Rational Use and Conservation of the Biosphere represented an 

ecologicai approach to global environmental problems and reflected concems associated with 

ecosystem or systems ecology. Hence, had the conference set the pattern for environmental 

govemance, then an epistemic communities hypothesis would find stronger support. However, it 

did not set the trend. Many of the environmental ideas that spurred global research and raised 

expectations among scientists fell into the background at Stockholm, except when it came to 

recommendations that dealt specifically with fùrther research itself. 

The Biosphere Conference did attempt to apply ecological ideas to the development 

process and bring environmental concems to developing countries." For UNESCO and IUCN, 

though, that focus came h m  the new development discourse among Third World countries, not 

h m  ecologicd ideas themselves. Still, systems ecology, with its emphasis on management of 

mosystems, provideci a way to move beyond traditional concems of conservation and endangerd 

species, which did not interest the U.N. Economic and Social Coun~il.'~ The conference set in 

motion attempts by IUCN, UNESCO and other conservation organhtions to develop ecologicd 

principles for development. These efforts came to hition in statements such as  the 1973 

publication of RTCN's Ecologicai Rinciples for Economic De~eloprnent.~~ Many of these ideas 

can be traced to a scientific ecology epistemic communïty involved in the Intemational 

Biological Programme WP). Some members of that community dinctly participated in the 

Biosphere Conference, and the IBP had a major influence on thinking there, in partidar its cal1 

for the establishment of an interdisciplinary and international programme of research on the 

~~~~~ 

4'caldwcfl 1990,4445; Adams 1990,30-36; d McCarmick 1989,88-90, 

4 2 ~  199û,32-33. 

43Mams 1990.32, 143-145. 
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rational use of natural resources to deal with globai enviro~~mental problems." It should also be 

noted that the values expressed were much more anthropocmtric than those put fonvard in the 

early environmental movement, and did in fàct represent the management orientation of systems 

ecoiogy more than a solely environmental preservation outlook 

The influence of the IBP, however, did not corne h m  a consensus on a proper ecologkai 

approach per se, but on the support within the IBP for a research program that fit with global 

environmental concems. These concems drew especiaiiy h m  the Odums' work and aOm 

supporters who pushed systems ecology, at least in part, because they hoped it wodd raise the 

status of ecology to match more established disciphes such as molecular biology. Hence, 

aithough it had some other elements, Yor di intents and purposes, [the IBP was] an intemational 

study of e~osystems."~ The ecological community itself split in terms of support for the IBP, as 

many ecologists h m  a non systems perspective were suspicious of the "big science" orientation 

of IBP projects and its focus on ecosystem research (as opposed to evolutionary ecology, for 

example). Many prominent ecologists felt that largescale ecosystem studies were not the best 

part of e~ology .~  

The most concrete outcome of the Biosphm Conference was UNESCO's Man and 

Biosphere Programme (MAB) lauoched in 1971. Mandated to study global relationships 

between human activity and the environment, MAI3 clearly took an ecosystem management 

approach and many projects it sponsored linked nahiral ecosystems and human use in single 

research projects. However, older nature presewation outlooks aiso remained, partidarly in 

MAB 's Project 8 which created "biosphem reserves." These reserves were o h  renamed areas 

already protected, did not really refiect ecologicai selection criteria, and did not succeed very 

weil in creating protected spaces in developing countries." 

Scientific ecology did influence the organjzation of scientific research and firaming of 

conservation concems (especially of animals and plants) at the international level. However, 

1990.33. On the IBP sec Hagen 1992,164188. 

'%lagen 1992,170. 

%agcn 1992,172. 

4 7 ~  199û,33-36. 
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dirring this time period, most problems in practice were still treated as discrete problems of 

purely nature presewation or conservation, received a relatively low profile on the international 

agenda, and required relatively little coordination among States. The plans that came out of the 

Biosphere Conference, most notably MAB, remained largely removed h m  international 

govername (that is, the realrn of state or other actors nghts and obligations, regdation, and so 

forth). Hence, in the long run, those plans had a limited influence on goveming nomis. 

The Stockholm Conference 

Scientists played a much greater role in the Biosphere Conference than at the U.N. 

Conference on the Human EnWonment at Stockholm. The latter reflected some ecological 

ideas, but rnainly demomtrated the wide disjuncture between the concems of scientists and of 

diplornatsq Scientists did not provide an ideational basis for the n o m  articulated at Stockholm 

and little consensual knowledge existed among the hard scientists who served as the main 

advisors to the secretariat or national delegations. Finally, at both the national and transnational 

level, scientists involved were more oftw d v e  than proactive in confeteflce preparatiom, 

with oniy a few exceptions. 

Two isolated examples illustrate the hapimard way scientists did and did not influence 

events. The first is the fact, pointed out in chapter two, that Maurice Strong replaced Swiss 

biologist Jean Moussard as  secretary-generai in 1971 after it became clear that Moussard did not 

have the political sawy necessary to d e  the conference work. Although the reasons for the 

replacement go beyond Moussard's scientific background, it indicated the difficulties that 

scientists would face in maintainhg primacy in bringing environmental concerns into the 

mainstream of the multilateral agenda, or shaping it. 

Second is the story of Svante Odén, the Swedish scientist who almost single-handedly 

convinced his govemment of the need for an intemational conference to promote cooperation on 

acid min. Despite vimially no training in atmosphaic science, he successfûiiy used his own 

theory to convince politicians and the Swedish people that lakes and rivers in Sweden were 

becoming acidic partly as the result of sulphur h m  srnokestacks in other countries, adequate 



respomes to which would require international cmperation. Largely as a result of Odén's 

efforts, Sweden proposed the Stockholm confere~lce. 

The scientific story on acid rain is telling because it worked in a w y  quite different than 

an epistanic community hypothesis would suggest. The earliest related research dated back all 

the way to 1661 when investigators in England noted that industrial emissions affected plant and 

animal health and that England and France exchanged windbome pollutants. The temi itself 

dates to 1872 when a British officia1 who monitored pollution wrote about increasing acidity of 

rain as one got closer to industrial centres19 The subject remai.ned dormant for nearly 100 years 

until research programs started to examine the effeçts of acidity in precipitation on various Living 

organisms. W e  a number of independent researchers studied related phenomena that would be 

brought together in later research pro-, the interest of poiicy makers came rnainly as the 

result of Odén, a soi1 scientist and advisor to the Swedish Goverment, who also happened to 

star in a popular television show. Odén was the first to publish a complete theory of acid min, in 

which he linked air pollutants containhg sulphur and nitmgen to increased acidity in rain that fell 

large distances away h m  their industrial sources. He aiso identified ecologicai consequences of 

acid rain that ranged h m  changes in the chemistry of lakes to accelerated damages to materials. 

Interestingly, Odén fimt published his theory of acid rain in 1967 in a prominent Stockholm 

newspaper, not a scientific journal (although the next year he published an article in E c o l o ~  

Cornmittee Bulletin that stimulateci interest in the scientific comrnunity). 

As a result of his work, Sweden sponsored a scientific study to try to determine the extent 

of the problem. It presented the snidy at the Stockholm conference, which then acted as a 

catalyst for expanded research programs in 0 t h  coutries. Odén's success stemmed h m  his 

personal access to policy makers, entrepreneurid efforts to spread word of his theory, and public 

popularity, rather than scientific consensus. This story, dthough it is but one example, lends 

little support to an epistemic communities hypothesis which emphasizes the need for consensual 

scientific knowledge. Instead, it illustrates the non-linear relationship betweem scientific 

lmowledge and political action on the problcms such knowledge addresses. 

In temis of the bt08der issues of govemance, the normative compromises that arose at 

Stockholm came largely independently of scientific input. Ideas that hmed the conference 



stemmed mostly h m  the entrepreneurid leadership of conference Secretary-General Maurice 

Strong who brought together strands of eaMronmenta1 and development discourse. Ultimately 

these compromises were political, but were fàciiitated by Strmg's organization of two key 

meetings prior to the conference. These meetings helped forge a consensus among developing 

country economists that environmentai protection could be accommodated, at least to some 

degree, while still making economic development a pnonty. 

The h t  meeting could be considered as loosely comprishg members of a scientific 

ecology community. The second, discussed in the next chapter, comprised members of the 

development community concernexi about the environment (with some overlap). Strong himself 

ranlcs the latter meeting as being the more significant of the two in shaping the Stockholm 

agenda." Even the h t  meeting did not involve ecologists as such, but people with related 

technical expertise who were sympathetic to the broad goals of ecology. The main link with 

ecology among the group was systems theory, which some ecologists had adopted. Three 

members of this meeting had been involved with the MIT team that worked on Limits to Growth, 

which used cornputer simulations grounded in sys- theory. 

Strong called the meeting shortly after his official appointment took effeçt in January 

197 1. He bmught together five or six ex- at MIT concaned with environmental issues, 

including Donella Meadows and Jay Forrester of Limits to Growth fame, Carroll Wilson who 

was dso at ha and one of the leaders of the Club of Rome, and Peter Thacher of the U.S. 

Mission to the United Nations. In a published interview, Strong said, "Basicaiiy, our objective 

was to entrench the issue of the control of the environment with the economic-development 

process, both in developing and industrialized countries.'*l Strong said a major theme was to 

move thinking about the environment beyond a simple concern with pollution to a view that 

looked at industrial society and its effects on the environment in more systernic terms? That 

meeting produced the slogan that summarized the Stockholm mission: "to p t e c t  and enhance 
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the envuOnment for present and fùture generati~ns.~~ The influence of the United States shows 

M u @  in that this slogan essentially represented a conservation ethic already present in the U.S. 

Natiod Environmentai Policy Act (1969)? However, it presaged only the conservation side of 

sustainable development. 

One scientific meeting did direaly address the relationship between environment and 

development - a SCOPE working party meeting in Canberra, Australia (24 Aug. - 4 Sept. 

197 1 )." ICSU set up SCOPE in 1969 to report on the "pmblem of the human enviromnent that 

humankind is altering.'*6 The report by a Working Party on basic environmental issues in 

developing wuntries, composed mostly of scientists h m  Afnca, Asia and Latin Amezica, 

stresseci the importance of what it calleci an "ecologid approach" to enviromentai pr~blems.~' 

This appmach wouid emphasize detemiining the "carrying capacitf' of ecosystans, wbich 

depends both on plant and animal species, and the socio-economic values of the society. It thus 

supports the incorporation of ecdogicd concerns into development planning decisions and owed 

much to ideas present in the IBP and that came out of the Biosphere Conference. 

Strong attended the meeting, but said it had less influence on the conference secretariat 

and the agenda of Stockholm than the two meetings already rnentioned. As Strong saw it, "the 

Canberra meeting was more of a scientific meeting discussing the broader issues in scientific 

terms, not so much trying to write the Stockhoh agenda? The Canberra meeting mainly aimed 

to bring Strong and the secretariat up to speed on the scientific issues. Strong had been looking 

for a source of scientific advice and SCOPE fit the bill. So, he paid for the meeting after 

discusions with SCOPE Secretary-General Tom Malone (an American scientist), and SCOPE 

Y~uoted m Jackson 1985. 

5 ~ m c c < i n g w a s p a a o f t b e ~ i r s t ~ ~ l y m k t i n g o f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 9 - ~ 4 .  Atthesame 
mcehg, s c i e  m SCOPE gave Strong bis ht scicritinc ùricfing on problems of th cnvirrrnmcnt. ICSU 197 1, 
15- 17; and RE. Munn, author's intffvicw. 
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became a key source of scientific advice for the ~onference.'~ 

However, SCOPE did not really address problems of eavironmental management, 

vimially no social scientists were involved, and, although SCOPE aimed in part to bring together 

individuals h m  ciifferait scientific unions, consensual knowledge was not a key component of 

the exmise. Scientists h m  different discipiines often talked past one another, although some 

learning did occur as ICSU and SCOPE scientists tried to understand the language of scientists 

involved in IBP, for e~ample .~  Indeed, some s c ids t s  came to SCOPE h m  the IBP or MAB, 

although turf' wars between govemment and non-govanmental scientific prograrns were not 

uncornmon. 

Learning about development was more difficult, however, for many individuals within 

SCOPE. Most, including those in leadership d e s ,  were (and are) hard scientists, uncornfortable 

with policy questions at all, and with a weak understanding of development concems. Attempts 

at dialogue often went poorly because "the ThMd World and the hard scientists h m  Europe and 

North America harin't talked to each other and they didn't &y understand each other's 

problems at ail? That lack of understanding proôably contributeci to the limited iduence of 

SCOPE in conference outcornes. Hence, although the Stockholm Plan of Action echoed mnny 

SCOPE proposais on research and education, the ecological approach was buriesi under the 

concern of developing corntries for economic growth. 

In official preparations for the conference and at the wnfetence itself, science played a 

role mostly in technical rnatters, and this did help promote interest in environmental concans. 

For example, a number of analysts have noted that the preparation of country reports on the 

environment had a positive influence on governrnent interest in the environment and helped build 

domestic i.uûastnicture, particularly in developing countrie~.~ However, participating scientists 

did not constitute an epistemic community as such nor did the conditions identified by the 

hypothesis, such as scientific consensus, appear to be important for the impact they did have. In 



many cases, national scientists were brought into the process by govemments, not vice veisa As 

one Canadian scientist put it: 

The scientists in Canada I know took it as a big pain in the neck when 
[government] organized ali these task forces and cornmittees and it just meant that 
people couldn't get on with what they wauted to do. So they were drafted into 
these thhgs. In fact they used to send petitions around that ail poiitical meetings 
Wre that should be cancelled for 10 years? 

Scientists also influenceci discussions on the nature of environmental hazards and on a number of 

specific recommendations in the action plan? Scientists were most successful with specific 

proposais on their own turf, such as with a SCOPE report that led to the creation of the Global 

Environmental Monitoring System, a component of the Earthwatch systern that was one of the 

most significant concrete d t s  of UNCHE." These activities likely faciiitated the 

strengthening of transnational environmental science research n e ~ o r k s  and the names of 

prominent scientists who participated in activities related to Stockholm ofien appear in later 

ICSU or other transnational research programs or activities. 

However, as the conference preparations got under way, diplomats gradually took over 

h m  scientists in the formulation of poiicies and naming of global environmental problems. 

According to Lynton Caldwell, a long-time observer of and participant in U.N. environmental 

diplomacy, "There was conflict between science advism and foreign policy advisers at 

Stockholm refiectÿig differing assumptions regardmg the bases and prioritics of international 

cooperation. These differences ... were neva whoily overcome." 

The most active scientists thought Stockholm should promote and institutionalize a 

planetary conservation ethic that would transcend national allegiances. Such a position 

supporteci the creation of mandatory niles in international law that could be enforceable directly 

*or a nimmary of th role of scimtisa m somc specific r#;ommcndations, scc Thachcr 1973; and Kkiicrmarm 
1973. 

"SCOPE 1971. Accordhg to Muxm (auîhor's moavisw), the actuil lùdhg proposal was w&en in one aight 
a k  Tom Malonc brou& Murm and Engiish scientist GOfdOtl Goodman to UNEP ami told them if 
tfhey got a fimding proposai on Maurice S m ' s  desk by 8 am. î b  mombg, îhey would gct tbir moncy. 



on individuals aad transnational corporati0ns.6~ However, the realities of international law and 

politics militatecl agahst this approach because it conflicted with sovereignty and rules that 

largely left the regdation of individuals and corporations to national laws, and goverxunents were 

unwiiling to relinquish freedom of action and wntrol over domestic development. Scientists 

were particularly disappointed by the unwillingness of delegates to take a holistic approach. 

Instead, they displayed an overriding concern with maintainhg sovereignty and what scientists 

perceived as short-tenn interests. 

Perhaps that in part explains why IUCN downplayed the importance of the conference, 

even though it actively participated in the preparatory committees. The significauce of the new 

perception of the position of developing countries and the environment was lost on IUCN, which 

in its annual review listed with enthusiasm the achievements of the Second World Coderence on 

National Parks and adoption of the World Heritage Convention before its lukewann appraisal of 

Stockh01m.~~ 

As a group, scientists felt disappointed with what they had achieved at Stockholm. The 

then executive director of the U.S. environmental cornmittee of the National Academies of 

Sciences and Engineering summed up scientists' impact this way 

Despite this promishg start (in preparatory activity) science never emerged in 
Stockholm in the role of a recognized, let alone equal, partner in a common 
enterprise. Although there had probably neva been an intergovermental 
conference in which sciaice was accorded a larger and more direct share in the 
preparation as well as the outcorne, this was hardy apparent during the Stockholm 
proceedings .@ 

Scientzific Ecology and Internotional Environmental Goventance: 19 72- 1987 

The creation of UNEP and the leadership of Maurice Strong meant the ideas and 

scientific proposais that came out of Stockholm would immediately find a cornfortable home 

within the United Nations. For example, Strong immediateiy pmvided money for the Global 

Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS) proposed by SCOPE, a program UNEP continues to 

"Caldwell 1990.42. 

amCN 1972 YeBZfKK)k, 20, quoûxi in McCormick 1989.98. 



fund However, Strong's leadership also assured that the overall norm-complex of Stockholm, 

which included the mix of development concems and state sovaeignty in addition to 

environmental protection, would also guide scientific research and the fhming of environmental 

issues. 

Perhaps the high point in the influence of scientific ecology on this agenda came with the 

attempt to entrench the idea of "ecodevelopment" within UNEP. This aîtempted 'inamage" of 

ecology and economy did not come from the science of ecology, so it could not really lx said to 

have arisen h m  an epistemic community in its purest form, but it did attempt to stay close to the 

ecotogical values of systems ecology. While ecological ideas clearly influenced ecodevelopment 

thinking? ecodevelopment did not tramlate into great success in shaping goveming noms 

because it sold poorly in developing countries and could not forge a broad-based normative 

COIIS-. 

Note also that Maurice Strong, who coined the terni while head of UNEP, said the single 

biggest influence on his thinking about ecodevelopment was Ignacy Sachs, a French development 

economist, whom Strong credits with giving the concept intellectual contentm 1 do not mean to 

suggest that UNEP did not try to incorporate ecological principles in its prognuns. For example, 

its regional seas program certainly dian but the focus on ecological principles tells oniy part of 

the story. The main orientation of efforts to shape how the intemational community would 

respond to environmental threats stemmed h m  the attempt to mix ecology and development, 

which did not come mainly h m  a scientific ecology community. 

Furthemore, UNEP as an organization had only Limited mccess selling development 

in the developing world, because it was perceived as laying too much emphasis on the ecological 

side of the agenda." UNEP could not forge the neceswy Noah-South consensus or alliances 

among key state or institutional actors to create a normative focal point for enhnmental 

governance . 

- 

7 0 ~ r ' s  mamriew. For Sachs vision of ecod~~~lopmen~ sec, for example Sachs 1977,1984. 
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The Wodd Consavation Stnitegy attempted to use the term "sustainable deve1opmmt" to 

overcome these difficulties, but had only Iimited success in shaping overall govemance 

structures, fbther demonsûating the limitations policysriented scientisîs and environmentdists 

worked under. The final strategy focused on consemation of living resources, although some 

sections did mirror ecodevelopment thinkjng." As chapter two indicated, at bottom WCS argued 

that development, since it aiters the biosphere, must take consewation into account to be 

sustainable. The solution, then, is to give conservation a higher priority. 

The WCS undoubtedly contained some ecologicd ideas, though it did not M y  overcome 

its conservation orientation. That the final strategy contained the focus on development it did, 

resulted fiom consultations and negotiation on a second draft among delegates h m  developing 

corntries at the WCN 1978 General Assembly in Ashichahad, USSR. The revised draft then 

went through consultations with UNEP, WWF (its CO-sponsors), FA0 and UNESCO." Despite 

the compromises and influences h m  these various constituemies, it never overcame its lack of 

attention to the main concems of developing country govements, nor did it take into account 

the essentiaily political nature of development nor the social produciion of The IüCN 

leadership had difficulty with its own constituency in getting development on the table. So rather 

than re-casting the debate, it tacked development concenis ont0 the traditional conservation 

agenda But, the more that ecological ideas dominrited that seemed insensitive to the above 

concems, the more WCS seemed to reflect old enWonment and conservation thinlonp of the 

1970s to many analy~ts.~~ The perceived ecological focus decreased the iikelihood that WCS 

would make a long-term impact. EwIogical ideas had to be substantially re-cast before they 

wuld provide a puar for international environmental govemance. 

Science, Ozone, and Global Ecology 

While environmentai and conservation-oriented international organizations struggled to 

%or exnniple, s e  sections 10.4.d ad 13.4 and 5 on public participation m developmmt plaxmiug a d  14.10 
and. 1 1 cm traditional knowiedgc in nrral devtlopaicnt 
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find the proper meshing of environment and deveIopment concerm, some transnational scientific 

comm~ties  did achieve major successes in raising the profile of global environmentalism. In 

particular, the rise in prominence of atmospheric science research programs - although many 

were US.-based and not transnational until much later - helped raise the alarm over the threat of 

ozone depletion and climate change? UNEP, WMO, and ad hoc intergovernmental bodies set 

up to study and report on ozone depletion &O played important roles in promothg international 

action and raising the profile of global atmospheric science. 

A number of analysts point to the ozone debate and action as a denning moment in the 

shift to truiy global environmental concerns and have commented on the advent of global 

ecology starhg around this periodn At least one author attributes this trend in part to the 

influence of atmospheric chemists, geologists, oceanographers, and climatologists who helped 

define a new type of ecology calied "global e~ology . '~  Whereas atmospheric scientists, 

ciimatologists and o k  scientists involvexi in giobal enviro~mental issues gained higher profles 

and larger research budgets as attention tumed to giobal environmental concerns, the question 

still remains whether they actualiy shaped how such problems would be addressed. The 

evidence shows that even in most-likely cases - such as international action to prevent ozone 

depletion - an epistemic community hypothesis achieves only mixed success. 

Most observers consider the Vienna Convention and Montreai Protocol to combat the 

depletion of stratospheric ozone the results of the most successful diplomacy to &te to solve a 

highly technid international mviromental problem. The case is a most-likely candidate for an 

epistemic community explanation since howledge about the problem, its sources, and detection 

depended wholly on advanced science. Yet scientific consensus did not appear to be a major 

factor in getthg political action; scientists themselves did not seem to push for a clear set of 

ecological values; and scientists Wtually ignored the North-South dimension of the problem 

which became crucial to the long-term success of the treaty and to the broader normative 

structure of envitonmental govemance to which the ozone issue contributed. For example, 

n~ United States espsollly dombatcd rrscsrch on O- deplciion Haas 19924 193. 

"Sachs 1992,1993; and Hawkms 1993. 

w i  1993. 



scientists were not important actors in introducing provisions to allow longer phase-in times for 

developing couritries or in the process that led to the 1990 London Amendments to the Montreal 

Protoc01 that created the Multilateral Ozone Fund to help developing coutries phase-out ozone 

depleting chenicals. 

Only rarely does a community of experts k t  establish consensus and then mobilize 

public policy. More typically, research program on an issue will go on independently mtil a 

h a n W  or even one entnpreneurial piece of research (or individual researcher) manages to start 

putting theones together, gamers media attention, or catches the ears of policy makers. The 

common pattern is then that the initial flood of public attention produces more money for 

research and only then may a scientific consensus begin to b ~ i l d . ~  

In this regard, the story of getting the attention of the U.S. govemment on ozone is not 

dissimilar to the acid rain story mentioned earlier, with the exception of its relative quichess - 
scientific research about human-induced ozone depletion only started around At tbat 

time, large-scale research concentrateci on the potential threat of supersonic transports (SSTs). 

Some scientists feared that the release of nitmgen oxides and water vapour might deplete ozone 

in the stratosphere, the protective layer of atmosphere 10-50 kilometres above the Earth's suface 

where most ozone is found. This ozone layer protects the Earth's surface from ultraviolet 

radiation. These concems led the U.S. Senate to terminate fiinding for a planned fleet of 500 

SSTs (a Boeing project), despite a prominent study that concluded that ozone depletion h m  

SSTs would be insignificant? Large scale transnational research also occurred, but concern 

quickly shifted to the ozone depleting potential of chlorine as SST program were cut or scaied 

back. The new concem came h m  research by NASA scientists on possible effects of the space 

shuttle's rocket boosters, which would directly inject chlorine into the stratosphere. However, 

a l ~ n l ~  oothawise no* idbmatini 00 the scientific hiscoiy of the omne issue is drawn h m  Kowaiok 1993; 
Litnn 1994; Brodeur 1986; aad Rowlands 1995a, 43-64. 

M ~ t i o n s  vary on the poiicy cnscrP of tbe report h m  the U.S. gonnnrvm spongoisd Climatic Impsn 
Asscssaaest Program, which h l v c d  mort thaa 1,000 scicaihîs b m  10 courdries, and on the prccîse rieasons for 
the canceliation. Rowlands, 1995a, 4546, argues that rcport was open to wide hqmtations bacause its 
executive srmnnary, on which policy makm rtlied, focuscd on the minimril thrat h m  a d 0eet of SSTs a d  
îhc report made only oblique Itfictnicts to more scvcrc y m scenarioos f o d  e k w b r e  in the report 
See also Litfiin f 994,62; and Kowaiok 1993,17. 



for political reasons, NASA scientists downplayed the threat h m  the shuttie and instead 

emphasized the threat from volcanoes, which leA some scientists puzzled as to the wncem since 

they did not see the danger for lack of a major source. Then, in 1974, F. Shawood Rowland and 

Mario J. Molina's h o u s  article in Nature identified chlorofluorocarbom (CFCs) as plmtiful 

sources of atmospheric chlorine. Thus, a source of concern had been found, and an entirely 

synthetic one at that." 

What got the ear of govemment, however, was not activity by scientists per se, but a h n t  

page article in The New York Times following a meeting of the Arnerican Chernical Society 

where Molina and Rowland presented their data. Their paper wmed that predicted ozone IOSS 

couid lead to significant rises in the incidence of skin cancer and possible crop loss. The Times 

article was foilowed by extensive national television coverage that prompted more leCters to 

Congress than any other issue since the s t a a  of the Vietnam Waru After the public outcqr, the 

U.S. govemment h d e d  M e r  large-scale and coordinated research efforts. What happened 

next in terms of policy responses is well docunented elsewhere. For the purpose hm,  the 

significant pattern in U.S. regdation (starting with bans on the use of CFCs in non-essentid 

aeros01s) is that it consistently outpaced scientific consensus on the extent of the problem until 

the late 1980s. Only then did the transnational scimtific consensus on the causes of ozone 

depletion became more solidified. 

However, it should also be noted that some govemment scientists did promote a 

precautionary stance despite uncertainty, at odds with the chernical industry. For example, 

Russell W. Peterson, chair of the President's Council on Environmental Quality in 1976. and 

formerly a chemist with du Pont for 26 years, arguai that despite equivocal science, "chernicals 

are not innocent until proven guilty." He then argued for restrictions on CFCsF However, the 

govemment acceptance of a precautionaq stance waxed and waned depending on the leadership 

within key govemment bodies such as the EPA.' 

%oliaa and Rowland 1974. 

%rodeia 1986,70. 

%rodera 1986,74. 

9nxieur 1986; and Litfin 1994.6 1-73, 



At the international level, the ozone issue represented a defining moment in global 

environmental cooperation and seemed to demonstrate the ab* of science to influence global 

govemance more generally. The interaction of science and policy in xeaching agreement on the 

Montreal Protoc01 on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer has also been well documentecl 

elsewhereerea7 Here, 1 will only comment on those findings as they relate to the question of 

whether epistemic consensus was the main driver of policy in tenns of both getting action and 

the type of action received. 1 will aIso discuss the broader implications of the community's 

activities for goveming nomis rnoR generdy. 

No author questions that science played an important role in creating an international 

ozone agreement since expertise was a necessary condition for identifjmg a decrease in 

concentrations of invisible stratospheric ozone.u However, the influence of scientists on policy 

did not work in the way an epistemic comrnunity explanation would suggest. Neither did an 

epistemic community influence general governing nonns, with one important exception: the 

Precautionary Principle. Even in the latter instance, the principle did not stem h m  causeeff- 

relationships inhennt in the study of ozone depletion." 

Rowlands, for example, found some correlation between the level of consensual scientific 

lcnowledge on ozone depletion and international cooperation, but also noted a major a n o d y  in 

that the major international study credited with producing tramnational consensus - the Ozone 

Trends Panel Report - did not appear until ofter agreement on the Montreal Protocol. The 

epistemic communities hypothesis suggests the former is a precondition for the latter? Parson is 

more blunt: "it was not science, but bargainingy that deteamineci the decisions adopted in 

Montreal. The 50% cut that was a g m d  to had no paaidar scientific prominence. Indeed, the 

8 7 ~  Litfin 1 994; Rowlands 1995a; Haas 1992b; Person 1993; and Beotdick 199 1. 

this sense, the epistemic comnnmity littraaat i6 ccrtahly correct that knowiedge of environmcnhl problems 
is based on a scitntific rationality view of the wodd Tbt ozme iayer "is only available as an objcct of knowiedge 
because of our scientific cuitiitr." Ycarley 1992. 

wott, m support of a scienîifïc bssr for the pmuwîionary pzkiple, Laiuns and Brown argue that w o n  
stems b m  a %listicn appmach to science as opposcd to positivi6S prtdictivc science. The finmer - btcause it is . . 
scrisrtive to complexity, unccftairrty and iPotractim with othcr cmqstum and himwi activity - fbmcs OB avoidiag 
type 11 sîatisticai m r s  (W mgahives). Traditionai pruiictivt scicnet focuses on :mbhkhg type 1 statisticai 
em>rs (Wsc positivts). Lemons and Brown 1995,2&21. 
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distn'buton of expert opinion at the t h e  seemed strongiy divided? Litfin, in the most daailed 

test of an epistemic communities hypothesis on ozone to date, similarly argues that only after the 

treaty was signed did scientific consensus emerge, especially on the causa of the ozone '%oley' 

over the Antarctic which became hown in May 198% Litfin is convincd that the "hole" played 

a major role in fr-aming subsequent negotiations, even though delegates agreed not to consider the 

evidence or its cause." Prior to that point, scientific data had been open to wide interpretations 

in temis of policy implications. 

However, scientists in the U.S. EPA at a June UNEPIEPA conference in Leesburg, 

Virgiaia 1986 successfully moved the '?erms of the dominant discourse toward precautionary 

action." Although they did not promote any partidar poiicy option, they moved the discourse 

by emphasizing the long atmospheric iifetimes of CFCs and long-tem modelied predictions." 

Ironically, the discovery of the ozone hole, which atmospheric models had not predicted, rather 

than undermining scientists' legitimacy? strengthened the precautionary discourse because the 

models could no longer be relied upon. That uncertainty changed the hmhg of the scientific 

issue itself h m  one of ozone depletion to one of increasing concentrations of chlorine (which 

could be calculated without the use of atmospheric models, based on production data and 

atmospheric Lifetime). Once framed in terms of chlorine-loading, a phaseout no longer seemed 

like a drastic proposal. T~US, Litfin concludes that the scientists were not the driving force, but 

that the fhmhg of the issue by "knowledge brokers" such as EPA adrninistrator Lee Thomas (a 

career bureaucrat trained in psychology) played more of a role. Thomas felt the risk and 

uncertainty of the ozone problem wmanteâ a precautionary approach, a view driven by his 

orientation to nsk, not science. Thomas successfully pushed this view over that of other officials 

with different orientations to risk, such as White House science advisor William Graham: 

Graham looked at it h m  a pmly scientific perspective, whereas 1 looked at it 
h m  more of a policy perspective. Where there was uncertainty, he thought we 



needed more research, and 1 thought we needed to be cautious. We just looked at 
the same thing and came to two différent conclusion~.~ 

Hence, even in the case of the precautionary appmach, which did fhd its way into broader 

intemationid govemance, the values could not be directly derived from the science itself. In 

addition, NGOs probably played an equally prominent role in promoting the precautionary 

approach to ozone (and more broadly). For instance, p u p s  such as the U.S. Naturai Resources 

Defense Council, threw th& support behind the chlorine-loading approach because it would lead 

to complete phase-outs? 

Nonetheless, prominent sc ids t s  did promote the precautionary principle here and 

elsewhere and should be credited in large part with giving legitimacy to this nom at UNCED. A 

prominent example of a highly respected scientist who easily crosses over with policy making is 

Robert Watson, a NASA scientist who chaired the 1986 WMONASA ozone assessrnent and 

replacecl Bert Bolin to head the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change in 1997. Speaking 

about the implications for policy of ozone depletion, Watson emphasized that his main policy 

concem was the long tirne m e  to reverse effects, "which means you could not wait for cause 

and effect to be fUy established? He added that the same wncem applies to the issues of 

biodiversity and clirnate change. However, these considerations clearly go beyond science, as 

they concern uncertainty itself and the implications of that uncertahty for economic conditions, 

secUnîy, and health. As Watson put it, "'in aii of these cases [ozone, biodiversity, climate 

change] it is an issue of how you make a policy judgement with significant scientific uncertainty. 

You simply can't wait for al1 the information to corne in.'" Evm though this orientation to risk 

did not stem h m  scientific findings, it is fair to say that precautionary concenis did gain 

prominence as the result of the community of scimtists involved in atmospherk issues; hence in 

%ce Thamas quoteci in L i t h  1994, 104. sa slso 72-73. Brodnrr 1986, 78 notes tha! the pricvious . . 
achmmator, Axme Gorsuch, tooL a vay d ü k u ü  view. Sbc d e d  d~ science "highly ~ v c r S i a l n  in ber 
Senate confirmation -. Shc also said tbat thtn was a 'heed fbr additional scientinc data b c k  the 
mteraaticmai c o m d t y  wouid be willing to acccpt it as a basis fbr addit id govcmment action" 

%bat Watson, uupublishtd marvicw Mm Pcîu Bcry, J . m n y  1996. WashqUm, D.C. 



this one respect there was an epistemic c o m m ~ t y  that seemed to play a necessary leadership 

d e .  

As for ecological values more broadly, no one 1 intenriewed indicated that a set of 

ecological values per se was widely accepted in ûansnational scientific communities, and those 

that did hold such values rnay have also valued other goals, such as economic p w t h .  In 

Watson's view, the ozone issue is important because it potentially affects the @ty of life, but 

his policy orientation does not stem h m  science itself. Jn an interview in 1 996, he responded 

this way to a question about what vdues motivated him on the ozone issue: 

... what we nerd to strive for is a high quaiity of life and within that it means g d  
economic performance and a clean environment - 1 believe just as  our vice-president [Al 
Gore] believes you can have goud economic growth and environmental protection. You 
have to handle them very carefully and together and one cannot be the afterthought of the 
other? 

Watson expressed this view well afier the signing of the Montreal Protocol and the Brundtland 

and Rio processes. If anythuig, it suggests a learning process might have occurred among 

scientists as a result of those events. 

Science and the Bnindtland Commission 

Whereas atmospheric science contributed somewhat to raising concems about global 

environmental issues, the Bntndland Commission told the world how to think about them. The 

Brundtland Commission process, however, only reinforcd the limited influence of the ecological 

scientific community on govemance. Had the project of preparing a report on international 

environmental action to the yea. 2000 not been taken out of the han& of UNEP, science might 

have played a more central d e ,  as it appeared to in UNEP's pardel report (discussed in chapter 

two). 

As for the role of scientists in the WCED process itself, analyses and interviews suggest 

scientists were neither the initiatm nor the driving force behind most of the reco~~unendations~ 

perhaps due to a mandate that focused more on values than physical realities. In particular, the 

conclusion that economic p w t h  is needed and will not damage the environment did not corne 



firom scientists nor was it based on a consensus on cause-effect relati~nships.~ 

But perhps the most telling anomaly for an argument based on the influence of a 

scientific ecology epistemic community is the lack of influence of U S A .  The Austrïan-based 

iastituîe sponsored the epitome of Haas's version of a scientific ecology research program and 

contained nearly the ideal of a high-level transnational wmmunity of scientific experts. In 1982, 

IIASA undertook a well developed research program called ''Ecologically Sustaiaable 

Development of the Biosphere" which brought togettier historians, enpineers, geographers, 

environmental scientists, economists, management experts and policy people, to examine how to 

manage the interaction between development and environ men^'^ The group involved was trdy 

transnational owing to IIASA's stature as one of the only places where natural and social 

scientists h m  east and West interactecl; it conducted policy relevant and cross-discipIinary work; 

and William Clark, the Harvard ecologist who headed the program, saw IIASA as pdectly 

suited to take advantage of burgeoning research h m  many sources and countries mund global 

environmental problems. Clark describes the potential he saw for the IIASA this way 

The IGBP [now at the centre of global change research] ... was beginning to take 
fom at that time and there were other ventures internationally. It just seemed to 
me that there was a niche ... for a couple of years in which IIASA might redy be 
able to be a fonun in which the relevant n a d  and social sciences and the 
relevant countrics, at lest  of the developed world, could jointly participate in 
trying to sort out what the research agenda underlying this notion of what we 
today see as sustainable deveiopment might be. 'O1 

Clark, incidentally, is about as close an approximation to Haas's ideal-type "scientific ecologist" 

as one could get. He had training in ecology, his research experieace ranged h m  detailed 

studies of niral development to regional ecosystmrs, and he had participatecl in a large-scale 

study with natural scientists on carbon dioxide, energy, and climate change. IIASA attracted him 

because of its systems approach. That meshed with his own belief that the issue of climate 

change, and global change research more bmadly as it had been developed by nahiral scientists, 

was "so coupled to other issues of human development and other environmental issues that the 

'%axi~ and Mumi 1986. M m  1987 iays out tht imeilcctuni fhmmo& for the nivimimum program at IIASA 



emaging notion of what is now callad sustainable development7' could be developed there. He 

felt IIASA's sirengths made it an ideal setting "to do global environmental issues in an integrated 

way. "'" 
However, Clark objected to the word "ecology" as a description of the sustaiaable 

development of the biosphere program he headed at IIASA, insisting that the word "ecologically" 

in the title of the program was a 6'burea~cratically imposed modifier" by IIASA management who 

represented sponsoring countries, not the work of the scholars involvd IIASA management 

feared the program branched too far into social issues which they felt was "inappropriate." Clark 

did not share this concem since his entire project was meant to explore the "lovely ambiguity of 

the phrase sustainable development," which meant that the interaction of society and the 

environment could be explored h m  both the natural and social sciences. He did not see it as a 

project centred in the discipline of ecology, except in the broadest sense of looking at the 

problem of sustainable development in the context of an integrated social-environmental system. 

The speçific influence of ecology came only h m  notions he bonowed h m  his thesis advisor, 

ecologist C.S. Holiing, such as "surprise," 'kmded stability," or ''threshold effects." Such 

concepts are also Iinked to chaos theory, such as in its discussion of how ideas mund smd 

wents c m  lead to large, unexpeaed changedm 

Given this focus, the IIASA program might seem a logical place to look for a broad 

scientific basis on which to fiame the Brundtland Commission report. Similarly, one would 

expect that the team at IIASA might have sought out the Brundtland Commission if it acted in 

the way expected of an epistemic community representing a global change research program. 

However, neither occurred. Asked what interaction IiASA had with the Brundtland 

Commission, Clark responded: 

I say with mibarrassment, no, there was very little: We vaguely knew that the Brundtland 
Commission was workhg away. .. In ways that it's hard for me to understand now how 
we could have been so uncomected. Not only was 1 not particularly aware of the details 
of what was going on, most of the scholars 1 engaged in the project weren't.. at that time 



we were obviously invisible to them - hardly surprishg - and they were pretty invisible 
to us.'w 

Despite the direct relevance of this research, the Brundtland Commission only spent one &y 

c o d t i n g  with the project and at least some people at IIASA had difficulty relating to the 

concept of sustainabIe development as fbmed by the Commission. In the words of Ted Munn, 

one of the project's lead researchers and one of the few naturai scientists who had been involved 

with U.N. processes previously and a f k  'We thought that as a North-South exercise it 

PCED] didn't have much to do with us 1 guess. And the Brundtland report was not a 

prescription for action, it was rather a mindset or a dream of what rnight be without telling 

anybody how to get there. So it didn't bother me or anybody 1 know at all. It sort of operated on 

a different plane."'m 

Clark said that at the time there was very iittle communication between the cornrnunity of 

researchers involved in the burgeoning global change research pmgrams and the more politicai 

activities that emerged h m  the U.N. system. Those who worked on the UN.-sponsored 

Brundtland Commission were "a very ciiffixent line of people" than the scientists who tried to 

move environxnental research toward an intepted giobal change research program: 'We were 

just different people. And 1 think it has been in large part due to the Brundtland group that those 

Mcages are stronger today."lo6 Thus, Brundtland was the catalyst for bringing the work of 

scientists h m  organizations such as IIASA toward c o n c m  of global environmental 

govamance, not vice-versa as the epistemic community hypothesis argues. 

Thus, the begiiming of the major turn in enWonmenta1 n o m  toward a more p w t h -  

oriented, Keynesian-style global management nom-complex seemed to occur largely 

independently of scientific ecology research propms. That is not to Say that scientists did not 

provide technical information, nor that science or ecological ideas did not influence various 

recommendations of the Brundtlsnd Commission. However, a unified scientific community did 

not appear to play a primary role in this nim of enviromenta1 governance and the weight of the 



Brundtland report did not draw its content, legithwy, nor underlying value-onentation h m  the 

findings of a scientific ecology epistemic comrnunity. 

Finally, another development following the Brundtland Commission report suggests that 

it wiil be increasingly difficult for epistemic communities to fu161 the requirement of relative 

independence fiom governent interests. AAer 1987 and the re-biah of environmentalism on 

the international agenda, this tirne as  a t d y  global concem, governments appeared to make a 

more concerted effort to rein science in rather than allow "&x wheeling" scientists to dictate the 

environmentai agenda.lo7 In looking at the lead-up to UNCED, it appears that as global 

environmental research picked up steam, the fitting of such research Uito palatable forms of 

global govemance became a prime concem of major states h m  b o t .  the developed and 

developing worlds. One thus fin& systematic attempts - most notably in climate change, but in 

other issue areas as well - to re-take control of transnational research endeavours and the 

processes by which these projects fed into international policy formation. 

Science and WCED 

Transnational environmental research by 1992 was better h d e d  and better organized 

than 20 years before. As 1 indicated earlier, transnational and international scientiflc 

organizatiom fed into many aspects of UNCED preparaîions. In addition, 130 coumes 

submitted reports on the state of their environments, although experts 0 t h  than scientists 

contributeci to such reports on enWonment and development in each country or temtory.lu 

Individual scientists also played a role in UNCED, some serving as members of delegations and 

as participants in preparations of conference documents and agreements. Nonethel- üke 

Stockholm, fonnal scientific community involvement in UNCED was relatively smail as 

professional diplomats and administrators dominated the U.N. negotiation pmcess.'* Scientific 

lmowledge was requested and supplied, but the process shaped how science would be used, not 

' ~ ~ o m d i s a c p a n c y ~ h m ~ p c a u l m n n ù e r o f n p o r t s ~  Haas,LevyandParson 1992, 11,anm< 
130 reporçs; IDRC 1993 kits 164 mitid and 13 regid  reports; and Gmbb et al. 1993, count 172 by WCED, a 
nimiber h t  t ~ s e  to 190 by the end of 1992. 
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vice-versa As the executive director of ICSU put it, Agenda 2 1, the bluepririt for environmeatal 

action into the next century, "can be viewed as an instrument through which scientific knowledge 

was transfomied into a uniquely U.N. frame of referen~e.""~ 

The most direct input of the scientific comxnunity came h m  ICSU, whom Maurice 

Strong invited to serve as the conference's official scientific advisor. Its main recommendatioas 

came b m  a November 199 1 conference on An Agenda of Science for Environment and 

Development in the 2 1st Century in Vie- (ASCEND 2 l)."' Although participants read Wre a 

who's who of transnational environmental science, the report m e  too late to have much 

influence in UNCED preparations which were aiready well underway. In Inct, ASCEND 21 took 

place two months afier the original deadline for chapter 35 of Agenda 2 1 on "Science and 

Sustainable Development." The deadiine was pushed back so the authors could revise the 

chapter based on ASCEND's recommendations. Other outcomes related to science included 

Agenda 2 1 's chapter 3 1 on the "Science and Technology Comunity" and the Rio Declaration's 

Principle 9, which promotes cooperation to increase national scientific capacities and exchanges 

of scientific and technical knowledge 'Tor sustainable development." 

The ASCEND 2 1 report did express some policy positions, but mainly focused on 

recommendations related to implementation of reseach and observation pmgrams; strengthenuig 

of interdisciplinary research and communication among the natural, engineering, health, and 

social sciences; building links between science and development agencies; and building scientific 

capacity in North and So~th ."~  Development concems were not weii integrated into the o v d l  

report and were largely ignored in the inviteci papers. One participant suggested that the problerz 

in part stemmed from the difficuity most hard scientists at the conference had understanding how 

to relate development wncems to their work. Twenty years after Stockholm, ICSU st i i l  had little 

interaction with social scientist~."~ Thus, ASCEND 21 hardly represented a consensus on science 

l ' l ~ g e  ct al. 1992. Sa also %ecmmm&tiolls h m  Sigma Xi rad ASCEND 21" 1992; and ~ L c ~  
1994. 



and developmmt except in the loosest saise of the word. The document suggests few 

Mcipants thought deeply about this relatiomhip. 

Althou@ ASCEND 2 1 recommeedatiom shrck closely to the promotion of scientific 

xtivity, some policy-relevant themes stood out such as a focus on population and carrying 

capacity, consumption pattems, and a strong endorsement of the Precautionary Principle. The 

latter was seen as the proper response to the complexity of the Earth's systems and the 

uncertainty of the effects of human dis turban ce^.'^^ The issue of Northern consumption did 

receive attention during negotiations and developing countries successfUy negotiated for the 

issue to be included in several chapters of Agenda 2 1. However, the final wording remained 

vague, with developed counüies agreeing oniy to "take the lead in achieving sustainable 

consumption pattems" but not agreeing to specific pmposals, targets, or mechanisms (energy 

efficiency guidelines, for example) to achieve the goal. Population had not been included in the 

original mandate of Rio and only made it onto the agenda at the behest of induseialized countries 

who wanted it paired with wnsumption issues. In the end, bargains over population aad 

consumption patterns were not seriously negotiated by either North or South. The debate that did 

occur (mostly on consumption patterns) was politicaliy charged and produced little concrete 

action that drew from ASCEND's work. ASCEND could hardly be d t e d  with having 

intluenced this debate since the G-77 had long used the strategy of shifting internationai 

environmental negotiations h m  a focus on population growth to a focus on consumption 

patterns in the North and had explicitly made it a part of its strategy for Rio k m  the start? 

ASCENDS's suppoa of the Precautionary Rinciple, as mentioned, had much greater impact as 

the principle made major inroads, although it had already becorne prominent in the ozone and 

climate change negotiations. 

More generally, UNCED experienced the same uneasy relationship between science and 

policy that pervaded Stockholm. The scientific community seemed either too unprepared, 

unwilling, or unable to communicate effectively witfiin the diplornatic setting of the conference. 

As a dt, its message often got watered d o m  or else became one of a myriad of non- 

l l s~~ntb  ~ a m c  1991; PO- Pad Brown 1994,122; Arîzpe, d Liur 1992; GNbb a sL 1993,30-33; 
and ïk Eco& 1992. 



govemmental voices with no particular special status. Susskind, for example, argues that these 

difficulties, among others, are typid of the impact of s c id s t s  on intemational environmental 

negotiations in most cases.'I6 

As in the case of Brundtland, the specific example of IIASA also deserves special 

mention since Strong had hoped it would play a major role.ll7 But, according to Strong, that 

influence never materialized: 

IIASA had an opportunity to play a special part and they did not do it. They were a 
disappointment, to be perfkctly honest. I've always been very convinceci of the systemic 
nature of these issues and was trying to design in UNCED a fr-amework in which the 
systemic nature of those issues could be clearly seen by policymakers, and also the points 
of effective intervention identi fid... 1 thought that we had a great opportunity to 
demonstrate this .... They did not rise to the opportunity the way I'd hopd1l8 

This lack of influence by a one of the few candidates for rnembership in a scientific ecology 

epistemic community suggests that such a wmmunity, if it existed at all, had a limited 

substantive impact at UNCED, and little influence on govemance n o m  or the firaming of issues 

more generally. 

The discussion so far should not suggest that scientific evidence was unimportant to 

UNCED, but rather that it was not the driving force behind nom creation nor the initiator of 

action. The broad shape of the nom-cornplex artidated in the Rio Declaration and Agenda 2 1 

does not refiect the primacy of "scientific eçology" as the basis for agreement, and the 

Declaration in particular appears less concemeci with enviro~nental protection or ecological 

concems than even the Stockholm Declaration. Agenda 2 1, while it incorporates insigbts and 

linkages identifid by scientists, also reflects the environment and development mix of liberal 

enviro~mentalism that did not corne primarily h m  science. As at Stockholm, scientists 

achieved the most success on their own turf'. However, much of the science used at UNCED 

came k m  governments and the sseîreteriat commissioning reports, not independent influences 

by an epistemic community. Scientists were not partidarly active outside of those iimited d e s .  



Science und Climate Change 

To be fkk, one cannot measure the influence of an epistemic commuuity by looking at 

conference preparations alone. Indeed, the power of epistemic communities can ocnir in their 

ability to m e  the issues for negotiations rather than changing negotiation outcornes per se 

(although the latter position is often taken in empiricai tests of the literature, where the 

community is credited with fomllng specific focal points for agreement). Hence, below 1 

examine in some detail the influence of the scientific community in the lead-up and follow- 

through of intemational action on climate change that led to the signing at UNCED of the 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC). Space limitations prevent me h m  

undertaking similar detailed analyses for biodiversity and forests agreements. Admittediy, the 

biodiversity case does provide some support for an epistemic communities hypothesis since the 

long-standing activities of scientists affiliatecl with organizations such as the IUCN and later 

UNEP did play an important role in promoting the biodiversity concept. Scientists also helped to 

define issues and pmp1 bargaining to produce international action around the 

However, even on biodiversity, the area closest to traditional conservationist concerns, ideas that 

shapad the overall agreement included the range of n o m  discussed in chapter two îhat had littie 

to do with the relevant science. Major debates in negotiations revolved around intellectual 

property rights and sovmign conml - debates that shaped the core nomative basis of the treaty, 

making it a good fit with the broad normative contours of überal environmentahm. 

Climate change is an appropriate favs for a number of rasons. First, most analysts 

agree that climate change, although not even officidy a part of the UNCED process, became a 

main galvanin'ng issue for action, and m h r e d  many core debates. It was also a central outcome 

of the UNCED process.lm As such, many of the n o m  found in FCCC mirror those found in 

other UNCED documents negotiated at the same tirne. Second, climate change, especially as 

part of the broader agenda of global change, epitomizes a problem appropnately fxamed in 

ecologicai temis. Its vay  definition implies complexity, interaction of various environmental 

media (land, sea and air and the chemicai, physicai and biological cycles that link them) and their 

119~e 1994, 62. On the lead-up m thc mty sa Brmfon 1994, 197-206; W b  a ai. 1993, 754+ d 
Boyic 1996. 



relation&@ to human activity (mthropogenic change), and for solutions to take account of those 

interactions. It also represents, perhaps more than any other problem except ozone depletion, a 

tnily global issue. In fact, climate change is ofien used interchangeably in practice with the 

umbrella research program of "global change," which by the 1990s dorninated global 

environmental concems. Finally, although consaisus a p p d  uncertain at times, the scientific 

comrn~ty mund climate change was weil organized and mobilized in tnms of promoting 

international action. Here 1 focus not only on how science worked in the negotiation and treaty 

process, but aiso on how much it Muenceil the form the treaty finally took, hence how it helped 

shape global environmental governance more broadly. The story is told more or less historically 

to show how scientific ideas about c h t e  change made their way onto the intemationai agenda. 

The climate change case does show that scientists cm a f k t  intemational action on a 

highly technical issue. However, typical of other examples and the broad evolution of 

govemance exploreci above, that influence did not work in the way the epistemic comrnunities 

hypothesis suggests. There was no conseamis on values of "scientific ecology," early success in 

getting international attention did not tninslate into control over how the problem would (or 

would not) be addressed, and science eventually got moulded by the political process and 

nonnative structure as much as or more than it mouided them. 

Fears of human-induced climate change are nothing new. Since the mid-18th century, 

scientists have arguably used this threat as one of the few effective instruments to p d e  

govemments of the seriousness of environmental change. The so-called greenhouse effwt (that 

n a W y  occuning carbon dioxide and water vapour keep the Earth's temperature about 33 

de- C higha than it would otherwise be) has been loiown since the last cenhiry. The two 

wncems became linked when in 1938 G.S. Mender found higher concentrations of carbon 

dioxide in the Earth's atmosphere than in the 19th century and that human buming of fossil fbels 

since the industrial revolution began could accuunt for the ciifferences. He also suggested that 

global Wamiing might result, although his findings w m  greeted with much scepti~isrn.~~~ It took 

another 30 years for a sustained transnational research program, which began with the Globai 

Atmospheric Research Programme (GARP) in the mid-1960s, a collaborative effort of ICSU and 

"'~oarlmds 1995a, 85-87; Grove 1991,6647, adapteci fmm his utide in Fa- (May 3. 1990). For a hiscory 
of climate change research, focusing especially on the United States, see Hccht and Tirpak 1995; and Victor 1995. 



the WMO. UNESCO's Man and Biosphere Programme also mearched the issue, which often 

ovalapped with ozone resemch as the problems are related. However, political activity around 

ozone, until at least the late 1980s. generally ignored the links present in major scientific studies. 

An epistemic comunity of sorts could be traceci to these efforts as key persodties 

would later become involved in GARP's successor, the World Climate Research Rogramme 

(WCRP), ICSU's International Geosphae-Biosphm Programme (IGBP), and the 

Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (PCC). A prominent example is Bert Bolin, who 

f?om 1988- 1996 headed the IPCC, mandated since 1988 to advise govemments, UNEP and 

WMO (its sponsors), and the United Nations system as a whole on cIimate policy. Governments 

also mandated IPCC to update, transmit and assess relevant scientific information and point out 

policy implications. The overlap in IPCC and global research bodies at senior levels is well 

documentedl* In addition to climate scientists, the core group of researchers in these 

organizatiom and at IIASA included energy demand forecasters.la Figure 3.3 shows the 

interrelationships among these various research pro- and the FCCC. 

Yet a& IIASA deserves special attention for its long-standing involvement in the issue, 

although its direct influence on climate change policy is difficult to discem. However, Boehmer- 

Christimon suggests that the potential growth of infiuence of WA, especiaiiy through non- 

govanmental groups, "possibly became h t e n i n g  to some govefnments and govemmental 

science, encouraging efforts to capture climate change researîh h m  the private sector," a task at 

which govemrnents proved quite successful, as 1 explain be1ow.l" IIASA was one of the few 

organizatiom that explicitly iinked climate change to "sustainabilitf' broadly defi&. Key 

mernbers of the climate research community had connections to IIASA, such as William Clark, 

who headed up the sustainability project and delivered a key note address on policy at the Villach 
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Figure 33: Institutions and their Functional Reiationships in Cltmate Change Policy and 

' ~ h ~ o c h m e r ~ 1 9 9 4 ~ 1 4 3 .  ThcqucsticmmarkimQIPCCinthcdiyg.mmdicates 
~IS uriccrtain stratus fôiiowing tb first confirenioe of tk partics m 1995. I)espibe the acw wmk of technid bodies 
within FCCC, th PCC apptars set to &e as an "mdegadent" source of policy-relevant science on climabe 
chflnae* 





later became the Stockholm Environment Institute). Also present were high profile US. 

~ ~ n m m t a l  ~ ~ t i o n s  such as the Environmental Defense Fund and World R~SOUTC~S 

Institute, and national research institutes such as the two Max-Planck Mtutes  in Germany." 

Jim Bruce, an Environment Canada scientist at the tirne, chaired the confkrence. 

Villach came out with a stmng, unified position that an unprecedented increase in global 

mean temperature could occur in the first half of the 21 st century and a prediction that it would 

rise by 1.5 degrees C - 4.5 degrees C for a doubling of carbon dioxide. Most importantly, it 

recommended that science-based targets should be designed to limit temperature increases to 0.1 

degrees C per decade.13' This statement was much stronger than the PCC report of 1990 on the 

policy side, although more cautious on the science. Thus its main emphasis was the high level of 

uncertainty and need for pa te r  research. Apart h m  climate, research policies were to focus on 

R&D for alternative energy technologies and policies. Significantly, the one non-consensual 

document was Tolba's "agenda of action" which would have made UNEP the main centre for 

policy, while others pment thought organizations such as IIASA were better placed to give 

policy advice. 

Participants in that confkence set up the independent Advisory Group on Greenhouse 

Gases (AGGG), whose m e m h  successfùlly promoted concern within the scientific community, 

among NGOs, and among some policy makers. AGGG also produced advice on en- issues. 

At the core of the group was indeed an epistemic community of environmental scientists 

concemed about the potential environmeniai impacts of hm-inâuced climate change, although 

it also included energy-demand fonxasters. ûrgmizational support for AGGG came h m  ICSU, 

UNEP, and the WMO.lU But the AGGG was short lived, its influence ciimaxing at a 1988 

Toronto conference on 'The Changing Atmosphm: Iinplications for Global Security" sponsored 

by the World Commission on Environment and Development. It beaune somewhat redundant 

thereafter with the creation of the PCC later that par. 

'31~olin et al. 1986, xxi-XXV1ïl. 



Of course external events also influenced the atiention climate change received. 

Economic factors included f a g  fossil fiel prices and growing fuel and energy technology 

cornpetition which gave alternative energy suppliers (that is, not coal and oil) incentive to 

support climate change research and action. Political factors included the winding down of Law 

of the Sea and acid rain negotiations that had presccupied corntries interested in environmental 

negotiations. F i d y ,  external environmental events such as the discovery of the ozone "hole", 

Chemobyl, and the hot North American summer of 1988 raised public concem about global 

environmental problems. Most of these fmtors had little to do with science.'33 Scientists who 

did raise concern often acted as policy entrepreneurs. For example, James Hansen, a NASA 

climate modeiler, told the Senate Energy Commitîee in 1988 that "the greenhouse effect has been 

detected and it is changing our climate now" - a statement that made h n t  page news although 

no consensus existed on the causal relationship between the greenhouse effect and the hot 

summer. 

The 1988 Toronto conference was the hi&-water mark of episternic commun@ influence 

and until then most Westem govemments viewed ciimate change as mostiy a scientific and 

environmental pr~blern.'~ The United States, however, h m  the start viewed the issue h m  a 

more economic perspective and through the lens of domestic policy. Thus, while other states 

primarily dealt with the issue through environment ministries, the U.S. administration set up its 

own cornmittee of the White House Domestic Policy Council, having learned h m  ozone 

negotiations that the EPA and State Department might move more quickly than the White House 

daireci. Although EPA had representation, the major players included the powaful departments 

of Energy, Commerce, and Interior, the Offie of Management and Budget, and the Coucil of 

Economic Advisors. lx The result was a policy position that emphasized measuring economic 

~ s t s  and cosübenefit CalcuIatiom of environmental risk. Hence scientists were essentially 

outmuscled in U.S. policy making. 

13- 1994.48; axtd Baùmer-ChMma 19948,154. 

'Y8odansky 1994.50. 

'UBodansky 1994.50; and Victor 1995.365. 



After the 1988 Toronto confefence, governments became uncomfortable with the 

independent role science had come to play in the climate change issue. Hence, under pressure 

from the United States, WMO and UNEP sa up the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change." James Bruce, who chaired Villach and was secretary of the WMO Executive Council 

when they decided to set up IPCC, described the shift from the AGGG to the IPCC this way 

...after a couple of years of their [AGOG] work, there was an unease...that crept 
into some governments that this was an issue that was going to have enormous 
economic repercussions one way or another and they, in particular the United 
States, didn't like the idea of these fiee-wheeling scientists pronouncing on the 
subject They preferred something with more governmental involvement. So in 
1988 they advanced the idea [of the IPCC] at the WM0.'37 

Although the United States led the way, other countries also felt unease about "the sort of 

influence that a semi-independent group of scientists might have."lY 

In December 1990, governments also took the actual negotiations toward a convention 

out of the hands of the WMO and UNEP (unlike ozone, for example, which was negotiated under 

the auspices of UNEP) and put them into the hands of the U.N. General Assembly. Under 

Resolution 45/212 on Protection of the Global Climate for Present and Future Generations the 

UNGA set up the Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee (INC), handing over negotiations 

fully to diplomats and out of the hands of the FCC, which still operated independently of the 

negotiations themselves. 

Since the FCCC came into force in 1994, new subsidiary bodies that institutionalized the 

role of scientists fixher entrenched government control (biodiversity and other agreements 

contain similar bodies). Governments approve the scientists who sit on such bodies responsible 

for processes such as periodic reviews, evaluations of triggers for M e r  action, monitoring, and 

joint research activities. Despite the importance of such hctions, no guarantee exists that 

parties will accept the findings of such p u p s  or abide by their recommendations since political 

pressure at home, for example, might lead them to usher counter scientific evidence, or use 

political or economic arguments to suggest alternative actions, no action, or the need for more 



re~earch.'~~ The increasing level of govemment control also means such p u p s  are unlikely to 

embsrk on independent initiatives in temis of shaping the overall governance structures, which 

have essentially been set for them. Actual allocative decisions or objectives, then, are not Wrely 

to stem h m  these bodies, though their fïndings may be used to suggest the need for swifter 

action, for example.'" 

The combination of these events served to compromise the independence of the climate 

change research commmity, which suggests it should no longer really be considered an epistemic 

comrnunity according to Haas's definition since memba now consist of govemment-approved 

scientists. Bruce, although he defends the PCC's scientific integrity, largely confimis how the 

role of science changed as the political stakes grew. One such change involved the replacement 

of natural scientists largely by economists in formulating policy options.'41 Nonetheless, the 

scientific community sees the IPCC as its main voice in politics and policy. 

The two P C C  reports to date (1 990 and 1995) also m e n t  a window through which to 

see the politics of scientific activity on climate change. The IPCC divided into three w o h g  

pups .  For the first assessment report, working p u p  1 provided the scientific assessment of 

climate change, working p u p  I I  the impacts of climate change, and working group III response 

strategies. In the negotiations that led up to the climate change convention, the workhg gmup 1 

report received the most attention, aithough its infiuence apart h m  waming about the problem 

was Iimited. It was also somewhat divided over its mission scenarios, the part of the report 

rnost likely to affect policy because projections on emissions are a necessary part of detennining 

what kind of action would be requved to prevent ''dangerous" levels of increases in greenhouse 

gases (the objective of FCCC as found in article î).lU 

Uther significant recommendations came h m  workuig groups II and III on the need for 

more research into the sensitivity of "sociio-economic" systems to climate change. Working 

'%aas, Levy and Parson 1992.10. make a similPpoiaL Forone of the onlydetailed studies of the mlc of such 
exput bodies on a d c q w y  of commhca  within treatics, sec Dcm 1997. 



group III also noted the lack of cost-benefit d y s i s  or research on technological or market 

impacts of proposed solutions. The findings had Little impact on thz treaty process as working 

group III was largely ignored by policy makas, but findings proved signifiant for the finire 

research agenda of PCC. 

As a d t  of the report, and pressure especially h m  the United States, which fàvoured 

cost-benefit analysis of environmental problems and was moving in support of market-based 

solutions, working group III was completely recast in 1992 to undertake the second a~sessment.''~ 

Its new mandate focused much more on economic modehg, specifidy to conduct ''technid 

assessments of the socioeconomics of impacts, adaptation, and mitigation of climate change ...."lu 

Whereas the originai policy group consisted of a mix of scientists, engineers, and administrators, 

the new p u p  was heavily stacked with economists, reflezting also the growth in the academic 

field of the economics of climate change. It also represented a shift in emphasis h m  technical 

solutions and opportunities favoured by countries such as Japan, to the economic costs and 

benefits of various responses and the policy instruments to best achieve thern.lu Significantly, 

other social scientists (political scientists, sociologists, geographers, and so on) were not 

generally selected by govments,  hence the report has Linle to say about socio-political factors 

such as societai stresses, changes in govemment, institutionai adaptation and so on. 

Altùough it has been the object of some controvemy over subjects such as Merentid 

costing of lives in developed and developing countries, the 1995 fïndings of w o h g  group III 

have g e n d y  received more attention by policymakem thaa the 1990 report? The impact 

seems likely to reflect the orientation of the report's more economistic rather than ecological 

approach to policy. 

l U ~ r d o n  MCBCM, author's iadtrview. Whn WMO set up PCC, Japan sent representatives b m  MiTi, mt 
hard sciedsts, and arpressed a desire to get mvolved on responsc strategies because it saw opportimities as a leader 
m solar ce1 and O* altemative encrgy technologitâ 
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The motivation of lead mearchers on cIimate change, a main component of the epistemic 

c o m d t i e s  hypothesis, is difncult to determine in aggregate. Interviews and documenw 

evidence suggest that many shared causal beliefk about the nature of global change, but 

consensus on principled beliefk or a desire to "develop social laws h m  their understanding of 

the laws of nature" fin& litîie support, 

Boehmer-Christiansen, in her extensive study of the climate change policy process, 

argues that the coordinated research community "acted primanly as a lobby for its own research 

agendas dedicated to the modeilhg of planet Earth and the development of alternative energy 

sources."t47 She also notes that the IPCC's Updated Opinion for UNCED was more cautious 

than the 1990 report, emphasinng much more the uncertainty and need for fiirther research. 

Expensive technologies for modelling, the performance of which in large part &ove the success 

of the climate research in the mid-1980s, pcrpetuated this need. ûther research programs related 

to energy forecasting, for example, also used ciixnate change to convince govemments of policy 

relevance at a time when fossil fuel prices wae dropping. Boehmer-Christianson argues that 

scientific burwiucracies used climate change to convince govemments of policy mlevance and 

the need for fhther research at least in part as a way to gain public money (even at the expense of 

increased government control) to fund these programs beyond the means of the private sector. 

Most other literature simply notes that entrepreneurid efforts, particularly stemming h m  the 

Viilach meetings, increased concem among scientists and policy makm on the potential effects 

of climate change. 

Evidence also suggests that splits existed in the scientific community on what scientific 

findings rneant in terms of policy implications. A h ,  mmy scientists, even the most active such 

as former IPCC chair Bert Bolin, have expressed reluctance to enter debates that speak too 

directly to actual policy choices.lY Admiffedly, a coordinated research community certainly 

emerged after 1985 that shared a consensus on the nature of the problem and agreed that it ought 

to be brought to the attention of policy makers (although the p u p  also acknowledged a hi& 

degree of uncertahty). However, there was and remains much less consensus on the prinnpled 
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beliefs about how to think about the threat h m  climate change in tams of resiliency of 

ecosystems and the Like.'" If one principle did &se, it was the notion of precaution in the face of 

uncertainty, which came out in the statement of the second climate conference. 

In temis of an ecological approach, even the most ardent supporters of the values of an 

"ecological scientific community" did not press hard for that approach in policy. For example, 

the initial ammach, advocated by Canada, caiied for a h e w o r k  agreeirient on a "law of the 

atmosphere," like the Law of the Sea. Agreement on a framework convention codd then lead to 

separate protocols on specific issues such as acid rain, ozone depletion, and climate change. 

"The rationale for this approach was that it recognized the interdependence of global atmospheric 

problerns."IN Similarly, the 1988 Toronto Conference Staternent calleci for "a comprehensive 

global convention as a fhmework for pmtocols on the protection of the atmosphere," which fit 

weU with a "scientific ecology" orientation. Itonically, a second appmacb latn adopted - to 
focus simply on a convention on climate change - came h m  Tolba, whose stature was high 

because of his leadership role in producing an international agreement on the ozone issue. At a 

confefence in Ottawa in 1989, Tolba strongiy criticized the "law of the atmosphere" approach as 

politically unrealistic, and argued for a more narrowly focused convention. As a result, it never 

again achieved serious ~nsideration.~~~ So it would seem that when it came to policy, the 

scientists most actively engaged seemed as driven by political expediency as by drawing social 

laws based on the laws of nature. 

The acnial content of the climate change treaty, while it certainiy does reflect some 

ecological ideas, also has embedded in it the core nom-complex of liberai environmentaüsm. 

For example the convention's objectives include (in Article 2) stabiiization of greenhouse g a ~  

concentrations "at a lwel that would prevent dangerous [not definedl anthropogenic interference 

with the c h t e  system ... achieved within a time frame sufficient to d o w  ecosystems to adapt 

naturaly." However, it goes on to say that the level decided upon should also "enable economic 
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development to proceed in a sustahble manner."ln The p ~ c i p l e s  and commitments reflect this 

bdanchg act, reproducing the same or similar wordiag to principles found in the Rio 

bIaration. Scientists certainly did not have consensus on this set of n o m ,  nor did they clearly 

artidate a set of values that flowed h m  scientific research that would fiame the convention 

differently. 

In addition, vimially no discussion occuned pnor to the Toronto meeting about North- 

South issues. The scientists who dominated atmospheric research primarily came h m  the North 

and discussions about the effats of climate change on development for the most part were not 

addressed by this group. The only notable exception came out of a second Villach conference in 

1987 where delegates recognized that aid might be necessaiy to pay for anticipatory adaption to 

climate change in developing countries.In Scientists simply did not deal with these issues, which 

they perceived as political. 

Even &er the treaty was signed in 1992, entrenching ideas inherent in the concept of 

sustainable development, scientists did not much discuss the concept, but simply accepted it as 

part of their mandate. The understmding of Sust8inable development within working gmup III of 

the second assessrnent report was a basic notion that severe environmental or economic damage 

would make development unsustainable. As Bruce put it, "If [the population is] going to be 

flooded, then that makes it diffcdt to sussuaain development for a small island state ... or if [the 

state is] going to have economic losses of nine per cent GDP per year."lY He added that the 

ecological perspective did not dominate thinking about sustainable development among 

scientists. In addition, the issues around sustainable development, in the eyes of scientists, were 

often viewed as political questions not fit for recolll~flendatiom by the PCC. For example, 

equity issues were largely left unexplored in the h t  PCC report and the second report took a 

cautious approach, emphasizing that politicians should choose between such policies although 

the effects could often be determinecl scientifically. 
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1t should also be recognized that the IPCC itself simply had linle direct effkct on the 

content of the FCCC signed at Rio. A commentary on the 1990 IPCC assessment report by 

authors affiliateci with IMSA put it as follows: 

The first report [on the science of climate change] is casily the single most referenced 
document on the science of climate change, demonstrating its focal role in the public 
debate. PCC "c0nsensus" documents are paraded by both environmentai non- 
govemmental organizations (ENGûs) and govemments in their domestic debates to 
"show" that the climate problern is real and deserves policy action - and by others to 
demonstrate the reverse - even though the IPCC documents are appropriately more 
cautious. ... .. . [However], in practice, it has been extremely ciifficuit to intepte research 
on the effects of climate change and policy options into coherent and useful consensus 
documents. lsS 

They go on to note that a reorganization for the second assessment report explicitly included 

more economics and expertise drawn h m  developing countries, two developments driva much 

more by govemments than the scientific community or the science of climate change.'% 

Rowlauds is more blunt, stating that the 1990 PCC report was marpinaiized in the 

intergovernmental negotiating process and that "politicians regarded any consensual scientific 

knowledge as but one of many inputs."15' 

The second assessment report (1995) responded to these concems on the policy side, but 

its presentation of options (its mandate) does not demonstrate a consensus. Furthermore, the 

themes that do emerge draw much more on economics than they do on a vision typical of 

ecological science. This result is not surprising, given that social scientists who dominated 

working group III were primarily economists. Most of the economists approved by govemments, 

although certainly prominent, were classical W o r  environmental economists, not ecologicai 

economists. In fact, hard scientists and economists often disagreed on policy instruments and 

approaches (and there were debates on technical issues among economists as well).Isg 

Nonetheless, the overall approach reflects the mandate given to the IPCC (and taken h m  the 

- 
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convention) to 'place the socioeconomic perspectives in the wntext of sustainable 

de~elopment,'~ which reflests liberal environmentalism. 

Three conclusions on the climate change case raise diffidties for the epistemic 

communities approach to understanding international environmental govemance. Recall, cIimrite 

change should be an easy case, which suggests the challenges to the hypothesis ougtit to be taken 

saious 1 y. 

First, scientists could not or would not formulate a coherent set of policy ideas that states 

then adopted. Adminedly, a transnational scientific communiîy did prompt an international 

policy response independendy and ahead of public concem with the climate change issue. In that 

way, the epistemic community hypothesis finds some support in the climate change case. 

However, scientists did not have a big influence on policy formation. The height of influence 

probably came in 1988 when the Toronto conference ncommended a 20 per cent cut from 1990 

Levels in COz emissions by the year 2005. Although this concrete recommendation has 

repeatedly been raiseci by environmentai NGOs and states Wrely to be most affectai by climate 

change ( s d  island states, for example), it has not received serious consideration as a focal 

point for agreement. In addition, the ecological approach did not dominate proposais. 

Goveming noms that stemmed h m  the scientific community, apart h m  the Precautionary 

Rinciple, either did not appear in the agreement m h e d  or did so in the context of other n o m  

that supported liberal enviroll~llentalism. The one policy implication, apart h m  reducing 

emissions, that seemed to produce consensus in the scientific and technical communities 

involved in climete change research was the need for policy to focus on alternative energy 

technologies and policies. But that concem too gradually d e d  as a focus for poiicy, even 

within the PCC, which concentrateci more on the economic efficiency of policy options. 

Second, when scientists did gain public/political attention, they did so through 

encouraging concern on the issue itself, not its framing. in any case, governments quickiy 

responded to such concem by taking control of transnational research and policy making. 

Governments also took allocative decisions out of the han& of scientists, who proffered few 

unified recommendations anyway on such issues. Far greater cons- wuld be found arnong 

ewnomists who seem to be becoming inmingly important providers of policy advice. 
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Thini, the linkage of scientific activity and ideas to sustainable development uune late, 

and was largely pded by individuals with existing links to the development community, such as 

UNEP head Mustafa Tolba These links did not spring k m  science or the climate change 

research community. In Tolba's case, the concems stemmed h m  his official position and his 

own convictions. In numemus pubhhed speeches he stressed the importance that should be 

placed on the eflects of climate change, among other environmental problems, on the developing 

world His speeches also emphasized the need to f o d a t e  problems in a way to address such 

concems. in contrast, most of the relevant scientific community demonstrated either indifference 

to sustainable development as fiameci by UNEP or unease with UNEP playing a leading de.'" 

The conclusions on climate change are indicative of the overail performance of the episternic 

communities hypothesis in explaining the evolution of international environmental govemance. 

Conclusions 

This chapter has questioned the proposition that science is a primary informer of policy 

direction on international environmental concem. Thus it challenges a key conclusion of Peter 

Haas's, "that science is essential for the understanding of giobal environmental problems, thus 

shifting the determination of the scope of allocative decisions to the international institutions for 

science."" To the contrary, scientists were largely nrcluded h m  ailocative decision-making 

and often eschewed such roles. When they did have inauence, such as in promothg the 

Recautionary Principle, it did not corne as a direct outcorne of their specialized knowledge of 

cause-effect relationships. 

Second, consensus on cause-effect relationships within scientific communities did not 

seem to correlate well with action on major issues, although sometimes individuals or groups of 

scientists played an active role in promoting pariicular environmental concems. On the central 

question of principled beliefs. consensus ofien seemed prtïcularly weak on a number of 

dimensions, making the case difficult to sustain that such consensus was either necessary or 

sufficient for development of particular n o m  of environmental governance. Even on specific 
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matters of policy choice, consensus was relatively uncornmon. Thus the consensual lmowledge 

which supposedly gave a potential epistemic community its political power is open to question. 

Thini, problems arise from the literature's emphasis on tracing the effects of single 

commuaities, based on the assumption that a particular group should be privileged because of its 

claim to authoritative knowledge in the particular issue area. This appmach can easily miss the 

cornpetition of expert groups who corne at policies with different agendas. Environmental policy 

since 1972 has not been the sole concem of a wmmunity of scientific ecologists. As the 

development of noms in practice suggests, development and environmental economists also had 

an interest in environmental policy and actively sou& or were solicited, to influence the shape 

international environmental govemance wouid take (a point taken up in the next chapter). 

A related problem is the focus in the literature on an ideal-type scientific ecology 

epistemic cornrnunity. This focus has led Haas to the mneous conclusion that environmental 

governance now h e s  a backlash h m  niles and principles of trade regimes and market 

challenges at the domestic 1evel.I6' This bias is built into epistemic community studies since they 

start with the ideas of a partidar community and assume a backlash when those ideas do not 

dominate. The bias closes off a critical examination of how such ideas interacted with other 

forces or whetha they are indeed the basis for the n o m  and institutional arrangements that 

finally result. Hence the focus on "scientific ecology" simply misses the compromise of liôeral 

economic and enWontnenta1 n o m  that was at the very centre of bringing environmental norms 

into mainStream international goveiaance. Although arguably the compromise embodies 

important contradictions, it has shaped the way environmental concerns are now institutiodked 

in international govemance and arguably it has been the single most significant factor in shaping 

international environmental govemance over the last 25 years. The so-called backlash does not 

exist; it is instead a logicai outgrowth of the nom-complex developed over the last 25 years. 

A second set of conclusions concems how science actually did work. The primary pattern 

revealed is that, contrary to the epistemic community hypothesis, scientists were reactive, not 

proactive in the major nom-areiculating events identified, even learning themselves h m  their 

involvement in such activities. 



The science policy literature often favses on reasons for a lack of independent influence, 

including mutual distnist of scientists and policy makers/publics or simply a reluctance of 

scientists to enter into the policy process, wen among those most active in communirafing 

scientific ideas to poiicy makers.'" Simhiy, bons and Brown note the 'Ydacy of iinfinished 

business" - the tendency for scientists to see problems as technical, therefore requiring only 

technical solutions. That view closes off for them social, ethical, or political solutions. la Poor 

interdiscipiinary communication may also limit the production of policy-relevant lm~wledge.~" 

Such problems may also stem h m  the diffidties of effective communication between scientists 

and policy makers and the public, which leads to misunderstandings especially in the face of 

incomplete knowledge and scientific uncertainty.'" Otten policy makers can then choose among 

competing knowledge claims within scientific ~ m m u n i t i e s . ' ~  

It should not be surprising, then, that scientists involved in international environmental 

policy exhibited the same kind of unease as their colleagues in other policy-relevant fields when 

they got too close to political processes. This situation remains largely unchangeci since 1972. 

At that tirne, Lynton Caldwell noted that SCOPE "appears to accept an assumption widely shared 

among scientists who believe that their public mission is largely fulnlled when scientifk snidies 

are made available to govemments and international organization~."~" 

William Clark similady looked back on the Brundtland Commission process and mgued 

the smaU role science played was for the best: 

1 think ifs  probably just as we ll.... The agenda on sustainable development moved 
ahead very rapidly in the Brundtland era into UNCED in ways that were largely 
successful in shaping a political r e - m g  of the tenns of the debate, a political 
consensus on at least some directions we needed to be heading .... Frankly, hey 
had about enough science to let that go forward and not so much that it got in the 

I6'~or ex~mple, Bolin 1994. Also Shaaiood Rowtiod, m Brodeur 1986, 80-81, lisû a mcmkr of rcascms why 
scidsts art not mure active. 

'")Lcnmns and Brown 1995,13. 



way. mow it is t h e ]  for the science community to make a re-examination of the 
sustainability issue and see whether' givm the political consensus that has shaped 
up ... we're doing the right science ... whether the necessary long-tenn science and 
monitoring legs for this venture fit.. the development, the political, and economic 
l e .  So 1 think [the science and politics of sustainable development] were out of 
phase, but whether that was done intentionaiiy or not, [it was] pmbably done very 
efièctively and would have been less effective had the scientists been ninning all 
over the Brundtland ~mmission. '~  

Such a conclusion suggests the causal amw runs opposite to the way the epistanic communities 

hypothesis suggests. Even when p u p s  of scientists attempted to maintain their independence, 

govemments proved particularly adept at reining in science and setting parameters for their 

reseatch and influence on policy. 

Finaiiy, a number of empirical auornalies suggest that the evidence shply does not hold 

up in defense of a m w  focus on science in explaining the evolution of environmental 

govemance. Most obviously, there is a lack of fit between ideas generated by an epistemic 

community of naturai scientists and observed normative shifts. The disinterest with which most 

scientists greeted the politicaVeconomic questions that seemed to guide much of nom creation 

suggests a key condition for such an episternic community's influence has not been met. 

One broader normative concem about the epistemic community literature desemes 

mention before closing off this discussion - that the literature makes an assumption that if 

consensual knowledge exists on environmental management in an epistemic comrnunity, then 

institutions ought simply to be designed to better integrate such knowledge. That position 

ignores the possibility that contestation might corne fimm outside that comrnunity, or that the 

community is not equipped to deal with the broader social and political implications to which 

that knowledge rnigtit be put to use. Conversely, that position might blind analysts into assuming 

that the epistemic community is being listmed to when the problem it identifies is king 

addressed. Such an assumption makes it eesy to ignore the real contestation over how the 

problem is king addressed, to what ends' and for whose benefit. Thus, epistRnic community 

analysis either misses the boat on how ideas inform g o v m c e ,  or leads to an uncritically 

examined normative end point where the community's prescriptions are assumed to be in the best 



Chapter Four 

Economic Ideas and International Environmental Governance: 

A Socio-Evolutionary Approach 

This chapter makes two basic theoreticai points. First, it argues that ideas that becorne 

iostitutionalized as goveming n o m  must find a certain 'Yitness" with the existing intemational 

social structure. This is true because most issue areas that constitute coordination or 

collaboration problems for States generally exist within a nested set of goveming n o m  that have 

legitimacy. Second, this chapter argues that new n o m  may corne ffom a variety of sources, but 

that these sources must have a bais of legitimacy themselves in the eyes of key actors who 

participate in, and are affected by, the goveming structures they create. The key to understanding 

the evolution of international govemance, then, is to try to gain an understanding of the 

interaction of new ideas with the social structures - nested sets of n o m  - that they encornter. 

Empincaily, this chapter argues that econornic ideas overshadowed scientific ideas and 

ecological thought in producing normative compromises at key junctures over the last 25 years of 

international environmental governance. Given the two theoretical points just made, that 

influence was not accidental. Policy entrepreneurs were most mccessful at moving a anicern for 

the environment into the mainntream of intemational govemance when they tried to nest 

environmental n o m  into the broader intemational social structure, even as that structure 

evolved to refiect the now dominant l i b d  economic order. The result was the compromise of 

liberal environmentalism. Actors and the ideas themselves certainly mattered. However, the 

success or mure of new ideas in respome to environmental problems must be understocxi in the 

context of their interaction with the intemational social structure they enwuntered and attempted 

to modiq. 

This chapter also dernonstrates the influence of economic ideas, but not simply as 

emWed thmugh an "epistemic community" of economists and like-minded policy makers. The 

last chapter showed that it would be odd to tallr about emnornists as an epistemic community in 

the context of global environmental govemance because that would undennine the explanatory 

power of the hypottiesis, which relies on the privileged position of one particular gmup of 

knowledge-based experts to explain outcornes. Even if one were to try to incorporate two or 
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more expert groups into the hypothesis, the empirical story of the role of economists does not fit 

an epistemic communities explanaiion: an identifiable transnational group of economists did not 

emerge to put forward or promote the susEainable development concept or the ideas behiod 

liberai envhnmentalism. The ideas around Liberal environmentahm certainly had mots in 

economic thought that dated back at least 30 years. However? much of the work by ewnomists 

occurred independently of each other in their home countries and they were not involved in 

transnational research programs, at least not util the move toward liieral environmentdism was 

well underway. When ideas did flow transnationally, they did so through govermental 

institutions that, whüe dominated by the economics profession, d d  not really be considered an 

independent comrnunity of experts who had regularized contact, built consensus around an issue, 

and then promoted that issue independently based on a set of values. If anythmg, the advent of 

liberal environmentalism empowered economists in mviro~mental policy making, but wuid not 

be said to have arisen through their efforts. Understanding what happened in the mid-1980s to 

move international n o m  toward liberai environmentalism thus requires looking fiu beyond the 

expert co~nmunities that studied such ideas. 

An alternative explanation is thus put forward that shows how the ideas associateci with 

liberal enviK,nmeatalisrn interacted with an existing intemational social structure of govemance 

to institutionalize the norm-complex described in chapter two. 1 c d  this a socio-evolutionary 

approach to understanding the process of normative development. Below 1 outline that approach. 

Then 1 apply the approach by tracing through the economic ideas that evolved into "sustainable 

development" thinking and eventuaUy became institutiodked as liberal environmentalism. 

Thus, descriptively, the chapter shows the importance of economic idcas as the ideational basis 

for liberal environmentalism. In texms of explanation, the socio-evolutionary approach shows 

why those ideas dominated over other alternatives. It also leads to a ktkr understandhg of why 

intemational environmental govemauce evolved as it did since 1972, than does an epistemic 

wmmunities appmch. 1 have already presented much of the empirical detail for this 

explanation in chapter two. To avoid repetitioa, below 1 only elaborate on key events in the 

evolution of enviromenta1 noms and refa back to earlier anpirical details as appropriate. 
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A Socio-Evolationary Approach 

Building theory to map the interactions of ideas and the structures they encounter 

(however de-) has pmven elusive. Whereas a number of scholrus now recognize the utiiity 

of examining the role of ideas to explain the content of international regimes or govemance 

structures, they have expresseci fitutration with the literature on two counts: it either does not 

adequately explain why ideas possess a causal power of their own or, if it does, then it fails to 

explain why some ideas are selected over others.' Solutions inevitably address how ideas interact 

with their environment, u d y  conceived of as institutions (whether understood by rationalist or 

historical institutionaiist models). What bedevils theories of ideas and especidy of how ideas 

bemme institutio&ed as nomis (which are collective understandings of appropriate behaviour) 

is how to reconcile the interaction of the sources of ideas with structural explanations, where 

ideas are residuals of p0werfÎ.d actors purmiing their interests. 

In one of the few examples of an attempt to map this interaction, Garrett and Weingast 

make the rationakt argument that ideas create ' Y d  points" amund which behaviours of actors 

converge.' They identify the environment in which such ideas must operate as essentially a 

constellation of actors with given interests. Ideas simpiy select h m  one of the muitipie 

cooperative equilibria available to mate stable institutions. However, this formulation is 

unsatisfactory h m  the perspective of trying to explain the a d  content of govrrnance in that 

any nmber of ideas would seem to do. 

What is required, then, is to move beyond a rationalist approach that views ideas as 

intervening variables between exogenous interests and behaviour- The constructivist literature in 

intemational relations presents one alternative. It recognizes that interests themselves are 

derived, at least in part, h m  an existing normative or social structure in which actors 

participate.) Constructivism focuses especiaily on how actors' interests derive h m  their 

"identities" (as sovereign States, for example). In so doing, it emphasizes the constitutive 

dimension of norms, wherein nomis do not merely regdate behaviour, but define social identities 

'Y= 1996; Blyth 1997; and Woods 1995. 



and practices. Such practices are prior to individual action in that they define the range of 

rnemhgfbl if not conceivable behaviour. However, constructivist writing to &te has g e n d y  

lacked a clear theory of how new ideas interact with the existing social structure. Such a theory 

would identiq the process through which ideas becorne institutionaiized as noms - in other 

words, how n o m  and social structure evolve. 

A few intemational relations scholars, infiuenced by the "new institutionalism" in 

comparative politics', have begun to address this interaction between ideas and social or 

institutional structures. For example, Steve Weber has argued that the creation and function of 

the European Bank for Reconstruction and Develapment can be betîer understood in reference to 

its "institutionai" enviromnent rather than its "technical" environment. The Bank, he argues, 

developed from a shared set of ideas and purposes of states in Western Europe (around the state, 

dwocracy, and market economics) and pushed "the ideas and consensus around them 

substantially fûrther as part of an effort to extend east an ideational and institutional foundation 

for multilatd ~ o p a a t i o n . ~  He draws on organizational theory and the new institutiormiism to 

suggest that the n o m  and fûnctions of the baak were las dictated by efficiency and meam-end 

rationality (the technical environment) and more by their "social fitness" with existing 

institutions and political econornic n o m  existing in Europe: 

ûrgankatiom in an institutional environment are judged by the appropnateness of their 
form; they compete for social fitness... and they are rewarded for establisbing legitimate 
authority structures and procedures more than for the cpantity and quality of what they 
produce. Ends and means are not treated separately, so that proper pmcedures and a 
"rationale" - an account that makes what the organization does understandable and 
acceptable within its social wntext - are the bais of legitimSr.y? 

Similarly, Jeff Checkel makes the case that changes in Soviet foreign policy under Gorbachev 

were made possible by a confluence of factors that included a reformist g e n d  s e c r e t q ,  a group 

of entrepreneurid pweyors of new concepts and ideologies, and "institutional and political 

settings that at different times either constrained or enhanceci [entrepreneurs'] ability to idluence 

'Pimcahg 6 in the rn insthiionaiism inclidc M;ach and O k  1984,1989. 

weber 1994,2. 

6Wek 1994.7. 
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policy.'" What these two studies have in common is that n e i k  explains outcornes as maely 

dependent on the introduction of new ideas interacting with a set of e x i s ~ g  interests in a rational 

manner. Rather, the normative context - or social fitness - of new ideas plays a key d e .  

Here 1 take the basic insights fiom studies such as these and fkom consîructivism, to push 

the idea of "social fitness" further. What is requind, 1 argue, is a clearer specification of social 

structure and a method to tbink about how ideas interact with that social structure - in other 

words, the selection process - to see the means through which some ideas get institutionalized as 

noms whiie others do not. 

ln conûast to the rationalist approach to ideas, I propose a socio-evolutionary approach 

that focuses on how ideas interact with existing nomis themselves, which are based in 

intersubjective understandings arnong actors. The approach is bbevolutionarf' because it 

identifies a selection procas basai on the interaction of ideas with their environment that has 

some parallels to processes of natuml selection? Ann Florini has thus described the acceptame 

of new noms as follows: 

Given two contested n o m ,  one may be more promirient in the nom pool, more 
compatible with other prevailing nomis, andlor better suited to the existing 
environmental conditions than the other. If so, that one will become more 
fiequent in the population relative to the ~ t h e r . ~  

This adogy should not be carrieci too far, however, since unlike natural selection, the evolution 

of n o m  is a conscious activity that, while manifested in praaices, exists in the min& of actors 

who engage in those practices. It does not simply result h m  Survival or success of some traits 

over others that occurs independently of actors' understanding of them. Hence the key to such a 

mode1 is both the legitimacy of new noms (and the ideas h m  which they corne) and the fitness 

with the social structural environment they encouter. Hence the "socio" part of the approach 

here is the recognition that n o m  interact with a 6'social" structure of existing institutionaiized 

8~lorini 1996. She draws a dirra d o g y  kfmai norms d gmcs, and orpnims and -tes, m buiid a haxy 
of normative selcctim wiîh direct parailels to natumi sclcction 
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nomis that have already becorne legitimated and set the conditions for behaviour within that 

social structure.'O 

Rather than relying on direct paraiiels to evolutionary theory, as Florini does, 1 fonis on 

processes of legitimation. This avoids dependence on random variation or mutation as the source 

of change in my theory." Hunan beings engage in purposeful action and self-reflexive thought. 

To quote Anthony Giddens "every social actor lmows a great deal about thz conditions of 

reproduction of the society of which he or she is a member ... institutions do not just work 'behind 

the backs' of the social actors who produce and reproduce them."" So while 1 borrow the 

concept of fitness and modify it to mean social fitness, new ideas in the min& of actors and the 

legitimacy they cm gain for such ideas are the drivers of change. They are not random, but 

purposeful attempts by actors (be they individuals or social groupings) to alter behaviours. 

Social structure constrains and enables the entrance of such new ideas. However, social stmcture 

is not completely detennining. Rather, the legitimacy new ideas c m  gain before becoming 

institutionalized is also an important h t o r  of success. So the mechanism of change has no 

dinct parallei in evolutionary theory. Indeed, the modifier "socio" is meant not only to 

emphasize the focus on social structure, but that human, that is, reasoned action is the source of 

change which occurs ody in its interaction with webs of intersubjective m&gs. 

A complete discussion of international social structure is beyond the swpe of this 

chapter. However, some basic contours of social structure can be describeci in orda to identifi 

''such a vicw of social stnicaire is well support#l wi lhb the CO- Literaturc. Wtndt 19I2, 1994; Wcndt 
and hnrall 1989; Desslcr 1989; Kratochwil 1989; and Busumtwi-Sam and Bernstein 1997, among 0 t h  My 
emphasis on international social stnichnc also -tes my appmch h m  Emaniiel Adler's tfrtory of 
"cognitive evoIution" (1991). Adler f m  primarily on imvation and learnhg within states, and only 
secondarily on îhe &sequent difbion and d e d o n  of new bkqmtations of îhe social worid &&dy and 
internationally. Among other my approach fbcus~~ more dircctly on the interaction of ideas (whatcver 
ibeir source) and social stnicturt. 

"TO be fhir, Horini a h  empbasbcs Iegitbacy, but she disassa it as indicative of aam -," one of 
the factors tfiat iduencts wheîhcr a mm wiU be acccpted (1996.374375). She uses "promMerace" - a direct 
anaIogy to gene prommerifpl as a fiictor tbat acamts f9r reproductive succtss in evolutioImry h r y  - to 
encompassa~ofothcrfactorsthat~diicpmmiotianofaaona ïhustheanalogy, alîhougbcrcative, is 
toof~tofocusattestioadirccdyonçocialproctssts. 



general patterns of n o m  in the international systan." Social structure refers to the institutional 

manifestation of ideas and values, expressed in nomis and des .  To constitute structure, ideas 

and lmowledge mut be institutionalized. Institutionalkation involves the nesting of n o m ,  tbat 

is, when they becorne linked with other n o m  biat express s d a r  values, interests or goals, to 

create an ordered norm-cornplex. Social structure in turn evolves in response to new norms 

while it also reproduces practices (of states and other key actors) that new noms attempt to alter. 

A social structure is dso a structure of govemance in that it is a source of authority. Political 

authority is exercised within a social structure that legitimates it. In other words, political 

authority rests on the institutionalized n o m  that constitute social structure and thus define 

which political institutions and practices are viewed as appropriate. 

In very general ternis, international social structure can be thought of as consisting of 

three basic levels. At the deepest level are theficndamental n o m  of idoitity, which iden- who 

or what the primary actors are. In the wntemporary period, constitutive n o m  have 

institutionalixed sovereignty as the organizing principle of the international systern and identifid 

states as the sole repositones of sovereign authority. At level two are the mZes of obligun'on, 

which spezify the minimum conditions for the coexistence of sovereign states. These nonns 

speciQ the sovereign equality of states, niles of non-intervention and non-aggression, property 

rights of states and jurisdiction, and diplornatic imrntmities. Finally, at level three are the rules of 

process, where most of the nomis of wncem in environmental govemance can be found. These 

nomis and rules constitute and regulate areas of intemational interaction and cooperation beyond 

the minimum conditions for coexistence, such as those concerning international traàe and 

commerce or environmental management. The actual content of any specific level is an 

empirical and historical question, although the three-tiered structure is relatively constant." 

While new ideas about environmexltal govermuce most obviously m u t  find a fitness with 

other n o m  at level three, the d e s  of pmce~s, the g e n d  fornulaton of social structure above 

'$or a detailcd discussion sec Busrrmtwi-Sam and Bcmsttia 1997. The discussion of sociai structure bclow 
drawsfromthispaper. 

'.A large body of ütasaac bas iAcntified various imis of social ShuccPrr. For nrmple, Frank 1988,75159; 
Kratochwii and Ruggic 1986; Wendt and Duvali 1989; Kocs 1994; and Bwrmtwi-Sam a d  &niStein 1997. 
Howcvcr, the fonrmlation of a thm+tiercd stmctme is an innovation of tfit latter source, although o h  hint at the 
difEérentiatia of types of mms in a fiimiint fasbion 
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is important here to the degree that level three noms must also be compatible with n o m  at 

levels one and two if social fitness is to be easily achievd Social structure in turn evolves in 

response to new n o m  while it also reproduces practices (of states and other key actors) that new 

n o m  attempt to alter. Seen in this light, the evolution of enviroamentd nomu demonstrateci in 

earlia chapters cm be seen in the context of their fitness or cornpetition with noms at various 

levels of social structure. The important point here is simply that new noms are likely to f z e  

much greater contestation if they are incompatible with deeper n o m ,  such as those that speciQ 

the identify of actors themselves. 

Hence, it is not surprising that UNCED repduced n o m  consistent with the practices of 

sovereign statehood and control. Similarly, the dashed hopes of some of the more activist 

scientists or environmentalists for a more holistic approach at Stockholm d t e d  from the threat 

it posed to the identity or status of some states. As 1 will show below, various ideas about 

environmental govemance pose challenges to sovereign state contml, but attempts to 

institutionalize such changes have generally failed. Levels one and two of social structure tend to 

enable only a limited range of responses to global environmental problems. I am not the first to 

note this pattern. For example, Karen Litfin and Ken Conca, among others, have pointed out that 

most of the institution-building in response to global environmental concerns has occurred within 

the coafines of traditional sovereign-state diplorna~y.~~ 

Ideas that challenge these noms have generaliy failed to becorne institutionaiized. For 

example, this chapter discusses the failure of ecodevelopment. Although it failed in large part 

because of its incompatibility with economic noms at level three, it also posed a challenge to 

noms at levels one and two. Thus, part of the reason for its Mure is that ecodevelopment, and 

related stranck of "'green" thoughf stress local control of economic activity and decision-making 

that could diminisb the administrative control of the state. 

Ideas and n o m  that challenge state sovereignty h m  above have also faced stmng 

contestation. For example, chapter two noted that global management schemes such as those 

supporteci by the Cornmon Heritage of Mankind nom have fkllen out of fkvour. ûther 

challenges h m  above might corne in the form of granting more authority to transnational 

institutions for science or of support for a more g e n d  social movement to increase 

' k i i  1993; and Conca 1993. 
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democratization and common cuihire at the global level. Indeed, many strands of enviroxunental 

thought have long-supported the creation of a more cosmopolitan world order that limits the role 

of sovereign nation-states, possibly "pushing the nation-state system ... somewhat h m  the centre 

of world political order."16 The early impehises behind global enviro~l~~lentalism, as articulateci 

in even mainstream publications such as Onlv One World, were to push in the direction of a 

greater sense of planetary citizenxy and global stewatdship." However, as 1 showed in chapters 

two and three, actual responses instead have been consistent with sovereign conml and in 

opposition to global management (except by sovereign states) or the reliriquishing of wntrol to 

international institutions for science. The continued entrenchment of sovereign contml is in spite 

of the observations by many scholars and environmentalists that the state is not the appropriate 

site for, or source of, effective management of environmental problems. 

This social structural reality of intematiord politics has meant tbat most (though not all) 

of the contestation around global environmental govarance occurs at the level of d e s  of 

plocess. Fitness with existing institutional fonns is also important at this level and that is where 

most of the analysis in this chapter occurs. For example, when proposed environmental norms 

conflict with trade nomis (or even 0 t h  institutionalized environmental arrangements) some 

contestation is Likely to result. This does not mean currait n o m  and institutions always get 

repmduced; indeed, n o m  constantly face contestation. Rather, when new problems arise, 

n o m  that form in response must not only result fimm "good ideas", but must have the ability to 

make headway in existing social structures. 

Following h m  the above discussion, 1 argue that three factors influence the success of 

new ideas and the n o m  they support: the perceived legitimacy of the source of new n o m  and 

ideas, the fitness with existing international social structures they encounter, and the degree to 

which key actors identify their social interests with those ideas. The latter usually depends on 

some degree of congnimce in domestic political aiid socio-economic organization among 

relevant states. Such congruence is important because international social structure in the 

" ~ a r d  and Dubos 1972. 
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modem state system, at least at the level of process, generaliy ~ f lec ts  contests between 

competing conceptions of states' social purposes. 

The latter observation means that power play a role in this approach, although not as 

traditionally meamred by realists in temis of matRial capabilities alone. Rather power is 

exercised in the context of an existing normative structure that reflects practices of powerful 

a m  that are constrained and enabled by that structure. In other words, power mattas, but 

nomis contextualize power relationships; they are the media through which actors decide on the 

appropriateness of prsctices and engage in contests over those practices. In this vein, John 

Ruggie argues that one must examine how power (capability) and social purposes become k e d  

to project political authority, thus contnbuting to the formation and maintenance of international 

govemance In a normative structure that privileges sovereign states, the introduction 

of new ideas still depends in part on congruence with their social purposes. 

Following this pattern, economic ideas that became inauential largely did so within key 

institutions that, owing to their legitimacy, disseminated those ideas to member govemments and 

other international institutions. In this, the OECD played the most significant role in genexating 

economic ideas that brought environmental cnicerns into the mainstream of international 

govemance. The OECD also identified the compromise - the fit with international social 

structure - that would eventuaIiy be agreed upon at UNCED. Without these ideas and their 

nesting within key institutions, environmental govmiance was unlikely to have developed as it 

did and agreement on n o m  would have been more difficdt and less coherent. Legîtimar.y of 

ideas mattered, but not simply in the way an epistemic cornrnunities hypothesis would suggest. 

For example, it is doubtful that UNEP on its own d d  have succeeded in ushering in a set of 

ideas that had as great an influence on internationai govemance as did ideas h m  the OECD. 

Insteaù, legitimacy came both h m  the puveyors of ideas themselves and the institutional 

settings in which those ideas first made headway. 



Limited Success: Economic Ideas, the North-South Divide and Ecodevelopment 

Tracing îhrough various attempts to bring environmentalism into the mainseeam of the 

international agenda dernonstrates the repeated influence of economic ideas. However, such 

ideas did not M y  succeed until the advent of SUSfEiinabIe development When they did, 

entrepreneurid leaders such as Maurice Strong, Mustafa Tolba, Jim MacNeill, and Gro Harlem 

Brundtland (among others) were necessary to puil those ideas together in legitimating 

institutions. When they did not fit with dominant social structures or make headway within 

legitimating institutions, those ideas failed to becorne institutio~ed.  

Before beginning the histoncal trace of the infiuence of economic ideas, it is worth noting 

that many ideas associated with liberal environmentaiism received some policy attention as far 

back as the late 1960s. Their mots go back even M e r  to Pigou's 1920 book The Econornics of 

Welfare, which suggested tbat governments should introduce corrective taxes and subsidies to 

discourage activities that generate externalities.19 The basic elements of Pigovian analysis 

became the foundation for the new field of environmental economics that focuseci on ways to 

intemalize the ostensively extenial costs of envllonmental degraciaîiom By the early 1970s' a 

number of govemment and academic studies that containecl specific suggestions on how to cost 

the environment had appeared in Canada, the Uaited Kingdom, and the United States? The 

ideas promoted in those studies ranged from the development of economic incentives to the 

creation of private pro- in pollution rights. The academic literature credits University of 

Toronto economist John fIarkness Dales's book Pollution, Pro~erty and Prices with iotroducing 

the latter idea - that tramfable property rights could work to promote environmental protection 

at lower aggregate cost than conventionai standards? Hahn and Stavins note thas ''Front these 

two seminal ideas - corrective taxes and transfdle property rights - a substantial body of 

research has developed.'" 

'%igou 1920.23-30. Sec also Weale 1992; and Hahn d Stavins 1992. 

Z Z ~  and Stavins 1992,464. 
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However, other lines of thought about how to bring emnomic activity more in line with 

environmental control had also appeared during this period. The policy literature in the lead-up 

to Stockholm contains a number of altematives that draw on different traditions in economic 

thinking. For example, some policy proposais advocated an extreme version of command and 

control, which suited a position on envitonmental probIems taken by eco-pessimists. Proponents 

of this view saw environmentalism as eschewing the lefürigkt, or EasWest ideological divide 

by pointhg out that enviroamentaiists in the West wuld see the &y when private pmperty as it 

then existed wodd no longer be possible when it came to naaval resources. For example, one 

writer in 1972 noted that "...in the United States, for example, one may read articles affinning 

that one may one &y corne to the point whexe di natural resources will have to be state- 

controlled, if not declared the property of the community altogether." Common property 

ownership and community rights to enforce standards applieà to that property were as seriously 

considemi as private ownership schemes? 

More recently, Eric Helleiner has identified a distinguishable "green" peffpective on 

International Political Economy (IPE)." This Perspective, Helieiner argues, d i f f a  in its 

normative goals and theoretical assumptions h m  the traditionai realist, liberal, and Marxist 

variants of IPE. In essence, the "green" perspective holds that the world political ewnomy ought 

to resemble - in Helleiner's terms - a neo-medieval structure, where self-regdating local 

commufulties nui their own economies, reguiated by de-centralised institutional anangementS. 

Under such arrangements, a global civil society would control the worst global eavironmentai 

problems. The intellectual limage of such ideas dates back at least to Adam Smith's descriptions 

of a decentraiized, de-industrial world, and to economic and social thinkers such as ZROpold 

Kohr, E.F. Schumacher (who was heavily influenced by Kohr) and Ivan Illich. According to 

HeUei.net, many contemporary ecological and dewelopment economists have noted their 

inteliechial debt to Kohr in particular and to ideas that flowed h m  his work. 

From these observations it should be clear that the story of which economic ideas were 

selected and how they influencecl the evolution of international environmental n o m  is not 

U ~ n e r a  1972. The quotaticm is on p. 139. 

%elleimr 1996. 
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sirnply a matter of which ideas are '%etter" or which merely existed wiîhin a particular 

community of economists. The reasofis why, afkr 30 years, ideas associated with liberal 

enviroamentalisrn gahed a strong foothold m u t  be anaiyzed historically to see the social and 

political processes through which that selection ocnrmd Clearly, the perspective of this 

dissertation is that economic ideas mattered. This chapter shows which ones mattered and seeks 

to understand why. 

Beghmhg with Stockholm, recall that it was development and environment economists, 

not natural scientists, who k t  introduced the environment/development linkage that Strong 

recognized as a requirement to get many developing countnes to participate. These ideas 

responded to developing states' fears about an emphasis on lifeboat ethics or no-growth 

philosophy implied in studies such as Limits to Growth? In particular, developing c o d e s  

worried that trade barriers would be erected under the guise of environmental protection. 

As mentioned in earlier chapters, Strong convened two key meetings in 1971 of srnail 

p u p s  of "experts" to respond to these concems. It was the second meeting, primarily of 

developing country economists in New York, that he cded "the single most influentid meeting 

in temis of my development of the agenda" (the first meeting at MIT was desaibed in chapter 

three)? According to Stmng? the New York meeting specifically aimed to bring development 

onto the Stockholm agenda. As former head of the Canadian Intemational Development Agency, 

he had already decided that enWonxnent and development needed to be W e à ,  but asked 

Barbara Ward to convene a group of "developing country economists and thinkers to redy 

address these issues." As he put it, "it didn't take a genius to figure out that through the 

development process that we affect the environment, and only h u g h  improved management of 

the development process that we can a c W y  address rralistically environmental issues." The 

New York meeting of economists started the process of giving that enWonrnent/development 

linkage intellatuai content and legitimacy, especially in the developing world: 

1 was world champion nght h m  the begiaaing of the whole need to integrate 
environment and development. That was my whole thesis for coming iato it, my 
h t  speech to the preparatory committee made that clear. Now, mind you, that 



was a simple conceptwi approach. 1 needed to put flesh on the bones and 1 
needed a lot more professional guidance and professional help, and 1 of course 
went out to seek that I'm not saying that 1 inventeci that, 1 mean that was such a 
logical thing. But 1 did in k t  re-orient the entire Stockholm agenda [hm the 
focus on poliution only, under Swiss scientist Jean Moussard]. 

Thus, it was the New York meeting that really allowed Strong to formulate ideas that would get 

developing c o d e s  interested in Stockholm, and could be considered the beginning of the 

wolution of ideas toward what eventually became susainable development thinlcing at the level 

of intemational discourse. 

The context of developing country positions within a more general program of 

development goals is also important to recognize. Hence ideas that would underlie developing 

countries' positions also had mots in two more forrnal meetings in the lead up to Stockholm: the 

November 197 1 Second Ministerial Meeting of the G-77 in Lima, P m  and the meeting of 

development experts in Founex, Switzerland. Founex, as mentioned, made a much more direct 

impact on the Stockholm preparations and, accordhg to Strong, "it arose directly out of the 

[smaller] meeting.. . in New York," which also provided Founex's intellectual foundation. 

Founex's significance is worth reviewing. First, the report produced dernonstrated that 

developing countries were concemed about environmental problems, but were deeply suspicious 

of how the international community would deal with such problems if treated in isolation h m  

development. Second, the report differentiated the environmental concems of developing 

countries h m  developed countries. Finally, it presented environmental concems in the context 

of a set of international nomis consistent with developing comtq concems, in partidar those 

expressed in the Strategy for the Second Development Decade. For example, it emphasized the 

sovereign control of developing countries over their economic development and their own 

resou~ces.~ In bnef, Founex juxtaposeci development and environment, showed scepticism for 

Northem concems over global environmental problems when local environment and 

development problems reiated to poverty seemed fhr more important, and demonstrateci a general 

antagonism toward a liberai econornic order that appeared to unfillrly disadvantage developing 

countries. 
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This combination of ideas meant that the economic ideas contained in Founex were 

unlikely to forge a global consensus. Nonetheless, Founex forceMy dernonstrated the need to 

reconceptualize the new international environmental agenda if a t d y  global consensus on action 

were to be achieved. Many of the economic ideas contained in Founex pasisted in various 

developing countries and cooperative fora nght up until UNCED. For example, economic 

concerns expressed in the South Centre report of 199 1 show rernarkable similarities to those in 

Founex? Many developing countnes at UNCED, however, moved h m  those positions toward 

the consensus around n o m  in the Rio Dedaration. Had new concepts not dweloped to forge 

politically acceptable linkages between environment and development, environmental 

govername might not have progressed beyond this North v ~ s u s  South, environment versus 

development stalemate. 

The concept of ecodevelopment promoted at UNEP under Strong's leadership in the 

1970s wnstituted the first real attempt to create a unifjmg set of ideas aroud environment and 

dwelopment. it in many ways came closest to the kind of synthesis that Haas's scientific 

ecologists mi&t have desired. However, this attempted "marriage" of ecology and economy did 

not corne h m  the science of ecologyper se. Notably, as 1 pointed out earlier, Strong credited 

Ignacy Sachs, a French development economist, with giving the concept inteilectual content, 

although ecological ideas clearly had a .  i.u.fluence." However, the concept did not translate into 

great success in shaping governing noms.'0 

1 have already detailed the practical problems with ecodevelopment in earlier chapters. 

However, another problem was that the concept itself was re-definecl h m  UNEP's attempt to fit 

ecodevelopment into a program that bmadly promoted economic growth, into something more 

radical? Robert Rideli's influentid refoimulation of ecodevelopment in his book of the same 

title - the most commonly cited on the topic in the academic iiterature - shows a much deeper 

%ce Calciwcli 1990,202-204; and Adams 1990,5146 fm disaisaions of the concept and why it faid a, aoh 
on. 
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suspicion of economic growth." It views growth thugh  global economic expansion and 

industrialkition as ahost  inevitably perverse in that it benefits already wealthy nations and 

s d  elites in developing corntries, while it papetuates poverty, unemployrnent, oveme of 

resources, economic dependence, and a host of other social, economic and enviromenta1 

problems that hm the majority of people in developing countrks. The subtitie of RiddeU's book 

-"Economics, Ewlogy and Development: An Alternative to Growth Imperative Models" - 
reveds the general orientation of his thought, whkh, although not hostile to gmwthper se, 

emphasizes ''pmgress more than gr~wth."~~ Progress can be achieved, he argues, through 

administrative and social reform that includes population control, increased self-reliance at the 

individual and community levels, improved nutritional quality of food intake and various other 

small scale and local development initiatives to fuifil local needs, and the achievement of social 

and economic goals in the context of nsource conservation and environmental pr~tection.~ 

Growth through economic expansion, large-scale capital investment, and liberahxi trade is thus 

inimical to ecodevelopment as formulateci by Ricldeil. This radicalkation of development did 

not sell well in developing wuntries, leading politicians and industriaiists did not support the 

concept, and the proposais appeared to many as idast ic  and impractical? 

Strong attributes this lack of success to the more g e n d  negative reaction in developing 

countrîes to ecodevelopment's apparent ecological focus. As Strong put it: 

1 suppose there's still a sense in which many people regarded the word %CO" more in its 
ecological than in its economic sense and the word sustainable appealed more to the sort 
of outnght development constituency. The word " e ~ "  - we nwa succeeded in getting it 
across as a synthesis of the two e ~ s .  Rather it seemed to corne out more on the 
ecological side .... 1 think in effect sustainable development sold better in the development 
side of the constituency." 

3%A0fitt 1996.11; and Adams 1990.55-56. 
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Neither the scientific and dwelopment communities around UNEP, nor the economists and other 

development ex- in intemational development agencies, codd produce the necessary North- 

South consensus or alliances arnong key state or institutional actors to mate  a focal point for 

environmental govemance around ecodevelopment. Similarly, the World Consavation Strategy 

had only limited success in shaping overall govanance structures, M e r  demonstrating the 

iixnitatious that policy-oriented scientists and environmentalists worked under when trying to sell 

environmental concerns as compatible with de~eloprnent.~~ 

The faiure of ecodevelopment is an important part of the normative story since the 

Wute of goveming n o m  also givs  insigbt into why others succeeded. As Moffitt coloumilly 

puts it: 

One of the positive results stemming h m  the theory of ecodevelopment. .. was that 
sustainable development became c o n s i d d  as  an alternative way of organising socio- 
economic development in a way which would, as fàr as possible, result in less harmful 
environmentai practices. Like the parable of the sower, many se& of these ideas fell on 
barren ground; some were cultivated as ideological blue or red blooms, and fortunately, 
one or two seeds were able to flourish... [as] in the Brundtland ReporP 

The theoretical issue is why ideas associated with the Brundtland Report, and n o m  that 

followed h m  it, succeeded where others had fitiled. 

Sustainable Development and the OECD 

The key change in framing the problem of environment and development came b m  the 

OECD. Its development of the Polluter Pays Principle (PPP) in the early 1970s created an 

intellecd basis on which to build fbture policies." As mentioned, the spirit of the principle 

implies the use of market-fnendly instruments such as pollution charges and tradeable permits 

that have been the trend in implementing the PPP in the 1980s and 1990s. Its main purpose is to 

support economic growth by achieving enWonmmtal protection with minimal distortion of 

markets. The notion of 'getting @ces ri&' underlies the principle. 
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aven the growth-onented goals of the OECD and other lead institutions of 

intergovemmental environmental goveniance (for example, the ECEU and later the World 

Bank) the emphasis on growth and marketsriented aivironmentalism is not surprising. Hence, a 

focus on the normative environment within the OECD (the organkation itself and membets 

states) makes the policies outlined in chapter two more understandable. For example, Article 1 

of the OECD Convention (siped 16 Decembs 1960 in Paris) commits the organization to 

policies that aim '?O achieve the highest sustainable econornic growth... and sound economic 

expansion" of membm and non-members and the expansion of multilateral, nondiscriminatory 

trade? Following these goals, its stated envirclnmental position recognizes "that govanmental 

interest in maintahhg or promoting an acceptable human environment must now be dweloped 

in the h e w o r k  of policies for economic gr~wth.'~' 

Indeed, the OECD pioneered many aspects of economic thinking about the environment. 

These efforts came mostly h m  its environment cornmittee established in 1970. There, a core 

sub-cornmittee of economic experts intmduced many of the ideas that the OECD w u c i l  would 

later adopt and push in member states and at international gatherings." For example, the sub- 

committee developed the "Guiding Principles Conceming kitexnational Economic Aspects of 

Enviromenta1 Policies," of which the PPP is a cornerstone. These principles fit within the 

cornmittee's primary mandate to "iavestigate the problems of preseMng or improving man's 

[sic] environment with the puticular reference to their economic and trade implications." Its 

guiding philosophy is that only an g'expanding economy can provide the resources to meet the 

higher expectatiom of man [sic] in bis quest for a better wty of life.'" Complimenting this 

pro-growth orientation, the cornmittee uses cost-benefit analysis as its primary method of 

evaluating alternative enWonmenta.1 proposais. Its research has concentrated on problems such 

as how to implwent the PPP while maintainhg fait cornpetition in different juisdictions. 

Current cornmittee work continues dong these lines, and, since Brundtland., especiaiiy concerns 
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itself with the use of economic instniments? H o ~ e v e r ~  these ideas did not just &op into 

international discourse or automatically becorne entrenched in environmental n o m .  hther9 

individuais within OECD had to mobilize these ideas in order to puil the weight and legitimacy 

of the organization behind the dissemination of those ideas to powemil actors. 

The signal event that brought these ideas into the xmhmeam of public policy came in 

1984 when thai Environment W o r  Jh MacNeiii organized the ''Environment and 

Economics" conference. MacNeill felt that part of the m o n  the decade since Stockholm 

produced such a poor environmental record was that it focused on "end-of-the-pipe" solutions 

that were a cost-burden to industry. The Environment and Economics conference meant to 

provide an economicaily rational response to such problems. In MacNeill's view, 'We laid the 

intellectml foundatiom for what later became known as sustainable development in [the] OECD 

between '80 and '84," and the Economics and Environment conference articulateci that 

foudation." It gmtly influenced member govanments and business leaders, who were well 

represented there, in the direction of the OECD environment cornmittee's vision of 

environmental governance. The conference included high-level participants h m  OECD 

member governments, many at the ministerial level (for example, U.S. EPA Adminisûator 

William Ruckelshaus chaired one of the sessions), the European Commission, leading academics 

k m  the environmental economics community (David Pearce, for example), interested 

govennmental and non-govanmental organizations, eade unions, indusûy, and prominent 

individuais includllig Maurice Strong. The conference was chaired by Pieter Winsemius, 

minister of housing, physical planning, and the environment of the Netherlands. Recall 

Winsemius was later co-author, with MacNeill and Taizo Yakushiji of Japan, of a major report 

on this topic to the Trilateral Commission in 1 99 1 .' 
Not only did the confefe~ce diss eminaîe its views to p o w d  leaders in governent and 

industry, it also constituted a learning process for OECD economists. As MacNeili put it, "[The 

confere~lce] was with the active participation of the economic establishment in the OECD, and 

u ~ ~ C D  1% 

"~im Mac~ciii, auctior's interview. 

$6MacNeiIl, Wmscmnis and Yakushiji 1991. 
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you know the OECD is to classical economics what St. Peters is to Chnstianity. 1 mean it's the 

keepet. of the keys. And so we had the economic establishment involved and that was essentiai" 

for a wider polic y impact" 

In a sense, this process of how new ideas found a fitness within the constraints and 

opportunities of the normative environment of the OECD is a microcosm of the larger process of 

normative evolution. Thus, the socioevolutionary approach taken here clearly has similarities to 

arguments made in the "new institutionalism" litmature to the effect that the "ideas and 

inteiiectual outlooks of specialists are fïltered through the institutional settings in which they 

operate. Depending upon the details of a particular o r ~ t i o n ' s  history and sense of mission, 

these settinp can either hinder or promote particular ideas or outlwks.'~ New ideas about 

environmental policy put forward in the Environment and Economics conference were also 

shaped by the organizational goals and nomis of the OECD and the economics profession that 

dominated its work. In addition, with the "economics establishment" withia the OECD on board, 

legitimacy within the OECD as a whole was greatly enhanced. 

The hdings of the Economics and Environment coderence emphasized the desirability 

of strengthening the d e  of economic instniments and the reciprocal positive linkages between 

environmental protection policies and economic growth. Studies presented found that 

expenditures on enviromenta1 protection had a c W y  increased growth, s p u .  innovation, and 

increased jobs at the rnacro level, although losses might be experienced in specific industries. It 

ais0 found that economic instruments were more efficient, effective in the promotion of 

innovation, and more appropriate for environmental policies that had shified toward prevention. 

This latter finding was key, as it suggesîed that not just any fonn of environmental protection 

could solve the environment/economy dilemma, but policies that geared environmental 

protection towards compatibility with economic growth and the operation of the market w ~ u l d ~ ~  

47Alldmr's interview. 

4 d ~ l  1993,277278. Set also March d O h  1984,739. 

4 9 0 ~ ~ ~  1985 and Jim MacNeill, author's mtcrview. 
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These findings, MacNeill said, tumed conventional wisdom on iîs head that said the 

environment and economy wae enanies, and that the best that couid be achieved was a balance 

between the two. He summed up the influence of the conference this way 

We came out of that confaence with [the] OECD saying for the first t h e  ... that 
the enviro~ment and the economy csn be made mutually reidorcing. That was a 
breakthrough conclusion for that O ~ O X L  It changed the way a lot of people 
began to think about the environment and the economy. And it was that 
concIusion ... that I took with me into the Brundtland Commission in late '84 when 
we got startecl. And that formed one of the cornerstones, and a v q  large 
cornerstone, for the Brundtland Commission's report and its conclusions with 
respect to sustainable de~elopment.~ 

In this way, the conference played a major role in shifting the way goveniments, business, and 

the economic estabiishment at the OECD thought about environmental issues and the best ways 

to address them. In partidar, the conference cemented the view, at least amung key elites in the 

North, that econornic p w t h  and environmental protection could be compatible. 

MacNeill's later role as secretary-general of the Brundtland Commission - Gm H a r l a  

Brundtland picked him based on her contact with MacNeill while she serve- as Norway's 

representative U> the OECD Environment Conimittee - ensureci these ideas would gain furthet 

legitimacy. In addition, the Brundtland Commission could shape those ideas to fmd synergies 

with other norms then dominant in muitiiateral clctivities between North and South. Asked 

whether his work at OECD had a big influence on the Brundtland Commission's work, MacNeill 

responded: "Oh, well 1 know that! 1 mean 1 brought it into Brundtland and 1 was primarily 

responsible for Brundtland so sure, it had a big influence therem' He also said the ideas 

infiuenced industry through groups such as Stephan Schmidheiny's Business Council on 

Sustainable Development. 

MacNeül did more than just carry ideas, he wmte a detailed agenda for the Commission 

that wouid be distributed to all participants. Howeva, the original version contained two 

agendas - the "standard" agenda which fit with traditionai approaches to conservation and 

environmental protection, and the "altemative" agenda which, although it contained many other 

ke ts ,  fit generally with the OECD kdings alnady iisted. The other key innovation in the 



"alternative" agenda was to take a sectord approach, looking at environmental problems in the 

context of the economic sector as a whole in which chey occur, rather than lookhg at a particular 

environmental problem - say natural resource issues such as deforestation or poilution issues 

such as acid rain - in isolation. A sectord approach would, for example, examine the problem 

of cIimate change in the context of the energy and transportahon sectors, and tropical forests and 

biodiversity would be approached h m  their cornmon sources in agricultural, forestry, trade and 

aid p~licies.'~ 

In what was pafiaps the most significant decision of the Commission, it decided to 

distribute a version of the report to those making submissions that contained only the 

"altemative" agenda. That agenda then formed the intellectual basis for Brundtland's version of 

sustainable development? Asked why the Commission did not settle on some other 

tenninology, such as IIASA's "sustainable biosphere," MacNeill said that it represented simply 

an updated version of the standard environmental protection agenda. As such, it would have led 

a proposals not much different than the World Conservation Strategy, which he felt just tacked 

development on to a resource management agenda. Io contmt, "If you read [Our Cornmon 

Futurel yod11 find that we begin with gtowth and the growth imperative. And we talk about the 

environmental consequenees of that and we raise questions about the sustainability of growth.... 

So our point of departure is not the environment. It's the imperatives for growth." Y s  

selection process by MacNeill and the Commission helped to ensure that ideas embodied in the 

"alternative" agenda would dominate. In other words, it ensured that economic growth would 

h m  then on be at the core of global environmental govenÿuice. 

The influence of the OECD on the Brundtland Commission did work somewhat in the 

way the epistemic community literature wouid predict. However, key actors who Camed ideas 

were policy entrepreneurs, not primary researchers. Also, success depended l a s  on consensual 
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knowledge and more on institutional backing w k  legïtimacy existed for the policy areas 

Brundtland would address; policy makers took notice whai an organization such as OECD with 

top economic credentials supportai the environment. 

The Brundtland Commission process also wincided with a period of change in the 

international political economy, domestic economies, and environmental policies in many 

countnes. Internatiody, remnants of NIEO discourse still existed within the United Nations 

system, but any serious negotiations over an NIEO had already ground to a M t  by the early 

1980s. In this context, the Keynesian-styie compmmises described in chapter two reflected 

somewhat the broader normative shape of North-South dialogue in the mid-1980s. However, by 

1987 when the Commission released the report, those nomis were aiready becoming outdated, 

A number of authors have noted changes in domestic environmental policies aromd the 

same time that incorporate ideas consistent with the hdings of WCED, even if actuai 

implementation of such ideas bas been slow. For example, Weaie and Hajer discuss these 

changes as a move toward "ecological modernization" and away h m  the previous conventional 

wisdom that the balance between the economy and the environment was a zero-sum game? 

Most of these changes in domestic policies followed on the heels of the Brundtland report, 

although strict causality would be difficult to detnmine as many of the changes occurred 

M y  simultaneously with the report's findings. Nonetheiess, Brundtland did provide a 

legitimating set of  policy noms and fesponses to environmental problems that seemed to respond 

to the failures of policies in the 1970s. For example, Weale notes that a large number of OECD 

wuntries began to recognize that old environmental problems continued, despite expensive 

regdatory measures, while new enknmental concans, particularly transnational issues, gained 

p a t e r  prominence." The responses advocated by the Brundtland Commission helped to refiame 

environmental policy discourse in a way states and various interested publics found palatable as 

responses to such problems. 

Although Weale points to a large number of domatic socio-economic changes that 

contributcd to these changes in domestic policies, he also notes that "the argument emerged, 

'%de 199223-32; and Hajer 1995. both of whom foais on thc "discou~~e* of aological modemmû 
. . on. 

%cale 1992. Sec aiso HahnandStavins 1991. 



most notably in the Brundtland report, tbat enviromenta1 protection to a high level waç a 

precondition of long-term economic development," and that domestic reforrns drew h m  these 

This body of ideas became appeahg to many members of the policy elite in 
European counûies and international organizations during the 1 980s .... Part of its 
appeai, I conjecture, is that it has the potential to break the politicai stalernate 
between the clean air advocacy and the economic feasibility advocacy coalitions. 
Once it is recognised that pollution control cm itself be a source of economic 
growth... then the balance of argument in tenns of economic feasibility is tipped 
toward cleaa air rather than away k m  itS8 

These new ideas thus provided a certain fitness with general economic goals of relevant states 

and also responded to a growing public concem. This discussion should not imply that the 

approach taken here better explains the actual direction of environmental policies in any given 

country than factors identified in alternative appmaches to explainhg domestic policy. Rather, it 

simply shows that the n o m  promoted by Brundtland did find a fitness with the social purposes 

of states mund this period. As will be shown below, those social purposes themselves also 

began to undergo changes that coincided with changes in the international political economy as a 

whole. 

The Social Structural Environment and the Institntionali7ntion of Liberal 

Environmentalism 

Chapter two demonstrated that a partidar pathway h m  the Brundtland report led to 

liberal environmentalism. The line of thought on which Brundtland based its wre findings 

clearly legitimated this pathway, but the shifting of economic n o m  in the international 

economic system heiped to select how Brundtland would be used. The WCED and work of the 

commissioners mattered, but the seiection process occumd in a chanj$ng international social 

structure that reinforce. the legitimacy of the parts of Brundtland most consistent with liberai 

envitonmentalism. 

Almoa coinciding with the release of Brundtland, the new near-universal consensus on 



the emerging liberzil economic order createâ ideal conditions for the report to get a serious 

hearing. As chapter two described, the shift in international economic govername became most 

apparent in the IMF and World Bank programs to combat developing comtry debt. The policies 

refiected an emergent economic policy convergence - the Washington Consensus - which 

supported the move to liberal market orthodoxy in the North and South alike." 

These changes in social structure provided a good fit for many ideas in WCED, which in 

turn helped to legitimate its fr-aming of the environment problematique at UNCED. R e d  that 

G-7 summit statements, Iater OECD environmental policy proposais, EC and EU environment 

pmgrams, and a number of statements k m  intematiod environmental gatherings demoIlStrated 

the impact of these ideas on fiiture environmental policy research and programs, both 

domestically and internationally." It should be noted that many of these research programs, 

internationally and domestidy, focused heavily on market mechanisms and fit with h W  

economic n o m  that promoted growth. Thus, they ernphasized one particular pathway h m  the 

Brundtland Commission report most consistent with the research generated at OECDO6l 

MacNeill's own work in the period between Brundtland and Rio fhther entrenched this 

partinilar pathway to Rio with bis iafluential report to the Trilateral Commission? 

It is notable that economists often played a major role in such prograrns, but becme 

empowered by liberal enWomentalism as much as vice-versa (as the epistemic community 

literatute might suggest). As n o m  around liberal environmentalism gained legitimacy, policy 

makm and political leaders enlisted environmental economists to formulate specific policies that 

fit with the new-found legitimacy for growth-oriented environmental policies. 

The U.S. case provides an excellent exsmple. Pmj ect 88, which 1 mentioned briefiy in 

chapter two, came about not through the initiative of Robert Stavins, the Harvard economist who 

headed up the project, but through Senators Timothy Wirth @-Colorado) and John Heinz (R- 

%ce chrpîcr two. For G-7 summit sec Hijd 1989,1991. For a ammipry of inttmatid sîatemcnts 
in support of mark% instnrmentP sec OECD 1994a, 13. 

6 1 For a s\nnmasr of mdernatianal iniîiatms s# fbr example, OECD 1994a; and Proicct 8 8 - R d  ïi 199 1,24. 
For Post-UNCED prognuns set, fOr example, OECD 1994b. 1995. 



Pennsylvania). The two senators saw an opportunity to bring greater legitimacy to ideas that had 

been promoted already, with only limited success, by non-govemmental groups such as the 

Environmental Defense Fun& As Wirth put it: 

Senator Heinz and 1 thought that economics was pervading everything else during the 
Reagan era and a lot of 0th issues were being lwked at through an economic lens and 
why should environmental issues be excludeci h m  that ... environmental issues could not 
exist in a v a c ~ u m . ~  

Wirth approached Stavius shortly thereafter, not vice-versa Stavins is even more blunt about the 

legitimation procas that was central to getting new ideas accepteci: 

1 think it's easy to forget that because the political landscape has changed so 
tremendously in regard to (market) instruments in the intemenhg years.... We 
had to be carefiil about how we approached this. After all, emnomists had been 
pushing these ideas for 30 years and the political process had been ignoring them. 
So it wasn't enough to just present the ideas. It's not the ideas that mattered. 

What really rnattered was the fhmbg, the packaging .... The most important article 
in the newspapers that led to the bteakthrough of getting attention was by 
[columnist] Peter Passeil in the New York Times .... [PasseIl wrote that] it's not so 
much what it says but who said i t  And whm [Passeli wrote that] who said it was 
important, he wasn't referring to Stavins, he was refening of course to two 
senators, a Republican and a Democrat. He rnakes it very clear in the article and 
that was what was of criticai importance." 

Stavins noted that men in the United States, wtiere the compatibiiity of the market and 

environmental protection had been pushed throughout the 1980s, the ideas st i l l  had to be framed 

in a way to gain consensus h m  the environmental and, in the U.S. case, the non-Republican 

constituency. In The New York Times article referred to above, Passeli drove home the 

importance of Senators Wirth and Heinz's support for Pmject 88 when he -te: Their 

imprimatur confers a new political legitimacy on economists' ways of thinking about 

environmental pr~blems.'~ Similarly, the Brundtland Commission was able to frame issues, and 

gain publicity for that f?aming of environment and development, in a way that would find 

consensus within a very wide audience beyond the elites who interact with the OECD. 

6lfimothy w a  auîhor's inotrvicw. 

@Robert Stavins, author's inttrview. The artide f t h e d  to is Passcii 1988. 

6Passell1988. 
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Project 88, as initidy conceived, aimed at domestic environmental policy, and was not 

much influencecl by the Brundtland Commission report. Nonetheless, because it infiuenced U.S. 

policy t b u g h  the Clean Air Act amendments of 1990 (kugh tradeable permit schemes for 

sulphur dioxide emissions, for example), it helped to provide broad-based legitimacy for a more 

economistic view of intemational environmental poiicy. Wirth believes that it made the Clean 

Air Act amenciments possible. 'Whether it was Pmject 88 that did it, it's certain that Project 88 

1egitimi;i:ed a lot of the things the Bush administration was trying to do," he said? This 

Legin'mation carriecl over into U.S. foreign environmental policy in the Iead-up to and, to an even 

greater degree, following Rio when Timothy Wkth became the U.S. Under Secretary of State for 

Global A n a h ,  responsible for global environmental policy in the Clinton administration. 

According to Wirth, many of the ideas in Project 88 found their way into the US. Environmental 

Protection Agency, Department of Interior, and the State Department prior to Rio and informed 

the positions taken there." 

At the international level, the synergy between ideas in Pmject 88 and ideas of 

sustainable development as they had begun to be undemtood following Brundtland, facilitateci the 

building of consensus toward Rio to ovmome the North-South divide. In Wirth's eyes, Roject 

88 is "absolutely" compatible with sustainable development. "Sustainable Development ail has to 

do with the attempt to link environment and economics. Pmject 88 1 hope contributes to an 

understanding of how you make sustainable development work.'" Such work contributed to 

aiiowing the United States, Eirmpean and other OECD countnes to go into Rio and, despite 

suspicions of developing country motives and the development side of the Rio agenda, agree on a 

basic set of governing noms with the South. Agreement was made possible because sustainable 

development could mean that a liberal economic onier and environmental protection could be 

perceiveci as compatible. 

Although projects such as Stavins' and David Pearce's in the United Kingdom were 

repeated much more in the North than in the South, the g e n d  normative changes in the 
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international economic order meant such ideas could more easily fmd synergies with the growing 

domestic consaisus among States in the South as well. In addition, ideas around sustainable 

development found support within other United Nations governing institutions previously 

reluctant to incorporate environmental wncems. For example, 1 have already describeci the 

World Bank reforms and its leading role in the GEF. Recall that the Bank's influential 1992 

World Development Report on environment and development, like WCED, argued that massive 

ezonomic growth (3.5 times increase by 2030) is necessary for achieving other ends, including 

environmental protection and poverty reduction.' Brundtland made it possible for the World 

Bank to proclaim its new "green" image and still promote market liberalization, private property 

rights, and market-based instruments to change enviro~menuy damaging behaviour. 

While WCED did not cause these changes in the Bank, it did play an important normative 

role. It legitimated a form of international governance consistent with the Bank's general 

development philosophy - an emphasis on export-led growth, open markets, and domestic 

liberalization - while it also provided an opportunity for a response to envUonmental crïticisms 

of its lending policies. WCED allowed what former Bank president Lewis Preston called the 

'kh-win" strategy, whereby "links between efficient incorne growth and the environment need 

to be aggressively exploite<tmO 

Other changes in environmental n o m  also found a fit with the wider normative 

envitonment. The de-legitîmating of the wmmon heritage principle, for example, and its 

reinterpretation in the 1994 Law of the Ses agreement owed much to this social fitness. U.N. 

Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar noted as much when he launched negotiations to 

overcome the impasse in Part XI (the provisions on deep seabed mining) of UNCLOS IIL The 

report of the Secretary-General on the new agreement notes that de Cueliar felt that cooperation 

had becorne possible because, among other reasom, the "general economic climate had been 

îransformed as a result of the changîng perception with respect to the d e s  of the public and 

private sectors. There was a discernible shift towads a more market-oriented econ~my.~'  This 

6arorld Bank 1 W b. 

WorId Bank 1992b, iii. 

"UNGA 1994. The report was under tbm ~ecrctary-gaiCral Bouhos Bou(rosGhali, but refèrs to 
c~mmuùs mnAr. by de Cutilar in 1990. 
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change in social interests or purposes among mauy states rneant new common ground couid be 

forged on the meaning of CHOM to reinterpret it to be in confonnity with market n o m .  Taken 

as a whole, the final outcome of UNCLOS RI legithated sovereign control and market 

principlw, thus it reproduced established n o m  at level two and three of social structure, much 

as did the agreements at UNCED. 

UNCED Oatcomes and Liberai EnMronmentalism 

Were the UNCED outcornes themselves completely pre-ordained by the legitimation of 

these set of n o m ?  The answer is of course no. Any given set of international negotiations 

includes cornpetition among specific interests, complex dynamics, and unexpected and non- 

predictable events. Nonetheless, the UNCED negotiations clearly did occur in the context of a 

relatively accepteci set of legitimating n o m  around the concept of "sustainable development" 

and, 1 have argued, its legitimation as  liberal environmentalism. Much of the legitimation had 

already ocnured within the United Nations system and had been reinforced through muitilateral 

fora such as those listed above and in chapter two. The micro processes through which this 

happens have been described by others with other terminology - Ernst and Peter Haas describe it 

as leaming, Gunnar Sjiistedt describes it as building consensual knowledge, and Oran Young, on 

a slightly more maam level, describes it as institutional Iinkages - but the underlying 

phenmenon, 1 would argue, is the same as coming to use a cornmon, and legitimate set of nomis 

on which goveniance is builton 

At the level of procas, the U.N. system itself reflects existing nonnative compromises in 

the intemational system. The various organizations and actors repmduce that normative structure 

in their activities, which, afta dl, depend on support h m  their state sponsors. Indeed, their 

Legitimacy depends on it. As a U.N. process, UNCED undoubtedly rekted n o m  that had 

made headway within various relevant institutional arrangements within the U.N. system, and 

helped to create an environment for the normative compromises produced at Rio. SjBstedt, for 

example, in looking specifically at the UNCED p m s ,  focuses on how what he terms the "LM 

b~ucratic-organizational culture" coloured UNCED consensual knowledgeon He notes that 

%as a d  Haas 1995; Sj&tcdt 1994; and Young 1996. 

%jaacd< 1994.82. 
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activities of relevant fllnctiona.1 agencies (for example, the World Bank and UNDP for poverty 

reduction or the FA0 for the relationship between agricultural productivity and the environment) 

had direct input into decision-making and fhmhg of problems by the UNCED secrdanat, who 

called on the expertise within those agencies for issue clarification. As the process u n f o d a  the 

relevant agencies often helped fit national reports or particular problems into a conceptual 

fhmework and program language understandable within and across UN agencies involved This 

institutional culture did not determine the content of particular policies outright, but gave some 

clues at the level of process of how the existing social structure of international politics gets 

reproduced on the micro-level, even when it evolves in novel ways such as in the framework of 

Agenda 2 1 - a creation of the UNCED secretariat? 

Similarly, learning that had gone on within States and the U.N. system about sustainable 

development made the more fadical pmposals of the South Centre, for example, seem almost 

anachn,nistic or a remnant of the NIE0 period. Neither did the South Centre ofFer up a coherent 

altemative to "sustainable development?" H a c e ,  the proposals reminiscent of the NIEO, for 

example, did not muter the unified support necessary to achieve success at Rio. At the same 

time, n o m  such as the entrenchment of sovereign control of resources, resistance to the 

application of CHOM to biodiversity, and even more radical pmposals such as a right to 

development, had more success because they could be h e d  as compatible with the n o m  of 

liberal environmentalism. It shodd not be so surprising, then, that even the United States could 

not succeed in strayhg h m  this cons- with, for example, its position that trade measures to 

protect the environment should be diowed under certain circ~mstaaces.~~ Liberal 

environmentalism, to maintain legitimacy, had to support an open intemational trading system. 

Overarctiing this entire pmcess ere dominant nomis of intemational society tbat the U.N. system 

and its wmponents both reflect and reproduce. The ideas mmd sustainable development set 

the path to Rio, but their interaction with the evolving intemational social structure gives the 

broder picture of how environmental govanance changed to institutionalize liberal 

environmentalism. 
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Conclusions 

This chapter has argued that a sociwvolutionary approach is more enlightening than an 

episternic cornmunitles approach to understand why international environmental govemance 

wolved as it did since 1972. It showed that cconomic ideas were the source of many of the 

major developments in the normative evolution of environmental govemance, but new noms did 

not simply arise as a result of those ideas, whetha or not they were Camed by a specinc 

community of experts. Instead, ideas did or did not becorne institutionalized as goveming norms 

based on their interaction with the existing social structure of international society. 

Ecodevelopment failed whereas sustainable development succeeded because ideas around 

the latter found legitimacy in key policy making institutions such as the OECD. However, that 

legitirnacy was not enough Policy entrepreneurs had to use the legitimacy of the OECD to 

promote those ideas. When they successfûlly Linked those ideas to the Brundtland Commission 

process, it provided added legitimacy to a wider govemment and non-govmental constituency 

in the North and South. Those ideas, although many had mots in exlier thinking about 

environment and development, successfully broke from previous thinking by rehming 

environmental protection in the language of economic growth. The fitness and interaction with 

the wider international social structure helped to select a particular pathway h m  the Brundtland 

Commission report to Liberal environmentalism, and entrenched the most signifiant shifi in 

global environmental policy since 1972 - the shift h m  considering environment mainly in the 

context of enWonmenta1 protection alone, to goveming noms that now link vimially ail  global 

environmental action with liberal economic n o m  that promote growth. 

Disentangling the causal chah of the three htors of ideational success is not easy. For 

example, UNCED not only reflected an emerging consensus on the proper n o m  for the 

international political economy, but may also have played a role in legitimating those norms. 

The fâct that social structure is constituted by practices of actors maka such linear causal 

thinking inappropriate. Nonetheless, the conditions of entrance for new ideas and n o m  does 

suggest causal weight can be attached to the three factors identifid in combination - legitimacy 

of new ideas, fitness with social structure, and fitness with social purposes or interests of major 

states - and that they reveal a pmess through which new nomis get selected Since UNCED 

also pmmoted some new norms not yet well institutionaIized in international social structure, the 
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question remains whether these new challenges will seriously contest existing noms. For 

example, the increased activity and legitimacy of non-state actors might yet find openiags to gain 

further legitimacy. Contestation of n o m  does not cease once they becorne institutiodized; 

rather the interaction of practices of actors and the social structure those practices constitute is an 

enduring condition of world politics. 

Theoretically the chapter bas attempted to move away h m  strictly rationalist conceptions 

of the influence of ideas on international govmiance to answer some of the critiques raised in the 

ideas Merature. While a single historicai study cannot make one overly confident of the 

usefulness of this approach to al1 intemational governance, it performed better than the epistemic 

cornmunities literature in undatanding the normative evolution of global environmental 

govexnance. It also seems promishg as a way to resolve the dilemmas inherent in rationai 

appmaches to ideas and policy, while it attempts to provide a way to think systematically about 

the interaction of ideas and their environment while ernploying an interpretivist approach. Such 

an appmach seems appropriate given the nanire of ideas as involving rneanings and of nomis 

which are inberently intersubjective. 



Chapter Five 

Conclusion 

This snidy has presented two major arguments. First, it demonstrated that the advent of 

sustainable development thinking ushered in the institutionabation of liberal enviro~~~lentalism. 

This fom of international govemance promotes and maintains a liberal economic order while it 

aîtempts to minimixe disruptions to ecological systems. Under liberal environmentaiism, a 

iiberai international economic order, privatization of globai commons, and market n o m  are not 

only perceived as compatible with environmental protection, but necessary for successfûl 

incorporation of concem for the environment in the practices of relevant state and non-state 

actors. 

The concept of liberal environmentalism owes some intellectual debt to John Ruggie's 

concept of "embedded libefalism."' Ruggie, drawing on the work of Karl Polanyi, essentialiy 

argued that the pst-World War II multilatd ùberal economic order was predicated upon 

domestic intervention. In other words, the liberal order created explicitly dowed govemments 

to intavene in their economies to cushion the effects of free trade and financial flows. My 

position is similar to Ruggie's to the degree that 1 focus on the social structural bais  of a liberal 

economic order as embodied in legitimating nomis. In Ruggie's case, the legitimating n o m  of 

international liberalism included support for domestic intervention. However, 1 do not argue that 

l i b d  environmentalism is a compromise necessary for the legitimation of the liberal economic 

order promoted since the end of the Cold War, nor does the evidence in this dissertation 

substantiate such a position. Instead, 1 take the more modest position that the legitimation of 

environmentai concerns in the international political economy has involveci a process of 

introducing ideas about the environment that, to gain legitimacy, had to f h d  a compatibility with 

the kind of economic order present at any given tirne. Enviro~mentalism has not yet becorne a 

cenaal pillar of the international political economy, thus it cornpetes with a varief~ of social 

purposes in the construction of the international economic order* Nonetbeless, 1 have argueci that 

the pwing importance of environmental concerns owes much to its formulation in norms of 

liberal environmentalism. 
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In at least one respect, however, this dissertation moves beyond Ruggie's arguments in 

that it introduces a new approach to explainhg the processes thmugh which partida, f o m  of 

goveTnance becorne institutio~ed. Rather than relying on domestic compromises in dominant 

states as a starhg point for the construction of international govemance structures, as Ruggie 

does in explainkg the origins of embedded liberalism, 1 begin with a recognition that 

international social smcture is an evolving set of practices in which new ideas and forms of 

governance must make headway to gain legitimacy. Fmm this starting point, I developed the 

second main argument in the dissertation, that the evoluîion of international environmental 

governance couid be best understood in terms of a socio-evolutionary explanation. 

This approach atrempts to push forward the literahire on the causal role of ideas by 

showing a way to understand the interaction of ideas and the noms they support with the social 

structure they encounter. The focus on social structure draws attention to the wntext in which 

state and other key actors attempt to build govemance structures to addnss global problems. 

Such structures, 1 have argued, are not simply respomes to material interests. Rather, a theory 

based on social structure endogenizes an important source of interests in that identities and 

interesfs stem, at least in part, h m  the social structure in which actors participate. Furthenno=, 

the historical or evolutionary aspect of the approach is mesnt to reveal that social srnichire is not 

just a functional or closed system, but evolves in response to new ideas. Social structure is thus 

historically contingent, and the socio-evolutionary approach attempts to capture the dynamic way 

in which govemance structures evolve in response to new global problems, but aiways in the 

context of an existing nonnative environment. 

Below, 1 discusses the implications and limitations of these hdings for the theoreticai 

understanding of global environmental politics, for international relations more broadly, and for 

the policies and practices in place to address global environmental concem. 

Theoreticai Implications 

The N'tive Basb of Goveniance 

I began this study with a detailed examination of the normative bais of environmental 

governance. The focus on n o m  tumed attention to the content of govername, rather than to an 

explanation of whetha cooperation on particular environmental problems occurred. It thus acted 
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as a corrective to rational cooperation and neoiiberai institutional liteniture, which tend either to 

ignore or to heat as irrelevant the content of policies promoted in cooperative arrangements. The 

main reason for this negiect is that such appmaches take interests as given, thus unexplained. 

For example, a recent, and &Iy comprehensive, review of the internationai regimes fiteratme - 
s a  the dominant research program on international cooperation - dealt almost exclusively with 

issues of design, classification, and effectivemess. It paid very little attention to the n o m  the 

repimes actuaily promote, the implications of such n o m ,  or why the ideas on which those 

nomis are based were selectd2 The contractarian, rational-interest basis of most regime analysis 

generally puts such questions outside the scope of analysis, as I argued in the introduction.' 

My focus on nomis is not meant as a replacement of studies based in contractarian, 

rational-interest approaches, which might lead to useful conclusions on the requirements for 

stable institutionai mgements, for example. But 1 do aim to promote a more criticai 

evaluation of what Rind of environmentai govanance is acnially being achieved, a vitally 

important question for theory and policy. 

Although 1 did not undertalre an assessrnent of the effects of liberal environmentalism, 

identifjmg this norm-complex is the first and necessary step to allowing such an exmise. Such 

assessments might more carefuliy examine the impact of n o m  on particula. policies and 

critically examine what criteria of waluation these n o m  produce. For example, what does a 

paaicular nom-complex mean for issues of @ty (between generations, nch and poor sbtes, 

societal groups, and so on), environmental quaiity, or cost-effectiveness? The rational 

cooperation literature truncates debate on these fundamental issues at the heart of designing 

institutions to address global environmentai problems. 

Idem, Social Structure, and Change 

The ideas literature in international relations developed as one attempt to introduce these 

questions back into the shidy of international institutions and cooperation. When used in 

2 ~ ,  Young, and Zûm 1995. 

fLevy, Young, and Zûm 1995,3û6-307.3 12-3 13, a&m to rrcognb this limitation wbcn ihey pomi out th mac 
rtscarch shouid bt cooductbd using a constNctivist apprDgCh, for example, and other alternatives to ammcmh 
dys i s ,  whîch @&es Mderests as givcn. 
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conjunction with the rational cooperation literature, however, such studies too often take it for 

granted that  oper rat ive solutions refiect progress on the problem being addressed. The 

epistemic communities literaîure is partîcularly susceptible to this problem since authors of 

snrdies in this vein almost exclusively examine new ideas that they believe will lead to progress. 

Hence, such studies tend to look at how new knowledge can alter interests to facilitate 

cooperation, without questioning why some ideas succeed over others. This problem, as 1 

pointeci out in my critique of the epistemic communities literature in chapter three, leads some 

scholars to an overly optimistic view of the ability of new ideas to alter international relations in 

a positive direction. Thus an assumption prevails that States can relatively easily 'leam" to aiter 

their definitions of interest, and thus create or change international institutions in response to 

their enlightened views. In recognizing that new ideas do not exist in a social vacuw1i, my focus 

on social structure supports a less sanguine view of the ability of new ideas to change 

international relations. Instead, social structure is seem to p o w d y  select certain ideas so that 

change, especially at deeper levels, genediy occurs in a slow and evolutionary fashion. 

Yet change does occur in intemational relations in response to new ideas about legitimate 

behaviour, or to new purposes of action such as responses to global environmental probiems. 1 

have not, however, introduced a general theory about the rate of evolutionary change or the 

conditions for large transformations. Research that focuses on such change in intemational 

politics often c o n c m  massive dismptions such as major war, revohtion, or economic 

upheavals. By focusing on a particular area of govanance, especially one that has misen 

relatively recently to prominence, 1 have shown the slow process of evolutionary change that 

continues to mur between such major upheavals. But more research might nuitfûliy be done to 

better specify the conditions under which quicker or slower change might be expected. As a 

preliminary observation, however, this case suggests that new issue areas o h  cornpete against 

existing social purposes and gain prominence in governance structures in large part by fjnding a 

fimess with those structures, although in so doing they also may inject pressures for change. In 

addition, since ideas are based ic meaning and intention, and social structure is based in 



intersubjective understandings, the human potentid to alter such structures, even if it is highly 

constrained, is always present4 

Naturaily, a ffocus on the content of govexnance turned attention to the ideas litemture in 

international relations. 1 argued that in the absence of the ideas associateci with liberal 

envimnmentaiism, the form of governance instiiuti0naIi;i:ed at the Earth Summit wouid not have 

arisen, nor was it likely that environmental concems would have corne to play as prominent role 

as they have in intemational governance more broadly. The introductory chapter showed that 

ideas mattered and couid not simply be derivecl h m  the materiai interests of dominant actors nor 

h m  the materiai structure of the international system. If not for the introduction of ideas about 

environmentai problems and about how the international community should address those 

problems, it is unlikely that the environment could have made the headway it has in international 

discourse and action. 

The eariy attempts at global environmental govemance achieved only limiteci success 

because ideas had not been developed to bring the North and South together in a way consistent 

with other trends in international governance. The initial ideas presented at Stockholm by the 

conference secretariat did attexnpt to bring disparate intensts together, and in some ways 

provided the basis for environmental govemance as it would dwelop over the next 25 years. But 

the ideas promoted at Stockhoh could not fûndamentally alter the basic underlying interests of 

North and South nor did they provide a way to conceive of how environmental govemance muid 

avoid a challenge to core aspects of international social structure or the direction of governance 

that either the North or South supported. The ideas contained in the Brundtland Commission 

were a bteakfhlough in that respect. For the first t h e ,  a set of ideas successnilly refiamed 

enWonmental concems in a way that could be compatible with dominant n o m  in the 

international social structure. Thus, they were much more iikely to alter the understandings of 

interest of major states in the North and South. As international social struchrre evolved at level 

three to reflect the move away h m  international Keynesianism and more toward the 

9 bave roaged only on idcas as a source of change in hicmatid relations. 1 xecojpize that Large dm& such 
as war or changes m technology couid also cause change. Nonetheless, apparentty exogenous shocks such as wair 

mi@ be hididiy explored within this fiamework h even major wars occur m the context of cltisting social 
relations. The amksîation b t  may u d d e  such d c t s  o h  occua~ at deeper leveis of social stnicture and is 
~ l o d  in Buwrmtwi-Sam and Beinstem 1997. 
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'Washington Consensus" of liberal market noms, the aspects of sustainable developrnent most 

consistent with such n o m  gained favour. 

In the above story, ideas mattered in that they had to be developed by some group and 

needed to gain legitimacy in key orgmktions that could promote them, such as the OECD and 

then the Brundtland Commission. Thus previous chaptas ~ e d  h u g h  in detail h m  where 

and whom such ideas originated and were promoted, and how they made their way into the key 

nom-articulating events identifid Chapters three and four then turned to various strands of the 

ideas literature in international relations to try to answer why the particular set of ideas associated 

with Liberal enWonmentalism came to dominate environmentai govemance. Ultimately, I argued 

that what made ideas of liberal environmentalism successful was not simply their promotion by 

legitimate groups, but their fimess with an evolving social structure. It is this interaction of ideas 

and social structure that the socio-evolutionary approach uncovers. 

The Causal Role of Idem 

In my attempt to contribute to the literature on the causal role of ideas in international 

relations, I differentiated between the rationalist and interpretivist use of ideas and placed my 

approach in the latter camp. However, 1 argued that a socio-evolutionary explanation could still 

identify causal factors that Iead to the selection of some ideas over others. 

Before turning to that approach, 1 tested an epistemic communities explanation of how 

environmental ideas became institutionalixed. 1 chose this e x p l d o n  because it contains within 

it an argument about why some ideas in particular mattered, that is, ideas that had legitirnacy 

rooted in an expert group privileged by its cause-effect knowledge and driven by principled 

beliefs based on such knowledge daims. Thus, it appeared to answer the two questions left 

manswered by rationalist approaches: where did ideas corne h m  and why did they get selected? 

In this case, the hypoihesis posited that the ideas came h m  a group of ecological scientists 

whose ideas were selected because of the Iegitimacy of their consensud cause-effect how1edge 

daims. 1 also chose this explanation because international environmental governance is a crucial 

case for the hypothesis, which makes the findings here of mon general relevance for evaluting 

the usefiilness of the approach. An epistemic cornmunities explanation should have perfiormed 

best in explainkg the content of governance in an issue area, such as the enviro~ll~lenf 
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characterized by complexity and uncertainty and that requins technical expertise to both 

understand the problem and to formulate solutions. 

Despite the promising attempt to bridge the rationalidinterpretivist divide, chapter three 

found that the hypothesis M e d  in key respects to account for the evolution of international 

environmental govemance or even to identify the process of scientific influence on international 

environmental activities or agreements. Some of the diffidties related to the acnial way in 

which scientific knowledge did or did not influence environmental governance. 1 discuss those 

issues in a subsequent section. In this section, 1 will confine my remarks to the limitations my 

fïndings suggest for the hypothesis or the epistemic communities approach more generally. 

First, 1 took issue with the assumption of the hypothesis that the causal knowledge of the 

community informs its principled beliefs. In regard to environmental governance specifically, 

Haas uses this assumption to argue that a community of scientific ecologists "sought to develop 

social laws h m  their understanding of the laws of nature.m The evidence does not support such 

a position since "social laws" could not be easily derived h m  the cause-effect research 

undertaken by the group, nor do most scientists appear willing to support such a linkage. If 

anything, the history of mlogical science shows that strong debates persist about the pmper 

focus and methodç for research and the relationship between research and environmental policy. 

Indeed, chapter three demo~l~frated an uneasy relationship between scientific research and the 

environmental values Haas has repeatedly atûibuteâ to his ideal-type scientific ecology 

community. 

Chapter three also challenged a related implication of the approach: that policy choices 

c m ,  and ought, to stem primarily h m  objective science. This uuderlying orientation of the 

epistemic communities approach is revealed in Haas's arguxnent "that science is essential for the 

understanding of global enenmental pmblans, thus shifting the detemination of the scope of 

allocative decisions to the international institutions for science.'* This statement cannot be 

sustained empirically in the case of enviro~mental govemance. The more subtle theoretical 

point, though, is that the epistemic communities literatwe is biased toward fïnding ways to 
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increase the influence of science on policy since the literature makes the assumption that such 

policies would best reflect the "objective tnith" of the situation, to the best understanding of the 

tirne. The Link between scientific research and policy proposais requires a more critical analpis 

to unpack that relatiomhip. In addition, while scientists tbemselves are often concerned about 

their social responsibility and informing policy to the best of their ability, many of those most 

active in global change research also appear to recognize the political and sociai nature of 

choices. Whether this is true of other issue areas, the re1ationship between the truth-ciaims of an 

expert group and their policy activities ought to be made explicit, not assumed. 

Finally, the individuais most directiy involved in communicating scientific knowledge to 

policy makm ofien do not fit a strict definition of an epistemic community. A number of studies 

on international environmental issues have shown that primary researchers are not the main 

source of scientific advice to policy makers. These stuclies identiQ 'kowledge brokers," "policy 

reseafchers," or "science managers" as more often serving as intermediaies between those who 

produce knowledge and those who make policy.' While some of these individuais are scientists, 

others are not. It may be that some are inauenced in their value orientation by scientSc 

endeavours; however, it is @y plausible that th& influences include their own institutional 

or bureaucratic settings or personal histories. Regadess, the episremic community literature 

cannot capture the link between science, this wider p u p ,  and their influence on policy. 

The socio-evolutionary approach attempted to move the discussion away h m  a focus on 

an expert group alone, and toward the interaction of ideas with their environment. In the 

formation of intemational n o m ,  that environment is the existing set of n o m  that make up the 

international social structure. Because international social structure is constantly evolving in 

response to the institutionalkation of new noms and altering of old ones, the socio-evolutionary 

approach lends itself naturalfy to an interpretivist methodology. The content, in temis of 

meaning, of social structure must be investigated at any given tirne as the environment in which 

new ideas compte. The approach is limited in its ability to mode1 strict causal relationships 

because the fitness of ideas associated with liberal environmentalism was histurically contingent 

'~itfk 1994; TimkrLLc 1989; and Bochmcr43iabsa 1994a 



Nonetheless, a loiid of causaiity is evident that makes the approach something more than 

a purely interpretivist endeavour. Factors cm be identified that malre some ideas more lïkely 

candidates for i n s t i t u t i o~ t ion  or legitimation than others. Even though these factors, such as 

social structure or ideas, are based in understandings of meaning, they can still possess causal 

weight 1 found Ruggie's notion of 'tmrative causaiity'' usefbl in contrasting the causal weight 

of ideas, norms, and institutions with the f o r d  causality characteristic of the physicalist world.' 

The socio-evoIutionary approach moves even further toward an explanatory approach than 

simply identifjmg the social structure and positing its causai weight; it emphasizes that specific 

factors can be identified that reveal processes through which these meanings evolve. 

1 have argued, for example, that the legitimacy of ideas within a privileged expert gmp ,  

even when those ideas are disseminated within bureaucracies by members of that group, is not 

sufficient, nor even necessary, for the acceptance of new n o m  or changes to existing n o m .  

The perceived legitimacy of the carriers of new ideab is important, but can be &ed also tfiraugh 

the legîtimricy of key institutions through which they act. In this case, the OECD in Paris was 

such an institution in the reah of public policy, and especidly economic policy, arnong its 

member states. Even then, however, the selection process of new ideas also involves fimess with 

existing social stnictures and with the social purposes of dominant states. These factors in 

combination had causal weight. 

As 1 mentioned in chapter four, the interrelatiomhip between these factors, partidarly 

the last two, leaves me open to the criticism that they are not discrete variables in the positivist 

sense and thus cannot be subject to rigorous testing. Nonetheless, 1 would argue that social 

structure is a real structure that regdates and wnstitutes the identities, interests, and behaviour of 

key actors in the intemaional system. Sa while this approach is not directly testable against a 

rational choice approach, it does identiQ real fàctors that shape intemational environmental 

govername and provides a systematic way to explain the process through which some ideas get 

selected over others. 



Empirid and Policy Implications 

The findings also raise a number of issues that relate more directly to policy questions or 

analysis of the processes of international environmental govemance. Below, 1 rwiew some of 

the key findings about the interaction of scientific and econornic ideas with global environmental 

governance. Thai 1 discuss some of the implications of liberal environmentalism. 

Scientisfi, Economists, and Environmental Govenuurce 

One major empirical finding was îhat the inauence of scientific ideas and scientists did 

not work in the way suggested by the epistemic communities literature. Contrary to Haas's 

assertion quoted earlier, scientists are largely excluded h m  allocative decision-making and often 

eschew such roles.9 Chapta three shouid not be read to suggest that environmental scientists, or 

various mvironmental or ecological ideas they supported, did not &kt specific policies or 

influence govanance at ail. Individual and groups of scientists often played significant d e s  in 

identifjmg environmental problems and have been called upon to monitor and assess 

enWonmenta1 problems. Similarly, some ecological ideas have been taken up in formulating 

various environmental policies. 

Howeva, chapter three did challenge scientists' primacy in goveniance. It also 

challenged the claim that the bais of their influence rested on their consensual lmowledge and 

prhcipled beliefs. Indeed, consensus on environmental problems often came a b  substantial 

political responses had aiready occurred, as in the case of ozone depletion. Little evidence 

supported the presence of a strong consensus on values within groups of active scientists, apart 

h m  perhaps a support for scientific research itself. When commuaties did arise to address 

particular problems, and then pushed policy makm for a response, the kind of action proposed 

tended to be general in sape (for example, d u c e  greenhouse gas emissions), or did not seem to 

possess any partida. causai weight over and above other, non-scientific, consideratiom. With 

the exception of the Precautionary Principle, few n o m  could be atîributed to specific values 

associated with scientific research on the environment. Support was not found for the argument 

%Iin 1994. Sec also Stierwwd R o W s  ccnrmunts m Biodcra 1986, 80-81 who lists a number of rcascms 
w h y s c i ~ a f t n o t n i o ~ t a c t i v t .  
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that the l e g i k y  of the current f o m  of environmental govanance stemmeci fiam an epistemic 

~omrnunity~ Even in the case of the Rekiutionary Principle, the relatimhip between scientific 

research and values was not captureci by the epistemic community literature. 

1 did not attempt to identify a definitive pathway through which scientific loiowledge fed 

into intemationai environmental activities, but the evidence suggests that the pathway is less 

linear than the epistemic communities literature would have us believe. The evidence also 

showed that influence dependeci on entrepreneurial scientists or knowledge brokem and that the 

political environment shapes policy relevant research as much as vice-versa. Finally, despite the 

centrality of science to an understanding of global environmental problems, scientists and 

scientific orgdnizati0n.s played only limited roles in each of the three nom-articulating events on 

which I focused Chapter three SUTI1II12LfiZed some of the possible reasons for this limiteci 

influence of scientists on policy. 

A second set of implications for the d e  of science relates to the relationship between 

scientific research and goveming structures. One conceni relates to the way an epistemic 

communities approach biases what an analyst might see in examinhg environmental governance: 

a narrow focus on a scientific ecology epistemic corn- - of whose existence as a coherent 

p u p  1 found little evidence - leads to the erronems conclusion that enviromenta1 govemance 

now faces a backlash h m  d e s  and principles of trade regimes and market challenges at 

domestic levels.1° That misses the compmmise of liberal economic and environmental n o m  at 

the heart of liberal environmentalism. It dso misses how policies that Haas perceives as extemai 

challenges, in reaïty fit with this form of governance. Thus, an epistemic communities approach 

obscures the actuaI nom-complex at the hart of international environmental governance and the 

most signifiant shifts in that nom-compla over the last 25 years. 

Chapters ihree and four demonstrated that these shifts in enviro~mentai governance have 

themselves affected research and advice on how to address global environmental problnns. 

Those chapters highüghted the reciprocal influence of social structure on the genefation of new 

ideas, a two-way influence obscured by studies of epistemic communities that look only at the 

ongination of ideas within a partidar expert group. As noted, transnational research networks 

incremingly focus on questions that fit within a liberal enviro~lxntmtal fbmework and 
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govemments increasingiy have taken control of specific bodies set up under international 

agreements to researîh or monitor specific environmental problems. For example, chapter four 

d e s m i  the changes made in the composition and focus of Working Group Di of the 

Intergovernrnental Panel on C h t e  Change. For the second assessrnent report (1995) the 

working group included more economists and focused on cost-effective policy respomes that fit 

with r e s m h  prograrns consistent with liberal environmentalism. 

These changes might even affect research at more basic levels. For example, Donald 

Worster suggests that ecology has evolved to be more politically realistic and human centred in 

line with sustainable development and adaptabiiity to eco-systems." This position might fit 

better with liberaf envin,nmentaiism than the ecology of the 1960s and 1970s. However, the 

ways in which basic research might be affecteci by these broader social forces quires more in- 

depth study than has been attempted here and might be better explored within the science policy 

or history or sociology of science literatures. 

Chapter four also highlighted the role of ecmnomists and economic ideas. While it might 

be tempting to portray economists as an epistemic wmmunity in environmental governance - 
they do exhibit a high level of consensus on cause-effect relationships and policy prescriptions - 
that would be misleading." In general, this gmup is not a promoter of specific environmental 

values nor an independent force for social change toward a more ecologically-based social 

system. 

However, in one respect economists did fit the definition of an epistemic community in 

that the value system promoted by many economists seems to fit with the basic tenets of the 

emnomic theones with which they work. Nthough 1 did not survey a wide number of 

economists, the following comments by Robert Stavins supports the above position. He believes 

that while many individual mnomists might be driven to study environmental questions because 

they find them interesting or they have some conceni for the environment, the values their work 

supports tend to wme k m  their economic training: 

1 2 h  ~ m c c  ( a d d s  mtaricw) mted that camm& m IPCC worLing gmup III for the 1995 npac hsd a fàr 
pa te r  consensus on core policy quesiions h n  tk naturai s c h t h s  invotvd 



Economics is obviously value laden. Just the notion of Pareto-efficiency or cost 
effectiveness or anything else is an expression of values .... That you should worry 
about m;niminng wsts or mêuimizing utility for the greatest number, that is 
obviously a value system. And it's pretty diacult to go to graduate schwl, do a 
Ph.D. in economics, and not corne out of it with some intemalization of that value 
systern. That it rnakes sense to think of issues as ceteris paribus, let's take the 
goal as given now... that inevitabiy takes one to the notion of market-based 
instruments for a pragmatic reason.... 1 think it's the amibute of cost-effectiveness 
and dynamic efficiency ... that drives economists to do it. 

Despite this underlying set of values, however, I did not find evidence that an identifiable 

network of economists acted as a community to push enWonmental govexnance in a spezific 

direction. 

Rather, by virtue of their legitimate positions in key institutions and public policy making 

genaally, govemments have called upon economists to formullate poücy fesponses in line with 

their professional work. For example, Stavins, the lead researcher of Project 88 in the United 

States, said he had little or no contact with similar research programs in other countries, or in 

multilateral institutions such as the OECD or the World Ba& until well after his project got 

underway. Only then did policy makers cal1 on his expertse to help formulate international 

policy.13 In other words, while these economic ideas existed in the profession, it was not a gmup 

of economists driven by a concem with the environment who were the main cause of the shift in 

international noms. 

Only recently, long after many n o m  of liberal enWonmeatalism have appeared in 

international environmental agreements and practices, are economists attempting to coordinate 

their activities to promote political action. Their interaction in policy exercises pmmoted by 

govemments seerns to have brought a number of interested emnomists together. For example, in 

1997 more than 2,000 economists issued a joint statement (and released it at a press briefing in 

Washington, D.C.) that the United States would be able to d u c e  its industrial emissions of 

gmnhouse gases to slow global climate change in a way that would not damage the economy. 

The thnist of the statement, written by five leeding economists and signed by about 2,000 others, 

was that well-designed policies relying on market mechanisms %y in fact improve U.S. 

productivity in the longer m." The statement explicitly endorsed a system of market 
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mechanisms, such as carbon taxes or trading of marketable emissions parnits among countries. 

What is rernarkable about this event is not the position taken, which fits very well with widely 

accepted views of environmental economists, but that three of the five economists who wmte the 

statement - Kenneth h w ,  Dale Jorgenson, and William Nordhaus - served as authom or 

advisors to Working Group Di of the PCC at various stages of the process. (Paul Krugman and 

Robert Solow were the other two main authors. AU five are highly respecteci in the economics 

community and Arrow and Solow are Nobel Prize winners).14 Again, the reciprocal inauences of 

social structure and research seems to be at work. Just as economic ideas have influenced 

environmental govemance, so too has involvernent in activities related to international 

environmental governance kûuenced changes within the economics profession and its work. 

The success of e ~ n o m i c  ideas suggests that ideas that do receive attention depend on 

their ability to make headway in key policy xnaking institutions. In addition, ideas have to be 

able to generate coalitions of Ne-minded actors in decision-making d e s .  Ecodevelopment, for 

example, could not achieve what sustainable development did These last two points are 

interrelated in that the fit with institutional norms and broader social structure and the legitimacy 

of institutions that carry ideas made a diffanice when weighing the impact of ideas generated by 

the OECD, IUCN and UNEP. 

Mo= work might be fiuitfUy done on the differential powa and legiîimacy of various 

international organizations and networks. In the case of environmental govetnance, 1 found, for 

example, that the OECD played an extremely inauential role, at least in the late 1970s and 1980s. 

Few studies have exaLnined specifically the important role the OECD play in international 

goveniance as a source of policy ideas and influence.15 While a number of analysts note the 

power of the IMF and World Bank, for example, which have direct financial levm on 

govemments, the more subtle inauence of organizatiom such as the OECD and Trilateral 

Commission deserve more attention. 

150nc acception is Robert Keobslle's rcvicw (1978) of the iotliIcntinl McCrsclan Report, altbugh h look more 
at the report than at the OECD's ponntper se. Onc cf the fêw systcmatic studies thaî might fall iato this cabegory is 
Stcphen Gill's 1990 book on tht Tritateral C o m a  
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Further research might also usefully examine how international n o m  are tnuismitted to 

the domestic level or across a wide range of actors. Hem, 1 assurned that such i ~ u e n c e  occurs, 

but stopped after identifjmg the nomicornplex among inteni;itional institutions and practices of 

major actors in their interactions at the ioteniational level. Some recent research that stems fbm 

comparative politics and transnational relations has begun to take up the question of how nomis 

are then transmitted. For example, M a r h  Finnemore's works on how international 

organhtions can act to "teach" n o m  to govemments, and Kathryn Sikkink's work on issue 

nmorks, propose promising avenues for m e r  research on how ideas and noms might move 

h m  the international to the domestic level or across stated6 Similarly Thomas Risse-Kappen's 

work on transnational relations more broadly has attempted specifically to address under what 

conditions networks of actors can carry ideas across various levels of govemance.I7 Risse and 

Sikkink have also recently begun a research program that addnsses how international n o m  are 

implemented domestidy and affect political transformation processes. l8  

The Compromise of Liberal EnvironmentaIism 

This dissertation has made much of the inauence of specific sets of ideas on the evolution 

of environmental governance. It rnight be objecteû, though, that the reason liberal 

enWwmentalism prominence is simply that the policies it promotes perform better in 

achieving environmental goals. In other words, liberal environmentalism is a rational response to 

policy failures of the 1960s and 1970s domestically or theu inability to genenite international 

action. Some of the comparative environmental policy iiteraîure hints at this position For 

example, Weale's study, mentioned in chapter four, lends some support to the position that the 

poor performance of expensive regdatory policies in a number of Western States led to the 

search for alternativedg 

' 6 ~ ~ r c  1993; S17rlr;nlr 1993; and Keck ard Sikkink 1997. 

' 7 ~ ~  1995. 

'%se and Sikhk 1997. 

'&reale 1992. 
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Such a position is unsatisfxtory, however, for two teasom. First, the perceived ~~ of 

one set of policies does not then detemiine what will replace it. The introduction and acceptance 

of new ideas still requires explanation. This is especially true in terms of the timing of the 

acceptance of new ideas. As chapter four emphasized, ideas associated with liberal 

environmentalim had been around at least since the late 1960s, yet gained prominence decades 

later. Their acceptance cannot thus simply stem k m  their inherent "truth'' or come h m  being 

" g d  ideas? 

if one lwked only at the range of economic ideas available, a set of ideas associated with 

a "green" internationai political economy seemed a more obvious direction toward which 

international envirormental govemance might have steered Recali Eric Helleiner's 

identification of a distinct and relatively weil-developed set of economic ideas that pose an 

alternative to liberal environmentalism and which have varying levels of s u p a  among 

environmentaIists and ecological economists. Some of these ideas fit with liberal 

environmentalism, while others are radically diff-t. For example, according to Heileiner, a 

"green" politicai economy shares with what 1 cal1 liberal environmentalism a distrust of statist 

economic planning and encourages small-scale markets. However, unlike liberal 

environmentalism, a "green" political economy strongly opposes largescale rational and global 

emnomic integration dong fiee market lines." In contrast, liberal environmentalism takes a 

view consistent with Helleiner's description of liberal intemational political economy theories, 

that "environmental problems are causeci primariiy by imperféctly fiinctioning markets and 

inadquate regdatory fiameworks, problems which [liberals] think it is possible to remedy 

through alternative pricing mechanisns and institutionai reforms.'* Interestingiy, many of the 

ideas Helleiner identifies fit much more closely with the more radical proposais of 

emdevelopment which have largely been pushed to the margins, as chapter four showed. 

=~ellCrnr 1996.70, refcrimg to works such as Hais, Keohane, and Levy 1993; and MacNeiI, W k m i u s ,  and 
Yalnishiji 1992. 
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Second, if liberal environmentalism were simply a rational respoase to earlier policy 

fdures, one would expect clear signs that theories and policies associated with the new approach 

outperform the policies they are meant to replace. A hypotheticd cornparison might be Qawn 

then between the rise of liberal environmentaikm and the rise of Keynesian economics. For 

exampie, Albert O. Hirschman, citing classic research on how Keynesian economics came to the 

United States, suggests those ideas provided a response to the protracteci Depression of the 

1930s. The apparent ability of Keynes's theory to both predict the economic outcornes of the 

period and to offer policies in response made them highly persuasive in the United States, where 

they first gained policy prominence (although a number of political and administrative *tors 

have been put forward that subsequentiy limited their infl~ence).~ As Hirscbman has put it, 

"Seldorn in history were the basic propositions of an economic theory so strikingiy confhed by 

events as during the 1938- 1945 period in the United States. Shortly thefeafier, the abiiity of 

govemment spending to energize the economy and to drive it to full employm ent... was taken as 

another, more positive demonstration of the correctness of Keynesian analysi~. '~ 

This view does not hold up well in the case of liberal envuOnrnentalism, however, 

because little evidence currently exists for the gteater policy effectiveness of ideas associated 

with it? However, supporters of liberal environmentalism had one advantage Keynesian 

economists did not; their ideas fit with the prevailing economic orthodoxy and practices 

promoted by the most powrrful states and inte~18tional institutions. In this way, it became 

relatively easy to convince the wider economics and environmental policy communities to pusue 

liberal environmentalism, even though the evidence to &te does not support the position that 

these ideas work better at achieving environmental policy goals. Empirical research is only 

*oECD 1992r A i t h @  Knsehman prarcim, chis rationai r c s p o ~ ~  argument in the case of K q n c s h  
economics, tk Hall volume (1989a) as a whole finds iî mcomh@. Petcr Hal, for example, argues th! this 
a e a m o m k t d  explanatim is iacomplctt since ecoDomic thmies and tht ecunomists that supporttd them 
waxed and waned m infiueace in cornparison to ottier infhraws on policy. He argws for a more complede mode1 
of the policy pnnxss that lmks at tfie interaction of ideas 4 t h  thex policy enviromnent - admmman . . 

've, politid 
and economic. 



beginning to study the relative merits of market instniments, for example, and those studies are 

inc~nchsive.~~ 

Even on efficiency grounds - where the arguments for policies dictated by liberai 

environmentalism should be strongest - the evidence to date is inconclusive. For example, a 

1994 OECD report recognizes that markets may not always behave as  economic theory predicts, 

implementation of market-fiiendly environmentai policies may be more diffidt than assumed, 

and the poïitcs of environmental policy-making makes the selection of instruments and policy 

perspectives more complicated than assulzledn Given that the track record of such policies at the 

domestic lwel does not demonstrate supaior performance over other types of policies, then is 

little reason to believe d t s  will differ at the international level or that they deserve promotion 

over other approaches by international institutions. In explaining why such policies might be 

chosen regardless, Majone argues that because policy instruments are rarely ideologically neutral, 

their selection often depends on factors 0 t h  than their effectivemess: 

[Wlhether one prefers administrative measures or economic incentives to control 
pollution seems to depend at least as much on philosophy and ideology as on the 
technical properties of the two approaches. T'ose who favor the extension of 
market principles to previously non-priced resources like air and water in the 
name of efficiency n a d y  prefet market-onented regdatory instruments, while 
those who oppose the encroachment of utilitarian principles in social life tend to 
oppose thern? 

Majone also demonstrates the difficulty in cornparhg various approaches to wmbating poiiution 

dong any set of consistent criteria, since they are conceptually so different. 

Similarly, the OECD study cited above reports that, cWon-economic instruments may 

work equally well or even better than economic incentiv es... since the efficiency and 

eRectiveness arguments associated with economic instruments are not always applicable, as a 

review of the history of environmental policy instniments discloses.'" The study concludes that 

probably a "cocktail" of economic incentives and regdatory command and control measures is 

- - - - 

%ee OECD 1994. 

n~~~ 1% Sec also Majonc 1989.116-143. 

%jooc 1989,117. 

' 9 0 ~ C D  19944 35. 
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the best option. "Economic incentives appear to operate best in combination with, or in support 

of. other instments such as direct regdation. Economic incentives alone will not effectively 

andor eficiently deal with environmental problems, whether national or international ones? 

The 1996 report of the U.N. Commission on Sustainable Development echoes these views, 

stating that, "Far too little evidence is available on the pracîical achievernents of economic 

instruments... [to know] whetha they live up to expectations ...." Yet the thnist of the report stiU 

endorses their use and n o m  more broadly refiective of the Earth Summit ~utcornes.~ 

My argument has been that despite these ambiguous findings, liberal environmentaiism 

sa pushes for market-friendly over other possible alternatives. For example, intemationally, the 

OECD promotes economic instruments over regdatory instruments in the implementation of 

international trade agreements and continues to devote environmental research to issues such as 

cost-benefit d y s i s  and economic instruments. The implication is that the criteria upon which 

envitonmental institutions are evaluated may turn more toward economic efficiency than 

pollution abaîexnent or environmental quality. 

Climate change has been subjected to such adysis which bas received a sexious hearing 

within the PCC and clirnate negotiations. A recent OECD study on c b t e  change supported 

this position, suggesting that deciding on proper policy instruments for the abatexnent of 

greenhouse gases should be based primanly on economic efficiency criteria. The main choice it 

presents are also between two market mechanisms, a global carbon tax and tradeable emission 

quotas? Such studies tend to gloss over questions of what criteria are to be used when 

evaluating costs and benefits. For example, givm high levels of uncertainty as to the effects of 

climate change and a number of externai variables related to economic pe r fomce  in different 

parts of the world, many assumptions must be made about what the impact of various policies 

will be. Ultimately, the choice of nomative criteria, such as whether and how to weigh msts and 

benefits to fùture generations or m s s  regions must be incorporated. Such considerations c m  



change calculations radically? It s t i l l  may be possible for economists to incorporate such criteria 

into cost-benefit andysis, but it may also be that liberal environmentaiism limits debate on such 

issues or leaves such choices to economists who are empowered by the 1egitimSir.y given to 

market p~c ip l e s  and neoclassicai econornic analyses. 

A danger aIso exists that a radical fk market position could gain legitunacy under such 

an approach - although h i  enWonmentalism as 1 have described it does not go to this fke 

market extreme. "Free market" envhnmentalism eschews any attempts to incorporate social or 

environmental costs or discount rates for the fûture as too intrusive and Wely to lead to perverse 

result~.~ In fact, some adherents to what 1 cal1 liberal environmentalism do support governrnent 

intervention or international management to comct market imperfections or build environmental 

markets. 

Nonetheless, a related problem arises because the advice of environmental and ecological 

econornists is only king partidiy heeded. Liberal environmentalism tends to support arguments 

for creating markets, property rights, deregdation and an end to subsidies. However, the nom- 

complex has yet to embrace the more radical proposais that often will have the largest payafi 

for the environment, such as changing accounting practices, large-scale shifts to environmentai 

taxation, or t d y  integrating envVonmental considerations into conceptions of social welfare. 

Major actors view such proposais as too intrusive to free enterprise and the smmth operation of 

the intemational liberal economy, or politically unreali~tic.~~ Even leadhg proponents of market 

mechanisms and an economistic approach mgnize that other goals for environmental policy 

might be important. Hahn and Stavins, for example, put it this way: 

In the economist's version of public-policy heaven, the objectives for policy will typically 
be efficiency (maXiminng net benefits) or cost-effectiveness (choosing the least costly 
method for achieving a goal). Efficiency and wst-effectiveness however, an by no 
means the ody possible criteria for judging environmental policies. ûther considerations 

"Se for cxample MacNcilI, W i  and Yihpbiji 1991 whem ail these proposrls are brought forwanf y* 
politicai support has been f o d  d y  for action on proposais amktcnt wiîh liberaymazkef nonna See also 
Weale 1995 157; ancl Goodlaizd, Daly, and Sen@ 1993 who argue for the need for enviromnentai accotrnting. 



might include overd effectiveness, ease of implementation, equity, information 
requirrments, monitoring and enforcement capability, politicai feasibility, and clarity to 
the general p ~ b l i c . ~  

Deeper aitiques of the implications of liberal enviroamentalism are also present in the 

literature. For example, Chatterjee and Finger argue that the type of environmentalism promoted 

at UNCED lefi unexamined the industrial processes and unsustainable economic models that 

caused the cumnt environmental crises. They view the outcome of the Earth Summit as follows: 

. . .UNCED has promoted business and industry, rehbilitated nation-sbtes as 
relevant agents, and d e d  the Green movanent. We argue that UNCED has 
boosted precisely the Spe of industrial development that is destructive for the 
environment, the planet, and its inhabitants. We see how, as a result of UNCED, 
the nch will get ncher, the poor poorer, while more and more of the planet is 
destroyed in the pro ces^.^' 

Whiie this dissertation has not independently assessed the merits of these critiques, it opens up 

space for the questions they raise which are obscured by other approaches in the international 

relations literature? 1 would argue it is not enough simply to critique the f o m  of 

environmentalism of which one does not approve; the way in which they arise and becorne 

institutiodhed should first be recognized and reveaied. Only then can serious debates occur 

about the possibiiities for change, honest assessments of the merits and limitations of various 

approaches take place, and a deeper understanding of actual social forces at work and their 

effects be achieved. 

Conclusion 

At the beginning of this dissertation, 1 posed the question of wfiether ideas associated 

with global environmentalism really implied a transformation of international relations and 

society. In some ways, the advent of liberal environmentalism does suggest a transformation has 

occurred. Environmental wncems now regulariy appear on the agendas of international 

organizations which engage in a wide variety of practices, from agencies dinctly concerned with 

37~t!erjee and ~inger 1993,3. Sc+ Plso SIchP 1993; amiHawkins 1993. 

'%or an arguamt that a more radical icfonmrlation of the inicrnationai rrlations Ltmture is r#luircd see SiIrin 
1996. 
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the planet's resources and environmental @ty to those whose main focus is trade, 

development, or even security. Many states' foreiga policies also regularly include hi&-profile 

attention to global environmental concems and a wide range of non-state actors directiy address 

global environmental problems and the human practices that contribute to, or ameliorate, such 

problems. Yet l i b d  environmentalism has not transformeci the international system itselfin 

ways that resemble the initiai proposais put foward by the internationally focused environmental 

movement. Instead, the nature of global environrne~1talisrn has itself been transformed to fit 

M e r  within the normative structure of intemational society. New ideas were indeed required to 

make that transformation possible, and thus to bring environmentalism into the niainStream of 

international relations, but those ideas interacted with an existing social structure in an 

evolutionary fâshion. 

The ultimate legacy of UNCED and Liberal environmentalism are unceaain. This 

dissertation has not argued that Liberal environmentalism has been a success in solving 

environmental problems or improving environmental quaiity. Neither has it argued that 

environmena policy has in fact been incorporated into economic policies everywhere to the 

degree promiseci at Rio. Indeed, as 1 write this, most delegates to the UNGA's special session on 

the fifüt anniversary of the Earth Summit have just finished describing their lack of progress on 

achieving many of the promises made in 1992. Rather, the dissertation has made an argument 

about how the nonnative basis of international environmental govemance has evolved 

In light of the limitecl achievements since UNCED, this maiysis seems especiaily 

appropriate given that UNGA member states agreed in New York to reaffinn their cornmitment 

to Agenda 2 1 and aii the principles in the Rio Declaration on EnWonment and De~elopment?~ 

The affirmation of the n o m  institutionahxi at Rio suggests that these noms remain the wre of 

international environmental governance. At the least, understanding the process behind the 

evolution of these n o m  and identifyhg such trends might allow a deeper critical analysis of 

why specific policies and programs based on that govanaace structure have not afhieved ali that 

was hoped for at Rio. At the most, tbis dissertation suggests that debates about the most 

appropriate such n o m ,  and the possibilities of change, ought to be reinvigorated. 

'9En- News Service 1997. 
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